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Preface
The premise of this book, edited by Jerome M. Rosow of Exxon Corporation, is that the American world of work is caught up in the cross currents of
rapid change and that our society therefore ought to take a new and larger
view of this world and a look at the quality of life it reflects.
As the participants of the Forty third American Assembly (The Changing
World of Work) at Arden House, November 1073, concluded in then final

report, "improving the place, the organization, and the nature of work can
lead to better work performance and a better quality of life in the society."
The essays which follow discuss the pros and cons of that assertion; and no
matter where the authors come out they agree that the questions posed are
vital to the enlargement of public understandingfor the lives of all of us
are organized around out jobs and the work ethic embedded in our cultural
values.

The American Assembly is a national public affairs forum and remains
neutral in its attitude toward the subjects presented. The Assembly should
be held accountable for the conduct of the forum but not for the opinions
therein, or herein, which belong to the participants themselves. Similarly, no
of _! should assume that the financial supporter of this American Assembly
programThe Ford Foundationendorses the opinions on these pages.
Clifford C. Nelson
President
The American Assembly
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The Energy Crisis
and the World of Work:
A Note

The energy crisis has created a new urgency for change at the work
place Today the human side of the ewe' prise looms as a ernieal factor in the
accommodation of industry to a period of scatuty. Shortages of energy, of
materials, and of equipment are evident. The major hidden rest/time is the
wit Ipped human pu.ential of the work. Eerie within each organization in our
society.

At this time of rising unit labor costs, general inflationary pressures, and the
need tc temain competitive, companies must turn to their workers to achieve
the ac;ustment effectively. Greater humanization of working life can be advaneed in conceit with measures to increase productivity, reduce waste, and
increase the conservation of energy and materials. The key element involves
the active participation of workers at all levels in these mutual goals. The
ducat of a new era of scarcity presents new motivations for management to
take a flesh look at old values, rigid practices, and extravagant pit/grams which
have placed zi low value upon the human factor.
Irrespective of the degree of automation, mechanization, or computerization,
every system depends upon people. These employees have a real desire to do
mute. to carry meaningful responsibility, and to Live pusunal involvement
in decisions and actions affecting their jobs and their products. This applies to
almost every occupation and every organization. Employees also have a strong

sense of survival and an anxiety to preserve their jobs at a time of major
economic readjustment. The first and most logical place for productive involvement is at the work place. Now is the time fin expetimentation and
change to bring the talents of employees to bear on the era of scarcity.
REDESIGN OF WORKING HOURS

There are two interesting options which present themselves:
The Four Day WeekLA igcr hours eaeli day in exchange for a full day off

is an energy saving option. It would save energy for everyone the worker,
the eumpanytild the community faulities. Although the foul-day week applies to a very small fraction of American business at tin., time, the rapid
shift in eumomic un,litions pushes this option to the forefront. Maximum
ix
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The Energy Crisis and the World of Work
savings would be achieved if die entice opelation shifts to four days, however. the Mime in plant timid ren,ain op.:rational five 01 even six days a
wick. The cinplipices would only be rt.:quilt:it to N%01 k four day by alternating
thin. schedules (e.g., NIonilay-Thiirsda, "FuesdayEriday, and 'WednesdaySaturday) 11licie t lc operation could close lot duce days e%ely week, this
could be inuniottAl through communitywitle action and possibly linked whit
the foul -d% school week. The (Allergy savings hut. would be substantial. The
rtun.a e, elliticlicy, and job .satisfaction gains would also be substantial.

thet twolinds of the companies which have adopted the four day week
attest to significant productivity gains. In retCmt sutvcys Lill IC foot tits of the
vvoikcis 11.1%e intlicattal inipluvcintaits in family life, recreation, and job satisfaction and interest in their work.

les timeThis is a new trend in 'Western Europe. It gives workers greater
freedom and individuality of life-styles walnut any adverse (Sects on productivity. The worker owes a fixed number of hours each week or each month.
'Within (Amain linuts such as a maximum and minimum number of hours
emit day us certain fixtal pettods when attendance is compulsory, i.e., to A.m.
to 3 P.m.), the worker may culne to work and leave work at times of his own
choosing. The workcr may select longer hums olie day than another, Nary the
paticru to utter pctsolial needs, and even accumulate enough extra hours to
take a halday of even a whole day off.

Flexitime is a natural for the encigy crisis. It would lisperse people in
bilge uthan areas and LILA, down the peaking of travel every morning and
every evening. It would facilitate car pools, ease pressures on urban transportation, and give workers a greater pctsonal Election', which they desire.
\\tickets conk' utgalime thur uulking life schedules to suit personal needs

and tastes lather than be forced to conform to rigid and inflexible work
schedules. It gives workers mute responsibility and a sense of trust \Vomcn
could adjust their hours to (licit child -care needs. Ali workers would reduce
tension and increase both their loyalty and their independence.
J.M.R.

Jerome M. Rosow

Introduction
The Public Debate
Recently Chou En-lai, premier of the People's Republic of
China was discussing Maoism iv ith a Western visitor. He noted that
only 5 percent of the Chinese people do not support Chairman Mao,
or agiee with the Chinese way of life. Then the brilliant Chinese
philosopher paused, looked thoughtfully at his visitor, and said: "However, 5 percent amounts to go million people!"
Apply the same test to America. Only change the question to job
satisfaction, instead of political philosophy. In 1973, 77 pet cent expressed work satisfaction. But 23 percent were either dissatisfied or
expressed no opinion. The 1 t percent who admitted that they were
dissatisfied equals about t t million people!
Is job satisfaction an issue whose time has come? Certainly the public debate attests to the vitality of the problem. The 1973 auto negotiations attest to the fact that the quality of working life has moved from
academic debate to hard talk at the bargaining table and into print
in the labor contract.
This Forty-third American Assembly is considering the contemporary issue of job satisfaction. In the changing {got Id of the seventies,
are Americans achieving a reasonable degree of social and personal satJli Row. M. Rosov, assistant secretary of labor in the early Nixon years, is
now the Fxxon Corporation's manager of public afiairs planning. Ile is chairman of the President's Adtisory Committee on Federal Pay and was vice
chairman of the National Productivity Commission. Editor Ilosow has served
as chairman or member of numerous other public and private panels on a
variety of work problems (luring a 30 year career in both government and busi-

ness. Ile has written widely on compensation, manpower planning, productivity, and bluecollar problems.
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isfaction in their jobs where they spend °ter 2,000 hours each ye.0 -and over go years in a lifetime?

Somehow the issue has attracted two opposing groups: those who
exalt the American eionomy and idealize its achiesements and conchide American wen kcis nes er had it so good, and whets who are
champions of the worker, idealizing human tisyc hie and social needs,
and decrying the faihne of prison.: enter prise to humanize work. In a
sense the heat and vitality of this connosersy establishes the solidity
of the issue. Otherwise the debate would hose died out long ago. The
HEW report Work in America is a broad documentation of existing
problems of job satisfaction t.hich has struck a responsive chord. Yet
the issue remains scotching fur definition and balance, and most important of all, long-term solutions.
The work ethic %s. the welfare ethic has been part of a social and
economic confrontation between two s Atte systems. Thus the work
ethic was politicized so that hard work developed a halo, and the rejection of duty, dcad end low paying jobs was associated w;th laziness
and indolence. The pulalization was part of two national political
campaigns in 1968 and 1972 and has contributed to a political split
and some confusion among the national labor leaders themselves.
Somehow the exaltation of work was unrelated to the glowing national
comet n with the °wall quality of life. Yet, more and more the American work force is seeking mule from work than money alone.
In recent years the quality of work issue has enjoyed a new vogue of
public attention, despite the fact that it has yet to lank among the top
national priorities. It is an cineiging issue which will demand mole
attention and better solutions. It is an issue which will not quietly
disappear. The sluggish productivity of the second half of the sixties;
the Nixon attention to blue-collar wolkels, the formation of a National
Commission on Productivity, the conduct of congicssional hearings;
the rash of legislative proposals, the passage of the lust Occupational
Health & Safety Act in itau, the Enlisting seminars and conferences;
the flood of new books and news magazine Loser stories and the ie.
soignee of readersip interest in such human interest motel ial all confit m that there is a genuine problem. Albeit a problem without simple
solutions.

The Worker and His Job
ATTITUDES

Work is at the core of life. Consider the deeper meanings of work
to the individual and to life %aloes. work means being a good pro-

12
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%icier, it me:ans autonomy, it pays ofT in success, and it establishes self-

re,pect or self-wend'. Within this framework, the person who openly
confesses actie job dissatisfaction is Yirttially admitting faille as a
111.111, and [allude in fulfilling his mural tole in sot iety. Since hulk resides at the %cry WI C.: of hft taducs, self esteem colors the lc:sponse to

job satisfaction attitude sin %Lys. A negative ammo may negate the
life style and the Yu) ego of the individual. It may well inYuke a painful, if not impossible, Atria' of basic goals in life. It is tantamount
to an admission of an inability to aeliiee and pu limn an economic,
useful, and productiye role in society, in the family, in the (hutch, and
in the community.
By contrast the "satisfied" response is a confil illation of some measure of success in the real world of wink. It 'elects a self-image of one's
place in the cumpetitie matuialistic society of today. It canifirms petsolidi adaptability and adjustment to reality and the int sense of
doing as well as can be expected, considering the difficulty of finding
and holding a job. The high in upol tion of satisfied wol kers in Amin ica
(77 percent) is a meastne of their economic self esteem. It also reflects
on their adaptability and capacity to "fit in," to adjust themselYes and
Unit expeetations to the telatiely rigid lc:quite:mutts of the workplace.
It is a mcasti .. of mans capacity to accept the commonplace demands
of life, especially the endless demands of the job. It is also a reflection
of the low level of expectations of many workers.
EXPECTATIONS

The American worker has a high threshold of tolerance for his occupational 1%01 Id. rl us-nations and sacrifices, long 1101.11s or unpleasant

conditions, nagging supeuision, dull, boring work. ate all taken in
sti ide. The American adult accepts with equanimity the need to sacrifice in order to succeed as a full time, paid employee who exchanges

his labor for income to ploide for himself and his family. Win kos
haYe bee,' inculcated hum Cal !y clildlwud, not only with the milk
ethic, but :pith the cApeetations mat work is thud, imokes sacrifice,
and does not equate with pleasure or pu sonal fulfillment. The rising
expectations and aspirations of the new entrants into the labor market
may change this long tci m accommodation as mole people expect more
from work.
Expeetations for satisfaction (plus income) from work are relatiycly

low, except for the younget tun kers. This has a negatie effect upon
output, quality, and (Acta!! efficiency. Tile older workers ha\I It:Mutt cd their expectations by seeking a full telease from work dui:nigh
earlier and better pensions. Of course, expectations rise and fall with
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the business cycle. In times of full eplosment turnoser rises and um kcis demand nkeusually in pay and benefits. Dining ctessios and
high unemployment uoikus draw into their shells and loiter their expectations.

As long as these expet unions remain low anti encased in a mold of
self-sac I thee, the nonkpl.ate u ill Iuaain immutable. The eeonoie om-

t went to prod nets and plaits exceeds any eumitment to human
needs. People euntinue to au.onnnodate to jobs that are telatisely inflexible and locked into a larget total system. The world of work remains unchanged in a ehanging um Id. The typical um ker seems unable to do anything about it. The typical union is uncertain 'Shat it
could do if it pied. Employe:1s ale content to pu form an effectise economic role plaemg capital and technology ahead of human relation .
ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Wages base adsanced at a good clip. The minimum wage initially
fixed at tuentyfise cults is musing toss aid tuo dollars per hour. Ascr-

age total psate 'sages ale neat four dollars per hour. In addition, a
panoply of benefits !lase oohed since 19.17 with the beakthroug of
pension bargaining. Thus the wokplaec pica ides sarying degrees of:
sacations, holidays, other time off uith pay, health instuance, life insulance, sou-mice pay, supplemental unemployment benefits, and pensions. These aser age about 25 pet cent of payroll and bring the hotly
labor cost to five dollars per hour.
Lauployment benefit plans base grown tremendously since 195o. The
numbel of p Cl SOILS it'll tidLd in hospital insmanee, life instnance, and
retuement plans has uipled. Costa age under sulgieal,legular medical,

and aj-medical expense plans has expanded at an even geater
pace. These long-I on gains ale further accentuated when the number
of um kos costa ed is elated to the total labo force. The proportion
of the employed us Hiatt uage and salary foi cc with some type of health
instanee tinting!' the place of employment has expanded from 50 to
So pucent. The pu cent ssidi gocip life insurance and death benefits
to almost 70 pucent. Prisate retirement plans
has inueased hum
coser neatly 5o pueent of the prisate work force, more than double
the proportion for 1950.
Despite these impu.ssise statistics, under the existing institutional
su ueture, a sizeable poi tion of the labor force faces substantial bat tiers

in obtaining these basic plotectios through their place of employment. I'm prisate ul:mutt :intl temporary disability plans, the eovel age gap remains quite Inge. Whereas 50 percent ate cosered by pri-

vate pension plansthe other half of the labor force arc without any

14
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private pension plan coserage. These facts assist us in maintaining a
sense of proportion.
This growth of money wages and related benefits has taken place
within a system of howls pas without major adoption of incentive
systems or profit slating plogi ants. The wage came' is cunt' oiled by
the time clock, not In his product or by the inlicicilt continuity of his
effort The occupational shift to sets ice and golunment employment
and the expansion of white-collar and professional \sulk has spread
more security of income by use of payment by the week, month, or
year But the class distinctions in pay systems continue to prevail.
Furthermore, work is rat ely, a process of pimp participation with a
clear relationship Iietween results and rewards. Usually, it is individual
hirepay for the job without direct linkage to costs, piofits, or productivity_ Even bonus plans are related to salary levels rather than
individual efficiency.

We cannot ignore the fact that millions of Americans are won king
full-time, full year and earning less than the poverty level rot a family

of four. These people labeled as the "working poor" have no economic satisfaction from work. They have no benefits, leisure, or sec'trity In the South about one- fourth of the total labor force earns
less than two dollars per hour. Another 4.5 million people are unemployed and unable to find a job.

At the other extreme blue-collar workers are attaining annual incomes between S15,000 and $20,000 and have become part of middle
America. Therefoie, the economic achievements for .American won Lets
ate diverse, incomplete, and cannot be exalted without serious qualification.
PSYCIIIC NEEDS

Man does not live by bread alone. Even executives and professionals
have confessed to serious job dissatisfactions despite salaries in six figures. Every worker wants some dignity in the job he does, sonic selfrespect, a reasonable degree of status and a sense of self-worth.
Since men and women ate capable of rational thought, since they are
trained, educated and able to feat n at all ages, and since they arc subject to many pressures to succeed, they aspire for more. Animals may
resist physical abuse, but they ate not uoubled by psychic needs.
Work with dignity has not been defined as a human right. Work without dignity becomes degrading and mean. It imposes set ions emotional
penalties. Workers are not numbers on the time clock or in the cont-

inuer They want to apply their knowledge, they desire to use their
physical and mental talents, they want to be treated as people at least

Jerome M. Rosow
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equal to, if not above, the process of production. Fred E. Emery and
Einar Thorsi cid hove defined au excellent list of the desirable components of jobs:
(i) The necid for the content of a job to be reasonably demanding of the
vv viler in terms other than sheer endurance, and yet to provide a
minimum of variety (not necessarily novelty);

(6) the need Co be able to learn un the job and to go on learningagain
it is a question of neither too much nor too little;
(iii) the need fur sonic minimal area of decision making that the individual
can call his own;
(iv) the need fur some minimal degree of social support and recognition
in the workplace;

(v) the need for the individual to be able to relate what he does and
what he produces to his social life;
(vi) the need to feel that the job leads to some sort of desirable future
(not necessarily promotion).
THE LEISURE N11"111

Lubin c fol Amu icon workers is more myth than reality. Gross average weekly hunts in the private sector declined from 40.3 in 19.17 to
37.2 in 1972a (hop of three hours per week, or about 8 pet cent. This
is a very slow decline, and bouts have been quite stable during the
late sixties and wily seventies. Inflation, taxes, high cost of education
of children, and other economic pressures have intervened to block
any node-off of income for leisure in terms of the workweek.
Flexitime, into cased vacations, more holidays, the four-day week,
voluntary over time, and other learrangements in the packaging of the
wolkweek 01 the uolk year ale significant developments. But they
should be distinguished from the theory of the leisure class.

The Workplace
Society at huge has been more open and responsive to change
than has the uukplat.e. Modifications have mewled in the institutions
of man loge and the family, in sexual moles, and in the legal rights of
youth. Public opinion has induced changes toward abut non, birth conn ol, premarital sex, "open" mar iages, rising divot cc rates, drug use,
the ughtecn-year -old vote, homosexuality, ponlography, and the women's liberation movement.

Contrast this with the workplace. Jobs themselves have hardly
changed. M. Robot II. Guest tevisited and wrote "The Man on the
Assembly LaneA Generation Later" and drew the overall conclusion

that explessed dissatisfactions and the intensity of these dissatisfactions

16
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are the same today as in 19.19. Customs and practices resist change. The
organizational hit:larch) put sists, eummunication moves tin ough formal channels, participation is limited oi nonexistent, opportunity for
self expression is often counterproductive, and conformity by employees is required. Recent concessions to di ess and hair sty les are

surface masks that only convey an aura of permissiveness. They d
not reflect the immutable nature of the relationship between a man

and his job.
The world of work remains in stark contrast to the world away from
work Particularly today, society is in ferment. Self-fulfillment and a
new attitude toward nature and self are emergingand not only among
youth or women. Society itself has become more tolerant and permissive without any apparent shock to its grow eh 01 survival. Only the
workplace remains unchanged in a changing world.
The emerging confrontation between the Ivo' ker and his job is more
than a psychic demand. It is an issue of major economic significance to
the individual firm, to entire industries, and to the economy as a whole.
Worker attitudes and adjustments to the workplace have a direct bear-

ing upon productivity, costs, quality of product, profitability, and

competitiveness in the world markets.
Serious problem. in labor relations and personnel performance can
be traced to the quality of working life, as distinguished from direct
wages and benefits. Absenteeism, turnover, grievances, and strikes are
indicators of the sin face abrasiveness of the workplace. Poor product
quality, growing customer dissatisfaction, wasted materials, and climb-

ing unit labor costs are other evidences of serious friction between
employees and their environment at work.
The employer is not required to establish a happy workplace. He
is motivated to create and maintain a productive workplace. Thus the
balance between people and production requires a more sensitive interest in human relations. The notion that people work only for money
and seek their real satisfactions away from work is not valid. People
have real needs at the workplace and the more these are satisfied, the

greater their personal involvement and motivation to participate at
their highest levels of achievement.

This Book: Highlights
AN OVERVIEW

This modest volume is organized in three parts: An Overview, Contemporary Issues, and New Horizons. Pat t I, An Overview, establishes

Jerome M. Rosow
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the cultural, sociological, and economic setting of the American worker.

Pal t I's two chapels ielate the past to the present and point toward
future developments.
Di. Daniel l'ankeloYich's initial chapter is a principal "think piece."

He discusses man and his relationship to his family and society at
laigc, with work as the traditional linchpin of these relationships.
Through the eyes of a psychologist and leading social think' we see
the continuing transfoimation of yolk values and the work ethic. The
lei) meaning of won k is taaced back to its religious origins which estab-

lish the clear and binding mural connotations which prevail to this
clay.

Four themes desci ibe the contemporary meaning of the work ethic
for the majority of the adult population. These sei ve to sharpen the
definition of the work ethic. Against this backthop the chapter examines new cultural trends which are gradually transforming the work
ethic. These include the changing definition of success; 'educed fears
of economic insectil ity; a new division of labor between the sexes; a
splcading psychology of entitlement, and a spreading disillusionment
with the cult of efficiency. These changes are basic and distinctive since
they have cultural impact upon life in general and work in particular.
Against this cultural landscape, Dr. l'ankelovich discusses life values
and their subtle effects upon wink 'calms. Thus, he confronts the conoYeisy which is the eye of the storm in this Forty-third American
Assemblywhether or not Amelicans are satisfied with their work! He
places the issue in cleat focus by defining three critical variables: the
age of the worker, the expectations attached to the job, and the distinction between economic and psychological work satisfactions.
Linking the new cultural values to distinct groups in the labor force,

the Anhui ploYides new insights into the future of the work ethic in
America. He notes that the fox cultural trends are having an uneven
effect upon different groups in particular, upon the young collegeeducated, the noncollege youth, and women of all ages and levels of
education. The impact of these cultural trends is predicted to have
uneven effects upon the aspirations and achievements of these membets of the labor force of tomorrow.
Finally, Dr. Vankeloyieb plot. ides a schematic depicting the future

impact of cultural trends and connasting the work ethic of the 196os
with the work ethic of the 197os.

Chapter 2, titled "The Changing Economy and Labor Force," provides a sweeping leYiew of the employment related dimensions of the
.Amel lean economy over the past social generations. Dr. Eli Gin/berg,

professor of economics and director, Conservation of Human Re-

18
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soul ces. Columbia

is one of the nation's leading experts in
this subject oleo. Thisc basic data which delineate the changing character of the Am:Ikon labor folic politic a framewmk for assessing

theories of work satisfaction.
Mist.
Ginzbug delineates the changing contours of the American

economy, pat ticularly die sn num al changes which govern the work
in out society. He thaws our attention to the extensive, large-scale
changes in industrial str mune, oiganizational fur ors, and occupational
distribution. Since these transtouttations ate so complex, the author
cautions against simple sunimaties of their meaning. He especially
cautions against the difficulty of 'elating these changes to the fundamental issue of worker satisfaction.
Examining the changing ihmactelistics of the labor force, Dr. Ginzbug turns hum exteinal sn name to a study of the individual American um ker. He connasts the winker of the 192os with the worker of
the 197os, covering a 50-year span of immense differences in family
background, education expectations, and life styles. He then closely
analyzes the so called special giutips: blacks, women and youth.
The analysis of black' in the work force ieveals striking improvements in fonnal schooling, definite gains in employment in higherranking oic (illations, and significant improvement in family income.
Howevel, Dr. Ginzberg points out that these gains should not obscure
the distressing .aspects that continue to persist. Among these are lower
levels of family income, a small proportion of college entrants, and
continuing disciimination in many sectors of American life.

Women are considered in toms of education, occupations, and
earnings. Educational trends reveal new breakthroughs in the professions of medicine and law. Occupational findings show persistent differences in long tom coniennations of women in relatively few low-

paying fields Then, the !medicament of youth, particularly young
people with employment handicaps, is reviewed.
Finally, in search of a pet spective on the link between the economy's
struittnal changes and (lunges in wolk satisfaction, the author draws
five inferences. They character La: the transformation of the American

labor force. The inferences ale. (1) the greater and growing mile of
women, especially mottled women, in the world of work, (2) a substan-

tial rise in education of new ennants and a corresponding shift to
set vice and white collar jobs, Co little pressure for reduction of the
conventional wolkday or woikueuk; (4) slow growth of trade unions
revealing no new Inge to (Agonize, and (5) the dynamism of discontent
embedded in svoik relations in a modern democratic society.
Looking to the flame, Dr. Ginzbeig foresees some possibility of ris-
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ing discontent among the better-educated managetial uot kets. IIc foie-

casts a new eta of trade offs between wink and leisure and shifts of
opportunities from (Adel to younger uotkets..1 latgei tole for goet itmolt in tesoking collcctie batgaining ithin national incomes policies is also hinted without defining structinal fcattu es. Of Louise, the
issue of disctimination is expected to hold sway in the }cats ahead.
the combination of mote education, tcduced fear of unemployment, and higher (anal) income will loosen the tight tie between people and scot k. Thus, we may anticipate more conflicts in the mend of
sunk Dr Ginzberg, the labor economist, joins Dr. Vankelovich, the
social thinker.
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

P.mt II considets contemporary issues of worker satisfaction under
three headings. First, chapter 3 considets the uot kers thentsehcstheir
attitudes toward wotk, and how they have adjusted. Chapter 4 addresses one of the major dilemmas, namely, the unions' futtue role in
achieving an improxed quality in working life. Finally, chapter 5 considets the not kplace in relation to the economic effects of wot ket dissatisfactions. What is revealed by the hard economic data published
in national sources?

Chapter 3 considers the central issuewot kers, their attitudes, and
their adjustments. Di. Geotge Sttauss, professor of business adminisu ation, Univet sity of California at Bet keley, teviews the growing concon with an alleged elusion of the Amu icon uot k ethic. lie addresses
basic questions. How dissatisfied ate wotkets with thin jobs? Does this
dissatisfaction arise chiefly from repetitive, unchallenging wot k? Or
.ue low pay, inept supeixision, or blocked opportunity mote impoi taut
causes? What ate the ttends fin the flame? Is dissatisfaction glowing?
Di. Strauss confronts these difficult and often conuoxersial questions
in an objectixe, balanced 'minim as he weighs the evidence of countless studies and reports to help the reader thaw his own conclusions.
The chapter begins with a rex iew of the extent of dissatisfaction, the
impact of tontine work, and recent changes in um k attitudes. Despite
divelgent ttends, the ex idence does not support the view that dissatisfaction has increase,' substantially. Neithet does it prove that workers
are ti illy satisfied. Ratlicr, it suggests a difficult and continuing process
of adjustment between the worker and his job.
Dt. Strauss considets this adjustment process as an accommodation
of man tc his cm, ironmcut which °cents at some psychic costs. Although these psychic costs may not be vet y glut today, lie foresees that
they may increase in the future. This leads to a discussion of whether
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people and organizations clash. The hypothesis of Arg,yris, Maier and
Ali Glegoi suggests almost inevitable Gustr.uions lot employees, especially in massimoduLion v otk. since uotkets are assumed to aspire
for the satishu Lion of social belonging, independence, and growth on
the job. The Maslow thcoty of self-aunalization is considered more
limited in application to plufessms and manages than to 11,01 kel s at
large McClelland's caulk points to wide individual differences in need
fulfillment. Finally, it seems, personality differences ale important
variables which, in nun, take questions of cultm al and child-rearing
practices and their influence on work attitudes.
In a brief, but fascinating section, rural -urban differences arc reported to challenge a popular assumption that there is a positive relationship between job challenge and job satisfaction. This section also

suggests that rural um kus have internalized the Protestant ethic of
work for its ow n sakea thesis that deserves huffier consideration,
especially in light of America's great urban society.
Dr Strauss then ret iews the job as a primary source of satisfaction.
In °the' 'Swats, how impoitant is work in human life? Leisure activities are not effective as escapes from work frustration or as sublimations of the quality of life on the job. In the absence of this trade-off,
Strauss finds that apathy is a middle glcund for adjustment between
the extremes of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
Discussing the cennal issue of adjustment, the chapter offers a schematic chart which presents the employee orientation in relation to the
type of work. This mu its studytesting against occupational and personality data. The analysis continues with a brief look at social life
and dreams of advancement as substitutes for job satisfaction. Then
it turns to the contempoiary issues of health, personality, and political
alienationa subject that caught public attention in the 1968 and 1972
piesidential elections. The nature of one's job is seen as an influence
on personality and adjustment, both political and pusonal. However
extrinsic, economic factors may equal intrinsic job elements in importance.

Finally, Dr. Strauss concludes with trends for the future. These
point to youngei, bettu educated wol kus making glowing demands
based on egoistic and self actualization needs at the workplace. In conclusion, he agrees with union leaders who argue that economic (extrinsic) factors are a greater cause of dissatisfaction than any intrinsic

problems on the job. Yet, remaining open minded and sympathetic
to the full bicadth of his analysis, he concedes that there is no reason
to ignore intrinsic factors since incleased imminent ity is a logical goal,
and such increases have been linked to intrinsic factors.
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Reporting from the plant levels of American industry, Mr. Agis
Salpukas, labor reporter with the Detroit bureau of The New Yea
Times, Wrote chapter 4"Unions. A New Role?" Many academies,
Uities, and journalists have visualized a nets rule for unions somewhat
at odds with the Lee:)day demands upon union leadership. Basically,
the audio, finds the labor leadership cynical, suspicious, and impatient
with the issue of job discontent. At the same time, labor leaders do
believe major changes are required at the es kplace; that workers'
expectations are rising, and that there are new L .ntiers for collective
bargaining. Se:L.1161112,1y, humanizing jobs poses a I.:de:mina and a threat

to the conventional, economic role of unions.

Reviewing labor history after the turn of the century, the author
recounts the migins of Ilenry Ford's five-dollars-a-day decision announced on January 5, 194. Sixty years ago evoikers were quitting
the production lines at the startlingly high turno%er peak rate of 38o
percent. The five-dollars-a day almost doubled prevailing rates and pro% idid .01 110110111k allb11, el to the inhuman pace of the assembly line.

Today, auto wages and benefits equal this daily rate on an hourly basis,
ith a stir felt of premium (reel time pay to boot. Dues this suggest that
six generations later accommodation to the assembly line has remained
a matter of money and only money? This may be Detroit's answer, but
it is not Sweden's.

Mr. Salpukas traces the rise of unions in the 193os, the sit-down
organize and
strikes, the fight fur recognition, and the legal right

bargain. Despite the great imbalance of power at that time, local
strikes did succeed In limiting the wok pace. Dining the post -World
War II period, the union mo%ement enjoyed phenomenal growth.
Collective bargaining expanded its reach into new areas including pensions, health nlsularia., job security protection, accommodations to
auromation, escalation of wages is ith cost of living changes, and productivity issues.
The mythology of the March, 1972, Lodstown strike in which 8,000
cookers of UAW Local 112 closed the new Vega plant for 21 days (at

a loss to GM of $5(r million) is examined

the author. Popular

ster eotypes and academics' interpretations are set in perspective. Management as well as labor Lace been disturbed by misinterpretations of
both the Lordstown and Norwood strikes, the latter lasting a recordbreaking 172 days. "Speedup" emerges as the key issue which Mr. Salpukas traces carefully. This struggle (Act work standards and manning
kWh Is out CSOINcd. In fact, it is of great significance to the issue of job
discontent. The author sees a growing contradiction between the values
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of a democratic society, with its checks and balances, and the rigid
authoritarianism of the wolkplate.
New challenges ale
hum the rank and file in auto and steel,
relative to grievances, job discontent, and 'Alcatel nutlet rights on the
plant level However, union !cadetship 'espouse continues to lag since
wages, hours, hinges, pensions, holidays, and mule time off leplesent
immediate plessute and quick payoffs. In a simple and clear explanation of collective bargaining, Salpukas describes the pluccss itself as a
bar to consideration of noneconomic issues. Noneconomic issues are
not universal, predictable, 01 subject to cost control. Instead, they are
subtle and difficult to relate to workable trade-offs.
Discussing rank-and-file attitudes, the authol found that intense dislike for jobs does not u anslate to pressul es for union action for reform. Time is an obvious gap. High annoyer is a major reason that
unions feel little pi esstu e for changing work the most dissatisfied
switch rather than fight. This escape valve is a by-product of free and
open labor markets, but it is not a long-term answer to human frustration or to the psychic or economic costs to the individual and his
family.

Turning to solutions, Salpukas describes the responses of union
leaders such as Reuther, Wm 1, Woodcock, and mhos. Among labor
leaders in cot, munications, steel and autos, and especially among the
leaders of workers for states, counties and municipalities, Salpukas
discerns some shift towal d the view that changes in work itself may
eventually be needed.
Chapter 5 examines the economic effects of worker dissatisfaction.
Mr. Peter Henle, formerly chief economist, Bureau of Labol Statistics,
and presently senior labor specialist, Library of Congress, takes a hard,
dispassionate look at the available national statistics. Although he finds
only limited evidence that um k disaffection has impaired the national
economy, he does uncover evidence
h indicates that disenchantment with work is growing in the United States.
Mr. Henle's discussion is divided into four headings: labor input,
performance on the job, productivity, and lobo' relations. Examining
first the issue of any reduction of labor- force activity, Mr. Henle's discuss;on of participation in the labor tome (haws a lnoad conclusion:
those who have been working !raid would like to quit. and those who
have not been working fegulaily would like mole vvol k. Men aged
55-64 are pulling out of the labor force (down to 8o percent participation) whereas women have been lushing in (up from 32 to q,l percent) Overall United States labor force pal ticipatiun tanks higher than
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Canada, Germany, or Italy; about equals Sweden and the United
Kingdom; and is lower than Japan.
.kbsentecisin data is often cited as a sensitive indicator of employee
dissatisfaction. flow oci, national data is sketchy and eonceals scliotis
ploblems vvitluu iudivadual eollipanies. Sadly enough, while company
attendance lc:colds are sufficiently aik,to ate for payoff pin poses, they
seldom are adequate for an analysis of absenteeism.
Data available sinee 1967 on '.it-week and entire-week absences
shows a to percent inci ease in the peliod 1967-72, with the, highest
talcs of pal t-week absences in manufactuliag and go.einment. The
skit pest increases in pal L-week absenees

.al in se!ice, tiade,

finance. The tindeibitag causes, whctLet (...,1:tiaLt-appluved 01 Milk
alienation, ale nut a%ailable nom the data, bat this trend is indicative
of both the search (cm leisure and the desire to avoid work.
esents sigQuit 'ales ale also sensitive indicatols, and tinno.er
nificant thect costs to the employer. National quit rates ale difficult
to iiitelpiet because they ale highly sensitive to the business cycle and

the !abut inalket. 0%taall, an examination of quit rates reveals no
broad-scale changes on a national basis.

Tinning to pu fuittiante on the job, Mr. Heide examines the quantity of output, the quality of output, and the tole of alcohol and drugs.
Complaints about pool wolkmanship, pool quality, thievery, or industrial sabotage ate also dealt with bliefly. On balance, the author finds
it pubably sin plising that 'Aide in wolkinanship still persists. Mean-

while, the editut notes that individual major col poiations in autos,
electi (Mies, and constant-1 goods encounter continuing problems in
meeting warranty stanclaids, satisfying eustomer complaints, and absuibing the costs of pouf pluchicts. 1'01).11,1y the most significant non-

statistieal indicatol of the decline in product quality is the emerging
consume' movement. In fact, in a 11172 survey of national priorities,
seen eonsumel issues ranked among the top ten issues. We can continue to listen for the consortia response and regard it as the final
quality testingot United States products.
Trends o'er the past 25 years have reflected an annual productivity
rate of 3.2 peicent for the total private economy. Reflected in this figme an Intel play of technology, economic conditions, employee attitudes, education and 1.1,61,111g of the work (mu. The sharp drop below
the long.tel m tiend dming the 11;66-7o period (the average fell to 1.5
1,eicent annually) has caused widespread speculation about a decline
in the wolk ethic. Mi. I link believes that this chop seems to have been
aecuinitcd for almost entirely by ',loaning economic conditions. Basi-
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tally, he sees little relation between assembly line operations or unpleasant working conditions and recent changes in productivity.
Labor relations ale reviewed in terms of strikes, contract rejections,
grievances and .0 bitration, changes in union leadership, and decertification elections. The author finds that about 20 percent of strikes are
caused by working conditions (up from 15 percent ten years ago),
which may reseal an inu ease of worker discontent. Contract rejections
workers do not indicate any problem since such rejections have declined. Grievances and al bitration present incomplete data, but there

has been an increase in arbitrations, the final step in the griesance
proce.,.. Union leadership reseals higher turnover and shorter tenure.
But the reasons are mixed, and the most significant measure of disaffection relates to local union offices where data is lacking. Just as we
found a paucity of data for plant -level absenteeism and quits, we have
discovered little regarding union elections at the local level. Critical
indicators elude us and mask the real facts.
Dew tification elections occur when workers feel that the union has
not given them adequate representation. To some extent, such a petition to change union;, is an indicator of worker dissatisfaction with
their union representation and the labor relations system in general.
While there has been some increase here among small bargaining units
(to- 5o workers), the (Achill number of terminations represents a tiny
fraction of total union membership.
Mr. lienle concludes with an optimistic summation of positive fac-

tors countering any trend toward job dissatisfaction. occupational
shifts, improved work ensironment, increased education, leisure and
retirement trends, the growth of part-time jobs, rising levels of pay;
and finally, the great adaptability of the nation's basic labor-relations
institutions.
NEW HORIZONS

Part III, New Horizons, consists of two chapters which focus upon
change and the future. Chapter 6 is an intensive review of case studies
of new initiatis es to restructure work. Chapter 7 is an extensive consideration of policy implications and an agenda for the seventies.
Richard E. Walton, professor, Harvard Graduate School of Business,
has conducted intensive research in the basic restructuring of work to
both meet the changing expectations of employees and yield imposed
performance. He presents his findings in chapter 6, which is an analysis
of. (r) the problem of employee alienation, (2) the nature of comprehensive reform in job design, (3) case experiments in innovation, in
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the United States, Canada and Europe; (4) and problems of survival
and growth.
Initially, the author presents employee alienation as a basic, long-

term problem dew %nig of iniunatiYe action. lie attacks the inadequacy of peeemeal icfornis which haye been in the patade of changing

fashions of personnel pugrams. Defining a "systemic," or full) integrative icfonn, Dr. Walton states that this inYolyes the way tasks are
packaged into jobs, the way %%Luken, 'date to each; the way perform-

rewarded. the way positions of authority and
status symbols are structured, and the way ulcer paths arc defined.
1his inlet esting chapter comes to gi ips with the dynamics of expuuncntal %Yolk systems based upon twelYe pilots in eleYen different
companies. The expetimental units woe inanufactining plants in the
pnyate sector, including continuous pueess, assembly line and batchprocessing units. Size hinged hum one hunched to (lye hundred cu.
ployees in uYer half of the cases. The remainder had fewer than one
bundled employees. Su, essentially, the experiments were contained
within mlatively small units. Locations were (Acid) divided between
ance is IliC.ISUILII

tidal and urban and between union and nonunion (although the
United States plants were nonunion).
1Inec of the expel iments (Shell United Kingdom, Norsk, and General Foods) %%etc. "glass roots" plants in which management tailored
the inuanal labor [(ace to the new conceptions of wink and organi/anon. 1 his preselection of the wolf: fume as a hand picked elite frown
among a munch mule heterogeneous group of applicants iaises sevcial

issues. These expel intents cunuast with mule difficult innovations
which must conhunt old uigani/atiuns, established institutional and
power lelationships. older ut obsolete equipment aid manning levels,
and vested management and !abut intuests. It also raises a more contiuyersial issue which Dr. Walton omits nom his eYaluation, namely,

is pc:Ye:won of unionism itself one of the basic objectives in such
innovation? If such cycle the case, we could ceruinly anticipate fear,
suspicion, and hostility among unions eYetywheie. From my own expetienee in Esso refinuies and chcmitad plants, our grass roots plants

have, in fact, innovated new wink ingani/ations with few plants rerimming nonunion. Labor market institutions play a powerful role in
the outcome.

Rev iewtng the [avowable results of these pilot projects Dr. Walton
names seem conditions which inucase the odds on chances for success
m these high-risk ventures. Results are analved ethically in terms of
manning, quality of %%ult, life, and olganLational performance. Movgrowth and survival
ing from the short- to the long teim puspects
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of intimative work sssttms, the author reseals the undelying, deep
obstacles to origination, tontinuation, and diffusion of toganitational
changes. This wasp and undustanding of the roadblocks to intimation is fundamental to future experietation and change. New travelers on this high. twisting toad to the future can asail themsels es of
this road map of &toms and death traps. Six ducats to intim atise
work systems are defined and seise to delineate the hagility of human

innosation within an existing produttion plant. The chapter's conclusion surmm.0
on .in optimisti.. i ate, and points to areas for
further research and study necessary to athance innovation and improve the quality of working life.
The final chapter discusses "Policy Implications and Future
Agenda." Its author is Mr. Sam Zagoria, director, Labor 'Management
Relations Service of National League of Cities, United States Confer-

ence of Mayors, and National Association of Counties. Fonnedy
member of the National Labor Relations Board, Mr. Zagoria speaks

directly to the policy issues.
His considootion of the changing work scene in the United States
and Europe pros ides an engaging res iew which reaches ahead, pre-

senting a realistic agenda. The issue of worker satisfaction is approached hum the standpoint of pal ticular interest gimps. workers,
unions, employers, and finally gustnent. Thus, each special interest
and its otises, needs, and responsibilities at the workplace, in the
community, and in society are placed in perspective. The author notes
that the sonic%% hat inalticulated individual needs for self-fulfillment
base yet to be translated into coherent demands for change. Recently,
these conflicts between the %%other and his jab ensironment have concentrated upon (lade offs for leisure or escapes from the workplace varying from test periods to the complete escape of early reth mem. Union 1e:1(1cl-ship has Along attachments to economic bread, butter, and
security issues and considers job satisfaction an issue of lower priority
which is elusive and hard to define.
Employers face many constraints in taking new initiatives for job

enrichment. Mr. Zagoria lists the critical blockages to change and
briefly notes (udging positise trends. Turning to international developments, primarily in Westet n Europe, the chapter provides a
sweeping res iew of uoiket participation. This participation concept,
which is soeu hat foreign to the American lexicon of union-anagement relations, is placed in the context of the job satisfaction demands

fto ssItich it eerged. Considing changes oser the past few decades,
he reviews Yugoslavia, Amnia, West Germany, United Kingdom, Norway and Sue ten. This resiew presents a thumbnail sketch of the rela-
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tionships of management, labor, and government sufficient only to
tempt the 'cadet to follow where the seem of sweet success may lead.
Returning to the three special interest oups with power (unions,
employers and gocunment), the audio' wnfronts the underlying philosophical questions of change in toms of the responsibility of each.
Seeking a sense of balance between profits and people, between economic and soual roles, Mr. Zagoii.t introduces tough questions as to
the balance between the (Amputate and the community interest. With
a suong [magmatic flallor, he stresses the legitimate special-interest
needs opening new high roads to the future. His discussion of policy
consicluations leads logically to his proNocatiNe "Agenda for the Seventies."
This agenda sets goals and objectiNes for the achievement of a miniimprove the standmum 'eye' of job satisfaction fun all NV

aids of hying, to protect mental and physical health and welfare, and
to ,wIcanee inch% ichial fulfillment. This broad thirteen-point social
mandate holds challenges to gocel mem, employers and unions, ind
entlm.aLs many of the critical issues that will engage our society for
the balance of this decade and probably into the 19805 as well

PART ONE: AN OVERVIEW

Daniel Yankelovich

1
The Meaning of Work
Locking up from the Grindstone
"Amct 'cans know more about how to make a living than how to
live." Although Tholcan made his astute observation on Aim: man
life mote than a century ago, by and large it remains %Aid today. We
still on.wilize our lives around thc struggle to make a living. We place

our economic institutions at the (cntei of the society because they
ci eau: the jobs and produce the grow th that keeps the economy rolling.
We also organize family life around the job: family responsibilities ale
parceled out to make it as handy as possible for thc male head of the
household to be the economic pros idcr, while the wife picks up most

of clic resich.al chores. \\lime we lic, how well we live, whom we see
socially, how we pattern our daily loutincs, how we educate out chil-

drenall of these facets of our lives arc dominated by the work we
do to make a living.

Many of these social arrangements are now changing. Under the
impact of woman's lib the rigid division of Libor in the family is beginning to bleak down. People arc glowing balk; on the job: they
seem less willing than in the past to endure hardships for the sake of
making a living. Some unions arc now stressing noneconomic issues
at the baiga,...ng table. Many people ale seeking jobs that may pay
less well but oflci a more agreeable life style. And even the high value
DANILL YANKLE.0%1LII tf PlusttiCnt of the social reuarch firm bearing his name,
a .)::t
and marketing research firm. He is also research professor of psychology

at Nutt) York Uriiecisity and voittng professor of psychology at the New School
for Social Research. his latest book is The Changing Valucs on Campus.
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we place on eitnitnnii growth as the main goal of our society is cast
in doubt. Mi. Nixon, who has spoken out in defense of the traditional
wink ethic 111.111) times, has also, conically, challenged the piemise on

which the wink ethic tests: "In the next ten years we will inuease our
wealth by fifty pucult. The profound question is. Does this mean that
we will be 50 1.cei cent richer in any ical sense, 5° penent better off, or
50 percent happier?" (State of the Union Addic.ss, January 1970). In
posing this fundamental question, Mr. Nixon has NOked a doubt that
is spreading to ever larger segments of the society.
a pet iod of bast cultural change, the essence
We are living tin
of which lies in the nansfonnation of um 'glues and the \yolk ethic.

Indeed, so curial is the \coils ethic to American culture that if its
meaning shifts, the chmactu of our society will shift along with it.
Comusely, if our genual cultural outlook undergoes a reorientation,
then the changed meanings of work cc ill probably emerge as the
salient expression of the country's new social philosophy.
In this chaptu, following a Enid discussion of the historical sources

and poem meanings of the Amu ican work ethic, we examine the
aspects of cultural change in the country that impinge directly on the
wink ethic_ We then look At how these shifts in genci al life values are
affecting specific win kAclated %alms. par Guam') among young people

and womenthe poops that are most directly influenced. In the final
section, we attempt to forecast how the wink ethic is likely to change
in the foreseeable future.

The American Work Ethic
RELtofous inuotNs

What do we mean by the American \\ ork ethic? To trace its origins,
we !lace to go back to the beginnings of Weston civilization, as Adriano 1 nlglrer has effecticely done. The early Greeks regarded work as a

curse. 1 he wont for wink dukes from the Greek word for sorrow,
punos, suggesting di udguy, heavy -heat tedness, exhaustion. Wink had
no inherent value foi the ancient Greeks. They felt that work enshned
the \cocker, chaining him to the will of others, con upting the soul, and
lobbing him precisely of that independence so highly valued by ancient
Greek civilization.
For the Ilk:int:us, the meaning of work was almost as bleak, but with
one sawing; femme. Wink was cegaided as atonement and expiation for
the original sin of disobeying the word of God.
It was Gin istian us,ilization that slowly began to build the accretion
of meanings that have evolved into the modern work ethic. The eddy
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Christians followed the Hebrews in their conception of work as a punishment laid on by God for man's original tiansgtessions. Gtadually
several positive meanings accrued to work. The early Christians saw
work as necessary to maintain the health of body and mind and to keep
evil thoughts at bay. Contrary to the Greeks, they conceived of work
as a defense against despair rather than as the emit ession of despair

itself. Like the Hebrews, they too saw work as an act of expiation.
They also looked to work as a way to spread charity and to share with
the needy. Eventually, they came to believe that the accumulation of
worldly goods need not lead to wickedness and perdition. Since possessions could be shared with others, God's blessings would shine on
the giver as well as the receiver.
The integration of woi k with profit-making and the ownership of
property came with St. Thomas Aquinas. Codifying the social practice
of his day, Aquinas advanced the concept of the "just price," i.e., the
monetary reward for work that enabled a man and his family to scratch
out a livelihood. Up to the time of Aquinas, even though the idea of
woi k had begun to accumulate somc positive meanings, no inherent

virtue attached to work itself. One worked long enough and hard
enough to support the immediate needs of self and family. That rare
person lucky enough to live without working was not scorned by society Neither did won king longer aad hank' than the minimum required to meet the practical needs of life earn moral brownie points.
It remained for the advent of Notestantisin to invest work with the
mot al meanings we associate with the American work ethic. Martin
Luther took the decisive step when he eliminated the distinction between working and serving God. Luther conceived of work as a way
to serve God, indeed as the best way. Luther even condemned the
monastic and contemplative life of piety in the monasteries of his day
as expressions of egoism: the symbols of the snobbery and conceit of
monks who thought themselves superior to the common man. It is
Luther, then, who endowed the idea of work with an intense religious
and moral character.
Calvinism further strengthened the moral connotations of work. To
the strict Calv inist, dislike or rejection of hard work made damnation
all but inevitable. Because wot k is, in effect, "God's work" all men rich
or poor nmst work, and work unceasingly. Moreover, success at work
when made tangible in the form of wealth could be taken as a sign

that the work was pleasing to Godespecially if the profits from it
could be reinvested and if the work was carried out in a highly organized, continuous, and rational foam. To wok hind was not enough:
the work must be organized in keeping with strict canons of rationality
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and efficiency. Although later \yolk was to lose its explicit religious
connotations, it has neNer shaken itself free of the intense moral content with which it was endowed by the founders of Protestantism.
CONTEMPORARY MEANING OF THE WORK ETHIC

The pi esent-day wu,k ethic in ,1merica is rooted in this Protestant
nadition. A stud) on basic American life sallies can ied out by Daniel
lankelusich, Inc. in the mid 19(os showed that a majority of the adult

population at that time associated four cultural themes with work.
These themes link um k with peoples' life sables and form essential
parts of what we mean by the American work ethic:

The "Good Thomder" ThemeThe breadwinnerthe man who
provides for his familyis the teal man.
I lel e is the link between making a lis ing and the society's definition

of masculinity. Masculinity has little to do with sexual prowess or
physical strength o, aggiessiNuness or a N. ilk appearance. For almost

60 IRA cult of the adult population to be a man in our society has
imam being a good pushier for the family. The concept of masculinity hut. at issuc also conteys oNertones of adulthood, responsibility,
intensity of loving care for others.

The Independence ThemeTo make a living by working is to
"stand on one's own two feet" and asoid dependence on others. Work
equals autonomy. To uulk and be paid for it means one has gained

and earnedfreedom and independence.
The Success Theme"Hard work always pays off." Hard work leads
to success, its form dependent on one's abilities, background, and level

of education. For the majority, the "payoff" comes in the form of a
home of one's own, an eset rising standard of living, and a solid position in the community.

The Self-respect ThenzeHard work of any type has dignity whether
it be menial or exalted. A man's inherent worth is reflected in the act
of working. Tu work hard at something and to do it well: a person can
feel good about himself if he keeps faith with this precept.
Nfanhood, tespunsibility, economic seculity, independence, freedom,

selkespect, success in life, self-esteem, dignitythis is the moral stuff
from which the daily life of people is shaped. We often underestimate
the potemy of =IA issues in people's lies, gi%ing more attention to
the practical and pleastne-seeking sides of life. But most lives are as
immersed in a sea of ',totality as fish are immersed in water: morality
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surrounds us. It is the element we breathe. It is rarely noticedexcept
if it is polluted or absent. Flom this substratum of moral values grows
such diverse phenomena as the traditional American resistance to nonpunitive welfare legislation (because it suggests that not working is
mom ally acceptable), and the deterioration of morale caused by prolonged unemploymenttpart from its economic consequences (because
of the threat to self-respect and self-esteem). Pay for housework has
become .t demand of great symbolic significance to the women's move-

ment, one implication of the work ethic being that work for which
one is not paid connotes second class citizenshipwhether it be that of
the housewife or the volunteer.

We begin to see how deeply embedded the work ethic is in general
cultural values, and why changes in the culture necessarily color the
role and meaning of work.

New Cultural Trends
Let us examine sonic of the new cultural trends that are gradually transforming the work ethic. They are interrelated, each reinforcing time other. For purposes of analysis they can be identified separ4tely. Among the most important are: the changing meaning of success in America, lessening fears of economic insecurity; a weakening
of Cre rigid division of effort between the sexes, a growing "psychology
cf eatitlement" leading to the creation of new social rights, and spreading disillusionment with the cult of efficiency.
TUE CHANGING MEANING OF SUCCESS

Throughout most of the post World War II era, Americans shaped
their ideas of success around money, occupational status, possessions,
and the social mobility of their children. To be successful meant "making it" in the world of business or in high status professions (doctor,
lawyer, scientist, government official) or in well paying white collar or
skilled blue collar jobs. Success has also been linked with ownership
of one's own home in a "good neighborhood" and with possessions
that have status symbol value, such as large cars, fur coats, silver flatwar e, diamond rings, swimming pools, and vacation homes. These
have been tl.r tangible signs of success money can buy. if the goods
of the Ivor Id eluded onet second chance often came along as an opportunity to encourage one's children to "better themselves" through
higher education as a stepping stone to a good job. In contrast to traditional European (Arlan e, American children have usually been ex-

pected to surpass their parents in social and economic status. The
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pattern is tritely familiar, however it has been changing for some time
now, and in the past few yea's has taken a significant turn in a new
direction.
The old components of successmoney, job status, possessions, and
mobility for children still count. Certainly, Americans are drawn to
money for its poetical uses and also to signify to thcmseh es and others
that they bare achieved a niche in the world. Vet an increasing number of people ,ne coining to feel that there is such a thing as enough
money. And this is new. Few scoff at money or reject the opportunity
to enhance their standard of 'king, but people are no longer as ready
to make sacrifices for this kind of success as they were in the past. The

uncial question has become: "What do I hart to give up for the

money?" These days, a "big camel" who has settled for an unpleasant
lifestyle is no lunge' considered more successful than someone with
less money who has created an agreeable life-style for himself. There
are, of LOW SC, millions of people who adhere to older dews of success
as defined exclusirely in trims of money, but the trend is moving away
from them.
Sundar considerations hold for the other elements of success. Many

studies in the souological literature show that people find it easy to
rank jobs by the degrees of prestige that adhere to types of occupation.
Yet the status of doctors, scientists, lawyers, and business executives
has begun to lose some of its lustre especially if achieving occupational success inyohes sacrifice and unpleasantne,s. The prestige of the
business exec tire, for example, has plummeted in recent yea's. A 1973
study tallied out by the Opinion Rest:aid' Company shows the public
of prestige in the following order:
ranking of the professions in tel
Physician (66 percent), Scientist (59 percent), Lawyer (44 percent), Minister (j pm cent), Engineer (.10 pc' cent), Architect (.10 percent), U. S.
Comp essinan (39 percent), Banker (33 percent), Accountant (29 percent), Businessman (2o percent).
Mato ial possessions, too, have begun to lose some of their connotations of success. This is not to say that Americans have lost their taste
for material goods. We still suit-mind oursches with appliances, television sets, charcoal grills, power lawnmowers, snowmobiles, and the
other assorted gear associated with Arne' ican life. And the love affair
with the automobile continues unabated. But it has changed its character. 1 he ownership of a huge, gas-guzzling, boat-like car is no longer
the crowning symbol of hay ing arrired in the world. Few people these
clays celebrate each moye up the hierarchy of success by the site and
make of automobile they own.
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Peihaps most signifnantly, the trend is away from postponing self
giatification in (Adel to insole the upw.nd mobility of one's children.
One of the old-time faun Ile plots of films and books contemns the hardwoi king, self-denying palent who wol ks day and night as charwoman,
Limitless or labourer to insure the success of a child. Today, such sccnal ios ale tinged with nostalgia, the campy appeal of a bygone era. The
Jewish muthcm four whom "my-son the ductol" is a single word, the auto
assembly line womkcr who says, "I'll make any sacrifice so that my kids

can go to college to bate' themselves and not end up ,as I have," the
palent who feels that his life will be fulfilled if and only if his chiahen
sum pass him in socioeconomic statusall are stock figures in a receding past. They existbut in ever fewer numbers.
It is imponant to avoid misunderstanding. Lim not saying that parents ale no longer w illurg to make sackfices for their children. They
are and they do, peihaps as much as in the past. What I wish to underline is that people tend less to view the success of then own lives in
Rams of their childien's lives. They want their children to be successful. They .111 IV I ling to give them whatever ad%antages they can afford.

But they no lunge' legaid vicarious living through their children as a
plopci substitute for success in their own lives. They feel they have
dick own lives to live, and do not need to live through their children.

The era of keeping up with the jonesesso blatant a part of the
Ainclican landscape of the 1)5osalso appears to be undergoing a
gladual thinsfoknation. The individual's definition of success has
somehow become less fii.aly anchored in the world of possessions,
status, money. In the plocess it has lost much of its treadmill, rat-race
actor that open ended, never satisfied compulsion to accumulate
name and more money, mine and more possessions, more and more
status symbols to confirm a higher rank in the hierarchy. The era of

the step-up hour Chololet to Buick, from Buick to Pontiac; from
Pontiac to Ohlsmobile, from Oldsmobile to Cadillac; and from Cadil-

lac, inestimably, to heaventhat cia is dead and goneat least for
the majority of Americans today.
What has taken its place? New ideas about success revolve around
val ions (wins of self fulfillment. The emphasis now is on the self and
its unrealized "potential," a self that cries out fin expression, satisfaction, actualization. If the key motif of the past was "keeping up with

the Joneses," today it is "I have my own life to livelet Jones shift
for himself." The new consciousness about the self does not destmoy
the older definition of success as money and occupational status. But

it diminishes the relative importance of "goods" to the individual.
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They have, as it were, to move over to make way for the newcomer.
Money, possessions, a good positionthese can and du become instruments of self-expression. But in the process, a subtle but farr caching
tr ansformation takes place. They become means, rather than ends in
themselves. And, most significantly, they are not the only means mailable but must compete with other less materialistic means of self-fulfillment such as being closer to nature, finding new ways to be "creative," spending more time with friends.
The new national preoccupation 1%ith self fulfilment assumes some
strange forms which, unfortunately, we must bypass if we are not to

be diverted from our main theme. But let me mention in passing
several consequences of the growing attachment to self-fulfillment. The

emphasis on self modifies the character of the bonds which tie the
individual to social institutionsthe family, employer, community,
church, trade union, political party, nation. No longer can these institutions assume the automatic and "unearned" loyalty of the individual. The willingness of people to subordinate themseh es unquestioningly to some Luger entity for the sake of an implicit common
good is slow ly disappearing. Instead, people are asking why they
should be loyal and what fulfillment for themselves they can derive
from being a part of a larger unit.
The spouting of communes among the young is often cited as a
counter example of the trend toward self-centered individualism. Indeed, many communes with their resemblance to extended families, do
express the hunger for belonging to a Luger community. Often, howeer, communes Win out to be loose aggregates of individuals, each
one preoccupied with his on personal needs. Without the discipline
to subordinate the self to the larger unit, the tics that bind the gi oup
become um acelcd and the commune disintegrates. This (min of change
dous not characterize all communes, of course, but it does describe a
number of them.
The breakdown of certain types of conformity is another consequence of the new ideas about success. Each person is assumed to be
unique. Thus tolerance for offbeat and unusual life styles to express
one's individuality is spreading. This does not mean that social conlot unity is now collapsing around our heads. On closer inspection, most
"unique" life styles take on a standard look. But conformity in practice is not the same as social pressure to conform, or the feeling that
one must confoun to get along ("you get along by going along"). People feel it is all right to L011(01111 if conformity is one's own flee choke.

Later in this chapter, I will relate this new attitude toward conformity
to the work ethic.
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REDUCED FEAR OF ECONOMIC INSECURITY

Less general in its effect on the culture, but equally fraught with
signifieanee for the work ethic, is a greatly reduced fear of eeonomic
inseeurity. Vast segments of the public have grown less fear ful that
economic catastrophe will strike without warning and render them
destitute. Of course, inflation disturbs people and causes than to be
distressed about making ends meet. But people today are less afraid
of losing their jobs, Lacing .1 poverty stricken old age, or finding themselves in a situation where they are unable to cope economically.
To illustrate the change. in the 1972 presidential election campaign,
despite a relatively high rate of unemployment, the unemployment issue proved to be of minor importance. According to the New York
Timcs:Yankelov kir election survey, the number one issue was Vietnam
(51 percent). Inflation was the second most important issue (37 percent). Unemployment was far down the list, in about eighth or ninth

positionof concern to fewer than w percent of the voters. It was
almost as if only the voters who were unemployed wilco 'red themselves with the problem. Several decades ago, politicians would have
regarded so negligible a role for unemployment in a presidential campaign as unimaginable.
Economic security has not become less important to people. For
most, economic seetnity continues to dominate their lives. But today
people take some economic security for granted. If they are working,
the future prospect that they might be unable to make a living seems
curiously unreal.
nu many generations an unspoken consensus prevailed in the country, so widespread and universally .accepted that there has been no need

to make it explicit. the consensus held that economic security is so
important and so diffieult to insure that no sacrifice is too great for the
sake of preserving it. This silent assumption has dominated our national life. Its unchallenged acceptance has given our society its distinetive character, shaping common goals, and pervading the political

and economic life of the nation. For c' .ruple, if an industrial plant
was spewing pollutants into a nearby waterway and the community
objected, all the plant manager would have to say was, "That will
mean we'll have to lay off a few hundred men," and typically the community would back off from its demands.
In the past few years, the consensus has begun to collapse. A majority
of adults (approximately Go pu cult) state that they continue to place
economic security above all other goals, but a substantial
percent

minority say that they are now prepared to take certain risks with
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their own and the nation's economic security for the sake of enhancing
the quality of lift:. Wt arc nut SW wised to find that the majwity still
adheres to the old view, what is striking is that so large a minority has
adopted this new and far.reaching valneorientation.
One consequence of the lessened fear of economic insecurity is a
glowing willingness to take unprecedented risks. This confident e pertains both to I sunal life and to national policy. People are seeking to
realiie new values 'elating to the preservation of the envilonment, to

self enhantement and, as we shall shortly discuss, to the quality of
working life.
ECONOMIC DIVISION OF LABOR BETWEEN THE SEXFS

ELM] oilliC. factors have played a large rule in maintaining the rigid
division of 1,11,01 between the sexes that is so plumb-mu a feature of
family life in America. As noted earlier, the pi evailing conception of
masculinity has tinned on economic ratite' than sexual poteney. being
a good provider is mole highly valued than being good in bed. For a
man, especially if he is mall ied, to fail in his 'x0'10111ic mission means
mine than low social status. The standards of the society have been
su intunalited that [dame as a provider suffuses most men with guilt
and a sense of inadequacy.
Man is lesponsible fur nuking a living and this rule is all-important
and all eunsuming. 1 bus the w ife autumatieally beeumes the help mate
and residual legatee of must other family responsibilities, especially
cal e of home and kids. Like the man's tole, the roman's, in addition
to its practical economic aspects, also takes un emotional overtones

edged by fear and anxiety. Divorce has often raised the spectre of
destitution fur the wife. In the marriage itself, a wide hinge of rigid
mulal stamlal ds has aeeuniulated around IIUMLIIntking, child raising,
Iiousc bCalUtificatiun, eleaning, cooking, washing, diapering, and comfy' ting the ham d-vvol king male. Woe unto the wife w ho found herself

wanting in these lulcs, however educated and trained she may have
been for other missions in life. So deeply internalised have these standaids been that women often exaggerated the disappluval of friends and
neighbors when they failed to live up to their uwn expect Lions. Society has had little need to enforce these standards. The job has been

done by the lash and sting of the uuman's uwn guilt. Foi both men
and women an) letup in the rigid obligations and willingness to marks

pusunal sacrifices in older to preserve economic security has often
stimulated fantasies of disaster.
One tonsequenee of the iedueed fear of economic insecurity has been

a euneunutant I,ssening in the feat and guilt expelieneed by people
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when they take a mole casual attitude toward their role obligations
in mall iage. The iron economic discipline that maintained the rigidity
of the sex roles in the past has weakened.
the impact of the
Onicil's lilnt.ttion muyement a far greater flexibility has marked the
relationship between the sexes.

To say that the rule relationships between the sexes are growing
mule flexible is not to say that they are disappearing altogether.
Women, as well as men, almost universally 'eject the idea that roles
and leponsibilities fur men and women shutild become interchangeable. The notion that the man should stay home and do the cooking
and housekeeping while the woman goes out and emirs the Hying is
stlungly resisted- -more by women than by men. Fewer than one in
ten accept the idea that sharply defined rules based un sex should be

entirely eliminated. The majority of women continue to feel that
homemaking is mule satisfying than a job. They also state that they

would respect a man less if he pet witted his wife to earn a living
while he stayed home. Muleowl, most women du not feel that their
rule as !ionic:make' is an inherently unequal rule in the family. Ms.
magazine to the eutitiary, women genually, especially mai ried women,

sec men as thoughtful and considerate paltnetsnot as expluitatiYe
male chauvinist pigs.

mere singly, women Accept the idea that both husband and wife
may work, but the woman's etunoinic rule comities to be regarded
as supplemental. The lesponsibility for making the !king still falls un
the man, although more and more responsibility is coming to be
shared.

While most people reject an interchange of roles between men and
women, they are Yu) much in layor of au easier, more flexible division
of effort. Gradually, year by year, they are accepting a more informal,
less fixed separation of obligations, expectations, and responsibilities.

A majority of families today feel that it is per fectly all right for men
to participate in shopping and in cleaning the home., and more than
duce out of ten families look with fayor on men participating in daily
mat preparation. Cotner sely, the idea of women working for pm poses
of self fulfillment rather than economic muti es gains wider acceptanee
all the time. .1111, in fact, women are pouring into the work force in
unpreectlented minibus- and at a faster late than men. (Women now
umstitute almost 10 percent of the total work (wee.) These labor par-

ticipation rates tell us nothing about the psychological reasons for
work. It is here that the meal change is taking place. Women have
always worked for economic reasons, but nut, superimposed on the
economic mutiYe, is the powerful psychological force of self-tealization.
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Its effects are changing work values almost as much as tll_y are changing the nature of the family.
TILE PSYCIIOLOGY OF ENTITLEMENT

A fourth category of (tactual change is a spreading psychology of
entitIcanent, the growth of a broad new agenda of "social rights." This
is the psychologieal process whereby a person's wants or desites become
converted into a set of presumed rights.
From, "I would like to have a secure retirement" to "I have the right to
a secure rethement."
From, "If I could afford it, I would have the best medical care," to "I have
the right to the best medical care whether I can afford it or not."
From, "NI),, job would mean more to me if I had mure to say about how
things are run," to "I have the right to take part in decisions that
affect my job."
From, "I'd like to have a job that gives me pleasure and satisfaction, rather

than just something I do to make a thing." to "I have a right to
wen k on something that lets me do a good job and gives me pleasure."

num, "I hope we will be able to afford to send our children to college,"
to "Our children have as much right to a higher education as anybody else."

From, "I hope that this breakfast cereal is fresh," to "I have the right to
know when it was made and how long it will stay fresh."

This process is not new. Indeed, it is a very old trend, long recognized
by social scientists as part of .t scot Ickside revolution of rising expectations in recent years it has accelerated, and it 11.1s assumed new political and institutional forms. It is the effects of these trends expressed
in various social movements that we have been feeling so acutely in
the past few years.

The concept of social rights has always excited a snot% force in our
society, but in recent years .t number of new institutional forms have
spiting up that intututscls shot ten the Lithe span bctAs WI the
t 4 idliars sense of eutitluncitt and political action. In the 1960s a valid.),
of social movements Lame into beingthe civil lights movement, the
student movement, the ecology movellient, the eunsumer movement,
the wonIcr.'s movement, the gay liberation movement, etc. These movements served to al tit slate, define, and shape a full agenda of new social rights. The technique of consciousness raising advaneed by wornerfs lib, for example, institutionalized the intr.-OS AV Ilt.1 Lby the gen-
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cr.:dire(' discontent of women became transmuted into sharply defined
social rights.
Ralph Nader crystallized a vague stave of consumer uneasiness into
a powerful pressure lot new hovernment legisltion. The growing coviction that one has certain rights that are not being met fuels organized efforts to achieve change. These &ols assume the ever more sophisticated form of lobbying, fund raising. organization of protest,
formation of pressure groups, congressional testimouy, skillful exploitation of media, drafting of legislation, and other finials of intervening
in Ilse national opinion making and policy makiag process. Gradually,
each one of the social movements and the nest rights they embody
conic to focus pressure on governmentthe federal government in
particular, but also state and local golunments. The logic here is that,
by definition, a social right implies that its satisfaction be guaranteed,
and in the long run the guarantor is usually the government. As individual desires and privileges become converted into rights, the marketplacethe forum for expressing desiresis gradually being constricted by the political process and by iegulatise and legislative mechanisms for cam cing rights. It is this process more than any other that
accounts for the moving line of demarcation between the public sector
and the private sector which, as D.taiel Bell has observed working
from a different soma: of data, is one of the hallmarks of an emerging

post-idstrial society.

THE ADVERSARY CULTURE CHALLENGES THE CULT OF EFFICIENCY

Max Weber, a founder of modem sociology, believed that the master key to the fate of Western industrial societies lay in the implacable
unfolding of the process of "rationalization.- By ationlitation Weber
meant a broader sersion of what a modern plant manager tries to do
when he "rationalizes" his production line, i.e., organizes it so that he

can produce the most products at the greatest speed for the least
amount at the lowest cost, with all the standardization and controls
that this process implies. Weber predicted that in modem industrial

society the process of rationalization and bin eamaatization would not
remain confined to the domains of business and guveinment. lle fore-

saw rationalization spreading to ,teas as diverse .s music, religion,

economics. law, and politics..1.11 of our huge institutions, he observed,
tend toward inexorable systematization. In the rationalized society that
lesidtc., relations among men become mulct! by how useful people are
in performing their utilitarian function. People, in eflect, bccome the
roles they play in call.) 7,1g out time functions of the society. Institution.
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grow ever more organized in order to contribute more efficiently to the
whole. And .1 false scum. of progress, to which we am ibute the highest

of moral purposes, accompanies the entire process of growth piled
upon growth, systcni on system.
Weber identified the psychological motive for rationalization as the
passion for mastering the env holmium. lie predicted that we would
pay a high price in human satisfaction with every step we IOW% towaid
pci kiting the process of rationalization. He also noted that one consequence of increasing efficiency would be to snip life of .dl mystely and
charm .Above all, lie feat et! that the process wentlel extend beyond the
regulation of man's economic and political activities to stifle his private and personal life.

In the post-Woad War II culture of the United States, the process
of rationalization has rcaeltul l
into the social structure. Our
large business corporations, "think tanks," gem:Inure:it agencies, and
many other institutions model themselves on systems of organization
that strive to icalize the ideals of cost-effectiveness, division of effort,
efficiency, measinunent of results, statistical controls, objectification
of function, and bild;;ct, program/planning systems. Sometimes these
ideals arc carried beyond the botuadai ics of practicality, with quantitative methods and "'rational" procedures becoming enshrined into rules
of operation fur theit own sake, even when they actually interfere with
the task at hand.
In many pal is of American culture, the passion for rationalization
and efficiency has become, in Gordon Allpoi es phrase, "functionally
autonomous" and exists almost intlepentlemly of the job to be done.

This is a cast of mind, an expression of tenipciantent, a form of relatedness to the world that is peculiarly Western and modern. In
Vietnam. for example, the eti.pliasis placed by the United States military command on "kill ratios" and quantitative computei-based methods for compaling village: pacification rates became a virulent form
of irrationalism radical than the highest expression of the rational
mind. There is a quality of eeangelical dogmatism and fanaticism in
the B. F. Skinners and Dr. Stratigeloes of our era, whose approach
to every aspect of life betrays a large component of irrationality that
lies, like a worm, hidden in the fruits of our technological advances.
This, at any rate, is the view held by the counter-eultuic, and widely
spread ai.,orig today's best-educated youth. They see the emphasis on
efficiency, quantitative methods, and cost-cfrcaiveness as expressions
of minds blinded by dogma. if not by evil incarnate. The rejection of
the rationalizing mode of thought is impheit in the modern return-to-
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nature movement and explicit in the works of many of the culture
heroes of today's college.ln et! youth.

In the past few yea's. a questioning of the values of efficiency has
just begun to reach beyond the confines of the countei-cilltine. The
form it assumes in the, gureisil popilfation is not neatly as extreme or
dot trinaire. But the 41%

age Amei kali is beginning to wonder whether
too great a concur with efficiency and Isstionsilitation is not robbing
his life, just as AVebel suspected it would, of the excitement, adventin e, mystery, romance, and pleasure for which lie yearns especially
if he is a young Arne' ican. To be sure, people ale annoyed vvlien the
telephone does not wink or their automobile mechanic does not know
what he is doing Nonetheless, they are beginning to suspect the merits
of values centering on effieiency, planning, and oiganization of time.

Life Values and Their Effect on Work Values
NVe- have been examining five forms of cultural change: emerging

new definitions of success; a dwindling fear of eionomic inseetirity;
mote flexible man wife role relations, a spreading psychology of entitlement; and the glowth in the adversary culune of a serious challenge to the cult of effieicliey. These changes, and not others, have been
selected out of the vast sweep of social transformations in our society

because. (a) they represent cultural as distinct bum the kind of structural changes that ate examined in the next chapter; (b) they are im-

portant enough to meth special attention; and, (c) they are either
slowly eating away at the vy 01 k ethic or are likely to do so in the foie-

seeable future. Let us now examine how these social changes affect
woi k values.

The important question of whether or not Americans are satisfied
with limit work is piesently bogged down in a heated but fruitless
controversy. On the one side are those observers of the wolf: scene
who cite public opinion polls to prove that the overriding majority
of Amu leans are satisfied with their work. The other side, represented
by many sociologists, industrial psychologists, journalists, and other
observers, point to a variety of statistics, observations, and studies that
show a rising tide of disaffection in the work force.
Which side is correct? Ak'eil . . . both arc. Each party to the controve sy has fastened onto a different [aut of a complex, multifaceted
pioblem. The seeming contradiction between them is more appait lit
than teal. It can inobably be resolvedand a useful pcispeetive gained

by keeping three variables in mind. the age of the winker, the ex-
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peetations he (or slit) brings to the job, and the diffei elm between
the eeeniumie and psyeliolugieal satisfactions people seek from their
work.
ECONOMIC SATISFACTIONS

The key eumunlie satisfactions people look for from their jobs are
a good salary, the prospects ful a StA.U1 C rculelueut, ind job SCLUI ity.

Signifieantly, most people today who are employed full-time feel that
these ceonomie needs are now being met by then jobs, mole or less
satisfactorily. This feeling, mole than any other, acmes a climate of
social stability that was lacking in the 193os when the country faced
what then appeared to be the insoluble problem of mass unemployment. This is a point of cairlinal importance. If we ale to retain perspecthe on ',flanges in the work ethic, we must always bear in mind
that most people who work for a lining du so mainly for economic
reasons and that the large majority of them feel that their economic
expectations are met by their current jobs.
This is the plume presented by the public opinion polls (and analyted in detail by Professor Strauss in chapter 3). Although it is correct
as far as it goes, it is a dangerously incomplete basis for judging the
piesent situation. The typical opinion poll question, "All things considered, would you say you ale %cry satisfied, somewhat satisfied or not
at all satisfied with y ow job:" is a poor indicator of underlying we/1k
attitudes foi a aliety of masons (e.g., expectations are not made explicit, there are ambiguities in what the 'espouse means, and an insensitie ity to conflict). N'et, tACI1 the opinion polls ham shown a steady

elusion in expressed caulk satisfaction cnci the past decade (from an
87 percent high in 196.1 to a 77 percent Iced of satisfaction in 1973,
according to the Gallup Pull). If we now take age, expectations, and
the psychological benefits sought from work into account, we develop
a fuller, more aeculate plume. Taking age 35 as a dieiding point, we
find that most um king people oecr 35 expect and demand little more
from their jobs than the economic benefits of income, job security,
and becalm retirement. Most of those oeer 35 want mule from their
jobs, but they do not dcznand more as a matte' of social right. They
ale willing to settle for the economic rewauls. The psychology of entitlement has not spread to diem, but is hugely confined to younger
people

The two most disaffected groups of working people in the country
are people under 25, both men and women, and blacks of all ages.
The ithUllS 101 then discontent ,ue sham ply different. Typically, blacks
ate unhappy because then basic economic demands ale not being met.
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Youag w he men and women, although they too are concerned with
economics, .ue testive bciause they .uc timed into the psychological
benefits of workand they do not feel they am being fulfilled.
PSYCHOLOGICAL BENEFITS

There arc three psychological benefits people would like to gain
from their work. One is the oppol tunit) to ad ante to mole innuestfug, varied, and satisfying work that also pays better and wins mote
recognition than their current job. This is, of course, a traditional
wutk desire with an economic as well as a psychological component.
But the psychological side of the job mobility demand is gradually
growing more important.
The desire to do a good job at whatever one is doinga part of the
traditional work ethicis a second psychological gratification sought
by people. This is an Oen more univers..1 desire than job mobility and
is expressed by people of all ages, levels of education, sex, and lace.
This desire is often misunderstoodand underestimated by employers. Many employers believe that the desire to do a good job is something they themselves inculcate in employeeseither by threatening
punishment if people do not do a good job (filing them, withholding
recognition, passing them up for plomotion, isnot ing them in decision
making, etc.) 01 by offering positive incentives in the loan of money,
praise, and added responsibility. Vet the desire to do a good job is
not created by employers by means of theil systems of It:wards and
punishments. It is a deeply looted need that people bring with them
to then um k, and as such is one of the country's greatest strengths.
Although employers do not instill the desire to do a good job, they
can easily destioy or hustiate itand often do. Recognizing the fragility of this motive is probably the most p Cl suasive argument advanced by those who criticize the cult of efficiency. Our prolifetation
of management systems and bun:mm.16c controls expressions of the
rationalizing mindoften kill oft the spontaneous desire to do a good
job. People become mere "pet sonnet" caught in a web of rules and
contradictory policies that often make it most difficult to enjoy work
and get satisfaction from doing it well. 'Mete is, of course, nothing
new about this psychological need either.

The third Limply of psychological need is comparatively new, at
least in the sense that it is rapidly spreading to more and mole people.
This is the yearning to find sell fulfillment through "meaningful
work." By meaningful work people usually mean. (I) work in which
they can become involved, committed, and intuested; (2) wolk that
challenges them to the utmost of their capabilities, and (3) paiticipa-
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tion in deeision making. A glowing number of young people each year
say that the ale pi( poi (il to nod( oil saloi .111(1 lit I ICI eeimoink benefits in exellange fun meaningful, self fulfilling Skunk, i.e., wolf: that
offers them more than money.
It should be stiessed that nearly es ery one would like to enjoy both
types of benefits hom their jobs economic and psyeliologieal..11inost
all now expect the eeonomit benefits -nu leasingly as .1 matte' of tight.
But only the younger people feel they me c////t/«/ to some of the psy-

ellologi(ol benefits as a light lathe' than as a maul of luck of special
effort on their part.

Impact of Cultural Trends
This brief sketch indicates that the work population is not uniformly affected by the new (dult al nends. Olden workers, except for
the inanagctiol professional categories, are least affected. Blacks .111(1

whet ethnic minol 'tics ate too absorbed in vying to catch up to be
gleotly influenced by what are, to large extent, tendencies that presuppose affluenee. White males in the middle work yea's, 3u to 5o, and

in the middle ineolne range, are just beginning to feel the faint
stilling of new ideas about quality of won kung life. There ale duce
distinct groups on whom the new cultural sallies hale left a mai ked
imprint, giy mg us SUII1L clues about where the work ethic may be head-

ing in the futtne. These .11e (1) young college educated people; (2)
young people without .1 college edu(otion, and (3) Sk011:11 of .dl ages
and degrees of education. These duce gimps ale the eon iers of new

attitudes and sables about woik that will, if peseta trends continue,
sineod to the wink foiee.is a whole They must be discussed separately
because the new cultural yalues inipaet each giuup in radically different ways.
COLLEGE YOUTH

Fol the past decode, we have LePn many new values incubated on
otil college campuses and (Allied by the media to the lest of tIlL L011111.1y. III our el.i, the eompus is the puneipal bleeding ground [01 new
III the mid sixties some net% `slues appeated on campus in the

guise of imbed! New Left polities. By the beginning of the decade of
the s(Acnttcs, politaal aetiYisiii fell off abruptly, no lunge stimulated
natinc of the
by the draft and the um in Southeast .1sia. The to
eampus rebellion now stands out mole eleaily --as a quest fun new life
styles and life ygluts with um k ielated yalues as an impoi tam pal t of
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this seat ch. Sim(' tht nation's (aiiqmses are generally regarded as the
stionghold of the ((mutt t t ultute, ( holdout i/ed In alienation and opposition to ulition.tl Amu icon %aloes, this is ts hoc one might ex-

po t to find the most tadital clepal tine flour the middle-class work
ethic and old-fashioned work aloes. The n nth is fat more complex.
In some wa)s, totla)'s college students ate the least alienated group
in the s9ciet.); in other vaa)s, they .tie in the foleflont of the search
for new work values.
Signifieant (inklings do ite front a set ies of fit e reseat eh studies con-

ducted omong national (doss sections of college students by the \onkel()) MI lest:melt olganliation between t967 anti i973. The studies woe
Spoluot ed In the JI)F 31d Fund, the Cat negie Cot pot ation, CBS News,

nu (kite maga/hie and othos.1
Inst, the findings appear contra(Hum) and confusing. They fall into place °nee we stop thinking
about out college south .ts rebels and stait thinking about them in
n dditional sueiologik al loins .ts .t in ivileged upper middle -class gtottp

being trained fur positions of audio' it) and influence in the society.
Intoest in .1 poetical (oleo knientation among college students inct cased steadily between 1967 and 1973. The research shows a slow
but constont ineteose in the immix' of young people whose main 'notit e in going to college is the poetical one of pepat ing themselves
fur .t successful (meet in the society. In it,i67, 55 potent announced
that this was theit (lad goal to attending college. In 1969, the number
kid uept tip to 57 potent, in '97o to 6o pet cent, in 1971 to 61 percent, and in 1973 to 66 percent:
Total College Students C:0

"For me, college is mainly a practical matter.
With a college education I can earn more
money, have a more interesting meer and
enjoy a better position in the society."

1973

1971

1970

1969

1967

66

61

6o

57

55

In 'espouse to a question on whether they would welcome less lidid
work in the flume, only time out of ten students said they would,
and mote students rejeeted this pospect than embraced it:
' -Flu. folhm log 1973 data are thawo from a national cloy, station study of Amer'.
Gill ,0110, La tti 4-il 3.5,)0 ix t,oual 11114.1%1c %SS, untainted by Daniel Lotto 'mail, Inc.
fur ilia Jr' It 31(1
Gni/01.11RM, 1.(111.1 NIcCouncll Clads Inundation,

Itaten Foundation, and Andiew NV. Mellon Foundation.
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Total College Students (%)

Would welcome less emphasis on working hard in the
future.
Reject this idea.

1973

1971

1970

1969

31

3o
44

24
48

31

50

41

In a series of questions exploring the extent of student adherence to
aditional American beliefs, the researchers found that in 1973 a huge
84 pu cent majority subscribed to the belief that it was "very important
to do any job (one was doing) well."

Thus far, we see a strong endorsement of conventional work values
the pinsuit of an education for the sake of a career, a willingness to
woik hard, and the desire to do a good job. Then we come to some
new departures. Among the beliefs probed was the traditional assumption, "llard work always pays off." Here we find a dramatic pattern of
elusion hum a 69 percent majority who held this belief in 1967 to a
4,1 percent minority subscribing to it in 1973:
Total College Students (%)
1973

1971

1969

1967

Believe "1 lard work always pays off"
57
44
39
69
IiitciLstingly, this trend may have begun to reverse direction in the 1971 to 1973
period.

The impoi tame of economic security in relation to self-fulfillment
is shown u1 two findings from the 1973 sursey. Asked which comes lust

in teii lines, economic, security or self-fulfillment, 3 pm Lent of students miss% ed "economic scunity" and 56 percent said "self fulfillment." Also, in ranking personal values in their lives, self-fulfillment
uuned out to be "stay important" to a whopping 87 po cent of students kon .1 pal with lose and fi iendship), while work ranked as "very
important" to 43 percent.
Lxploi Mg the psy etiology of entitlement among college students in
1973, a 5U pci cent map' ity of students said they legal ded pal ticipation
in decision making on die job as a "right to which they welt.: entitled,"
pci cent felt that they had a light to expect a minimum income, and
pui cult felt that the society was obligated to provide them with an
inunesting job:
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Total Student.) (%)
1973

Entitled to as a social right:
The best medical care (whether one
can afford it or not)
Participation in decisions that affect
one's own work
Sending children to college (whether
one can afford it or not)
A secure retirement
The right to work
A minimum income
An interesting job

59
56
52

37
27
26

Finally, in ranking the relathe importance of various influences on
their Choice of Lal cur, in 1973 as in precious years students placed the

challenge of the job, the opportunity to make a meaningful contribution, time to pursue outside interests, and the ability to express
oneself ahead of mune), job security, the opportunity to get ahead,
and freedom from pressure:
Total Students (%)
Major Influences on Choice of Job or Career

1973

Challenge of the job
Able to make meaningful contribution
Free time for outside interests
Ability to express yourself
Money you can earn
Security of the job
Chance to get ahead
Prestige/status of job
Lack of pressure/not too demanding
Other

77
72
69
61

58
51

28
22

The picture that emerges is touched 'with bon). Just a few )ears ago,
the count' y v,asietlitccd to uc.0 !Milk by what scented to be the ttiwles.tlt..dzcn.ttion of collcgc youth. Now
find an almost classic formula
lot acconiniudation and adaptation. The I Lbeal ill findings cited cal licr
in thus chaptc, show that the new dcCmitious of success appeal hugely
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to college students. 'This knowledge helps us to intel pret the campusbased 1 esealch. Most college students accept the necessity for hard

work as a fact of life. They do not shirk it or shrink from it. At the
same time what they regard as a proper "payoff" for hard 1 olk has
shifted dramatically. Students specifically reject a nose to-the-grindstone philosophy of life. They do not subsuibe to the old credo that
if they went, 11,11d, stay out of trouble, and put their responsibilities
to family and others ahead of their own personal s ...ft.tions, then
they %%ill be I CV"Il deli %S, ith a good living, economic security, enough

money to buy possessions, a nice place to live, and a good education
fen their kids. What we see instead is the active pursuit of a career
as a means to self fulfillment, with money, security and possessions in-

cluded in the ovelall scheme, pattly taken for granted, paitly demanded as a matter of light, but always subordinate to the main goal
of finding just the right life style for expressing their psychological
potential.
Shifting perspective bum a psychological to a sociological point of
view, we see a growing majority of college-trained youth readying
themselves for cal eers in the upper reaches of the social order. The
professional, managetial, and technical categories ale the fastest growing occupational gioupings in the counny. These prestigious positions
will make hal d demands on people's trained capabilities, their willhigne,s to respond to challenge, and their ability to adapt to innova-

tion. How convenient it is, thu eft,' e, that incleasing numbers of
young people ..:e heading suaight for these upper level niches, their
eyes fixed un the goal milked "successful career." Moreover, they are

demanding that these calcels be meaningful and rewarding in both
the psychological and economic senses. Put tunately for them, it appears

that there will be an abundance of such careers available. Today's
studens ale training themselves for positions in an elite group which
is peculiarly necessary in a post-industrial society.
Flom this standpoint, even though these well educated young adults
may be searuung fen mule varied life styles than their patents did, the
celebrated geelation gap disappears before our eyes in any profound
sociological sense. My 1 escal eh shows that in the country today the
most satisfied group those who ale most at ease with the society as it
exists, the most pleased with then wilt,, gratified with their income,
and content w ith their own personal lives are the upper middle-class
families that occupy the leading professional, managerial, and technical positions in the society. Looking at the future prospects for this
large and growing social class, the "fit" between aspiration and oppoi tunity appeals exceptionally good. It is precisely this kind of good
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fit bctucen callus and institutions that makes for institutional legitimacy and stability.
NONCOLLEGE YOUTH

The foregoing optimistic view of the relationship of college- educated

youth to then flame murk dianiatiies,
contiast, the plight of the
majority of young people echo either icecke 1.0 college education at
all, 01 pace one or too years of college bcfotc chopping out. This is
the situation for secen out of ten young people, since at the present

time fcuer than 30 percent of all pet sons age 18 to 25 finish foul yea's
of college.

It is Astonishing that the murk problems of the majority should have
been so neglected, rot they ale glace and thicatening. Let me confine
obscl cations hue to the cultural aspects of their I elationship to
uutk. The noncollege majoiity teeognize full well that, lacking a college education, they are less likely than college-trained people to find
interesting work. hi the past, this did not matte' too much. Most peo-

ple looked to uolk for its extlinsic reualdsgood pay, a mounting
standaid of !icing, economic security. But gradually, the new ideas
about success and en titlem,,nt ale seeping into the consciousness of all
young people, not just college youth.

The result is ambivalence and confusion. The idea of meaningful
cvotk is attraetiv c to these young high school gladuatesbut they do
not teal() expect to get it flow their jobs. Upward mobility is also
important to them, but °ppm tunities rot mobility and fur job em ichmein ale often tiadecl auay in exchange tot economic benefits. (The
nade unions tend to be most responsice to the values of older u,o1 kers.) Opportunities for skilled um keis in industrial jobs arc sin inking.

Lou keel serN ice jobs arc dead ends. Information about good jobs
open to the pet sun without a college education is difficult to acquire.
Good tiaining, apprenticeship, and the acquisition of new skills ale
sporadic and all too often pool!) conceiced, and to most young people
they do not look as if they will produce results.
Out of this confusion time emerges a split within the present youth
genelation that is far greater .and mote (Luigi:ions to the society
than the split beticei n the gem:1.160ns. The college educated minority
is tinning on to uoik, the majority who lack .1 college degree ale tinning off. Put their self fulfillment, tlicsc young people se.ach for outlets
outside the job--in spoils, in family life, in the quest tot excitement.
flute, once again, ue may ask, "What is lieu?" .11e ue not seeing the
old familiar patient uheicin people make a (icing hunt their jobs and

look for pcisonal fulfillment outside of the job: Perhaps. But there
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ate some new elements in the present picture. Simply because they
lack a college degree does nut mean that young purple are immune
to the vast cultural changes taking place in the country.
Today's young people ale less fedi ful of economic insecurity than

in the past. They want interesting and challenging uork, but they
assume that their employers cannot ul Hill nut provide it. B) their
min say-so, they are inclined to take "less nap" than (Adel workers.
They ale not as automatically loyal to the organization as their fathers,

and they are far mole cognizant of their (run needs and rights. Nor
are they as awed by organizational and hicialehieal authoity. Being
less fearful of "discipline" and the ducat of losing their jobs, the) feel
flee to (Airless their discontent in nip lad nays, hum fooling mound
on the job to sabotage. They are better educated than their parents,
even without a college degree. The) want mule freedom and hill bargain hand to keep then options open. A bitter fight over the right to
refuse mandatory overtime, for example, dues not mean that young
uulkus lid! not vvink over time. It dues mean that the freedom to say
"nu" tISSUIILN symbolic significance as an explosion of freedom and
autonomy. Muteover, if the vvoik itself is not meaningful to them,

they hill opt for "thiii,y and out" forms of refitment, shorter work
trucks, ficipient absenteeism, mule leisure, and other methods for cutting back and cutting down on their job commitment.
'l hat the majority of noneol:ege youth face the ducat of alienation
at the isankplace must be a nigger of serious concern to employe's.
These people, after all, represent the great hulk of the new labor force.

The puble they face is compounded by the multiplier effect of
expectations With loner opportunities. their new values and
folkuays inevitably clash with the built-in rigidities and limited responses at the uulkplai.e. This might be a manageable problem if the
minibus acre Bruited in if one could sense an emerging responsiveness of big organizations to the cultui al change. The «dun al lag, however, is a large one and becomes of inueasing Lomeli] to the employers

in both the private and the public swots because of the sheer magnitude of the problem.

'fins hum e scenario, depicting a disgruntled, discontented work
force of high school graduates uninterested in (kit jobs and seard,ing
out eve!), opportunity to cut back on murk commitments irrespectiy!
of the economic ievv.uds, is fat from inevitable. Conversely, the conventional wisdom scenario of a (mule wink fol. contented because
they are making a living and improving their matelial standard of life
is even more unlikely. We ale reaching one of those u ideal turning
points in um social history uheme the options of the future are truly
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open. The die is not yet cast. The majority of young people continue
to In log to then 1% olk a Ayr y looted desire to du a good job and a
hunger for work that will satisfy sonic of their spiritual casings for
community, for fellowship, for pal tieipation, for challenge, for selffulfillment, for freedom, and for equality.

This pull toward a new quality of working life carries a heavy
Widen of lesponsibility for employ (15. Ilowesci, at this julienne the
su mune of employing ulganizations is nut well equipped to satisfy
these needs. Most olganitations, especially those in business and industry, are finely honed to in the economic benefits the country has
pui sued so siuglemindedly in the past. The quality of won king life
has leccised less attention, though it will inesitably become mole important in the future.
Chances arc that the methods of industrial organization and rationalization which !rase pit:Nailed for one In
ed years and intensified
greatly in the past few decades !lase bceume dysfunctional. The cult of
eflieicney may well be breeding inefficiency. It is quite possible that

the gains in ploduetisity achiesed annually by technology, by the
infusion of capital, and by futmal methods of management and organi-

zation ale mule than offset by the tendency to (Acme conditions in
the name of effieiency that make it impossible fat people to feel they
are doing a good job 01 that what they do on the job counts.
Unfortunately, no one truly knows the relationship between work
satisfaction and ploduetisity. The research on this relationship is confusing and cunt' adietuly. As psychologist Ruben Kahn who summarized the technical literatme has obsused in The Human Meaning of
Social Change, "Satisfaction is t elated to productisity in some ciicumstanees and not in others, and these circumstances base yet to lie de-

fined." This factthat we du not es en undeistand how productisity
and human satisfaction on the job ale linked togetheris symptomatic
of the pr oblems that lie ahead. Willett nun in the road we take in the
(tame depends latgely on how well our institutions come to understand the plublem of the growing institutional lag between present
multuds of wank inganization and the fundamental human aspirations
of people as they respond to the new cultural Zeitgeist.
WOMEN

Not% het C is the impact of this Zeitgeist greater than on women, espe-

cially w omen who ale seeking new work caucus. The new eultmal
%alms ale Liget) responsible for the influx of women into the work
force in ieeent yLallb. In 1973, the immix' of women ill the work (wee
reached almost 4u percent of all pc' suns employed. While the majority
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of women seek jobs for the same reason that women base always
-out sins eyS Silos% tint duce out of
ssoikedto help make ends
ten women employed III 1973 ',heed then need lot pelsond self fulfillment ahead of economic need as their main ii.b011 I'm um king. Earher studies suggest chat, a negligible plopention of women worked for
noneumunrie motis is ill tilt. pawl. Indeed, for many women whose
consciousness has beet raised by women's lib, work and caieers have
almost become a new faith.

11,01 king women ale strong adsocates of the psychology of ("nidemem, and the presstues they are putting on employers for equal pay,
equal 1%011., and equality of opportunity ale posing difficult Lc resist.
lanployeis ale sea ambling to eliminate bar-ties and right old wrongs.
the gi Latest pi I.:SSW e in the fttutc s ill UMte at the executive levels
of business, guscrinuent and education, for it is butt that women discein, correctly, the stindiest balliers to equality of opportunity.
These tendencies ale ahead) ohs ions..1 mule subtle but potentially
impact unmans the swelling numbers of women in the
workplace. Lath( I ur dus (Impel «e cl.aciissed the glowing flexibility

of the lute ielations between husbands and wises. Although many
women may Ism k for psychological gratification, they insist, and rightly
ao, on being I ernimeiated on the same basis as mem .1s a consequence,
many women today Lain aS 111lItil or more than their husbands. Even
women who emu somewhat less than their !unhands often earn enough
so that the husband is nu lunge/ the sole pushier of economic well-

being. What effect does this new situation hale on the male wage
cat net: In sonic cases, the effects peat!) impose the family's quality
of life. Contrary to stueutypes about male ehausinism, men tend t_ be
mole iesponsise to wunien's lib concepts than women themselves, especially young men in the 18-21 )ear age Lunge. Nlany a man who is
user-worked and lising uncle stress has wainily welcomed sharing his

eunionlie burden with his wife. In such cases, the result is often an
imposed family equilibrium, a mole satisfying sexual relationship,
and a more gratifying partnership overall.
Also, to the .11/nominate!) one out of fi,e men who say that their
k fills then psychological as well as then economic need (pi hilarity
in the plufessional,Inanagerial eategui ies), um king wife is no threat,

especially when Itcr economic conn ibution is not needed. But the
um king wife who is a good earner Lan pose a potential threat to die
noncollege majolity who ssulk thud, manage to make a living, and
seek their pelsonal fulfillment through their families. For many of
these nun "a jab is just a job.- Their hall heal ted aatisfaction with
then job nelicits a peearious social bargain. The attitude of many of
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them can be summed up this way; "I put up with a lot of crap on the
job but its a !iv ing. I du the best I can, and besides I'm tilling to make
some personal sacrifice to see that my family is well provided fut."

Mall) men leant to accept the flustiations of boring cook and lack
of lint/hem/Alt in the decisions that make
k meaningful precisely
because the) accept the necessity of making sail ifices for their family.
As lung as the mune) comes in, tud as lung as the family punidet is
nut du eatened, most min trill go along, °itch cheel full), with the uolk
routine, !lout:vet aldttutts it is. If, however, the m'an's tole as ne-ullomakes sae' ifices fur his kid's-cducation and-his fainily's-ntatel ial well be-

ing ,'otts less vital, the w hole hagile balgain tin eatens to bleak down.
III whet words, the typical .11mA ieall adult man I caddy accepts the
need to make sonic s.tuifices fu' his family, in pal ticulal the sac' ifices
demanded by the fl t.alations of the wolkplace. Accepting these lialdship, call n Ins his I ole as the family pluvidet and hence as a title man.
Dcplived of this tole, however, his saclilice may beeolue meaningless
. . . and intulelable. III exit eine cases, when such a man is robbed of
the tole of good pit/vide', he expeliences .1 sense of emasculation because of the close emotional link between being a good provider and
the social definition of masculinity wind' he has internalired.
It may be that a coo' k bargain which calls for a man
endure
countless ft ustrations in the workplace in mkt,' to Lair) out his tole as

provider fat his family is obsolete and should be dune away with.
Perhaps the bargain is a lusts) one. But it would be fully nut to eeognite that it is the in evading arlangcnient and it binds the social structure together in impuitant test/Lets. If it thleatens to bleak down, we
would be wise to acquit e a sound untIctstamling of how to replace it.

Unfoltunately, one unanticipated and unwanted bypluthiet of the
wunien's mot einent ma) be to intensify incli's disaffection with their
k The wolucti's mot entent with its emphasis un women becoming
mole econonlieally asset tive and independent puts at tisk a ['agile
ilsychusucial balance wine!' has supputted men's job satisfaction for
many years.

Summary

To sum up: The present impact of the five cultural trends we
have been examining is nut et enly dim ibuted. The duet; groups most
directly affected ale the college educated, the young people who lack a
college education; and women. Put the ma;ulity of our cullege-edncated youth, and a glowing majority at that, the mune effects of these
trends seem likely to sttengthen the social older. As we have seen,
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there is a good fit between that these young people want and what
the occupational su name of the country requires and is prepared to
give in return. For nuncollege youth, however, the future is fraught
with instability. The work motivations of these young people ale being Linde' cut by a myliad of cultural and economic changes. Unless
the huge employing institutions of the count') grasp what is happening and tespund intelligently, the negative impact on the economy and
on our futme social stability may be quite uncomfortable.
The new cultural %dines are thawing 1%, 0111ell into the work force in

unprecedented numbers and many of them Wing a sea ions career cnientation with them. This tendency is, perhaps, the must dramatic cul-

Rual tend in the country today. One unanticipated side effect of
women's success in the woikplacc may be to Uneaten an old social accommodation among men. This, like many other tiaditions, has sonic
repugnant features but also seres a complex social need that will not
be easy to replace if the old values disappear.
Pei haps the best way to summarize these i al sous trends and countertiends is to lorccast what changes ale likely to occur in the work etliic
as defined at the beginning of the chaptet. Four principal themes were

associated with the work ethic as of the mid ry6os. One is the link
between wok and psychological independence, especially between
paid work and autonomy. This link is likely to glow even stronger
the Whim. In the past, it has been tied mainly to the male adult.
In the haute, it Sr 111 be developed increasingly as an entitlement, a
social right, appropriate to 1%0111C11 as well as men, and to youth as
well as the middle-aged.

A second theme, long associated with the work ethic, that of the
good plocider, will pi obably change in the future. The change may
be slow since thole is dell) Iesistauce to the idea that traditional sexbandoned totally. Though gradual, this shift
linked leas should
is ahead), in motion; sex-linked toles in marriage are becoming far
111011 flexible, especially among our college educated young people.

The idea that all jobs possess an inherent dignity, howeer menial,
is the dill d theme. Here, I susas lung as the won k is "honest um
pect, we will see rapid change in the future as the psychological satisfactions demanded 11 0111 1101k ineicase in intensity. Fui buret 01 worse,

dignity will adhere to work that the individual can define to himself
as meaningful." Since the definition of meaningfulness is hugely sube, tl,ue is no necessary 111.1[101011P bemeen low status jobs and
lack of dignity. 1 he I fat laid gaduate who chooses to become a fanner
on Lai pelltL1 01 101 iNt ango is still a rarity. But as I igid status stratifications lose sonic of their iiun grip on the society, and as the vagaties
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of incli%idual self fulfillment find new forms of expression, we may sec

the occupational structure lose as much of its hieratchical character
as has the General Motors line of cars.

The most far reaching transformations arc likely to occur in the
fourth theme, the idea that "'raid hock always pays off." In the past,
the payoff for hard hulk has come in the lot m of the extrinsic rewards
of money and job Set. MI it). In the frame, as new ideas of success take
hold, the definition of s% hat success in work means hill also change.

There hill be far more stress on the quality of working life, with the
psychological qualification of hulk being given as much height as the
economic. The incenthes to work hard, if they are to prove effective,
will have to include a self fulfillment payoff as well as a monetary one.

The following schematic summarizes the likely impact of present
cultural trends on the work ethic:
FUTURE IMPACT OF CULTURAL TRENDS ON THE WORK ETHIC

Changes in Work Ethic in tgps

Work Ethic in 1 96 0 s

Paid work means autonomy-.

Meaning will intensify and spread, especially to women.

The working male is the good provider,
the real man.
All work has inherent dignity.

Slow erosion of this meaning with un-

Hard work always pays off.

known but far-reaching consequences.
Only "meaningful" %vork has inherent
dignity.
Rapid erosion of this meaning, because
of the changing nature of the payoff.

Ours has been a society with its nose held dose to the grindstone.
Even today most people are pleoccupical with making a living and
little else. Gradually, and with increasing momentum, Alitelicans are
glow ing restless 1% itli the dayto-day routines of dull ;obs and drab
housekeeping. They ale beginning to look up from the grindstone.
The workplace has lung been dominated by the rule of the carrot
and the stickas if N% C 1% etc a nation of donkeys. But the cat rotthe
lure of material hell being as defined by money and possessionsis
subtly fusing its saw01..1nil the stickonce a Iii utal club labeled 'cco
nomic insectinty"--has thinned down to a flaccid bundle of twigs.
\Ve do not know what will happen in the out kplace of tornotrow
uncle' the influence of the new WIWI
(mils. But one thing IS Sure:
it is not hikchy to IcNemble the old grindstone so familiar to those of us
who grew up stuck to it.
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The Changing American Economy
and Labor Force
Introduction
This chapter has the task of providing basic data about the employment-telated dimensions of the Antcliean tumult-1y Over the past
genet ation or two. The intent is to assist the reader in assessing various
theories that are being advanced about the changing tole of wolf: in
Ainclican life. The data, by themselves, will not prow; or disprove any
theory, but they should provide a framework within which alternative
fotmulations can be tested for L0118,1 uence with the facts of economic
life.

E%cn prior to looking at the detailed data a cautionary stance is in
order when it comes to accepting the hypothesis that the American
worker is inucasingly discontented with his work. The broad changes
in Ametican economic life since the onset of World War 11 are well
known. the hums of work have been reduced, real eat flings of workers
have adsanced significantly, the conditions under which work is car-

ried on have intplocd, employees have considerably greater job seEu GINLIIER(, 0 .1. Ba/i071 Hepburn Profes.sur of Lconomws in the Graduate

School of Business and director of the Conservation of Human Resources
Project at Columbia 1;71:w:7-say. Professor Ginzberg was eadar director -)f
the National manpuitcr Council and has been chairman of the National
Manpower Adc..ui y Commission .since iv02. A frequent consultant to govern-

ment, he has written dozens of books and articles on behavioral problems,
economics, and human resources.
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turd,

Dation against women and minorities has been reduced;
to the at Intl aly demands of supoN isors; a considelably Mel eased plopot Lion of all um Isms ate now in white-collar
occupations.
ssot Leis ale leas

I.

-I hese fiends do not prose that the uotking population in the

United States is not mote diseontented about wink than their fathers
glandlathels, but they do suggest that if the thesis of increasing
diseinhantnient is to be suppented one had better look carefully at
ellatiges oliginating outside the wollsplaeein the backgiound, education, expeetations, and values of the peseta genuation of workers,
and this we intend to do.

Ti he peg:m.1E10n will proceed as follows: it will start by calling
attention to sollle of the plineipal nansfoimations in the structure of
the .1iiiel man eeonomy 111 touts of industlial composition, entrepretient Jai tot Ills,

OLLIpatiollai LUND ibutions. MAL the changing char-

ammistics of the Jabot fuzee will be assessed. Then, the problems of
p.il tieulat silbgioups will be reviewed. The eoncluding section will call
altLIItioll to .1 'tinkled 111.111tbel of trends that .tic likely to condition the

neat-team haute and suggest what, if any, firm conclusions can be
drawn from this factual summary.

The Changing Contours of the American Economy
INDUSTRIAL COMPOSITION

In the half Lunen) between the cud of World War I (1920) and the
beginning of the 197 us, the .1metieati Leononly witnessed an approxi-

mate doubling in the number of people who 1%01kfrom forty to
eighty million. But out pinta') intuest is to untavel the principal
cliain,:s III the sti tietine that govt its the work that people do. In 1920
mule than one out of (Amy four sem Isms seas still in agriculture. By
19;0 this was title of apt,' oximately one in twenty -five. The declining
impot tame of agilcultule as a soul cc of employment is the outstanding
change in the Anunican economy met the last half century.
Nlilling also expel ieneed a significant absolute and relative decline,
losing about halt of its 1920 wink lulu; of about 1.2 million. By the
beginning of the 1970s, it aecounted fen less than t percent of total
employment. Nfanilfaeun Mg and constitution, the other two goodsptuelueing semois, ssue of the same Iclatise inipoitance at the beginning and end of du pelioel, with manufactut Mg accounting for about
one in foul '01 Lets and consu maim' for about one in twenty.
I lie Lulu' e of uu.uuul.teturing and eunstruetion t0 inuease then relative shale of employment meant that the sizable reduetion in agricul-
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tural emphysment (plus the leduetion in ruining) was absorbed entirely
by the su siee seem. pal tiettlal ly by (lade, personal, plufessional, and
business sersices, and guNwiliment. The most telling way to suntinalize
the shift that took plitee is to note that while in 192u the goods-pioducing sec tol agriettlun e, mining, manufaeun ingtnd eonsu ttet ion

aceounted for about duce out of esery [Ise wol kus, in 1970 it accounted for only slightly more than one out of three.
Hidden in this seetolial shift hum aglictilune to the setAice sector
w,ts the escape of a large part of the black population hum the South

to the Li' ban metropolisesnotably those of the North and \Vcst
and the rclue.,uion of many pool white f.tmilies in !abut market areas
with impro%ed opportunities for employment and income.
ENTREPRENEURIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRU4 TURES

A second significant change chalaeteristic of the American economy

dining the lust half of the eenun y relates to the enueplenetnial and
organizational su tiettnes within whielt caulk is Lail led on. If the ceononly is subdis ided into three principal elm eprenctu seetolspi k ate,

nunplutit, and gus IllfiCntthe present unequisocal finding is the
marked shrinkage in the role of the private sector.

Csing 1).:9 and 196u .ts our beginning and end points, my colleagues
and I estimated in The Pherahstic Economy (1965) that Liming these
three deeades pi is ate sector employment had declined hour a high of
slightly oN,e1 yu peleent of the total to less than Su peleent. Correspondingly, go s um et tt had inueased its share hum about 7 peicent to cner

15 peicent of total employment, and nonprofit institutions had incleased (Itch shale hum under 3 ',exeunt to approxunately 5 yawn.
'We can icd out ealculations for 1963 which showed rut the' declines in

the innate scetui and further increases for the nut- fun profit sector
(gos eminent and nonprofit combined). P1ofe.ssu Ilicstand replicated
these calculations in the latter 1960s, after the book had been published, and found a continuing upward Witt in the employment rule
of the not-for-profit sector.
The foregoing relates to direct employment. If the analysis is broad-

ened to inelude the rule of goseniment in genetating employment
among pi hate contlacturs from whom it buys, i.e., Lockheed et al.,
then the shift to the not for profit seetol is een greatel. In 1960 the
direct and indileet employment of the not-fur-piofit sector was not less

than one in dace, and may hike been close to two in fkeup from
one in seven 30 years earlier.

Hiddur beneath tltis Auld) expansion in employment in the not-forprofit seetol are a host of challenges that are only slowly being leeog-
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wall: the difficuliits of wage distribution, the implications of unioniLalion of goWilliit toll tiiiplu)Lcs, the instability of jobs and careers
built on goveintnental 1 ugi anis, the financing of which is subject to
sudden tuutiti.ulun, the challenge of establishing work norms aimed
at postman, ity inueases and quality control, and the social and political tensions that al Ise when the mule affluent members of the community balk at lughei taxes while the less affluent press for more and
better services.

Anothel dimension of the changes that has e been occurring is revealed by tactic's tit ussnaship suuuule, that is, differences between
pluplietuibilips and paltuaships on the one hand and corporations
on the other. In 1945 there %%Lie slightly more than 6.7 million propietuiships and pal tneiships, with about $So billion receipts and $12
billion plaits, and .j.tu,ouo capitations, with $255 billion receipts and
$21 billion plaits. A quarto century later there were about 10.5 million proprietorships and palmuships, with slightly over $.100 billion
receipts and $44 billion puhts, and about 1.7 million corporations,
with about $1.7 trillion receipts and S81 billion profits.
I-he data emphasize that despite the rapid decline in farms, propietuiship lc:mains an important type of enterprise structure, which
enjoyed a fivefold inucase in receipts and close to a fotu fold increase
in profits over the 25-year period.

Mule detailed data reseal that while corporations currently domi-

nate in manofactaing, mining, (hasp,' tation and communications,
finance and insulaneeind wholesale thick, in op ietorships are key in
agneolune and euntinue to play an iinpultalit tole in consuuction,
retail tradeind beiNices et tit though um potations account for the
hugest part of the total receipts in these sectors.
I he latest asailablc figures (1969) show that just over r percent of
all acute eurpolations account for user 56 percent of total corporate
receipts. In manufaeuning, the hugest two hunched companies have
increased their shale of total %aim added in the first two decades after
NVoild War II from 3u to 42 peicent, that is by two-fifths. Since our
plummy coll(cill is with euipluyuictit, it should be noted that in 1971
rti manulaetaIng the fire hunched hugest conccins employed r.13
ssulkels out of a total of 18.6 millionor more than three out
of lour. In retailing, the 50 hugest aganizations employed about 2.4
mullion out of a total of 11.3 trillion at slightly mei one out of five.
Several points can be deduced from the facgoing data. Despite the
substantial shrinkage in the numbel of poisons who make their
III agi 'cation c., iudit idual pi up ietui ships and pal tnerships hate
increased substantially in other sectors since the onset of Wald War
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II. At the same time UHL Iutht I L(ogiiiie that the large corporation has
come to dominate in niantilaetatinig and that it has made a signifieant
inipaet in ghat has histui Leal.) been a small cuter ise arena, namely
ietailing. It also looms huge in set% iee seetuis that ale capital intensive, SULII aS U.uspottdtiun and 11(111 tics. TIILSC data do not cunfti m
the tvidespiead 11111)1S1011 that all 01 utost .111L1 ILUIS

k foi huge

col ',orate enter pt ises. Mall) do, but many others do not.
OCCUPATIONAL.

DisTRIuTioN

11'e nutv come to the ellanges in the ocetipational distribution that
are nuked to the earlier disettssion of seetulial. entlepienettlial, and
oiganitational sttuetures but
%valiant (loser tonsidelatiun. Initially tve will follotv a fourfold elassifieation system--white-eollar,
blue tonal, sei 'lee, and [al in %%wise's, then, Ate' nevtewih g the hi oad
tiends, tve will louk at some scleetiNe details. Using tyro and I97u as
tv c find that the tvlute Lollar group ineleased nom one in four
to one in ttvo. Blue Luna' %vial kcis deelined slightly float 4u to 31, per-

cent. Seiiie %voile's itua eased substantially hum slightly under 8 to
about 13 I. lit. And, as suggested (miller, Lam bunkers stifle:led a
precipitous drop from about 27 to 3 percent.
The (OIL:going eategui ICS al c gloss, hence tve must look at the principal subgiutipings. In the ease of %%lute eon' %%mkt.'s, the following
oeetipational wimps ale diSUUgttt Inc 1. piofessiunal and teeltnieal,
Ina 11.1gCl

and all111111kt1 at015, Sale) %% 01 kel st

del it..t 1. Blue collar

tvulkels include taaftsinen and kindled tvul Las, opelativ es, nonfaim
labotels, SCIAlLe uuikets inelude those in private households and

°thus, and the num %%mkt.'s ineltide Lumes, faun manage', faun
laborers, and farm foremen.
Bettveen 19,0 and 197l) Mal C1111)101. [Milt inereascil from just tinder

fifty million to oven

St. %envy -fi%e 111111i011

Ul appioximately by half.

Dtning this period, among %%lute-Lollar %vial keis, the plufessional and
technieal giutip glut% most rapidly kla) about three and one-half times);
folloived chisel) by elei Leal kililee times), inaliageis and
(tt%u times), and, finally, sales %vutl.eIS tvlio expel-Li:need the slowest

gainjust slightly mono than employment as a whole.
Among blue-Luna' %vial Las the bends %vele mole diverse. Craftsmen

and upciatives inel eased at a late about half again as fast .ts employment .ts a %%hole
nunfaim LtbuI us dental!) deelined by over one third.
The same mixed pa ,eill is fJund among se v ice t%ol kers. Those in
p1k, household, liLl lined by about 45 IJLI Lela, While other serviee
workers more than doubled.
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In the case of Lam walkers the decline was precipitousabout 75
pea unit and was slimed appioximately equally by both farmers and
farm laborers.

So far the occupational data point to the following: rapidly expanding opportunities fur professional and technical caulkers as well as for
managei s, ilet ical caul ket s, .uul NCI 1C,C won Lea s outside of households;
mai ked declines among nonfarm Laborers, sea Nice won kers in private
households, and among Lamm and farm Laborers; above-average increases among craftsmen and operatives.

It may plow, illuminating to go down one additional level to catch
sonic of the more exticanc changes during this do-year span (193o1970). Among pa ufessional and technical workers, engineers increased
hum about 200,000 to 1.2 million; college teachers from 6o,000 to
490,00u, accouaatants from under 200,000 to over 7oo,000; social work-

els Ilona 30,000 to 215,000and the 1970 census reported over onethud of a million computer specialists. The number of clergymen,
hanyea J, playsnaansthe classic professionshad a rate of increase that
name closely pa lalleled the labor force as a whole rather than the much
faster giowth of the professional group.
Among cle l real caul Los the number of secretaries, stenographers,
and typists almost (path (+led from about one to four million. A very

Lipid muease also look place among office machine operators, who
increased in number under do,000 to over 550,000.

Within the blue-collar gioup there was a threefold increase in me-

chames and repainnenfrom less than one million to almost three
million, a similar huge inu ease in foremen from half a million to a
million and a half, but on:y a modest increase in construction caftsmen, with actual declines in the number of cal penters and painters.
Among operatives, the most striking advance was in weldersfrom
under fifty thousand to over half a million.
Among service va ulkus theme was more than a fivefold increase in
palamedics and mule than a threefold increase in food service and
cleaning service UU1kct s, who together mamboed about five million
in 1970.
CONCLUSIONS

The present challenge is to determine whether these more detailed
figui es can be summed up in a few bloat! generalisations. The first
finding points to the influence of technology in tic sting new occupations such as compute' specialists, office machine operators, TV and
an plane mechanies, weldus. Secondly, the economy absoi bed a much
!auger number of educated pea sons, including huge numbers of col-
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lege teachers, engineetstccountants, social workers. Thirdly, very
huge ineicases °teemed among se:octal ics and typists, workers in commercial services, and hospital workers, reflecting the ever huge' flow
of paper welt k, the tiansfet of set vices from home to the market, and
the growth of the medical cat e industry.
The foregoing data point to two general conclusions. First, the last

half century has seen the .American economy undergo large scale
charges in industrial stsuctute, enganizational forms, and occupational
dist' ibution. Secondly, beta USC of the many &Mit:lent changes that took

place, it is executing]) difficult to summit ize the thinsfounations in
the label' force and even lime difficult to assess their significance from
the vantage of workers' satisfaction with their jobs.
Extr cising eunstiaint, the following foul gcnualizations can be yenutt cd as to inajoi alteiations in the last half century with respect to
the occupational distribution of the labor force:
A sulking reduction in the proportion of the labor force engaged in agdenim' e.

.t shall, decline in the prupuition engaged in nonfarm laboring jobs.
p relative and absolute increases in the numbers employed as professionals and clerical workers.

Nloit. modest 'hawses in the proportions employed as operatives and
service Ivo' kers.

To iound out the review of the materials previously presented one
must take account also of the following associated changes that occut red in sectorial distribution and oiganizational forms, both of
which operate as parameters of the employment situation:
The major shift of the economy from goods to service production.
The cicclinnig Importance of manufaeturing as a source of employment.

The rapid rise of government as a ditect employer of labor, to which
must be added its rule as inditeet employer via its purchases of goods and
services.

The growing importance of the large corporation, particularly in manuLuuring, transportation and utilities, and in a sector of trade.
The cuntinuanee of inuptitaurship as a significant form of business enterprise in agriculture, construction, trade, and services.

No serious effort to understand the changing role of work in American life can fail to deal with the foregoing transformations, but at the
same time a cautious investigator must recognize the need to pweeed
slowly, first because of the range and diversity of the changes that have
ot.Lurt eel and, even mote impen tam., because the changes per se e.L1 be

used to support a peat number of different inferences. For instance,
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is the shift out of ,tit it ninny to be read as a significant diminution of
oppw tunities fur purple to he dicit own Los,. in the face of the con-

tinuing high les el of politic:unship in (Alma beau's? Is the rapid
grout], of ptufessumal employment to be into pi ctul as providing
expanded oppoltumtieb 101 111.111) to shape and (Licit their own work

when we know that must cligincus and many auountants, among
othel 11WILSSWIlalS, ale tightly eunnulled in the ',tune and place of
then stink: Does it Make SCI1SC to talk about the decline in the prowu1Lets when a closer look reseals that nonfalin
pinion

Lbw elsthe SOLO cu of the decline ale matelied by an inuease in
!KasiLe uolkLi5 who ho du much the same type of stink? Would it not be
better tlici cline to neat blue eollai and SCI vice %%in kers as a single

wimp and to lecognite that its IelatisC site has not changed Met the
per lot!?

Cleat h, caution in di ass ing inferences flow these gloss data is in
onto. lint thue is kink' IC.0011 to ast in broad gull.1.111LationS. HOW
11-AV [hell stunk depends not oily upon theh jobs but also
%%1/1 1.1.3
upon what they bn dug to their jobs their bat kgiound, education, cm-

pectations, valuesin blunt, what they are looking for in milk and
what they find. Iluiee we must look mule closely at changes within
the working population.
The Changing Characteristics of the Labor Force
1920

It the American economy has undergone a great many changes since
the end of Win Id N% ar I, the same is true of the Amelican won ker.
flue are sonic of the gloss differences betsteen the typical wage earner
in 1920 and 1970. Tu begin with, in 19au the winker was more likely
to have been Loin aim oad or, if burn in the United States, to have
been of fin eign ur at least mixed palentage. If he or his parents had
come hum abroad it is likely that he gt ew up !lasing impressed upon
bun the good fin tune of being in the United States where even under
adverse conditions the publicus for a pour man woe better than in
the often less developed and more class sti mauled society of the Old
Wol Id. Bell men %Ito had the least desirable jobs, who calm(' barely
enough to keep their family in food, who lived in slum areas, many of
N%110111 had no knowledge of English, lecoguited that they wcie better

off than if they had iemained in Greece, Sicily, or Poland where life
was often insupportable.
Many native -burn workers of native stock were themselves brought

up on a farm or ssuc but one generation 'unused and often knew last
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hand or by indileLtion what it was to snuggle with the vagaries of
nattne and the Ilttetttatiulh of the mai ket. Even if industrial employment and eity living left nittell to be desired, it was many times thought
to be better than life on the farm.
The typical vonkc.r tit the 19.ios had finished elementary school and
pm esuntably had attended high seltuul fen ,t }eau on su before smiting
to wink. While them %% etc a limited number of plufessiunal and managetial ueetipations that lupin ed an extended pet iud of formal edueaGun, must jobs made physical lather than intelleetual demands on the
ineunibents. I:Atm a tr,iltsman (Amid develop a high level of skill on
a low-level educational foundation.
lit tit u many middle aged %%en kers had personal recollections of the
dct.p Lleptession of the iStjus that had embed a giCal deal of etUnOMIC
and JUtial distress. uttligu wutkets hall hall pet sunal expet ienecs with
the adverse eunditiuns that led to widcsptLad unemployment in ryu7
and again in the }eat immediately put:ding the outbreak of World
\Val. 1.

The threat or reality, of unemployment was embedded in the experienees and expeetations of the .ntetiean wulket. In fact, 192o saw
the end of the war ,ind post war boom. The eullapse of the ewnomy
led tow idespl Lad tutemp1oyment of such severity that the federal government initiated a study of the problem.
The call) deeades of this Lemur) saw most black persons locked into
Souther n ,tglieultute %%het c they upetated small (aims as tenants or
shale u upper s, with many black women supplementing their families'

maiginal ineume by domestic. work. White women worked, it at all,
between the time they left minx)! until mairiage or the birth of their
fist c.ltild. In urban eummunities they provided much of the labor
fen ee for meeting the mind!), expanding demands fen offiee, retail, .end
domestic. and (Annuli:lend service workers. At the piofessional level,
%%omen were a key sum ..e fen elementary sellout Et:atilt:1s, but here, too,

they tended to leave the job market once they married.
These then %%Lie some of the dominant clial.tctetistics of American

workers at the end of World War 1:
--A high prupurtiun uf all industrial workers were uf recent foreign extraction or had recently migrated from a rural area.
Must men started wulk after eight ur nine years of schuuling, which was
adequate for coping with most jobs.

On the basis uf their own experienees ,ind that of their fathers, workers
recognized that the twilumy pctiodit.ally ut.nt into a tailspin during
which many lost both jobs and savings.
Blacks with few exceptiuns worked only in Suuthern agriculture.
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Only a minority of all wonwnfin the most put from lower-income
familiesum kW, and then only between the time of leaving school
and starting their own families.
1970

Against this background, we must now look mole closely at the characteristic., of the euntempcnaly labor knee. As to origin, we know that

e bow abroad and °diets are of foreign parentage, a higher proportion of the total are of native stock. In fact,
while some workers 1%

with the exception of a ielativ el) few urban centers, such as New York,

Chicago, and Los Angeles with their large fuieign speaking populations, the t) pleat 1% or Ku today is trot only native born, but is likely
to be at least a third generation American,

Among the tn ban white working population, rural ties are more
distant than was the case in 192o. While one e..11 find recent immigrants

hum total areas in all Mtge cities, the proportion is much smaller
than at the end of World War I.
-Ike educational pi epaiation of the American worker has undergone
a major transfor !nation over the past half centruy, as evidenced by the

following data. In 192o about one in six of the relevant age group
graduated from high school. lu r9-,0 the figure was just a shade under
four out of five.

In 1920 approximately one out of six high school graduates went on
to obtain a college of first professional degree. A half century later the
proportion was approaching one out of three.
Ii the focus is naz towed to the so years between 19.io and 1970 this
is what the data reveal. In the [miner }eat the median years of schooling completed by the entire population 25 years and over was 8.6, just
one semester beyond giaduation from elementary school. By 1970, the
median had increased by about half and was at 12.2, which meant that

the average citizen had completed high school and gone just a little
beyond.

If attention is directed to the age group 25-29 yearsthe group that

has recently completed its formal educationone finds that at the
outbreak of Woild War II 38 percent had graduated from high school
and under 6 pet cent had a college degree. he comparable figures for
petecnt, a doubling in the proportion of
1971 are 77 percent (Ind
lugh school graduates acrd about a threefold increase in college graduates.

There is no need to belabor the fact that the past half century has

witnessed a racheal eliange in the educational attainment of American
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workers. Instead of di,tontinuing fungal education after elementary

school, the predominant !lumina of young people now joining the labor
force have at least acquired a high school diploma, and about half
of all high school graduates arc going on with post-secondat y education with more than one out of fire obtaining at least a college degree.
To these diirclemes in family bakkwound and education must be
added still another difference betweut the Anunican winker in also
:111d 1970, This can best be subsumed mulct the heading of expectations about the economy and, mule pal tic ulai I), about employment.
The point was made culler that pet iodic dein essiuns with attendant
large scale unemployment were pant of the expetience and expectations of American woe kris pi for to Wm Id Wm II, But in the 33 years
from 194o to 1973 the American ceonumy has been lucky enough to
avoid a set ions ' tnessioneven though it has not been able to flee
itself from rccessimis that solicn the mat kit rut employment while not
usually resulting in %limp reductions in disposable income because of
multiple transfer payments.
Today, two out of eYet y three workers is under 4l years of age, and
the majority of these were but n after the onset of Wm hi War II. Rough
calculations suggest that not more than one out of ten wut kers currently in the labor knee actually held a job or looked for one during
the 193o-33 debacle. In shot t, (list hand experience with the job market in a seYere depression has now almost faded from the consciousness of American workers.
Today's um kers, if hot personally or socially handicapped, assume
that they can find a job. They assume that at worst they may be out

of work for a relatisely shuit period should their employer run into
bad times resulting hum a general recession 01 mole specific dislocations. The unemployment late for white male heads of households
has hi recent }eats not exceeded 3 percent and reached that figure
only once in 1971. In the late 19Gos it mused in the range of 1.4 to 1.7
percent.
This cliscussion of the changing characteristics of the work force can
be summarized thus:
_Most workers arc native born, and most arc at least thirdgeneration
Americans.

The educational loci of young people entering the labor force has increased substantially. Most young workers 'hue at least a high school

diploma and about one in six is a college graduate.
Most surkt.rs have uo dir..ct expuictic u ell huge scale unemployment
and assume that they will always be able to find a job.
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Special Groups: Blacks, Women, and Youth

The past half (clam) has seen major changes in the role of
Ivonien and blacks ill the %.(n Id of nut k. changes that evarrant special
attention. In the ,.al dciatles of fltiN (coon) all .thal)sis of the labor

of white males unless the employment
(wee could pitied:el in tel
ploblems of Southern aglieulttne in the expanding needs for office,
sales, and set ice workers were the focus, at which point one had to
consido blacks and women. In the post Woild War 11 era no such
come ito Aim! on white male limkcas is possible. for women have come
to at count fen about 40 percent of the ciiilian labor ferce, and blacks

tic no longer coucctutated in Southe» ay,iiettltine though they remain dispiopoitien, ael euttectitiated among blue-eollar and service

wen ken s. In addition. in let ent decades less educated and otherwise
handicapped )(malt baic clicoutitued increasing difficulties as they
sack to make the ttatisition hum belluul to %%en k. ell all ,abbreviated
Lu111/03:111 ou the changing tole of work in Aincliean life must address

what is happening to these thtee groups nut on!) because of their
indeased uupont,tate in the !abut fence but also because of changes
in the politicai and social t Innate %illicit [laic belated!) led the American public to recognize the puiasiie distiiinination these groups encounter both in tout picpatation fur walk and in the labor market.
BLACKS

1 u look at the blacks Inst. So oral facts stand out. The post-World
lelatie 11111110NellIellt
\Vat 11 pelmet has seen .1 'Balked .timuillte
111 tile ellIpluyllIcIlL iuwuae, and edueatieni of blacks telatiee to whites.
At the balite tittle, the sense let Cut data leNc.II the pi esence of wide gaps
between the .11 erage economic position of whites .std blacks.
Hie must stitkoq.; iniptuicluent has occulted in the }cans of formal
schooling. lit 14,,j4t, the white age giuttp 25 29 tad approximately half
again as man) }eats of schooling as did Itch black counterparts-10.3
}eats s. 7 )e.tis. 13) 197o 0111) .1 U. )ear sepaiated the two: the white
aeiage %.IS 12.6 )C.11.s. the black had risen to 12.2. During this 30-year
amounted to 1.9 }ears in contrast to 5.2 years
pea rod the white
fur blacks. But (AAA' 111 1970 wide gaps remained. The proportion of
)(mug people giathiating hunt «illege in 197 t totaled 16.9 percent for
whites tii contrast to 6.4 I'm blacks. And the discrepancies are looCh

greater at the doetutal kick. To the extent that man) of the best jobs
in the demon') ate ICNC1Ned fur those who !mie completed a long
ensue of general and piolessional education, the blacks, despite their
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very considetable gains in accent }ems, still lag behind the whites and
by a considerable distance.

The education a pet son receix es is one determinant of the income
he is able to earn. Anothei denuminant is the type of employment he
is able to obtain. Blacks base long encounteled ()sett and intensive
disci imination in the laboi mai ken not only in the South but throughout the United States. 1VItile such disuintination is still present and
oppressice, the 196o, witnessed intensified climb in both the public
and pi is ate domains to 'educe and iemose diselimination against
blacks, patticatlatly in the at ea of employment. The extent to which
these efforts %vele successful can be read in the improcements blacks
has e made in gaining access to higher lest.' occupations, just as the
difficulties they continue to face can be deduced horn their continual
merrepresentation at the love' end of the oeeupational structure.
In both '96o and 1970 blacks accounted for 1 1 percent of all employed persons. During this decade they inereased their percentage in
the higher ranking occupations as follows. pi ofessional and technical,
4 to 7; managers and officials, 3 to
clerical, 5 to 8, craftsmen and
foremen, 5 to 7. With the exception of managers and officials, the percentage wows mole substantial for a ten-year peliod. But one must
quickly note that blacks continue to be setiously linden epresented in
each of these groupings while icanaining osulepiesented at the loss er
end of the scale. Today blacks still account for 23 peteent of all nonfarm laborers, 12 percent of all pi mate household workers, and 19
petcent of all other so ciee wol Leis. Only in the case of farm workers
fuse they drawn equal, today accounting for only 11 percent of the
much diminished fin m labor force.
There arc mho distressing aspects to the black employment experience. For instance, white males in the prime working ages [lase a
pal tieipation late of between IA and 97 peieent while the black male
rate is between 86 and 93. As far as the unemployment rate is concerned, the black rate has been roughly double that of whites throughout the past decade and this holds nue for both men and women.
The single most diamatic index of racial disuimination has been
the median income of black families as a pace:nage of that of white
families. In 1950 the family income of Negio and other races was 54
percent of white family income. In 1964, Lae year when the compiehensice Cisil Rights Act was passed, the ratio stood at 56 percent. By
1970 it had risen to 63 percent. It should be added that the national

aletage hides two important facts. First, it obscures the more pronounced extent of the gap in the South compared with other pal is
of the country where the percentage %mks [tom 71 in the Northeast
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to 77 in the \Vest. Secondly, it is not sensitive to the experience of the
younger age groups cc ho bate benefited most (tom improved educational achantages and lessened discrimination. In 1969. in the North
and Vest in husband-cc lie families with the head under 35, the black
ratio stood at 91, and cc het e both husband and wife worked it was 99.
I he significant imptocement in the condition of black workers in
the 196os resulted (turn the intercention of a set les of forces including
the Ingest sustained boom in the histoly of the American economy,
a widespread public concern to I educe and remove long established
piactices, the mote facorable geographic distribution
of the black population, and the absence of any competing labor
sumo:. But the gains that lune been made should not be permitted
to obsctire the set tons titsathatitagcs that continue to afflict most blacks
because of then lower lecel of family income, the small proportion
going on to higher education, and the continuing discrimination that
pervades so Mall) seetois of .American life and that places particular
haidships in the path of black men and women who seek to improve
their position.
WOMEN

1 he discrimination that confronts women in their preparation for
work and in their labor mai Let experiences both parallels and differs
front that of blaeks. As far as education is concerned, gaps between
females and males do not exist at the high school level where, until
recently, a higher proportion of women than men received their diploma: the gap at the end of college can be judged by the fact that
7 percent of all males fourteen years of age and over have completed
four years of college compared with 5.6 percent of women or a difference of 20 percent. It is only at the masters and doctors level that
males have a distinct adcantage: 5.4 percent compared with 2.2 percent.

In the case of the younger adult groups, that is, those between 20
and 35, men still 'lace the lead o'er women in terms of the percentage
earning a college degree, and the same is true for those with advanced
degrees even though the pemeentage base for each is about double that
shown above for the entire population.
1 hese educational diffelences do little to explain the gross differences between the oceupational distribution of men and women. The
most conspicuous of these include the threefold gm eater percentage of
men than women who work as managers and administrators (15 versus
5.5 percent); the five-time greater 1..:presentation of women in clerical
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%cast's 6.q peletaith the se%enteen-time greater representation

of men among uaftsinen and kindled wotkeIS (32.3 %I.:ism 1.4 I/CTCC II t). and the duce-time greater (.4 .leentiation of women in retakes
j teases 7 percent;. In terms of gross MA.111).111011.11 categories the

sexes parallel each other vill) with lespea to the proportions employed
as pl tASSIV11.11 ol salts 101 kLIS and as opelaties but it lutist be emphasized thn,ut these palallels relate only to puss classifications. For
instance, the furies. number of women professionals are school teachel s and nurses k1110S1 of thus 1.111C1 of 1% hum do not hate a college dc-

gl Le) while engineels rept esent the largest male professional
and males predominate among the highest-craning plofessionals in
met:kiln: and law. In sales. males hate almost a monopoly in the lima-

the industrial equipment anew and high-ticket retail items while
women hold the lout.' paying positions. And them ale twiee as many
women uperaties in nolithilable manufaettning where pa) scales are
lout.' than in durable manufaetuling where pay sealer ale considerably higher.

l'it babh the most telling differenee in the occupational distribution
of men and women is the long team eoneentration of the latter within
a lelatiely feu fields. About one out of tAery four women is employed
as .1 seta etaly, lewd sales elta k, bookkeeper, elementary school teacher,

or household worker. Ilalf of all cornet uoakens ale found 1.411111 21
OLUtli.16011,S while men ale much more broadly distributed ocr 65
oeetipations. Until the leeent legislati%e push to amid; discrimination
against women in the labor 111.11 Let, the .nieriean economy was bifurcated into male and female jobs, in much the same way that it 1% .1S bi-

fulcated into jobs for whites and different jobs for blacks.
A first indication of tin. seleetic elianges brought about by the corn:Ailed public pliate elfolts to reduce and eliminate discrimination
against women in the world of education and work can be found in
the 19;2 tatiollittent figures for the emeling classes inn medical and
hum eliouls. In the mid sixties, wonten accounted for about io percent
of those accepted by medical schools and 3 pet Lent by law schools, in
1972 the itiedieal school figure stood at 20 peleeut and the law school
figule at 12 percent.

The eoneentiation of women in low paying occupations together

with the fact di.. only one-third of them work full -time, full-year
(eompaled with three fifths of all men) helps to explain why in 1971
men eat ited on the .nerage just under 57,000 while women earned a
shade under $2,5ou. Iloweer, if one eontiols for dilleicilees in time

wolked by limiting the eompalison to those who wolked full time,
full year, the findings are striking. men earned ener 59,6ou, women
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S5.700or less than duce-fifths as much as men. Equally striking is
the [act that of all peisons with money uncomic in 1971, 30 percent
of the men earned Sio,000 or mole eompai eel with less than 1 percent
of the women. A still mole re%ealing comparison is that of the earn-

ings of men and women %% ho worked year 'omit!, hill time by educational leel. In the case of high sthool graduates the lignites were
$10,7o0 for men, jti,ouo for women, lot college graduates, $15,60o for
men and $,',;,700 [or women, for those with the or more years of college, $18,00° for nul and $10,800 for women.
'While as hulk iduals women cle.uly suhici .serious disadvantages in
the labor market, it must be emphasiLeei that their social and economic
status is often determined by the occupations and earnings of their

husbands. -Nforemel, white women, through their fathers, brothers,
and husbands, trite a %%a) of feat ning about the leers of power and
how they can be manipulated, a for in of knowledge that remains beyond the ken of most members of minority groups who are definitely
on the outside of die society and ceononly. One must be careful there
tote nut to equate taml and sex disci imination. While they have much
in common, they also differ in many essentials.
YOUTH

'lite third special employment problem that warrants attention is
the piedieament of youthpal ticulai I) youth with handicaps growing
oth of their taeial or ethnic background, sex, education, or criminal
record, which without them with setions problems as they seek to
establish themselves in the world of work.
lite initial source of the difficulty is embedded in the demographic
turnabout that oeetured after World War H. During most of the
19305 the birth rate had di upped to about 18/19 per too°, and in
1915 it stood at 20.5. B the end of the 194os and until late in the
i950s it Imered between 2.f/25 per t000 reaching a peak of 25.2 in
1957. What these [mines mean is that throughout the early post-World
\Am II period the birth tate was oer a third higher than it had been
in the prewar decade. This rise in the birth rate led to a substantial
inelease in the pioportion of families with three and four children
and a corresponding decline of those with no children or only one
child.
Ilse high birth rates of the late z94os and 195os were reflected in
the very large increases in the teenage population in the 1960s. The
sixteentonneteen-year -old group increased by 16 percent within a
single decade. While these demographic factors had multiple effects,
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including in paiticulal clIccts upon the expansion of secondary and
higlict education, militaly manpower policy, the uinte late, ding addiction, etc., um 1011111 11 is pliniatily with its entpluyntent 'elated
dimensions. The Llitical finding is that oser the two decades 952-72
time was a suit:mg tiansfulmation in the shape of the labor knee,
reflecting the tclatisc inucascs of men, women, and teenagers. The
be of wuntc:a
ntinibt.r of num utueased I,y u111) 20 1)0 LOU, lilt.
incicascd by about 75 percent, and the number of teenagers increased
by over too percent!
Flom the begin ll i ll g of the 1(1605 to 1972 the postwar baby crop WaS
also adding Lipid!) to the minibus of %%Luke's in the 2040-2.1 year age
blacket. The inelcase fur males tsas hunt about .1.1 to 6.7 million and
fur females hunt 2.6 to 5.3 million. Esen though the .11ml ican economy enjoyed a lung period of lapid expansion in the 1 96us, reinfut Led
by additional needs for manpuwel by the .11 1111(1 101 ces, the demo-

gtaphie explosion among teenagers and young people in their Cady
twenties icaltincd a high lesel of new job cleation if all who wanted
to work were to find employment.
While many young people succeeded in finding the full- or partante Litiplo molt they %%maid and needed, .1 significant number failed
to make .1 so( ccsslial tiansition (tom school to uutk. The story can be

toad in rising unemployment hues and in the inercasing spread between the unemployment Imes of youth (16-24) and those of the
mutat: adult !abut forte. For the late 1 96us-early 1970s, a tough rule
of thumb is to take the national unemployment rate and double it
fut youth. and double it again for minority youth. That meatus that
with a national unemployment rate of 5.5 percent, the youth late will
be I n ptaccitt and the rate for minorities user 20 percent. Teenagets
among 1 lllll utitics base tinuttployment hues in the 25 to 35- percent
range fut males and close to

percent fur females. It should be added

that these tales al"C CollsClA th (.4 for many young people who It.1%e

dt upped out of school arc nut counted as unemployed because they
arc not actively looking for work.
Tht. unemployment rate for youths tends to be somewhat higher
than the aseragc in all industtial countries because of the job chaliges
young people make as they try to find a congenial or at least an aecoptable job. Ifutseser, the data suggest that the dentugraphie explostun together with special institutional constraints base resulted in
di:4001)010011.mi) high youth unemployment rates fur the United
States. the t9oos saw a lipid shift to su s Ice uecupations, which meant
that many ',owl) educated youngsters had trouble sculling LILA ie.!! or
other types of office cmpluyinutt. As lung as employers were able to
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meet their expanding needs with adult women they were loath to hue
young people in the belief that they hoe utucli.tblc 41111 Lai eless.
PluteLtise legislation, lung on the books, made it diffwallt for some

employers to hilt: youth esen if they wished to. Rising racial umscautisness made some beta.' educated minolity youth balk at aLLepting
dead Lnd jobs, such as in domestic. susiec of 1111S1,111L1.1 111411111.11 work.
Employe' lining plactiLes that weeded out young people who had not
4ttAltiit ed 4t high be-11001 dip10111.l 01 %%110 had a pollee 'Lewd had a palticailai ly 411th'Ll At (AAA oil the LIttpluyability of many minority youth

from low-ineunie homes. And sonic plefelled to secure income hum
illicit and illegal actisities lather than accept a low paying job that
had nu rutin c. There ate some economists who beliese that the high
minimum wage was a fm diet obstacle to employers' hiring young people, although the esidenLe is far hum Lonelusise and the policy impliLations in for of a substantial differential are far hum °IA ions.
The ;eats ahead promise some ILlief as the demographic bulge diminishes. Caul tunately the inercase of teenageis among minolities
s ill he about as laige in the I 9ius .ts in the I 96us.1.1 scrsus .19 perLent. The teal relief Is 4tinung the .Hite teenage population whet e the
rates of inu Lase will deLline hum .16 percent to 9 pet Lent. Es en with
an easing of the plessute from the side of numbers, the transition of
)01111g people from school to %%01 k will remain a difficult problem,
pal Eu.111411-4 for those who Litter tltc job market with assorted disabilities.

The foieguing stiminary consideration of the work and work related
problems of blacks, women, {Ind youth point up the following:
Discrimination continues to limit serions'y the opportunities open to
'Alas .ind women in their preparation fur and participation in work.
This is reflected in their continued concentration in less desirable and
lower paying jobs.
he dew& of the t9Gus. particularly after 196,1, saw substantial gains by

blacks and latterly by women, but the gap betwecti these groups and
whine males remains with: and is not likely to be substantially narrowed,
much less closed, quickly.

Many youth atc cApcliencing major difficulties in getting a toe hold in
the world of work, among other reasons because of the recent rapid in-

crease in their numbers. While the demographic outlook has tut ned more
fasurable, many minority youth, especially those tylto fail to acquire a
high school diploma or who lack the skills required for white collar work
will continue to fate spwal diffitailties in finding a satisfactory job that
holds promise of future advancement.
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In Search of Perspective
The caveat put foi ward early in this essay concerning the great
difficulties of (hawing inferences about %%talk satisfaction from data
about transformations in the Amu kan economy and its occupational
structure should now be self-evident. Yet infel cities that lead to greater

understanding are the touchstone of social science resea:ch. In the
face of formidable difficulties, let us look backward to see whether a
limited number of propositions can be %clamed, and likewise let us
look ahead to see whether any tentative forecasts can be made on the
basis of the review of recent developments.

The advantage of looking backward over a half century, or even
over 25 years, is the contribution that time makes to perspective. It
is easier to distinguish the important developments and changes that
have taken place. We will call attention to five that appear to characterize the transformations of the ,American labor force.
The period since A,Vol Id War II has seen an ever larger proportion
of married women enter the labor force to work full- or part-time. One

is forced to infer from this development that when faced with the
opportunity to um k and cam money income a i apidly (growing IA opoi tion of adult women decided that this was a preferred alteinative
to continuing to spend their time at home and in voluntai y activities.
Admittedly many women who work have no option because they are
heads of households, responsible for suppin ring themselves and their
dependents. It is also tr ue that many others who woik do so out of an
urgent need of the family for additional income. Still, the basic proposition holds; more and more married women who work du su because
they prefer to have a job and pursue a career. On balance, work out
of the home has a powerful attraction for them.
A second major trend characteristic of the post-World War II era
is the substantial inclease in the years of schooling of the new entrants
into the labor force and the corresponding shift in their industry and
occupational attachment. A greatly inucased plopurtion, as compared
with earlier periods, cue employed in the service sector and arc whrtccullar workus. Despite the much Luger number who have entered the
labor force as high school or college graduates, their wages and scam ics
have not suffered compression. The returns on education remained
high throughout the puiud although a minority of the better educated
Ucrc unsuccessful in getting or holding jobs commensinate wall their
education. While there are many white collar jobs that cue prestigious
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more in name than in fact, the rapid expansion in professional and
managerial emplo)inclit did pioNitie atuactiNe work and working

of the office is less
111.111IN neN% entiants. The NVOI id
demailding and less etiolating foi most people than the world of the
factory, the mine, 01 the faun. In slig t, the last quarter century saw
a major shift of the cumulus atsa) hum woik where men were controlled directly by the machine.
iXt tire of pluses and minuses in the
It ork always I CTICSCIIIS all
emplosment
minion give up their time,
sense that those w110 elliel an
in
the
use
of their energies, submit
accept direction and supeiNision
themselves to rules and discipline, and in return ieceive wages, benefits, opportunities for advancement as well as concomitant satisfactions
embedded in then it oils and social relations. The post-World War II
period was conspicions in that there ryas relatkely little pressure by
those who it 01 Led to ictItice their consentional hours of work per day

CIIN ironments for

or per week. fir fact, module, atelaging more than 10 percent of
standard 1101115, became the pattern. Such reduction in working time
that ttid (actin it .th I elle( ted in mole paid holidays and longer vacations, attesting to a desire of the woi king population for blocks of
time oil in which to enjo) did' higher real earnings. The absence
of broad plessme to reduce the NVOI kday and workweek must be in-

terpleted as eNitlence that most emplo)ces (lid not find their work life
particularly opplessiNe. Otherwise the) would have traded additional
income for additional time.

I orkers mganize thcilisches into trade unions in order to improve

their baigaining position N 1).41-N is the CIIII/10) er, not solely with an aim

of raising their wages and imploring then hinge benefits but also in
order to broaden then control osti their immediate working f nvironment. 1 he post-Woi Id Wal 11 period 5.1W a slow growth in organied
labor, so slow in fact that clan after allowance is made for other factors, such as steadfast employer opposition, a less friendly governmental en VI! on inentin(1 weakness at the top of the trade union movement, one is forced to conclude that the great mass of unorganized
workers were not lead) to pa) the costs of oiganizing. Appalenily they
did not feel that then peseta conditions were so hard or that the
union could Ining them so man) IleN benefits as to justify the turmoil
of organizing.
1111ally, it would be a serious error to read the evidence that all was

right ill the world of work. or (Aril that conditions were improving
so rapidly that all eta of contentment was about to be ushered

Nothing could be feu scar from the truth. The sour(Cs of discontent
were legion. Wolkeis and emplo)ers iu every sector of the economy
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here in conflict, ()fun latent, petiodically oceit, about wages, conditions of woik, ploduetiYity, and other critical dimensions of emplcyment !elation. Just as Ilia I) as old SUM (..cb of difficulty were immed
out neu ones emeiged. glowing out of changes in the ceonomy, the
society, and the hot Leis themselves. This dynamism of discontent is
embedded in hurt relations in a modern &Rivet atie society.
Against this bad:wound of recent changes in the hot Id of work, is
it possible to identify semial tics cYliete the dynamism of diseomcnt
is likely to manifest itself in the yeals ahead? The following appear
to be high on the agenda.

It is by no means clear that the past athantages young people secured by entering the [abut fume witlt extended education which led
must to beau jobs yy ill continue.. 1973 repot t by the Carnegie Commission on Ilighei Edueation suggested that user one-qualm of pluspectise college graduates in the ny7os will probably !lase to settle for
jobs that mil: forinctly held by nongladuates. And wage complession
is a distinct possibility, which points plobably to rising ordets of discontent among the beau educated managerial work group.
The expeliments with flexible working hums ina ocliteed late in the
196os, w hiell ale still expanding, the rising union objection to cowpukoly ow time, the gam th of fumed and optional call) retirement,
all suggest that we may be cunning a new eta in regard to trade-offs
between woik and !cisme and between oppoitunities for older and
younger wolkeis. It would be strange indeed if increasing family income did not lead sooner of later to a meonsiduation of the hours
question. The plc.:felt:Imes of milkers ale likely to tun afoul of both
teelmologieal and cost eonsiderations and result in compaunised solu-

tionsbut not until both panties haYe leained to appicuate the priority needs and preferences of the other.

The perlashe troubles all model!' economics face in reconciling
high level emplowent with reasonable pi ice stability undeiscom the
necessity fen modifications in colleetic bargaining and in the market
mechanisms as :hey influence pike and dividend detenninations.
Workers hill not folego a...it- search for equity, but the domain of the
struggle has begun to shift into a new alum uhere goYeinment plays
a larger role. No one can sec clearly the new sanctums that must be

put into place or what will be mina,: to Instil c that they become
functional, but one can prognosticate that this will be an increasingly
important arena for conflict and resolution.
The 196os saw a major tin ust to reduce and remote discrimination,
especially against minolitics and women in their 1)e/dimwit for and
utilization in the hot Id of work. The semtal levels of goyetnment hayc
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pursued affnmative aetion plogiams, quotas, goals, compensatory actions to expand oppottunities for groups previously ()cried outright
of se'e'dy handieapped in their efforts to gain aeeess to desirable jobs

and ealeels. In the last few }eats the initial emphasis on assisting
blade men to 11111)10%e then employability has i.een bioadened to in-

elude women, the Spanish speaking, and huge 'Iambus of smaller
gioups such as Anicilean Indians. While goveinmental efforts have
miquestionably helped to 'educe disciimination in the Um market,
the late of progress has been uneven, slowed in many cases by the
small numbei of qualified minui ity nimbus in the !thing pool, the
'Leah maim; of vat ious trade union gioups on the matter of opening
nienibeiship to outside's, the small number of job openings. as in the
aeadenne %%odd, and above all, the glowing coned' n that the rights

of the majonty not be aibitianly lestneted as a result of conective
actions aimed at helping minorities.
1 hese and °the' difficulties notwithstanding, it is reasonable to ex-

put the issue of disuimination to be at the foie in the years ahead
eve' while theic arc likely to be continuing conflicts as individuals and
gimps snuggle ovel the division of employment opportunity.
Finally, the combination of mole education, l,ss km of unemployment, and highei family income is loosening the monolithic 'elationship that existed Col so long between people and wolk. In an rapier

day men had to um k in otder to cat. That is less tlue today. At the
upper end of the 'monk. scale families support theil children well into
then twenties. At the lost et end, many young people also manage to
exist without legular jobs. With more and mole couples wolking, one
of the °dna spouse may (hop out for a time to return to school, to
raise a child, or to put sue an avocational activity. To the extent that
pcople it ant mule dcgices of flecdom to sti ucturc their lives and their
tone, one must antieipate additional conflicts in the INOlk alena between employees who seek grJater options and employers who are
locked into poduction schedules and the market.
At the same time, model n societies can absol b a consid I able amount
of conflict without hung lent asunder. As wolLeis snuggle to find a
new 'Amite between \yolk and the rest of then life, thy modify the
existing fealty and develop new expectations, thereby setting the stage
for further changes.

sOlE: The author wishes to acknowledge that primary reliance was
ba,cd on Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1972. Use was also
made of ,Manpower Repott of the Pi esident, .073, and sevoal reports

developed font the Iwo federal census. The author further makes
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PART TWO: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

George Strauss

3
Workers:
Attitudes and Adjustments

Recent years have seen much concern with an alleged erosion of
the American work ethic. Social uitics ancl fepiesentatises of the EstablkInuent alike It YNe \sal ntA1 that discontent is increasing rapidly
and that workplace reforms are urgently needed.
idence of this 'ejection of traditional salues is cited on all sides.
Childien brought up in the ghetto find it hat d to adjust to the disci-

pline of a regular job. The LoRlstoun strike and the high rates of
tinnosel and absenteeism in automobile plants perhaps indicate
plofound dissatisfaction with liming, fepetitise work, pal ticulaily
among younger um km. Acemding to an Anieriean Nfanagement As-

sociation study, 52 pet cent of the manages surseyed "found their
wok, at best, unsatisfactory." Half of all workers, ranging up to 61
pucent of professionals and managers, say they could accomplish more
yank if they tried. And a significant and highly soca' group of college
students (concentrated among those with affluun parents) have been

mined uff by the prospects of spending a lifetime working for bilge
corpolations, prefuring to du their own thing in communes, making
craft objects, or serving meaningful social causes.
GWIZLE SIRALSs is professor at the School of Business Administration and

acting direelor of the Institute of Industrial Relations of the University of
California. Ile has been assu,late dean of the School of 13ISSII1C55 Administration at Berkeley and also managing editor of the journal, Industrial Relatiuns.

Chairman of the Personnel Board of the City of Berkley, he rs cuatakur of
Om(' books, The Local Union, PeisointLI, and !liana!' 13cha%tor to Orgainza-

dims as Ital Is author of a considerable number of articles in the fields of
labor relations and organizational behavior.
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This videspread inntst has been blamed for a variety of ills, especi.ill) declining pluduetkity, the umsening of mu balance of trade,
and um galloping inflatiunas %%ell as political and social phenomena such .15 Opposition to school busing and the hear), blue collar
196S and 1972.
suppult ful Coconut Wallace timing the eleetions
he stultily mg main e of 1u1 k has been held lesponsible for poor
mental and physical health and the plomotion of dull, passice foul's
of leeleation. And on the indusuial lelatiuns hunt it has been cited
as cuntlibuting to die defeat of ineumbent leadus in union elect ions,
to the tiend tow aid lank-and-file lejection of contracts, and to increased strike-incidence generally.

Among the difheult questions I Hill discuss in this chapter are the
folluumg. Iluw dissatisfied ale %%mkt:is with theii jobs? Dues dissatisfaction mist: chiefly hum the repetitke, ehallengeless natme of wolk,
Or .11 e faLtu.s such as loss pay, inept stipusisiun, and blocked mobility
mole important? What .ue the trends fur the (mine? Is dissatisfaction

grossing? Gisen the trend of 'wan public interest, my emphasis sill
be oil repecuice work and the blue collar workers. Howecr, most of
what I say will have a wider application.

Attitudes
THE EXTENT OF DISSATISFACTION

Industrial psychologists liace been meastning organizational morale

fur (kw .ju yeals, and hum all these studies cue finding stands out:
rc:gaidless of the uceupatiunal lesel examined, Duly .1 mint,' it) of %%cm k-

ers eu.1 report being dissatisfied. Since 1949 the Gallup Poll, (.01 exyuli say you arc satisample, has been asking. "On the stbule,
fied ur dissatisfied soli the 5501k you du?" Doubts li.ke been expressed
as to the meaningfulness of any attempt to 111Lablil e job satisfaction by
a single question. Necertheless, die findings of the 1973 poll (despite
teclinieal 111.1111.3.111.1t..1eS) Inure SLIy typical of man) other studies. These
figures e SIIUU 11 On page 75. Note that factors such as age, sex, and

education all alleet the lesidt, yet ecen aniung nunr%hites less than one(planer reputt bung dissatisfied. Sumeuhat sinii1.11 ecidence conies

from the ilifiS A(titipowo Rcputt of the Proiclunt, csith percentages
of those lepuiting dissatisfaetiun uith %%ink dropping hum 21 percent
in 19.16-47 to 12-13 potent in 1964-615. Other It:search of the late
sixties and early %Lime sineluding .1 masske guconment financed
stud) conclueted by the Unkusit) of Nfichigan's Suisey Researeh Centerconic to roughly the same conclusions.
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(Percent)

Overall
Sex
Men
Women

Color
White
Nonwhite
Education
College
High school
Grade school
Occupation
Professional and business
Clerical and sales
Manual workers
Age
Under 3o years
3o-.to years
50 and over

&tolled

Dissaigied

Noolanzon

77

11

13

78
76

12

Io

to

14

8o
53

to

to

22

25

84
75

to

6

13

12

71

9

20

85

to

81

13
13

5
6

8o
72
83

74

20
9
7

9
8
8
19

Does this sumeu hat tem.(' kable con%ergence of findings suggest that

workers ate in fact truly satisfied with their Atolls? For reasons I explain later, I think this ow states the case. Reporting satisfaction and
being satisfied 1. a) be %el), diffuent things. Neutheless, with the
possible exception .tf sonic black Iwikets, there is little reason to expect an immediate revolt against work.
THE IMPACT OF ROUTINE WORK

Naliu1116.ie sunintaries can easily mask important differences. Despite the data cited abuYe, them is uclulielming e%idence that many
(but not all) %%or Lis Icact negati%el) to uotk that is Rimini.: and without challenge. A %%huh_ sclics of studies bum mass ploduction industry
slums, foil example, that dissatisfaction appears directly 'elated to short

job cycles, Lick of autonomy and control oYer 1%orkplate, and jobs
uhich Icquite a...L:1160n but not challenge. Such fa,turs also 'elate to
absenteeism, turnoYer, stlikes, and out poor mental health.
Sintilatly, those 1% Ito murk as set vice engineers in the field are m(

likely to lepurt that their jobs ate "%ery good" than ale engineers ul.a

tru'k in labutatutics the diffetences bung attributable to extent of
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freedom available in the field. Aid, executives, particularly at the
lower levels, express dissatisfaction with their opportunities for autoliont. and creativity.
A different kind of initlence is pro%ided by studies which compare
masspiothiction, assembly-line um kers with craftsmen (such as pi hams) and workers in automated pores:, technology (such as in oil refineries). I hese studies agree that by .111 in0:ces job satisfaction is considerably higher for craftsmen (11.111 fob assembly-line workers, with
the position of automated u oi kers less clear, but certainly above that
of assembly-line workers. Roughly equivalent iesults have been obtained in studies comparing sect etaiies (ciaftsmen), key punch operators (mass production), and compute' operators and software personnel
(process technology). Those clerical voi kers whose jobs permit the
least autonomy ale the ones most alienated Lout their work.
On the other hand, the need lot challenging work must be placed
in perspective. The 1969 Stii%ey Research Center study ranked job
is! ICS as follows, in toms of then correlation with overall job
satisfaction:
Corrtlation

I. Having a "nurturant" supervisor
2. Receiving adequate help. a,,istance, etc.
3. !laving few "labor standards problrus" ( Itch as safety
hazards, pool- hours, or poor transportation)
4. Fair promotional policies
5. Supervisor not supervising too clo4ely
6. [laving a technically competent supervisor
7. Autonomy in matters atleeting nork
8. A job with "enriching" demands

.37
.32

.32
-31

.30

.29

28
.26

Note that autonomy and eni idling jobs came seventh and eighth. In
other words, imp o%ing manage' ial plactitcs may improve job satisfaction as much as changing the nature of the job.
According to the 1973 Gallup Poll, "enjoy my work" came first
among reasons why mot Leis were satisfied with their job, with "good
pay" coming second. However, "poor wages" ranked first as a reason
for dissattsfaction with -boling urn k" second. Similar findings conic
from many other studies. Extrinsic factors such as low wages, lack of
job security. limited piomotional opportunities, and arbitrary management (rather than inn insic facto's, such as challenging work) are
frequently listed as the pintail, causes of job dissatisfaction, alienation
front work, as well as peisonal unhappiness off the job. And there is
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considelable tenon ro be lie cc that fur a wide range of employees
espectally those in lime' -int onit eatc-ginics these factois may be of
greater importance than hating jobs which offer eliallenge. toriety. and
autonomy. Cet tam!) union incutbuship demands ham_ been eonccined
ll i ll g higlica pay, shutter hums, %ultimo') 05i:ratite,
chtelly with
Ulu cased job seem itc. and wincing the pout.' of the foie:man. At least
during the 1973 negotiations. :hem teas fa' more repotted membeiship
interest in enriehing the pocketbook than in enriching the job.
o put it another way. hating ehallenging wen k eel tainly does make
a differcitee. But for man% %col kis the qutshun IS .1 secondary one,
and titue tee ;input tont indisidual difIctcliec.s in willingness to adjust
to routine work.
LARCE CHANCES IN WORK

xrranis?

To what extent has (hut: been a change in yank values daring the
early ScClItIeS? Is tilt. picture of genetal satisfat Lion lopidly changing?
Certainly there is sonic icicle:nee of rising diseontent. Iloweer, the
trend is far hum cle.n. Must of the diseussion has lieu based on specific meitIcans wind' hate hit the headlines, and time has been little
effult to clew the issues in pcispectie. Yard facts ate kw, and we Lick
the lung-tem stuthes %chief* would ',Limit us to compare employee attitudes today with those of 20 or .lo years ago.

.\ few examples may illustrate the difficulty of making judgments
on the basis of the limited evidence now available.
The Lordstoten strike made good Lop) because younger workers were incol% ed. but sttikes .,set prothietion stantlai,ls are common in the automobile industry. paitieukuly when new proeesses are being introduced.

similar strike at Norwood. an older plant, Recited less attention.)
Lornes from
Much of the alleeiloul Leith-Ike of MU
automobile plants. an untypical example of work life in that in few
(:

other :Ica% hies is the worker's autonomy so severely restricted.

1 lie rate of inetease in ',iodised% it) declined during the late 1960s. but
climbed quite sharply in the Lally 19710.-110teeter must of these fluctuaIII tutus of tioninotivational biturs such as rates
tions eau lie

of plant utilitation or unemployment.
Maui days idle (as a pereent of wolking timc) due to stlikes rose from .11
in 1961 to .37 in 197o dropped to .14 in 1972 and %%etc running at .o9
in the first three months of 1973.

Q it rates III InanufaLturnig (um form of job rotation) went up from Li
in the recession year of 1958 to 2.7 in 1969. but droppid to 1.8 in 1971,
went up agam to 2.2 III 1972, and genetally seem to behave inverse') to
unemployment.

.1.6scince r.ttcs in automobile plants went from 2-3 pcmcnt in 1965 to
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percent ill fla -and [Ian Eirtppt 11 in 1971. Nationwidc .cbsentecism
row Elni/111 2.1 III Iii4/7 It/ 2 :7, 111 1970 .11111 I114:11 (1101iptql to 2.3 111 1972.

Retent research suggcSIJ that 1.1; Mg& :At MUM. otu Ilk 1.1,t &cads 'Live
atliii.-tcmcm-t,tn.mt:t1 anti molt. punt A, ItiLLt authutitt. On
ht-itine
ptak. At itctkcley
l
mat hate pastuti
the .thtt
scollop
untittgratinme entolimunt
once the pacesetter in J1 thlt tat nbtcult
purtLizt num 19;1 to 197,3 and demand
in bavantss 1011154-S
to these courses increased more rapidh yet.
fin

tt, stutiI 5 It tin: Unitt.tsilt of 'Alidligan's Surtey Research
beCenter there were no significant chatigcs Ill "wall job satisfaet
tttc.tn 197t, and 19;3, ',although ORAL hatc lit t 11 SuI11c oilscttiug gains
and losses with respect to specific aspects of employment).

Thus the eitlence is fragmentary and confusing. A number of facto's ate at %%wk. depending, on the %tot k gioup under consideration.
()scar Lew is -Culture of l'oceitc- and Chat les Reich's The G:ecning

al.Intcrrt/r. fur example. both deal with alienation front writ., but Ito
OHL St ICU 11.IS reach t11c Ettti pieces call imagine that the same process

is involved in the ghetto and on campus.
To sommati/e, the ecidenee to date does not support the ie that
dissausfactiun with cwt1. has inereased shb..tantiaill, but neither does
it plote that VIMILCTS are truly satisfied. Quite the euntrary. Though
11mA emplenees accept tot become I esigned to) their lot, the adjustment
process is not always, ,,y. I u u1C, it is far mole useful to examine this
1111LN11411 of hi." %totl.us unlit: to terms uitli
.nlpistment 11101
Lima!' Jobsthan to bLLUIIIL L.M.Lbbi%L.1) Loneetned with short-term indices of morale.

Adjustment

In the pages which follow, I will look first at the adjustment
process and then at long teen trends whit!' may make this adinstmort

more difficult, None of the data cited so fat -those showing overall
relatite dissatisfaction with routine
satisfaction, those indicating
work, and those demonstrating a relatite stability in the satisfaction
indexare Lonehtsi%e. Reality is fat more complex than this. M} basic
hypothesis (still oter-simple) is as follows. (1) work is central to the
lute of most .timer kat', tact least most .nieriean males); (2) neva the has, they dilfer in di. `, desite to obtain challenge and autonomy at
out L, depending on their petsunalities and the subcultures in which
to noujiallengthey hie. (3) if they lia%c to, most people call
ing null, usually by lowering their expeetations, eltanging their need
sti mune, and by making the most. of social opportunitiec on and off
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the job; (.1) this adjustment process occurs at a psychic cost which
for most groups in sueiety today may nut be %el) ;peat; (5) Rooster,
in the future this cost ma% inclease. To tok:ustand this In oicsS, We
Deed tO examine sonic of the larger studies of the role of work.
A CLASH LILTWEEN PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS?

\Vila is the role of work in the life of .t typical worker? how
people adjust to their jobs: As a rust step in examining these interrelated questions. let us look at %slut might be called the "personality
%s. organization hypothesis." This hypothesis, %%hid' is implicit in the
early work of social scientists such as Chris Argyris, Noniron Maier,
and Douglas NIeGlegur, suggests au almost ine%itable Ii ustiation of
employees' expectations in their jobs, opeeially in 111.15S production
industry.

thersimplified the argument runs as follows. workers seek social
belonAing. indepentlenee, ..nd personal growth. III other words, they
aspite to ascend what .brallant Nlaslow has called the -nceds-hierarelly
ladder," from satisfaction of physieal, through safety, social, and egoistic. to self actualization needs.. critical point is that such satisfactions are desired on the job. Organizations, on the other hand, fail to
recognize these aspirations and follow instead what NIeGlegur called
"Theory X" assumptions that %sulkers dislike work and wish to .1%00
responsibility. In so doing they stimuli': %sink in such a labial/II that
the illth1141.11 is condemned to isolation, paSsisity, dope deuce, submission, and the use of minimal abilities. Consequently employees
become alienated from their work.

It is not my impose to test the validity of this hypothesis lucre.
Ilowe%er, it does suggest some important questions, par titadally relating to the role of work in life, and it provides a eon%enient introduction to the diSCDSSiOn which follows.

The, L'niversality of Self Actualization Supporters of the personality
Vs. or6anization hypothesis often .ugue in tel
of the Maslow seheme,

i.e., as indhitluals mature they seek increasing uppoltunities for selfactaalization, that is, they seek the freedom to be ereathe, to thAelop
their skills to the maximum, to exercise autonomy, and the like. The
Maslow scheme is highly flattering to profe,surs and managers, two
oceupations
plat.e great %Atm on self aetualization. Nc%erthelcss,
in its o%ersimplified form, it can be criticized on .1 number of grounds.
For example, tl.e selleme is stated in .1 mom operational m.uuacr %%loch
InaLS it tuy tliffmult to prose or dispro%e (especially since most forms

of human belia%ior satisfy mole than one need). Further, there may
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be sub,rantial drift lc mu, amour; peuplt in a relatite weight they give
to the -baste" wk....ital. salt it. .mud socials needs as against the "higher"
btli tlialital 6011. Nlaslow hirttsell peter
le.el ones. sliell
CSILLIII
claimed ',at all people would wish to eliinb his ladder, aml Lel tainly

nut in the same way. In fact. as his late' writings make clear, his
"mature." "noillial" inditidm.11 is a radion special breed.
1 he hunk of

Mel...lelland and his dirt 11,1(i silg...7.AS that people

tart substantialh in the ielati.e impol tame they attaeli to .arions
needs and fuirthel that thus. is no liccessal. Liddell. i.e.. that people
du nut me%itablt emphasiie self actualitation atter lesser needs are
(besides physireasonably well-satisfied. Nft.Calland posits duce
uchicvemcnt, necd
cal needs). As he pins it. they are

tr. Person, high in need achicterocut react hell to duilute iu this dimcusiun arc: concerned prinialily
with playing it sale and .i.oiding failine.Pic:suniably this latter group
(paiticulaily those high on need affiliation) Indus direction to autonom). One [miller point. NleClelland's Icse,uclr suggests that these
riralleablc. a rclatitc.lt short training course can
littd., arc tatilLii

and aced

lenge. (bust. tthw

SIlbstallt1.111 ORLI L.Ist. 111.0.1 .11.111(1.011111L (.111(1 also managerial success).

H so. perhaps naming Lan also induce high need affiliation: workers
cau be trained to vide' challengeless twill.. Shades of .11clous

"Brave New Wolk!" and the coiporate state!
Aside hum this plubably extleinc: interpretation of NfcClelland's
...wk. it dues seuu IL.ISU11.11/1) deal that because of peisonality differ-

ences people du ..iry substantially in their needs for challenge and
aatuntmily. (A study by Victor Vroom, for ex.nuple, suggests that
outlets who kill, a high need for independence and weak atithoriLilian altitudes ale likely to respond to eunsultation with their supersisors b. being MOM satisfied with their wink. those with low needs
fur independence and strung authoritarian ..chits arc less likely to
respond in Ellis manlier.)

Peisunality diffelemes. in turn, may be caused by variations in culture and family chill- reaming practices (and possibly e.e-li genetic Lac
tots). A question. to be considered later, is whether child rearing practices may be L11.11104; NtilfiLiCial) to Lain.: substantial differences in
a.titudes toward wolk. Right now let us LOOM-0U a narrower issue: to

what (Akat do cultural cliffeic:nces affect ...Akers' attitudes toward
challenging jobs:- Let us examine this ques'ion in the context of ruralurban differences.

Rural -( s ban a IferencesA major corollary of the organisation vs.
Limon hypothesis is that there is a pusiti.c relationship between job
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challenge and job satisfaction and that job enlargement is an almost
way to raise

51H L

finclinAs of .X1 thin Tt liner and Pal 11

alc

Lnciel.ce's Indtuhial Jobs and Mc it'utkur seriously challenged this
tent's. III .1 study conducted in clecen films, these researchers sought
to measure the relationship between job satisfaction and complexity
of work. To their ;.:1 cat surprise they found that small-town workers
pLnititLI) to 11101C loilipluX tasks ON expected) but that urban

workers reacted less posithely to them. 1 Iris unanticipated finding
Has further supported by .1 series of articles by Charles L IIulin
and Milton Blood repolling on research in a wide 'satiety of LOIIIIIIII111ties.
urban and shim characteristics were high, the correlations between blue-collai satisfaction and job skills were low or negatice, the I ecerse was true in more I mai areas, lc Inle the nature and loca-

tion of the comnianity seemed to make no chile' ince for white-collar
workers. Finally, a study by Gerald 1. Susman suggests that rural %cork-

ers react to job discretion with greater pride in their job accomplishments, while for in ban %%mkt.'s greater discretion is related only to
in%olveinent and to time seeming "to drag" less often.
This research may be subject to methodological criticism. But assuming it is %Aid, there ale .1
of possible alternate (though
partly contradictory) explanations for these unexpected findings.
r. One possibilit% is that rural and small-town workers 11.1%e internalited the old Iasi i i llll ed Protestant, middle class ethic which glorifies
work for its own sake and insists on indicidual achiecement. The city

worker belongs to .1 different culture or is at least alienated from the
traditional culture). N1'1iy should the urban blue Lollar culture be different?

a. In small towns it is difficult for blue collar and white-collar
tallies to de%elop in different directions. The big city permits
greater diversity.

b. Rural workers are more likely to be Protestant and urban
workers Catholic, t1,- suggesting that the -two religions have
different values towarci work.

c. Alternatively, it is not a matter of religion, brit expe:ience.
1:1 ban workers (many of whom are black or ethnics) reject the
Protestant etilie because their experience has not taught them

that hard work pays off. Indeed, rural parents may stress
need achiecement to their children while the urban child learns
need affiliation or need power.
d. Or it may relate to the Maslow hierarchy. J. Richard Hackman
and Edward E. Lawler report that urban workers are relathely
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more concellud with satisfying phssical and social (is opposed
to egoistic) satisfactions than ate their (Annul) (Anthills. The ex-

planation for this is tmelear; possibly it relates to the higher
cost of Using and the gicater difficulty in deseloping meaningful social relationslis in the city.
2. Eseryone's capacity to cope with urrertainty and change is limited. I-. tub.ua ssoiLis, alrc.nh Using in a tin bulent can iionnaent, the
optimum eleglee of ulna:tuna) .hailed on the job may be [at less than
for their rural counterparts.

3. Still another explanation is in terms of "equity theory." ChalknAing jour usually lequitc mote wen k, certainly mule t;:sponsibility,
but they command hiAller status .md pay. In rural areas taking on
more challenging wen k may lead to gi cater relative social and eeonomie payoff than it does in the big ,ity, where the highest paid bluecollat tsoa kci may still be quite low on the oscrall social and ecamomic
totem pole. The city worket may decide that the tessaid for taking on

mole lesponsibility tidy not be worth the effort.
.1. finally, tsoik and the job may be much more central to workers'
lists its tural areas than it is in big eitics where there are wide ariety
of other areas upon which life interest may be focused.
This last suggestion raises a much Invader question to which we
now turn. hens wardl is the job in duel mining satisfaction with life?
TIIE JOU AS A PRIMARY SOURCE OF SATISFACTION

Must workers satisfy their higher-ot du needs on the job, or can they
satisfy these Ate' woak, with their family, through hobbies and retie:a-

tion, or in social and community densities (such as unions)? Some
argue the central focus of many people's Uses is not the job (which is
melely a way of "getting a Using.), but the home or the community.
As Robert Dubin put it. in 1959 at the Elcscnth Annual Meeting -rf
the Industrial Relations Resarch Association:
Work, for probably a majority of workers, and esen extending into the
ranks of management. may represent an institutional setting that is not
the central life intuest of die participants. The eonsequen.c of this is that
tel.ile participating in reork a g. metal . finale of apathy .md intliffercnee
prt tails.... Thu.. the industrial worker does not feel imposed upon by
the tyranny of olganizations. company or union.

How impommt is work in human life? "Gentlemen" in many sosocieties do nor work. Classical
eece desalted wolk, it was at best
imo Ian, ntal,
us to at. cm!. In Communist Clina, on die other
hand, stit.nuous effm ta ate being made to make all work exprc.ssIve,
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a valued end in itself. In our society work is more clearly the central
life-interest of artists and plufessionals than of casual 'abut ers. The
college professor's career is both his woe:, and recreation. His selfim..ge is tied up in work; his friends are likely to be college professorsand they talk shop. To an equal or lesser extent many managers,
professionals, and :-wean skilled craftsmen behave in the same way. But
Harold Wiiensky suggests:

Where the technical anal social organiration of work offer much freedom
e.g. discretion in methods. pace or schedule, and opportunity for frequent
interaction with fellow workers . . . then work attachments will be strong,
work integrated with the rest of Nfe, and ties rr, he community and society
solid Conversely, if the task offers little workplace freedom . . . then work
attachments wilt be weak. work sharply split from leisure and ties to community and society uncertain (Social Problems, Summer 1961).

Flow do workers respond to jobs which provide little opportunity

for be+ng expressive? A few seem to hate adjusted easily enough to

viewieg their jobs as purely instrumental. In my own interviewing
experiel:.e in factories, I often ran across women who rer- .ted variants of, "I like this job because it gets me away from
the kids and
pressures at home." A significant number of workers object to job
rotation because it dist upts their routine and prevents them flow daydreaming. Similarly, I hate run into artists who have deliberately
taken on high-paying but boring jobs in order to earn en ;ugh to support their real interests. (A related phenomenon is the collt;e-educated
hippie postman, who has "dropped" out of seeking et .atise work.)
John H Goldthorpe concludes that English auto workers consciously
take on assembly-line jobs because they view them as an instrument
for the attainment of economic ends.
Can a trade off be made between off -the-job and on-the-job satisfacden? Can the worker who desires higher-order satisfactions on the job
make up for this loss off the job? Clark Kerr's 596.1 study which summarized trends throughout the world predicted that work in the fu
ture would become increasingly routine and provide fewer and fewer

opportunities for creativity and discretion. Cu the other hand, as
%corking hours grew shorter, there would be a new "bohendanism" off
the job os people sought self expression away from Ivor k. "Lei-ore will

be the happy hunting ground of the independent spirit.

. .

. The

new slavery to technology may bring a new dedication to diversity and
individualism off the job." Certainly diet e is some evidence of "bolemianism" (now called the "counter-culture") among professionals

and managers. But is this "bohemianism" likely to counteract the
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botedom of bloc wIlaz work( ts? And will it take the ft»in of attite
or of passise estapism. such as thugs, ahoholism, or TV?
The limited ieseattli to date suggests that the kinds of reereation
people engage iu .11 e closet) similar to the kinds of activities the) en-

gage in on their jobs. .1ettuding to one study people on actic jobs
whith penult substantial disctetion tend to engage in similat fotitis
of letleation, such as twining otganiiations, aetke spurts, housebudding, and Nations hobbies. Those whose jobs poinit soda! contact
(but little (lista Loon) engage in sot i.tl rot tils of teeleation, i.e., visiting
and reeei)ing visitors, outings, "beet" and talk. Finally, workers with
lin11 lent disGetion or sot lain 1011tata at work tend to partitipatc
"passne- activities, imitating fishing. religion, going for a di iie, shopping, hatching TX', and listening to the latlio. Atc.olding to this study,

at least. stutters do lull countelaet the effects of dull jobs through
ti) c recreation.

Perhaps this should not be stuprising. Participant accounts of life
in mass inothit non faetol ics stress that the um!, pace nut mall) leaves
0111 so exhausted that there is (mug) enough left only to drink .1 few
beets 01 watelt :he tube. But thele is anodic', less kindly explanation:
it is not dull it ()Lk which Lathes dull reeleation, but dull people who
pick doll tet Ration and thiough natural selection (hill into dull work.
In an) ease. for most uotkels the (walk) of life at home seems closely

'elated to the quality of life on the jobs. The limited e-sidenee does
not support the tradeoff hypothesis.
APATHY AS A FORM Or ADJUSTMENT

A hit tiler clue as to the tole of work is provided in the work of Nancy

oinec equentl) teplitated) width asked a
Morse and Robot
sample of male. white ivoikeis, "If by chante you inlictited enough
money to lite tomfultably without working, do you think you would
work anyway ?" -I he last inajoi it) (So pc...teem) of all respondents replied

posittiely (sec table I) etch though the pet eentages mete slightly higher
fin noddle -elass k8t; In:Icon) than wol king el.tss won kers (76 ',mutt).
would they %tut k? Hue a sill prising phenomenon occurs. As expct tell, the main I L.04/11 cuddle class %%01 kirs would continue um king
was fur "interest 01 aetomplisliment," but for the blue collar wolLer
the main !Lamm for continuing to wet k is "to keep occupied." This

latter glotri) would lath(' work than not work, deli though working
imobts just filling ill time. This may be a deptessing commentary
on the meaninglessness of life oil the job, but at least it suggests that
orkets do adjust to Inning work, though IA:111.11)s at a cost. It also
suggests the eentrality of hating a job to the atcrage A11104.111 male
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Tmu.e. i. Si 11 cl t i) Ant n tams
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44
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71
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34

42
37

27
57
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16

Would continue %orking,
even if inherited
enough not to
Reasons for so Going
Interest or accomplisthment
To keep occupied
Would continue working at
same nob

Attitude toward job
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dksatisfied

to

&we of I)

Na tat.
NIurNy
Robert Weiss, Ifie Function acid Meaning of
k," :lineman Stmulogical Re,:ezv, Vol. 20, No. 2 (April 1955), pp. 191-198.

as a source of identity, status, self-respect, and as an opportunity
for social into :talon.
Note the Ltst two sets of data. fost blue-collar wol kers would prefer
anotlici job, and yet the %.ist inajolity icpoit the) ale satisfied en et en
tery satisfied ti ith did] job. The second finding is consistent with the
Gallup Poll and with almost .ill othei ieseal eh in this area.
To Fenn n to a question asked beim e, does all this mean that a high
percentage of walkers ate >cally satisfied with then jobs? If a substan-

tial pi opol Lion of not kers (i) tepoi t being satisfied with their job,
but iiishing to change it, and also (2) report they %%mid. eenttin to
working eieir if they did not hate to, but only to fill time, then this
can only mean that these et,o1 Leis accept the necessity of wolfs, but
expect little fulfillment flow their specific job. 01 to pia it ill the
tel

of I let/1)11g (to be discussed below) they ale not dissatisfied, but
neither arc they satisfied. They are apathetic.
Let 1111' back up a bit. The simple pcisunality vs. orgaiiiiation hypothesis suggests that olganizational icstiailas eausc ism keis to become

Mistimed and to react to this Mistration either by fighting back
(through

11111011 .11th it), sabotage, or output testi iction) or by regiessbig and producing no mole than a minimum amount of %yolk. By
1964, ht t eier, Argyris had considclably softened his harshly pessimistic Oh iginal %kw. lie tccogiiiicd that many isoi Leis seem to adjust
to a cliallingcless %%wk cliii mum:tit. Though such individuals may
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be pssk hulogieally "iiiiinattne," their expectations of what the job will
Wei them ,ne low, and tit.), bullet less use pangs of aggessiun. They

du outine jobs iu an adequate fashion, though their pelfulmance is
not innuvatise and they die resistant to eliage. These ssol kers may
not be overtly dissatisfied but still arc not motivated.
Implicit supput fu the .'igsiis slew has °Ic f10111 the research

of I ledink 11.1 /hug and his eulleagues. On the basis of iaginatise
euncludi, dud job satisfaetiun and job dissatisfacicseateli,
tion ate nut opposite points on a euntinuum but in faet two separate
policy, hILUI/Ctent
dimensions. "I.xtlinsik' faet01 s, Belli S
Skil/41%1;1On, of illiaatiNfaLtU) wLtking eunditions may lead to dissatisfaeuun. Sueli dissatiskietion may be edueed by hygienic measures

such as hinge beielits, "human 'anions" tiaining fo foremen, or
beau company policies, but buil ineastues will nut make ssoikers
satisfied, only aoat hale. Fu nue satisfaction to be obtained, "intlinsie"

factois niust be piusisled, bud' as aeltiesenient, aewplishment, rek. Nun, that satisfaction is Obtained
sponsbility, and eliallenging
pl iniati 1) hum the uontu.nt of the wink itself, dissatisfaction from its
ens iiininuent. Only satisfaction 'elates to productisity. The
pit-Llt.c of dissatisfaetiun may lead to loss 'fluidic o absenteeism, but

Its elimination will not [disc mutilation or ploductivity.
euncludes that it is a mistake to emphasize Uaditiuual "Ii)gienie," "exicasues which Sete Old). to make the w oil: environment

mule tolerable. Instead management should seek to (akh (not just
enlatge) jobs so as to make them seem I MCI esting- and important.
I luzbeig's 1%01 k has led to substantial euntiosersy. But whatever
seems to be a cunseigenee on the sress
the
that 'hue Lan be a middle giutind between the osel ly pessimistic sieve

that wulscis aetiscly fight iutitine jobs and the ()surly optimistic one

that these jobs make IsJikels truly happy This middle ground is

kcr on
illustiated by all inters kw I once held with a blue-collar
a 1 utitine job. This um Lei told me, in a lather off-hand way, "I got
a petty good job." "What makes it such a good job?" I responded.
lle answeled. 'Don't get me wrong. I didn't say it is a good job. It's
an OK jobabout as good a job as a guy like me might expect. The
ful-111.11 leases rte alone and it pays well. But I would never call it
a good job. It doesn't amount to much, but it's not bad."
fins middle giuund might be called apathy. The um ker's expectations ale loss, but lie accepts the situation. In a sense lie has made a
Wigan' with his employer and dues nut feel badly cheated. (This does
not mean that ssul Leis 'fuser feel eheated. Quite the contlary. Tyrannical aetiuns of indisidual futemen, efforts to speed up the production
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line, and the like eau often k ad to feelings that the basic bargain has
been broken. My point is wilily that asallable esidence suggest,, that
a broad spectrum of Lour kei s ale at least resigned to then lot.)

Attitudes such as this ale not likely to lead to result. As Judith
I fel nun puts it, "One needs to distinguish between satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and apathythe latter suggc,ting nut satisfaction, but not
such unhappiness as to generate troublesome ern -the -job behasiul." In
Alienation and Ft cedum , Rau t
concludes, The majui ity of
blue collar ssuikeis ale committed to then Jules as producers, and ale
loyal (although within limits) to their employers."
ADJUSTMENT TO NONCIIALLENCING WORK

Pelhaps all this may make gleatei sense if we think in terms of the
scheme illustrated by the following chart:
Type of Work
Nonchallenging

Challenging

Expressive
Employee

3

orientation
Instrumental

4

I.Ve can divide work into that which is challenging and that which
is not (using the tel "challenge" in an us cisimplified fashion to cover

such facto's as autonomy, saiiety, oppouttnity to pal ticipate, and
the likefactors which are far from perfectly correlated with each
other). In a siuiilai us eisimplified fashion we can distinguish between
expectations toward work in tel of cApressive and insti umental orientations. Those with explessise orientations, of Louise, tend to rank
high in terms of need achiesement and self-actualization on the job;

those with instrumental orientations luuk upon the job merely as a
means toward another end.
33y middle-class standards, those who fall in cell r are the lucky ones.
They are the professors, managers, etc. who seek self-fulfillment on the

job and arc for tunatc enough to find jobs on which this is possible.
T ose who fall in cull 2 are cal less happy. They are faced with
greater challenge than they want. I learned about such employees the
hard way when I was Lour king for a guvei nmental agency some years
ago and was assigned an elderly sec:etary. Imbued with the principles

of what was then called human relations, I explained in detail the
background of every letter I dictated, asked for her comments on style,
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and elen suggested that, if she wished, she could draft some of them
hem self. At List she burst out, "I'm iu t paid to du that kind of went:1
That's your job!"
Maslow and Arnris might argue that my secretary objected not to
challenge, but the way I thrust it upon her. ILO I iiioled her in the
ULLSS of aeeepting mule lespunsibility turd had she: gotten mule pay

it), then Ile, en.entation toward her job might bane bewine inure
expressic. And NIeClellnel might suggest that with proper tiaining
she euuld be indueed to eleelop greater need aellieement. Altcr natiely, she might liaNe rejected the Challenge out' ight (as she did) or
she might have been mule subtle and handled it in the most routine,
btu catiu atic fashion possible. Either way she would eliminate the
challenge flow the job and if.:sture huself to a safe, eel! 4 solution. Or
fr.,'

she could quit!

Ihmeel approached, cell 2 represents an unstable situation. People
placed within it will turd either to change then en ientation (and rnoc

to eel! i) on change the natme of the job (ad rnoc to cell 4). The
feu who LAI du 'ludic, will undoubtedly report thunsekes dissatisfied.
Cell 3 is also unstable. Cell 3 eunsists of those who seek self-aetualization on the job and are unable to obtain it. faced with this predica-

ment some people just quit. Othels, through :,abotage, fantasy, or
unpile building transful in routine work into something challenging
(i.e., mine to LLII I). But the most unlit-nun solution is to withdraw
psyellulogically from the job, to lower one's expeetatiuns, and to ehange
one's orientation from CX101CSSiC to iustiuuient.tl (Old so 111U% e to lell
4). Sonic
eleelop a riLh social life on the job, others trans-

fer their attention to family or mu eatiunal 4tuiities. One might also
idcatify su ch,sely with an organization that the organization's chalLUITIC to be one s ownand thus the boredom of
lenges .arid
one's own wok becomes irreleant. SuLh complete organizational indoutination may be possible in some religious endu s and in eatiuus
forms of altruistic and personal set ,ice work. Certainly it is the aim
in M.toist China. I suspect it is rather rare in contemporary America.
Others may beeorne alienated from society genually (and so presumably suffu horn mental Illness). The withdrawal process may also be
t and perhaps some
aceumpanied by an atrophy in need {Milk.%
increase in need affiliation and LLII need power. A few may fight fate
and refuse to change their (nictitation. These will suffer from what
the psychologists Lill "eognitie dissonance." They, along with those
condemned to cell 2, are among those likely to report their jobs as
"dissatisfying."

Cell 4 is stable. It consists of those who have withdrawn from ex-
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essis e enientation and those who nese des eloped this. They wink
to Cam a !king or even hi' self iespect, bat not fen the challenge of
the job. These people are apathetic. 111 Algylis's tel they may bt.
immature. The) nia) even miller hum psychological illnessthough

I will question this bd.,. In iluthus turns they ale not motivated.
1 lowesel is long as managemun plus ides hygienic conditions (i.e.,

fair supeis ision, good winking conditions, 01)1)01 1.111111:1LS ((A social in-

teraction, and the like), the) will not be actively dissatisfied. Being
not dissatisfied the) ma) well lepoit being "satisfied" on the Gallup
Poll (but probably not "%el y satisfied"). Unable to see other alternatives to %%01 k, the) may well 1 espond that they would continue

to s%

k

in older "to keep occupied" even if they had enough money to do

otherwise.

It must be remembered that for sonic workers, 'nosing into cell 4
may rep went a conscious choice. Both United States and Binish studies describe woikeis who gave up jobs providing greater intrinsic satisfaction (chalkige, autonomy, and the like) in older to accept higher
pa) earned on the automobile assembly inv.. Most people want both
extrinsic :aid iutliusic ics% cis, but when the choice 'his to be made
they often prefer the financial to the psychic payoff.
SUBSTITUTES FOR INTRINSIC JOB SATISFACTION

As mentioned earlier, those in cell 4 adjust to nonchallenging work
in a variety of ways and with various degices of successtill ough recreation (.is we have seen), daydreaming (an &icily lady told Inc she
liked her repetitive job because it gave her chance to "think about
God"), union activity, inueased consumption, and moonlighting, T-vo
additional escape routes deserve mention, socializing on the job and
dreams of advancement. Each of these adjustment plucesses is easier
for some people than for others z.nd in some technologies than in
others.

Social LifeFor many workers the sojal life around the job can

provide substitute satisfactions for those lacking in the job itself. In
a context of humdrum routine, human ingenuity is able to extract
surprisingly rich meanings flow seemingly trivial events. Horseplay,
lunch time card games, gossip around the w.Iteteoole, football pools,
and the Eke do provide satisfaction, particularly for those with stating
need affiliation. As the job becomes less rewarding, the social group
may become more so.

But this is not always the case. Cohesive work groups do not arise
automatically whenever the wank is liming. Jobs Mei substantially in
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the
the oppolUillitits URy plot life for sok ial iutcr.nuiun. ()me
ELL tHikal nunl,cn to Comautomobile assulibl

%tali Cat; men ducal% ahead

Inland him in the

flow ut workplot ides 'ciente!) ILNJ oppottuuity for intemetion than
do most other ty pcs of work.

High tinuoter. as well as heti:loge neity ailiong eMploCCS in tel
of age, ethnic, and :_thitarional bat 1,g1 °mid 01 job duties, all inhibit
the deteiopment of collesite %toil, gimps. Social cohesion is also affected by the oppoltinUty for association off the job. 1 'lose oho lite
in isolated small eonnuttnities, %thief' wolf. odd shifts, or whose jobs

fietprently take than hum home oriel' as Nato's, railloadmen, or
uateling consunetion craftsmen) arc mole likely to deselop strung
occupational communities.
The union .1150 helps plot itIc solidarity, at least for a small group

of aetitists. ihmeter, participation in union activity is not likely to
be high in groups which ale not Already socially coliesite. Indeed substantial et itlenee suggests that uurLis %Silo .uc dissatisfied with their
jobs also tend to be dissatisfied with their union.
summarise, rid' social life on the job can substitute for bon ing
wink to some extent. Unfurtunatilt, how (Au, those occupational work
for the kind of social support
51 °ups %thrill hate the gleatest 11

that a cohesitc group might pis ide frequently arc the very ones
%tfudn find it most dal-milt to &tel.'', such cohesion in the first. place.
1 here is consult:table etitleinc that cohesion and job satisfaction aic
postut ely col I elated. The detelopment of tolicsite groups may incleasc
interest in the job, on the other hand, the %cry factors which make
jobs less intrinsically satisfying may also inhibit co,

.Ittiontobile IVorkers and the

Diearns of ild,,anconentE1)

one aspect of how blue collar
Arroat,an Dicant explains in Si% id tel
workers adjusted dining the fifties to the II ustiations of the assembly
line. (1 he past tense is intentional because of the possibility that this
form of adjustment is no longer feasible.) Despite the seemingly deadend nature of their jobs, a high per eentage of Chinoy's respondents
looked upon their job as 0111. ILMIJOI.O .mil (beanie(' of (falataSiell)

the day when they would be able to gait the factory and set up their
small business or engage in some Noll of independent occupation.
\Viten the passage of time seites to discredit these dreams completely,
they pn eject then II usuated ambitious onto their children and plan
how they can go to college and thus csrapc the assembly line. In either
case, es Blattner puts it, "their daydreams sate as a safety valcc for
day.today frustrations."
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Effects

Most people can adjust to boring work in one way or another,
uus, etc. But
what is the cost in doing so? And how about those who can achieve
neither eg ) or social satisfaction on the job 01 caeative leisure off the
job? It is algued that unsatisfactoly work conditions constitute a
major cause of physical and nitaital illness and that they contribute
to alienation from society gem:tally and thcadvie to political exttemthrou411 soctal activity on 01 oil the job. thiough day

IlEALT11---PIMICAL AND MENTAL

It is well established that work stress can lead to physical illness,

especially heart disease, ulcers, and al thlitisas well as to alcoholism,

drug addiction, and a host of psychosomatic and purely mental ailments. But a signiacant proportion of these conditions can be attributed to what might be called "ovello.a1"too much variety, uncertainty, and responsibilityor to lad, of Itygienes (such as adequate
pay, job security, or fair management) rather than to routine work
or boredom. Those suffering flout overload ale likely to fit into my
cells r and 2, and the solution to their publem is more likely to be
job simplification than job enrichment.
The impact of objetaively routine or subjectively boring work is less
clear and somewhat difficult to nicasme. There ale numerous studies
which suggest that dissatisfaction with work is generally correlated
with dissatisfaction with life. However, the direction of causation is
far from certain: does dissatisfaction with the job lead to dissatisfaction with life, or does dissatisfaction with life lead to dissatisfaction

with one's job? Some people are perpetual malcontents, happy with
nothing: fuithermote, people with unsatisfactory lives often report
dissatisfaction with their jobs men what their co-um keis, with similar
but happier !hes, repot t satisfaction. (For example, unmarried workers tend to be less satisfied with thch jobs than mairied workers.)
Clearly one's personal life tends to color ones attitude toward one's
job.

A high percentage of people on objectively routine work report
having happy and uncomplicated home lives, but there are enough
who do not that statistical studies indicate a positive correlation between routine work and off the-job dissatisfaction. Further there are
the previously cited mental health studies which suggest that unskilled
(acuity coot kus sulk' from pouter mental licalth than do those in more
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skilled work. Assam; itz, these stmlits are .amid. the gut stion femains
%%Indict pool un tual !natal and loss satislai tion with life ale caused
b% low job thall% lige. ut b% other !actin,. Ile unskilled of semiskilled
%%in kf.1 sintels not just II out 1)01 -Mg 1,tol

but 110111 low pay (at least

compaled with hih% f-skilled jobs), and minket) inegular work.
lhrsr in nun lead to Iii, enjining a towel standant of li%iiig, !king
in less desilable pits of town. and being Icy, able to Afoot adequate
inctlieal and ps%thiank
Indeed, tin those who belong to miinn its ethnif gioups, the (netts of then foie in die community may
swamp the effects of their role on the job.
Job status is also impoi tam. Blue-coital %%Ink is looked down upon
in inn society (espei kill% ill urban .leas), and the blue-coital 1%-olkers

may well sotto hum impailed self-wolth. In a ',Linnd when upward
mobili.% is the noun. the man who nanains in .1 low status job may
somehow blank. Infuse!! (of his failfue..Xlid. as an iniacasing percentot the wink Emu: en;;ages in white-collar, professional. and man-

a,cr:al otcupations. the felathe status of blue collar ivolk declines
flu thtr. TV has Lunn ibuted to this process by spleatling middle-class
values tiff ofOlout the (attune. NVith facially derogattny remarks now

plohihited, the -dumb"' blue Lollar win Lel femains among the few
stnially aettinable tau gets of humor. As a destioyter of public image
and plicate self wide, ;Nellie Bunker plays for blue-cc:tar workers
today the role that Amos and Andy playa[ for Ne,;toes dining the
19305.

-I tills it is far from clear whether lower mental health is caused
pi-inlaid by the inninsie natine of unskilled wink of by the fact that
%%ink pays [Jowly and has low status buth un .ail off the job. Insofar
as mental distinbances and dissatisfaction with life arc caused by economic and social pitessines at home, higher %%.1,es may be a better so-

lution than implo%cd human felations of job cm ichment. And the
(ALIA status of blue collar wink is not likely to be raised by changes
on specific jobs.
PERSONALITY

To go beyond mental illness, what is the impact of the job on pere is some relationship. Valitno studies show
? 01).
that p(opk on challenging, complex, %ailed jobs which permit selfdirca.tion tend to show tclati%Lly high self estta.m, to be less authoritallan, mote intellectually flexible, mine
to accept change, and
standards of minality. I lie Ica CI SC ItntlenCiCS
to tune less
hold true %%lien jobs ale boung. Patricia Small's study 01 garment
sona I i

workers concludes:
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The pietme whiih c.nulges hum tl.ese studies of the personality of the person who is satished with doing itptliti%c wort, is one of contentment with
the eyisting state of affairs. passiuy, and pc.thaps rigidity. His satisfaction
would seem to be more z. matter of close contact with and accep- one of
reality than of stupiditl Or
. . . The pieference for uniform itt
work eiends into daily habits outside the work situation. is 'elated
to lack of ca iilLet-in rcbellion in the holm, and is correlated with contentment both in the factoty and out (Journal of Applied Psychology, 1955).

How is this congruence between personality and job achieved? In
part, it is a matter of organizational lind self-seieetion: People gi avitate toward jobs consistent with their need patterns and, if they are
pl iced on inappropriate jobs, quit these or mold them to fit their
personalities But the eeerse occurs; jobs mold people and sometimes
induce fundamental changes iu attitudes and %alms. Obviously both
factors are at work, but which is more significant? A highly systematic
study 1) Nfelvin L. Kohn and Carmi &hooter concludes that in 1973
the jobs tc.-.:1 to determine personalities somewhat more than personalities determine jobs. At the ter) least, we can conclude that jobs can
alter personalities, and sometimes (but how often :) the psychic. cost is
gt eat.

rouncs
Do jobs also affect attitudes toward politics and the community?
Again the evidence is somewhat mixed, but suggests that having a
repetitive joband especially being dissatisfied with one's job and its
rewardsis associated with such factors as personal and political fatalism (including lack of faith in others or the system), low tolerance
(particularly to minorities), authoritarian attitudes
support for
the death penalty), political extremism, and unwillingness to engage
in sustained political activity. (Note how radicalism, fatalism, and
unwillingness to engage in sustained political activity are related to a
generalized alienation front the system.)

Once more this conclusion needs careful qualification: economic
phenomena such as low pay, biockcd mobility, .Ind job insectuity may
well be more closely related to politically alienated attitudes than is
repetitive work.
To summarize the discussion of mental health and associated attitudes: the nature of one's job does seem to affect personality and ad-

justment, both personal and political. However, exttinsie, primarily
economic elements may be as important causal factors as intrinsic job
elements. Further, the apparent relationship between jobs and personality is a function of both people selecting (and even changing) the
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nature of jobs as well as jobs than;ing people. The pi OLCSS of adjusting to nonclialluiging wink dot ineolee a cost, but the exact nattne
of this cost is difficult to decipher.

Trends for the Future
underlying eonditions changed? Muth of the discussion
seems to assume that dissatisfaetion has intensified ill recent }LAI S.
Although we ha e e little es idenee so fat indieating that dissatisfaction
with %tot k has inueased, time .0e a numbe, of explanations aeailable
to explain such change ti anti when it becomes appal cult. What factors
might be relevant?

Changes in leo' k foie composition, in thcnisches, ha\ e led, if any-

thing. to an increase in satisfaction. Unskilled leo' k has declined
relatively and the nunibei of piofessionals, managels, .01d clericals has
gone up. Thus it has been the lelathely beau paid, higher-status, and
more demanding jobs which hase expanded. HOWCA, CI, the change has

ott titled slosh and its short-term impact may be slight.
hi addition, there twee been sonic changes in the job ens ironment.
Managers, as well as 51, Olku 8, ale better educated. Unionism and the
human 'elation, nioeuncnt haec had an effect. Although we hase little film Lenience, we recce esti) I LalS011 to beliese that workers today
C better tl LAW by then bosses, company policies are molc humane,

safety haraids luxe been 'educed, and job security implored.
bug's "hygienes- ale mole plexalcnt, thus making the job more tolerable and reducing dissatisfaction.

lie big change, howew, has metaled among workers, and this
change is quite significant.
YOtPrn

Because of demographic shifts, we hase seen a substantial reduction

in aw age age in many industries, especially the automothe. This
reduction in age may luxe had an impact on job satisfaction. As long
as studies Lase been ion, younger people hale registered less satisfaction with then work than did then elders. Nora only is youth more restless, but youngei employees normally 5501 k at 1,-ss interesting jobs,
'e.t.a.:he towel salaries and job securityand yet, if they are married
with clukhen, may hate the greatest needs. During the late sixties,
awl ding to the Gallup Poll, morale fell much faster among younger
wolheis than .tenon; older ones. Possibly these younge wolkers were
influenced by the gulually mole pumissiee youth cue honment lehieh
accompanied the recaps on campus. Certainly among the younger
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workers of today's At-m.1.16cm the pelsonality N S. organization conflict
is particularly :nave.

This nend tow ant youth may be it:seised, however. The bonanza
crop of postw al youth (bunt 1946-51) which enteled utile' the um kplace or college during the heitie yeals of I964-69 is now in its midtts tttles. By 1974, the 1946 baby was 1.pidly apnioa, !king Mario
Satio's mitt ustwot dry age of 3o, 1111.11dUll..d dots n, no doubt, by eltil
then and mortgages.
EMT %TION

III 191'3, the average education of the employed labor (*wee was 10.6

yeal 5; in 1972, it was I 2.4. Tuultysix pelcult had some college. The
educational level hail zoomed inuelt fastca than the demands of most
jobs. Almost a million peoplc %s nt duce }eats of college ate in unskilled and semiskilled ocecipations. Automobile manufaetailing especially has "old, ulnasimplified methods 01 iginally designed not only
to .vvoicl waste motions but to aecommodate unskilled imnugI ant labor

and faun youths." Undustandably, time is evidence that whet e job

level is held constant, education is inversely related to satisfaction.
We see cognitive dissonance at caulk het C. The ext.' a investment
involved in incteased education has given rise to increased expectations which have not been met in practice. her man) workers educa-

tion has not been a route to success. These workers feel that their
skills are underutilized on the job, and this is ..:specially so among
younger workers who report "some college."
Education may hate two other effects. It may increase the worker's

opportunities to find meaningful z eca cation off the job, suggesting
that he will more easily make .t naile-cAt between mute Loring wink
and interesting leisure. On the other hand, better educated workers
may demand higher Wages just to counteract then bon:Join. Indeed,
they may compare their wages with those of their age group who have
"made it" in white.collar work.

MOVEMENT UP TI1E MASL.OW HIERARCHY

All during the 1940s and t95us, caulkers placed steady took as the
most important thing they wanted hour their jobs. Het thug's comprehensive 1937 study listed job factors influeneing satisfaction in
roughly this order: job security, °prim utilities for advancement, company and management, wages, and intrinsic wink with inn insic win k
coming fifth. By skit p contrast, a 1969 slit vey,lisisal ;woofing work
first with job security corning seventh; six of the eight top - tanking
work aspects related to job content.
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These data may be but a statistital artifact, but if confirmed by
whet et uleme the. stiggist a substantial shift in the value-cutlet-big of
win Lets. one w hull is

U./U."1'4(.111. U1111 111C

Nfaslow hierarchy.

:titei all, this is the lust gcnetatic.ii not to glow up in the shadow of
the Great Depression. 1 he specter of job insectnity may have been
tickets 111.1V be in a
hiked, and with low-lex el needs
position to demand satisfaction fit 0161 t,guistic and self-aettialii<1.ion
needs. II so. mull woi Leis ate less likely to settle Cot apathy 01 eVell for

a job winch ails high intunie and a lit It soiial life but no intainsic

sauslattual. Possibly for sudlt It 01 k11 S9 money alone may no longer

motivateof as etunomists pill it, it may have declining maiginal
utility. Possibly. But tuday's Itcsanies bet mite tomoi tow's necessities.
11-ants glow at least as fast as p.t'dhicks, and I doubt if economic mo.'trophy as List as some pay eltologists suggest.
tivation w

The dist ussion above is at least as confused as the underlying
data. What sense can we make of it?
It seems teasunably deal that not everyone feels oppressed by his
organtiation. Dissatisfaction with wolf. seems to be a function of tech-

nology. 1 ne must dissatisfaction is teputted on jobs with short job
cycles, telatitely little iliallenge, etc.and also in industries in which
mat It elialaetetisties ate 101111110119 especially the automotive industry
(and also in wholesale and ietail tiatle, whet e repotted job challenge
IN loss). But job challenge alone does not detennine attitude toward
usulk. Dissatisfaction is also high on jobs which ate paid poorly or
low in status and which peseta the development of gimp life or
which millet flow tyrannical or incompetent supervision.
Petsunaltty and (adult e enter the picture in a purling fashion. Two
alternative hypotheses are possible:
1. Challengeless bineatietatie jobs inhibit the normal development
of the human pea sonality, thus leading to pool mental health, apathy,
111111 0211 the delusion that one plefets highly structured work. Wm k-

ers sulk:tit% (ruin such conditions attempt to redbcct their limited
enetgies to activities off the job, to social life on the job, or to sheer
fantasybut never with gicat success and always with considerable
emotional cost.
2. Because of genetic of cultural reasons some people have lower

levels of aspitation and, of ability to handle challenging wm k and/or
have low need deli:crewcut and/ot wish to ee'utet their lives off the
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job. Tht it ptimaiv do wands hum the job arc economic and insti
mental. To the, extent they ran, they pick jobs %%Inch pay well or
which make few mental or physical demands.
Inconsistent as these two alternate explanations of the evidence may

scent, in fact both may be paitly nue. Whole whines may adjust to
job oppolumities whit h call for little challenge (as did blacks until
recently) and so change "pcisonality." Although such adjustment may,
be unhealthy, it t an be stable and not lead to revolt unless the um let lying conditions change.

To put it anodic' way, time ale a valicty of ['onus of adjustment
to "objectively" challetigeless work (that is, vs oik winch most obscavers
--and especially college piofcssol
t
challengeless). Some

workers are able to develop 'MI social lives on the jot) 01 .lie active
:n 11161 uuiun. ()tiers obtain a huge trait of the challenges they seek
oaf the job, though 'eta cation or family activities (though the evidence
suggests that fur many this lee' cation may be lather passive in natui e).

A wolket may "adjust" by ((learning of better %yolk, whether for himself lit his chilthen. Altunatively he may "enlarge" his job through
sabotage or output restriction, or he may lower his aspirations and
delude 1,1msell that lie is ti lily happyand thus become resigned and
apathetic (and even classified as low in mental health). Filially, he may
het ome a chi onit gtiper and even express his feelings thiough slakes,
absenteeism, 01 by quitting his job. And as Michael Ciomei suggests,
he tan "play a game with the env noninclit" and quickly change loins
of reaction, e.g., flow apailty to rcsolt (thus suggesting that excessive
weight should not be given any one given measure of unhappiness).
But dissatisfaction C,111 be Lamed as touch by low incomes, job insectuity, inadequate hinge benefits, or tytannical supel vision. Indeed
to me the evidence suggests that flit w0lkels at all levelseven managers and professionalslatk of challenge is much less oppressive than
lack of income. People as a whole ale willing to toka ate huge doses
of boredom if they are paid enough. In so doing they ale perhaps

selling their soul I,: a mess of potage. By my elitist standards this
may be a raw deal, especially since it may ha%c an adverse impact on
personality and
health. But why should my staudaids govern?

Life without adequate income can also be petty grim.
Regardless, most employees today claim that they ale satisfied and
apparently have leached sonic suit of adjustment to then unnonment
(in the sense that what they expect and obtain how the job is fair
balant e). Dissatisfaction may have increased recently, but probably
not by much. Never theless, the fact that over to peicent of out woik
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foie (pussibh it, uttllwii pcoplk) k dissatisfied is itself signifitant..knd
it is also cleat that clialktig.k ss uot k 11.0 kd to countless fut the' millists.
lions leading nantmet, less ocatisc, and possibly less
I tend to agtee 5ttlt those union lcaticts ulto algue that economic
;'utter cause of dissatisfaction titan an) intrinsic
C
conditions
stet iht) un the job. But this is no tcason fin ignoting hut insic facto's
an) mute than ue should ignoic attluitis just because camel kills
mule people annuall). Fut thumut c, solutions such as job cm ichment
sonic conditions they actually
hale the added ath.intage that
lead to illueased oductkit). On the odic' hand, job cm ichmcnt is

not the only solution to wink ploblutis.ln) wutkets arc mote conceincd ss ith job set wit), than ss ith obtaining challenging ssol k. For
othcis the most picssing dint..nd ma) be for a safer 1%01 k place, a

Li'
ble work how s.

a 11101 C ellective glie%ance 1)10u:dune, or mute flexi-
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Unions:
A New Role?

"Afy people don't talk to behaviorists."
"It is a c.tse of middle class outside's looking down at the poor
workets again."
".,1 lot of academics arc writing about it. Their goal is to create
a lot of jobs for ptofessionals who l'a%e not done any teal Ivo' Is in
their lives."
These ate some of the milde comments flout union leaders discussing
the issue of job discontent. With sonic exceptions the plevalent mood
within the labor moNement is one of cynicism, suspicion, ind ipatience.

Leaders do beliexe that major changes have to be made at the wolkplace; that workers' expectations ate Jibing, that them ale new liontiers for collective bargaining.
But most object to the way the issue of Ivo' k has been portrayed by
the press, by researchers, and by expel ts. They ale skeptical about its
depth, and most believe it will not soon result in rank and file pies-

sure on them to make demands at the balgaining table. They ale

unimpressed by outside's utiting about it. What du they know about
what workers really feel and want?
"What do they expect a woket to say if he's asIsed, 'Would you like

to have your job mole hitt:testing?' " one !cadet of the Stee Iwo' kers
posed.

AGS S1,111.4S is a cozzepondent fur Ilse Nu Nulls -Films. He has wrztten
extansz,ely on the quality uf wurkng life and the ezz,,zzuzzatot uJ the workplace.
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Auk t 01 the
1,% %kat dn.\ inlie c is a bs
subhuman !Klause
that %sotkdt, ail poi tia)k d
the+ put in eight ot tt 11 limns .1 da+ on jobs that ale stupid and ditty.
Solt- +s ill k is dull and monotonous." la.ollaid \V It of k. head of the
United .\utoniolille \Volk( Is (U.\\V) union, told deleAatc, .11 .1 «mNI.01\ .11C also 0011.t.,,c i1

w ttilY.; and +ludic +

ft it no. of ploduction It at kets in Atlanta, in l'cln nal) of 1973. "But
it its theltd, the pcoptc who do it attkiltitled to ht hottomd and not

cfcgiatIttl, which is what's going on in this da) and time."
Stith .1 NIt.5 std ills did klisisC alit! .1 1111,111t11 s. tabu!' 01 the inothes
of Itst,..m.licts and w inv.. who ILA') .11:..411C the opposite. dim

kus

Lit utatise, 1110.111t4tAlt InoVIC U110 %%alit to 1.111111., to 11.1e lespollsithat woik, but ale ft ustialLd b) the 55.1) jobs
bibt)
ale now set lip.
Union kadus often 1.1+11 out, howe+LI, btk anse the)

(011(0

abuttt taking ssotku cxpatations %%hut that ale kw alist+c1+ on the
hot min. :lute it is good to cs.po intuit in .4 high!) colittothAl situation
iu a quail 'dam, but w kit will liappkIl 11111 )oil tI) to app!) the same
lilt thud+ to Lug& inklustitts; What %%ill ',app."' to piodut ti+ it)? \Vill
the thangc.s bk. lasting: Gan : \nitaIL,ut industi) uutlugu thst, clianges
and leniain competitive with the rest of the world?
Ben 1 1St IlLI, lIIILLIOI of tuuuact adni,iiistiation tot the StLelwot kers
sot tologists and [Alia+ ists alt. out to de...00y
union, said,
the ((Annum( ++stuit and don't base .111) Ikka %%bat %slit take its !,late."
Nlan) untoo It...ttlt.ls alt.. also S111;1(1005 of c.S.I/L.1.11111.111..Iti011 beg1111
titanagkittLin w thangc. and can irlt jobs. \VII) should management
mulduil) +ca sc. Its lung tiadition of ilitmasing tlhtiuIty b) Lotting
inanpowo:- Sonic. of tht cxpotincalts gtvt. dant ;mud cause lot .Ilion
oltell athIcAl without .t change in wages
Icspolisibilitl, and %sulk

and begin to look like the old "speedup."
Smut_ of !lit Lail) Lllutts to dc.al with job discontent °flu' minimax'
then Lynicasni. Iu the Luc. 191;os some auto plants tlicAl to bribe wolkels to t..0111C 111 011 hit.1.1)s .111t1 .Nlulltia)s,

abst 11t13.1s111 1.111 1111 tO

gic.cal stamps and glassLs to those with good
10 licl(tAlt, b)
attentlatim !Lands. Sonic tompanic.+, Lago to get aboald thL litimagli1.111011 of %sulk bandwagon, soulLtilias passcAl oil as job unithment
intimations that would !tau: brill implcanoltiA1 cAul if iltLy had
of Litt.. t..011tc1)1.. CLIlt..1.11 .N101.01:1 in announcing the opc.11-

itig of a lic.w but to build motel 'Ionics sttes+ctl 111.11 Icatils of iticat
would IAA lui111 tlic. wink. \VItat was not tad ntiolickl was that most
Inman lit.,ue assottb1) links u+t tt.utn ill woll.cts sultc. that is the 111051
ellit1t. lit 55.1) to sot. UV jobs due lo the 5105% tics, of the hue. Seselal
months lam, %%luta' klutiand %%Lilt tip and hue spt_Ld had to be ill.
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neased, thr tt.uu kWh
l% as abandoned since it did not lend itself
to the lit-tv production schedule.
There is also .1 ducat to the tole of unions themseltes inheient in
nunagement expLritut ins to change tsurk..\t the Gcncial Foods plant
in Topeka, Kansas, where tt (ALIN 1 utate into and leain et et) major

job at the plant, seveal appluces by union oigatires hate been
rebuffed. Since they itate easy ateLss to top managentLitt, ale consulted

on majoi decisions and gLt pay inciLases based till the amount they
learn, most workcis feel that there is no need fur a union. Although
the experiment is in a plant Lniploying .t small, highly select won!)
of 6o workes, the implitations fin unions cannot be igitot ed. I I it-

maniting jobs poses .t challenge to unionsat the toy le.tst it will
lead to .1 redefinition of thLit tole. It is not stn ptisiug, theiLfule, that
uni011 leaders are wary.

Thomas R. !books, a labui histol Lin, summed up these G clings in
an Octobei, 1 972, anti de in the tee/cult:wrist, the official intigattae of
the AFL-C10:
The impetus for time and motion studies is pretty much the same as that

folind job enritlinitin of paititipatoty management. Substituting dn. sociologist's questionnaire for tht sitlosattli is likely to be no gain fur the
workers While the notkeis hate a stake in pioductiyity, it is not always
identical with 111.11 of managtinclit. job Liniellintlit programs hate Lin
jobs just as Lilectit
.ts automation or Litgitaxi'S S101)%%.111.11CS4 And the
rewinds of productivity arc not always equitably shined.

history
TURN OF THE CENTURY

Labor's stance is explained to a large degree by the way the labor
moNement etulted in the United States. \\licit the them ies of scientific
managLment of FiLdelick Taylor ttLre being widely 4IPIllied ill industry at the tutu of the Luitin y and MI 1111 I lelll )' Fund and James Couiens

were building the first 4isst..1111,1) line in flighland Palk hum 1912 to
1911 the 11.11.1e 11111t)11 110%(.1111.111 was S11141114 Its 04;41111i4111011 was built

On skilled twit:cis. The Ainclican redutition of Labor daft unions
often excluded the imlitstittil tt 01 kcis who were multiplying as fast
as the new technology and theories of Fold and Taylui welt spreading

in American industry in the itittus. Tittde union munbeiship ninalberet( {Wont 4 million dining that puiud when wages were using,
jobs plt nultil. "The only teal challenge to the emerging inthistiial system Lame hunt the IVubblies ol Industrial NVorkcis of the NVoi Id who
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fought many spot adit battles but neser deseloped a unified MON eiuuit
. 1 hell 1101)e lei one big genel al strike that would
being about fundamental change in the ewliumic system lemailied a
dream.
Must business leadcfs had the J.tilic [Leedom nom union interferei:ce

01 LUIILL1

as

Ford and his don mg, bi (Main L11'81111:0 J. E\eii though the wul k-

els w eie litiolganized they tesisted Vi. Fold at first. Ile disided die
jobs of meelianies and tiatlesinen into 37 tasks %%16(.11 tau<

entually

tiansfuled onto a inuing line. Sonic maul could tuns out seen thouSand pacts in a nine-hum day. The skilled wt.,' kels, howeier, left in
dioscs. Just as Mi. Fuld had pet feeted the assembly line at the cud
of 1913, lie faced a inapA laboi taisis. The tin nos el of the l.tboi force

in that }cal was jSu peicerit and to keep a knee of loo men, lie had
to hire 963.

lie soled the ta isis through what has often been considered as a
hunianitaitan gcstuic but was lead) a desperate attempt to keep the
hues going. On jantialy 5, 1914, Ile ,1111101111Lal a file-dollars-a-day
pay, almost double the 'nes ailing wage lines. Thousands of 11CW W k-

cis flocked to the gates of Highland Palk. This new wolk foice traded
skills fun money and human pace foi assembly line speed. They also

submitted tImil pirate lises to the pateinal discipline of that Keith
Siwid in The IA gcnd of henry Fuji! calls die "Fend Sociology Department.' The initial lesistanee of wuf Leis to die discipline of the new
Indust, ial system was tinenganized and easily defeated by management.
UNIONS IN THE 1930S

by the time the title union mos ement began to organize industrial
wui Leis un a huge scale in the 19305, the system of aoik fiagmentanun, time and study methods, and a hiciarelneal management uhich
lett few initiatises to twrkcis had beeunic firmly entrenched. The citify
dimes by the Congless of Industrial Oiganizatiuns (CIO), which was
founded in 1935, did nut challenge the existing systemit was difficult
enough to gain leeognitioli and to pit:sent management hum destroyunions. Although the union mosement had the friendly
ing the embi
adiumistiatiun of Fianklin D. Ruuseselt in the 1,'Ilite f louse and had
kgally two ;Ile light to organize and baigain eolleeti'Yely through the
National Laboi Relations Act of i935, they still had to win recognition
hugely through their own efforts.
I lie most impen tam struggle of that era, the sit-down strike by the
auto auikeis in Flint in 1936 and 19.37, cically shows the priorities
at that time. Faced with a hostile pollee Una: and local goseinment
and 104014w:0mi t, the union had little energy left clam to deal with
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such basic issues a, wages and hours. Bcfoie the Flint strike average
annual earnings of auto %%mkt.'s stele Si,.mo to St.sun and dyne it as
little job seem ht.
s note often selected by lot emelt on the basis
of how quickly they jumped to their commands. Eten though the
fledgling unions had immediate, pressing n,:cds to fill, they net eitheless made important inroads into IltahagC111LIICS dat11011t)

in the

plans In the agi cement with General Motors, the skeleton of the
present Brie s Alice ptoeedute was initiated. It gave the wen Lets a means

to deal w ith what they considered aibittaly neatment. Many local
strikes also succeeded in putting limits on the st k pace. Shot tly alter
the sit-down stn ike a UAW wen kei in Fisher Body plant I wrote, "The
inhuman speed is no mole. IVe now hate A choice and hate slowed the

speed of the line. And ale now neated as human beings, and not as

pant of the machinery" (Sidney Fine, Sit-down, 1969).
UNION AND MANAGEMENT PREROGATIVES

By the end of Won Id IVar II the union movement had grown to 16
uullion won kers. Most major indusu ies had accepted it .1 pc:IMAM:DC
fon cc in the economic system. Collectitc bargaining had also become

the recognired mahod by which unions and businesses would hunk
out their dale' ences.

There was great come' n on the pit of management on just how
far unions would 'mess. Piot isions of the National Labor Relations
.1,ct stated mciely that employe's mete requited to bargain "in respect
to rate of pay, wages, hours of employment, or mire' conditions of
employment." Pi esident Hairy S. Ti =an called a confmence of top
iKlustry and tuition leadus to see if they could set specific limits on
what could be bi ought to the bargaining table. They could not teach
an agreement. The statement of the labor leaders at the end of the
conference held in
gites an insight into the role that they had
carved out for their movement.
The union leaden S110%%Ld sympathy for management's concern that
in the past few years efforts have been made by certain unions to extend
the scope of collective baig.dning to include other matters and opciaung
p1uhtcros insult ing the function of managunent to direct the opetatton of
business. The fumtiolis and responsibilities of managumnt must be presit ed if !ishit SS Alla industry is to bt. LIfident, progrostre, and to provide
more good jobs.

It xsas a basic acceptance of the free enterprise system and management's right to run the industries.
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.t the sante tittle the labor Illt:1111)CrS of the C01.1111ittee Witt See. to
MAIM I. oil 111111IS fin baigaining. "It would be
sped! out al th
I LSpollSibilieNll LORA) unwise
d 'LOU: .iOUttd Il_ I ir;IIIS

!at

tit,N 01 management on the one hand, the unions on the whe," they
lute. "The expel knee of man) yeals shows that with the growth of
mutual wide:standing. the lespons:bilitks or oat. ul the patties today
may yell become the joint responsibility of both patties totitollow."
Most unions have maintained that position up to the plesentthere
taboo in collective bargaining.
are no areas that
PRIORITIES AFPER THE WAR

AltiiotIgil flee to do SO in theory, unions have not made any major
tin tot to gain management's pleiogatives Litho in tanning the uus
01 ill IRA% to St:i. up the tvoi k. Aftel World \Val 11, the ti ade unions
coneenttated un fonng industly w ecognize new .leas that could be
baigained on. When the 1:.W brought pensions to the bargaining
table in the 19.19 negotiations, aloe w.IN a bitter attack on the union
tot entering an ea that management eunsiLleled its ot% n. Since then
unions have pushed into many new areas ineluding health instilance,
adequate pionnon against layoffs, and compensation for disability.
plOttltOill tv.ts often obtained till °ugh
Lr °diet adanital
govelitinent plug-lams. III the United States, where unions did not
spawn .t labor part), pl utec.tion rut wolkets when they became ill,
(.1 C laid off, or rented had to be squeezed out of employers. The
unions have never been able to let up the pressure to keep up with
the Lusts in these bC111.11t atcas. Wdltel Reuther and Chat les E. IVilson,
head of Gencial Motors, also n.otkul out a system fur wage increases

tthieh committed the union to seek to improve productivity and to
support taped technological change. In the 1918 contract, General
Motois gave the union cost of-living protectionpay would be ad-

justed to keep tip with inflationand wage increases were tied to
gailli in productivity.
1 his system became the pattern for many other unions. Their leaders welcomed rapid technological advame since it could produce a
bigger pie hula which to cut their slice. In 1955, Reuther speak...::. tan
behalf of the CIO told the Joint Congressional Committee on the
Eeonomic Report:

irst of ail, we fully realize that the potential benefits of automation arc
great. if prupuly Itacallt.kl. If only 4 foietion of what tulmologist, promise
fin the future is true. within 41 very few )cats automation can an! should
nUtke possible a Iota day ut.ds, lungt.r vacation periods, opportunities for
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earlier retirement, as %%ell as vast increases in our material standards of

living.

At the same time automation can bring freedom from the monotonous
drudgery of matty jobs in which a uutket today is tto mote than a senant
of the machine. It call free uotkcs hum townie. repetitious tasks which
the new machines can be taught to do and can gibe the corkers oho to
at those tasks the opportunity of developing higher skills.

Most unions remained passive as their industries here transformed
through new technology which often had a big effect on the nature of

the wolk_ Flom the col nueopia of automation came many of the
things Reuther spoke about. In the Genoa! Motors plant in Lordstown, Ohio, for example, lo.p cats an how loll off the line compared
to 33 cats all how at the average plant. Maiiy of the jobs have been
made physically easier. But it has retained the diudgery and has even
reduced the skills 1w tiler. Higher pi oduction and speed have been
obtained by bi caking the jobs down further in the classical Taylor
loci
method.

Thew were also immediate pressures which kept the unions out of
dealing with the effects of what Reuther aptly called the "silent revolution" of technology. Dining the 1 95us the intense competition between the free vvoi Id and the Communist commies made many leaders
in the trade union movement eonecaned that the predominance of the
United States was threatened.

Resistance to demands hum management for greater efficiency was
also difficult considering the inroads that foreign producers had made
into the American economy. Trips to Japan have often had a sobering effect on union !cadets. Douglas Ft ascr, the head of UAW's Chrysler
Mra' tment, on a tour of the Japanese auto industry in 1972 found
absenteeism tinheaid of in many plants and rates of work speed that
would not be tolerated in the United States.
STRUGGLES OVER EFFICIENCY

Throughout this pctiod many industries put the pressure on the
unions to change hulk rules and standaids which management felt
impeded productivity. Pei haps the longest and most bitter of these
snuggles has been the battle between UA\A"s General Motors Depaitment and Geneial Motors Assembly Division. The division has
been on a continuous chive to impiove efficiency and has been willing
to go till ough strikes to achieve its goals. In 1972, there were bitter
strikes at the Lot dstown plant in which the company lost ergo
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lion in sales. The longest strike in C.encial Motors history, Listing
172 days, was it its Norwood, Oluo, plant and cost the company about
Sloo million.
The sti ike at Lor dstow n in width 8,000 workers from UAW local

1112 closed the plant from Mai eh 3 to March 2.1 in 1972 received
nationwide coverage. A mythology has slues gauw ii around the spike
which in its most radical form umtailis the follow ing misconceptions:

that the strike was caused by a new, "(leaked out" generation of
workers who because of boredom and stupidity in the jobs revolted
against their own union leadership. Talk of the -Loidstown syndrome"
symboluing a wolker revolt against pi esent jobs has become column
at conferences and seminars.
Such nry thulogy has only driven a fur ther wedge between academics
and union leaders who roust patiently explain the complex set of issues

that caused the Lor ilstow n strike. Both the union and management,
disturbed by widespread misinterpretation of the strike, have issued
position papers explaining the causes.
Reduced to its simplest terms the struggle was over an old issue
specclup. Ever since the first production line Lame into existence, thew

has been continual so ife over work rateunions seeking to set clear
standards that would define what is expected of a weaker in a job;
management seeking to keep a free enough hand so that the standards
do not become blocks to new technology and efficiency.

GM ApproachUnder General Motors the struggle has assumed a
new dimension and sophistication. A whole separate management division made up of tough specialists in assembly line operations, called
General Motors Assembly Division, has been given the task of making
plants more efficient. Since 1965, Gencr.,l Motors Assembly Division
has undergone rapid expansion, and in 1973 it supervised eighteen
plants employing 91,000 workers or about 75 percent of General Motors production.
Each plant that General Motors Assembly Division has taken over
undenuent the following pattern of consolidation. The separate Fisher
Body plant and assembly plant. were merged into one unit. This led
to duplicate jobs and the new management team cut manpower. Also,
most jobs in the plant were reevaluated and cuts made in every de-

partment. The result was that workers often were made to take on
additional tasks to make up for cuts. I,Voikers resisted, arguing that
this violated existing work standards and they often refused to perform the new tasks. The company then invoked its right to discipline
workers by barring than from the plant for days or weeks without pay.
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The bittu ness jut leased and uotkeis often resorted to acts of sabotage

such as breaking windshields, bleaking off 'ear view milrols, and
slashing upholstery.
NIanagement's explanation for the resistance was that it was caused
by the political snuggle within locals. Since one full union shop com-

mittee was eliminated in the eonsolidations, union !cadets vying to
be elected to the new committee fed the tiniest to establish a reputation of militancy among the workers. Dining the snuggle at Lot dstow n, management conceded how even that cuts were made beyond
mere duplication of jobs and that internal union politics, while a
factor, was not the main cause of the strike. The intent in each of the
consolidations, eight of Idlich resulted in strikes, was to push each
local union as Lu as possible to see how much manpower 'eduction
would he tolerated. At die end of each sti ike, most locals claimed they
had pn eseiled their (Ulmer manpower levels and the best tel ins of their
old agreements.

The snuggle with General Motors Assembly Division over work
standaids does not end with the settlement of the strikes. For the
dilision has combined the principles of scientific management with
the computer and can get an instant reading of the efficiency of each

plant down to indi idual departments. The plants are also ranked
.according to the productivity. The ranking results in constant presstue on the bottom half of the plants to improve efficiency. Since
ranking is newer ending there is no final goal and the pressure is
noel-ending. To Mr. Joseph E. Godfrey, the general manager of General Motors Assembly Division, the constant pressure is nut a disturb-

ing fact but a construction to be poud ofthe ultimate competitive
system. The position of General Motors Assembly Division, he said,
is that it has the light to reolganize jobs any way it wants in order
to make them more efficient. "If within reason and without endangering their health," he explained, "we can occupy a man for 6o minutes,
we've got that right."
The thrust and philosophy of General Motors Assembly Division
is of great significance to the issue of job discontent. The division
represents one of the most fa' reaching and conceited efforts to apply
the methods evolved unite' Frederick Taylor in our economy. Its goal
is to find the best and most efficient way through "scientific analysis"
arid then have the worker comply. Local contracts, customs, workers'
attitudes cannot stand in the way; they must be made to conform.
General Motors Assembly Division has achieved a good part of its
goals in the plants it lias t.,ken over. After bitter strikes, production
returned to normal and years later sonic plants leave developed good
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It about

worker attitude?

IT'whrs' ResponseChalks Tyler, the president of UA \V Local
93, recalled that when Genoa! Motors .kssentbl) Division took over
his plant in 1968 about 1,1ou pt °pie out of a work lone of .1,000 ureic
Tilt_ union willibeis decided not to strike because of the
high unemployment at ILA time. "The people were left bitter," he
said. ";'.tinkly it doesn't bottle' me ulten I Lan put somet'aing over
on managt.......iit. They hitt t so man) people it doesn't bother my conscience. That's the view of most workers here."
At,Loictstown man) wake's said in interviews that the atmosphere
in the plant had been changed alto Genoa! Nlotois Assembly Division took oyez. "Just a year ago they gave out these awards for quality

uork," one worker said pointing to a set of newly minted coins on
the mantelpiece. "Then this new outfit tomes in and says we'le not
wunkutg Lauri enough. They eta manpoud so that you can't do the
job tight. 1 km Lan they talk about quality when that's their attitude?"
As Leonald Voodeoek put it in a speech befoie the UAW collective
bat gaining eons onion held in Detroit in spling, 1973: "The (lust big
step in humanizing the um kplaLe is foi the employers and then reptesentatives to aLeept their employees, our members, as human beings."
Undeineath the immediate issues in the snuggle between the UAW

and Genital fotois Assembly Div ision is a Luger onethat the authy' ity that management has in the plants is inueasingly being challenged by uolkets. Thal putter effidency is not a baited principle that
should sueep over the personalities and aspilations of workers. That
the Lonnadiction between values of a demouatic society where the
Leaders and laws ate subject to the cheek of citizens and the atithoritat tallow of the uot kiddie is ht.:uniting less tolerable to WOlkils. As
UAW Vita:. Plesident living Bluestone has frequently pointed out:
The workplace is probably the must authoritarian environment in which

die adult find., himself. Its rigidity and &Ilia' of fmeilum lead people to
live a double
at hunk they injuy substantially the autonomy and sillat win". they ale subject to constant reginiunauf fret.
Lion, supervision and control by others.

Challenge by Rank and File
'Workers .ne inucasingly raising issues that challenge this dichotomy; tilde ate demands that the present method of discipline in which
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workers can be punished and then can appeal the action through

a

long drawn -out 1;1 it:sauce p1occdwe should be changed. This system
contradicts the basic concept
co
that a m an is innocent until [!oven

guilty; that workers have a say about working overtime and should
not be disciplined if they iefuse because of some pi or personal cuntminima; and that they should have some means of immediate appeal
to an impartial official in matters of health and safety.
These aspirations came diamatically to the foie at a meeting called
by the ludo ship of the Steelworkers union in 1970 vi inch bi ought
together a small poly of young steelvioikers and local union leaders
from all over the country. Meeting iv ith I. W. Abel, the president of
the union, and other top leaders in small informal pimps they were
asked: Why the wildcats? Why don't you go to the shop stewaids with
complaints? Why the conflict with foremen? Why are so many young
workers leaving only after a stunt time in the mills? The young workers were shown a slick, multiple-image film which quickly took them
through the history of their uniona proud story of continuous betterment of wages, fringes, and time off.
What the young caulkers SU issed at the end of the meeting, however,

was that while they were grateful for the economic gains they felt
largely powerless in their daily dealings with management in the
plants. When it was too but or there were fumes, complaints usually
bi ought promises but little action. If there were unsafe conditions why
were they not con wed immediately? What's the use of filing a grievance if you have to wait up to a year for a decision? they asked.
Since the meeting, the union and the companies have caulked out
an agreement where the grievance procedure has been speeded up and
made more responsive. First -line supervisors and firemen must now
make a greater effort at resolving complaints at the plant-floor level.

The basic change has been in the attitude of the foremen who can
no longer dismiss a worker's pipe by saying, "If you don't like it, file
a grievance."
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND NONECONOMIC ISSUES

Often, however, the response by the union leadership is not so immediate. There are a number of reasons why issues related to job
discontent and greater winker rights on the plant level have not become piimary demands pressed by top union leaders at the major
nationwide negotiations. Nat Guldfinger, the head of the AFL-CIO
reseal eh department, gave a succinct summit), of shat has motivated
unions in the past 25 to 3o years. "Unions," he said, "have been aim-
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ing their major guns on the big issues w here there is an immediate
innnediate p1cssune fi on' the lank and fik. That means

payoff

wages, horns, fringes, pensions, holidays, more time off."

Reun ring major and minor recessions in the economy have not
enabled unions to get too fin away hum bread and butter issues. In
such times it is difficult to cambial how, machines and plants are
affecting outlets the ',limit) is to get the factories to produce again.
The inflation follow ing these pet iods again makes economic issues pte-

dominate as unions seek to catch up with the i.'ag cost of living in
their contracts.

The pi ocess by which unions anive at their bargaining goals and
the 'mune of culler:live baigaining itself makes it difficult foi noneconomic issues to leach top level negotiations. Eve') union's bargaining
demands ale (*multihued basically through a ploc..ss which takes thousands of esolutions hum union locals and eventually boils them down

to a smaller, mole manageable list of demands. The tin ust of this
'Amiss is to find those demands that have the most widespread supput t and to eliminate those that may be unique to a pal ticuiar plant
01 amid. 06% 10101), economic matters

higher wages, better pensions,

better health insmancehave the most universal appeal. They me
also easily nanslated into specific demands since the costs can be fig-

ed and the eunipan) can &tontine how much it is willing to give
up. The costs of the agi cement can also be planned ahead, a Cl helot
factor for management.
Noneconomic goals do not have the same universality 01 predicta-

bility. Even such a basic issue as voluntary overtime, which has
mogul within the UAW, can cause division among wolkeis at a
plantsome favoring the idea, others conceived that if enough woi Leis decide not to work they would dein ive those who do want to put
in ovettimc. Management also cannot piediet the cost: flow many
um keys will 1,0111111W ? ii0%v 111101 eat a plant capacity will be needed

to make up the lack of \ ()hnt:cis? What will the cost be of losing the
flexibility to meet shot t, peak demand xvithout over time? Can the

issue be tinned against management by workers refusing to work
ova time to cut off production and to put on pressure to achieve some
other demand?

Due to these facto's, management has traditionally been much
tougher on noneconomic issues. Management argues that such demands impinge on the saved at ea of management pruogatives and
arc therefore not negotiable.
A candid explanation of this process was given by George Morris,
Jr., dnectui of laboi iclations at General Motors, in a speech Mole
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the Conference Boat d iu June, 1971. He argued that the Nixon administration's wage and price Lunn ols had put management at a suious disadantage in eollectic bargaining. The effect of controls, he
said, wa, to encourage unions to seek demands in noneconomic areas
while taking away management's main weapon in dealing with these
issuesits hold oel the pulse strings. What Nil. Monis was desuibing was the \ cry essence of collectie balgainingthat to get one item
you ma) have to nade off anodic'. Management's snatcg) was to make
concessions on money items to poem gains in noneconomic areas.
In the 1970 negotiations he brought out that thiough this tiade-elf
strategy,
without controls and through tough cullectke bargaining, we prevented
any erosion of the right to subcontlact uotk width is su necessary to our
business, to inuoduce new technology, to schedule ONet time and to maintain efficiency and discipline, all of which matte's, among many others,
were the subject of serious union demands.

The evolution of nationwide industry bargaining, where union and
management meet once e'er} duce }cats to work out a new contract,
has tended to (Met dealing with the everyday frustration that workers
expelience in the plants. Local bargaining units do not have the power,
even with strike action, to make a bicakthiough on such a major issue
as voluntary overtime on the local level. Ne%ertheless, ceitaill issues
such as health and safe[}, which in the past um e dealt with mostly
on the local plant toe', pushed their way into the national bargaining table in the eddy 19705. l'Aen befole the passage of the Occupational Health and Safety Act in 1970 many wolkels hea%y industry
had become concerned about noise and pollution in their uolk environment. They often iesolted to wildcat strikes to collect conditions.
Since the passage of the act, fedelal, management, and union educational campaigns hae further incleased worker awareness. Within the
UAW, for example, some wol kers I egaid the right to strike ol,er health

and safety and the setting up of an independent plant official to deal
immediately with unsafe conditions as a mole impol taut dunand than
all increase in wages. The ability to trade off noneconomic issues with
a good economic package has therefore become mote limited.
RANK AND FILE ATTITUDES AND JOB DISCONTENT

So far, however, discontent with the work itself has not emerged as
an issue that brings such immediate pressure hoin the lank and file.
In hum iews (luting the catty seenties with many xotkets who had
an intense dislike for their jobs and working condition.,, I found few
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who thought of wt lking through their unions to bring about changes.
Usually they S,1%% the. !')U11111011 111) to 111CIIISLINCS. They hoped to escape

fl um the plant through mule education 01 by sasing up to start their
own business, 01 by piling up seniutity to land one of the mute desirable jobs.

1 Ituusands du lease esery year as shown by the high turnover in
many intlusti les. The high tin nose' is .t major reason unions feel little plessme for changing the 1%01kthe most dissatisfied lease rather
than fight.

Those tsho do stay anti fight often find themselves isolated from
then fellow 1%011,Cis and the union. .\

2.1

cat -old woiLer tsho helps

assemble gasoline tanks in a plant in Bliilalo explained: "The guys
1% ill fight on wage issues, but %%hen it coiaes to taking on a foreman
tlt.tt kind of thing nobody sticks together.
fur the tray lie tteats
l'm not crying. You can make your own fight."

When one dues make his oun fight he is often disciplined and be-

comes inlulsed with the gliesanee poet:tittle. This proectItue has
enteiged as an imputtant altentatise for a uotker who wants to redtcss a %%lung in the plant. But he often apploitehes a shop stewald
who has many whet immediate problems to deal with and may discoinage .1 wui Lel hum going through the plueess %%hid' may take up
to a yea' to tesuhe if the complaint is setiuus. Also, while the grievance procedure is bencheial in keeping off the bat gailth .g table many
problems unique to an Mill% idttal 1%01 ket, it can also setae as a safety

%,the and keep problems out of negotiations that should become part
of collective bargaining.
Rank and file attitudes are also a factor. Some won kers are suspicious

of changea feeling that the plant may not be the best place but at
le.tst the rules are known. Lee Junes, a committee man at the Ford
Stamping plant in Buiralu teptesented by Loud 897, recalled that
when he is en kcal in the plant in the 195us he had tried to get his department to rotate jobs.
I gut the guys to go along with me and we approached the foreman. We
want to rotate, we told him. Must of the time we %%etc told no. We'd pretend we %vete using out tools, goof mound. slim doun. Then %%eil come back

and say, 'It's monotonous. Why don't you let us rotate, change off during
the day: We'll fed better, be more awake, and %%ell gu beyond our quota."
So sonic times fur a while he'd let us rotate. But I tell you, guys with my
attitude Were definitely in the minority. Must guys want to gu that better
jub and hold ult. If you try to impose something on the guys they didn't
ask for, often you'll just have chaos.
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Ile said that cNcil 'liaising .1 simple change without getting a good
idea of the sentiment ut the uluubcns Lan It..1%C 11111I011 Ie.ulcts out on

a limb. his 'treat, he 'Leaned, had two au agccinent flour management to hate Nacations split so some of the younger men with less
selicnity could get a auk elf in the stimuli:1 to be uitll theil children
oho %%de out of sellout. "Mlle uld guys just laised hell, and the
clause was dropped from the agreement," lie said.
Diffel Lilies betueen older %%in kels, '110 usually liae the selliolity

and beau jobs, and the yutiligel uoikes can be a major obstacle to
change.

Dining a tour of a Chrysler plant u Mich had a program to enrich

jobs, I asked an olden uulkel ulletlici he uanted his job changed.
Ile had been in the plant since 1935, had one of the mule skilled jobs,
and was chic to 'tine in seNual yens. lie was iesponsible (or adjusting and balancing the hunt ulueb. "I'e gut it doom. I malty wouldn't
want anyone fooling with it," he answered.
The issue of job discontent also has stil faced only rarely at the contentions and inectiligs held by unions to form then balgaining goals.
Ail exception oats the I.L bi 1.1.11) 1973 cunfelence of pluchiction workers of the CAW in Atlanta %%hue union Icadels asked the delegates
to focus on noneconomic Louis. Nunn:Ions speakels achucated inl-

u'ements in health and safetj iu the plants, the light to refuse

wel time, and the lefulin of the nay discipline was meted out. Alany
examples acre bitch of uoikeis bniuging up these issues light on the
plant floor.
Only one speaker brought up the issue of the uolk itself. Charles
Ciffud, int:Adult of Local 999, addressed the confuence near the end
and asked
Woodcock. "Von can't build a union based on economics only. We hate to deal uith the holing, lepetitie jobs iu production. 1-lou tail you continue to lestule the dignity of wik if you
just talk about economics?"

Solutions

L'p to 1973 most union leaders sought the solution in more free
time. a sholter truck neck, mum bleak time and holidays, and ember
retirement. In au intuNiew with Mike Wallace in 196u, Mr. Reuther
said that the nay to satisfy a '%olker's inner needs was thlutigh wearer
!cisme where lie could find satisfaction for his Liedtke urges. The
Steeluol kers union tun a major bleakthrough in 1963 in this din:caw]. alien 250,uou of then production uolkels became eligible fur a
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13 net k vacation c vi iy five yea's. The 1.7.1W, lc lien the issue of lve1 k-

iii4 conditions Int awe pit s.ing in the call% itilios won 1.1 minutes
ielief time fium Ceinaal Morons ill 191;1 and 1 rile 11CM. LUI111.11r the
time was increased to 16 minutes per shift.

1(73 UAW slicarixrioss

.1 signifieant breaktInutigh came in the 973 I.T.1W negotiations
when: lionewlionlie issues dominated the balgaining. That was the
first na Gum% Ade bal gaining w lie e working eondit ions en el shadowed

wage demands. I'm a deeade lank and file and local union leaders had

bun unhappy over mandato') ovel time, health and safety, and the
slow grievance procedure in the plants.
Dining the negotiations, at the height of the heat wave in July and
August, these bine' Lit) plants with a inualy Haek wink force staged
lc adult spikes. The lcalkonts nut spa' ked by small I.ulie.tl groups of
Lis who sueeeedcd in getting the support of many workers who
walked off job .leas ghee tempciatines %cue above luu clegrs2es. The
keel the "flying squads" of the 19 jus to isolate the radical
U.1W

leadtas and pel wade the lank and file to lettun to lculk. During the
1!.i.5us these squads had been used to protect UAW pickets from goon
squads tilled by the auto companies to break strikes.
Also, in an unpleeedented step the UAW suspended national bar-

gaining so top union leaders could tour the Chlysler plants. They
found eunditions in some of the older plants deplui able. Throughout
the lest of the balgaining UAW 'cactus resisted Chlyslcr efforts to turn
them away hum the nunceunumie issues. In the past, winpany negotioften JuLLLcilcil in getting the union to lettcat hum such detois
mands by sweetening the wage and benefit package.
None of the gains in the new contlact matched what local leaders
and notkus had expeeted, but they woe- inipultant chinks through
wllieh the U.11C can win further concessions. On overtime, the U.1W
tailed to aelliele its goal of making it totally voluntary but a worker
call be asked to %cut k only one extra hour a day. NVolkels can also insist

on taking every third Sawicki) off with no ['weed uvel time on Sunday.
However, to qualify for such limited uvel time a wok Let must have a

pel feet attenclanee rceuld for the previous weekan important gain
fol C.111 yslet management lc hieli in the 9-,k) negotiations repo' ted to

the U.111- leadels that inueasing absenteeism was seziously disrupting
oduetion. Chrysler also won the cuneessiun to schedule n indatury

°cumin. dining model sun t time and gualantecs that its key plants
would also get special consideration.

On health and safety local union leaders had sought the right to
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spike wet union eau! salt

iolations and to keep a full time minesemati ve on duty tt ho could shut duttil a wink ca that he found to be
hazal dons. This they failed to %%in. The agieultent !Amides, hut, et cr,
for weekly inspeetimis of plants for safety and cleanliness and alltuts
the UAW's Intel national Salt ty, Committee to Iesluud immediately to
disputes that leach an impasse.

The union did not t, in the principle that .t tfolkel cannot be disciplined until he has gone thiough tl giietanee plot cdtil e. This has
been an emotional issue in 1111L11 14J1

%%MIL to gain a night siutilat

to that It:cognized in !sometimes beim c the counts that a Pelson is
innocent until proven guilty.
Chi ystu also gate the union a letter in %%hid, it pledged to int little
the L'AW in the company's attempts to implote jobs. The UAW can
!sling in outside consultants 01 Iaate the company look itao expel
'11(.1as in the field of humanizing jobs if 1.1111011 IL.tILIS belietc that.
pnuwisiug attempts are being 0%cn loolcd. The lettu of intent is unique
to culleetite balgaining and could lead the UAW into greater elks, is to
change assembly-line. work.

The' e has been some shift, hotfeter, ttithin the union mot ement
totfal d the tiew that changes may et cult 1.1.111) be needed in the 1,ml.
itself. The UAW meeting tut the pi oduet:un tfulkels in the n9 73 negotiations t, as the lust of its kind in the union's hiskoly, and the !cadet Called the (.011fLi OILL sold) to get .t sense of %that %%as bottle ing the

workers in the noneconomic areas.
Ineteasing tinnuter and absenteeism ale not only beginning to tt 01 ry
management but union leader .15 %%el:. It affects theil balganling and

enion strength. In lawn I'm the gains they make in the contlact, they
hate the ucsponsibility of gualantecing to the Lumpily, that the munbus 1, ill lite tip to the av,Ieement. When a union's ability to maintain
the discipline of its emu %tinkers is jeupaidized, its putter is tteakencd
in the eyes of management.
BEGINNINCtS OF UNION INVOLVEMENT

The Communication Wutkels Union, for example, has kept an eye
on the elfol ts of Robert N. Ford at .1meriean Teleglaph and Telephone to cnnic.h jobs, but has not become a pan of the elfol t itself.
John
assistant to the union pi esident. has kept close %fault un
the efforts to sec %that effects they hate on the existing contracts. But
the union has no plans to betome ;meshed. "Om people," MI. Mulgan
explained, "tend to feel that out pima), job is to look after %%ages and
hums tfliiell ale tangible. When you get into job clit ichluLnt it is hard
to define and to get agi cement as to what it means."
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The .111(1 t .ut 1 t tit t ation of State, County and Municipal Employone ell the lastest glowing unions iii the cumin),
ees of the

Logone (indict. Aided by fedet al funds, the union has entbaiked on a
eau et dt seluptitt nt ploglant. NVolkets doing the lowest jobs in hospitals, stalk as mopping flouts, elianging sheets and emptying bedpans,
[hitt !Kenn upgiatled and mit en sonic of the lespolisibililies of plaetit al
muses. "'We got them insult ed in deli\ cling health (ale," jell) 'WM f,
the president of the union, said. "Instead of being people hu felt they
been a big jump
sue allAa)S in the na), they non feel needed.
in morale." He continued-.

1 be trouble nth mum's. is that they are still nying for that lite or ten
tents ati hour. I hat's a e.utyutu flow the Depression. We'te got to (A MCA iitratc mole on a %Aotiset's uvt Lill satisfaction, %Mil %skit fie dues in the

uo11.1. Aietit.411 labot leadeiship doesn't hate an untleistandlug 101 that
yet and they don't hate the guts to Timid uitli the old goals. They often
twit for the hystetia of the workers to think of lsitler holizons.

Yet most union leaders hold the tics as explessed by William Winpkingel, a ties pi esident of the :\lathinists union, hlio in all al tide in
the Ft tfettitiotiw in 197,1 %%lute: "If you want to cut it It the job, (Ankh
the pay elieek. 1 he bettet the stage, the gt eatet the job satisfaction.

There k no better clue for the Blue Collar Blues."
This simple maxim has been connadieted daily by the behat ior of
the tank and file. Imicasing absenteeism, tut nut Cl local strikes, limits
u%ettinie, challenges to fotemen, demand fit eddy retirement, .111
indieate that \tut Leis 11.1%e been willing to risk economic gains to improve their lot.
hue is a stuty told around Detroit in -It hich a union leader asked
a %tut Ler on the line why he was absent on Fiidays and c ly Avoiked
foul days a steel. -Because 1 can't make enough money by Itor king
only three (lays," lie shot back.

1 he satisfaction of a big paycheck, while still important, no longer
make, up for unsatisfying Stoll: under bad conditions. With a sulk
force that spt nls Mole Mlle in school and enters jobs with mute education and higher expectations, the demands fur imptoNcinents in the
noneconomic areas should continue to grow.
I lie present system .uniting at bargaining goals and the process of
culleetrte bargaining itself, !lowest:1, hate nut adequately responded to
alum: vends. Unions and management 11.1%e not eloped adequate
methods to deal with these issues. -11re meeting of young stet:tut)! Leis
in 1971) ttas held in heel et and its results not publicized. Just the fact

that there was a need for the meeting, bought out that the regular
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union machinery, such as union conventions, were not adequate in

getting a sense of what was agitating lank and file members.
It is not so much a matter of reforming the procedure as a change in

attitude of union leaders that is impol tam. The dangel in being cynical and suspicious is that unions may be left standing by the wayside
while management begins to expel uncut w ith changing jobs and

searching for new incentives. It would be unfontinate if the trade
union movement did not hate influence over the attempts. A good
hard-nosed interest by unions into the research mould sere as a check
on manipulative and phony solutions, such as giving gicen stamps or
flee glasses to workers who have a good attendance record.
It is also doubtful that emensite, meaningful changes can take place
without unions being willing to use their main weaponthe stiike
threat. Leonard Woodcock told the bargaining contention in 1973 that
you can only hate confiontation in collectite baigaining, "if you hake
in sight a solution to the problem which has produced the wnfiontation. And as matters stand, we do not have, no one has, the ready
answers to the question of how best the wink can be dune in a humane
way.

Yet given the thrust of management, which is still toward greater
work fragmentation and adaptation of the welkin' to the plant, one
must ask how seriously management will pursue the solutions without
podding from the labor movement. Also, the long-mange answers to
increased job satisfaction may mean no imp otement 01 even a decline
in productivity. Clearly those solutions tv ill only be applied if union
leaders begin to think that the oterall satisfaction of their members is
as worthwhile as enriching the paycheck.
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Economic Effects:
Reviewing the Evidence

Change is the hallmark of today, and the working world is no exception. But whether the changes in the world of work contribute to
economic efficiency or personal happiness is a matter of some dispute.
In fact, there is disagreement over exactly what changes are actually
taking place in the world of work. Some changes are ,asy to measure.
One is the continuing influx of young people and women in the labor
force. Another is the shift in the nature of jobs as the economy matures
fewer in farming and mining, more in trade, services, and government. Similarly, in terms of occupations, there are relatively fewer bluecollar jobs but more professional and white-collar positions.
Less subject to verification are changes in worker attitudes that many
investigators have reported. a growing alienation toward the "system"
or the "establishment," increasing dissatisfaction with one's job, greater
resentment with authority in the workplace. This chapter is concerned

primarily with these attitudinal ones. It does not aim to provide a
definitive assessment of the extent and significance of these changes.
It explores only one fundamental aspect of such an assessment. to what

extent are attitudinal changes reflected in the functioning and performance of the national economy? (The discussion will not be concerned with individual plant or company experiences, many of which
have been fully reported in various professional journals.)
PEILR IIENLL is senior specialist (labor) in the Congressional Research Sermce,

Library of Congress. Ile has also been on the research stag of AFL-CIO. M.
1966-71 he was chief economist for the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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At the start it might be useful to indicate some ways in which
changes in worker attitudes might allect economic pei foimance. On
such a list would be a reduction in wink actiity (lower rates of participation in the labor knee, ino eased absenteeism, higher rate of quitting), less efficient operations (lower rates of productivity gains), less
interest by the winker in his product (pour quality, industrial sabotage), and mule protest against authority (ineaLaSCS in grievances, labor
disputes, spikes, and rejections of contiact settlements). These are the

aspects of the changing would of milk that this chapter will attempt
to examine. Foi Collsenicnce, the discussion is divided into four head-

ings. labor input, performance on the fob, productunty and labor
relations.

Labor Input
The changing work environment might affect the economy's
availability of labor in %a:kids ways. by changes in the number of
individuates who wish to work, in the number of hours winked by
those employed, in their attendance on the job, and in the rate at
which they leave jobs.
PARTICIPATION IN THE LABOR FORCE

Recent cross currents in the rate at which the population participates in the employment process seem to point to one conclusion:
those who have bear working hard would like to quit and those who
have not been working regularly would like more work.
This glows out of the divergent ti ends in recent years among men
and women of different age groups (table I). Among adult men, there
has been A S101% 1,Ttadu.d drop in the labor force participation rate. It

most pronounced in the older group, age 55-64, where today
about So percent of all men ale in the labor force compared to 89

is

per cult 25 yeais ago. In the younger categories, age 25-54, there has

also been sonic slippage although nut nearly to the same extent.
Arnotig teenagers, however, there has been sonic increase during the
last five or ten years.

Among older men the figures reflect a trend toward early retirement and the greater availability of private and public income supplements, including Social Security retirement benefits at agc 62, the
renioal of any age limitations foi Social Security disability payments,
and sal ious forms of early rethement benefits milked out thiough
collective bargaining. The sharpest decline in labor force participation hues has been among men aged 62-64, only about two-thirds of
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LABOR FORCE PA R I HAM] ION RA IPS FOR PERSONS 16 YEARS AND

OVER. ItY SEX AND AGE
Total
16 Years

16 and

18 and

20 10

25 to

35 to

4510

and

17

1g

Year

Over

34

Years

Years

24
Years

44
Years

54

86.8
86.8
86.2
84.o
81.5
80.6
80.0
79.7

52.2
52.0
49.5
46.8
44.6
47.5
47.3
48.3

80.5
79.0

84.9

77.1

90.8
90.2
88.o
86.6
85.7
85.9

31.8
33.9
35.7
37.8
39.3

29.5
28.9

52.3
51.3
54.0

29.1

51.1

27.7
39.4
34.3
36.6

49.4
53.7
53.2
55.6

Sex

Years

Years

55 to
64
Years

,dale
1947
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1971

1972
Female
1947
1950
1955
1960
1965

1970

43.4.

1971

43.4
43.9

1972

30.1

89.1

73.6
70.0
69.9
69.3
72.0

44.9
46.1

46.0
46.2
50.0
57.8
57.8
59.1

95.8
96.2
97.7
97.7
97.4
96.6
96.2
95.9

98.0
97.6

32.0
34.0
34.9
36.0
38.6
45.0
45.5
47.6

36.3
39.1
41.6

98.1

97.7
97.4
97.0
96.6
96.5

43.5
46.1
51.1

51.6
52.0

95.5
95.8
96.5
95.8
95.6
94.3
93.9
93.3

89.6
86.9
87.9
86.8

32.7
38.0
43.8
49.8
50.9
54.4
54.3
53.9

24.3
27.0
32.5
37.2

8.1.7

83.0
82.2
80.5

41.1

43.0
42.9
42.1

Soune: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

whom are currently in the labor force. The age groups 55-59 and
6o-61 have expeliemed

somewhat slower late of decline. The mag-

nitude of these declines can be indicated by the fact that an additional 750,000 men would now be in the labor force had the participation rates of the late 19405 been maintained.

Among younger men the continued increase in the proportion of
young people attending eullege and graduate school tends to cut down
on labor force participation since a smaller proportion of in-school
than out-of-school youth enter the labor mail:et. On the other hand,
the rise in labor for Le pai tieipation in the teenage groups reflects the
greater inclination of those in school to join the job matket in search
of part-time employment.
The net effect of these divergent trends has been a slow increase in

labor force participation among the population age 16 and above.
The slow increase, of Louise, is the Jesuit of combining a steady decline for men (dropping hom 87 to 8o percent) and a more rapid rise
for women, from 32 to 44 percent. The conclusion seems to be that
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Inuit in the middle and older age groups v% ho have been honking
must of their lives have been tinning in gieatei numbers to eaily
ietitement. I-lout:yet, the strung continuing intetest of rower and
young people in the label maiket seems to belie any assumption that
work has lost its popularity for everyone.
In this connection, it is worth noting that despite all the crosscutients affeeting the United States, this Lomat), eumpat es faxulably
v% ith whets in Label knee participation. In .t I9 7 1 comparison with
six. other inclustiialized countries, United St.ttes pal ticipation ranks
higher than in Canada, Germany, on Italy, about equal to Ss% eden
and the United Kingdom, ind lower than in japan. Fut men, despite
Iccent slippage, the United St.ttes national at ciage is still higher than
that of those ether eutuitties except Japan. Fui N1, 0111C11, the United
States rate is excelled only by Japan and Sweden.
ATTENDANCE AT WORK

Although mule people are employed, perhaps changes in the work
JI,tte caused 11101 C
job alJSCIlLeS, particularly
fin what ourne 11.0,C LuDsIdel ed petty or trivial reasons. In recent years
C11% 11 011111(.11t

many management uffieials, pattieularly in mass production inclusti IL', have wtup1.1 ii d publicly about an increasing ,Wsenteeisni tate
among theit olocluetiun uutkets. Special pi ugianis, often involving
union management discussions, have been initiated in an cffutt to reLime unscheduled absences. It has bet...11 haid to judge whether these
euniplaints tepiesent .1 nationwide phenomenon or whether they
might reflect only isolated or special cite unistances. On this issue
factual evidence is sketchy. No histotical statistical series has been
maintained iegaiding absences hum work. No agt cement has ever
been readied un the pieeise definition of classification of such absettees. Company attendanee lc:Lords, while audit to enough for payloll put poses, seldom ploy ide sufficient detail fur analysis of absenteeMut covet, it would be difficult, for example, to distinguish
.1 pet sunal intei vICW or even ft oin company reeuids) absences

attributed to ininut illness or ailments hum absences to enjoy the
opening of the hunting or baseball season.
Some data un abstoitecism are collected in conjunction with the
monthly household sin ye) hum which the vvell-publicized employ-

ment and unemployment figut cs are obtained. Inlutmation is obtained on a pet sun's activity the pmeviotts week; and if he was CIT11)1U)L(1, whethe 11C

N1,1S

at wink and if not won king, the reason.

Bee.itise of the lecent intetest in absenteeism, a mute thorough analysts ul this data has been made, but the deficiencies in the data quickly
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become apparent. For example, some of the most critical series date
bail on a continuous basis only to 1967, and because information
is not necessarily obtained from the hulk idual concerned, but only
a member of his household, there are almost certain Cl am s in response,
particular ly with reference to the reason given for not working.

Considering its limitations, what does this analysis show? The result seems to be "a mixed bag." Data arc available on two aspects of
the absentee question: (1) part-week absences and (2) full-week absences. Information was analyzed for what are called absences "for
personal reasons" classified in two groups: (1) illness or injury; and
(2) miscellaneous personal reasons, as widely varied as jury duty,
funeral let c, family responsibilities, personal business, and "didn't
feel like working." Each group includes some proportion of unavoidable absence and some proportion of what is commonly termed absenteeism in the sense of a deliberate, often irresponsible, decision.
The rate for both part- and full-week absences has increased moderately in the 1967-72 period (table 2). Increases due to illness are
TABLE 2. WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS ABSENT FROM WORK
FOR PERSONAL REASONS

(ANNUAL AVERAGE 1967-1972)
Number Absent

Percent of
Total Workers

(In Thousands)
Year and
Work Schedule

Total

Total

Illness

Misc.

3.9

2.3
2.4
2.3
2.4

1.6

Illness

Misc.

2,015

1,186

829

2,147
2,199
2,275
2,343
2,435

1,247

900

1,260

939

1,298

977
992
1,004

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.3

939
1,0.10
1,086

412

2.1

1,153
1,120
1,162

521

On Part-Week Absence
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

On Full-Week Absence
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

1,351

1,468
1,575
1.674
1,666
1,66o

1,351
1,431

4.1

428

2.3

489

24

546
498

2.5
2.4
2.3

1.7

1.7

2.5
2.5

1.8
1.8
1.8

1.5
1.6

.7
.7

1.6
1.7

.7
.8
.8
.7

r.6
1.6

Source: Bureau of Labor Statist:L.

roughly the same as those for "miscellaneous" reasons. There is a
somewhat shar per increase during the period for part-week absences
than for full-week absences.
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Interpreting these data is not a simple matter. These increases occulted at a tune whin paid lea%e .ulangunents wee being liboalized
for illness, death in the family, jury duty, and (01 other pelsonal
reasons. Absences of this type are included in the data. Thus, to an
undetenitined extent, the 1967-72 inUeases reflect management and
labni deusions shifting sonic of these absence., flout an unatithollied
to an authuliied category. It should also be noted there was a slight
inu ease in the ft equeneies of wui k injulies in manufaettning, which
might have had some effect on the rate.
Mote specific figures for each year by occupation and industry of
die indieidual concerned and by age and sex indicate that .t variety
of
of knees may be at caulk to produce the oeuall figtnes. In tel
oeettpation, it is interesting to note that the feed of absences %arks
cousidu ably by ueutpation and that the inu ease dui lug these years,
although widespread, was especially pronounced in the professional,
manaAutal, and eluical occupations. By industry, the highest Imes
lot pan week absenecs ate in manufaetuting and goeunment, where
utilet through eulleetiee ',divining or legislation, the employee typically is entitled to extensiee paid-leaNe airangements. Since 1967 the
pal t-week ;!)x nee tate 11.is grown most slut ply in the sere ice, trade,
and finance industlies. On the other hand, relatively slight ineleases
have taken place u1 manufaettning, u anspol tation, and utilities.
Within manufauming, those with the highest late of absences include such low-wage indusuies as tobacco, appatel, and textiles and
eel tail' high-wage industlies such as automobiles and piimary metals,
IdICIL the jobs may be pal tiutlaily monotonous °I buidensume (table
3). With respect to automobiles, it is interesting to note that 1972
Lacs %tete not significantly higher than those of 1967. The president
of Gencial Mutuis has ubsei eed that the absenteeism late for his firm
teeently (hopped after mule than doubling over a ten -year period.
tugger wolf:us have the highest late rut part-week absences but
the lowest for full-week absences. Fut diet mule, during 1967-72 the
full-week absenteeism rate lot younget woi kus held steady ur declined
slightly w hile the late fur the middle aged showed little change, and
the slim pest WU C.ISC ueunied among older men. This may ieflect the

(mu- pie.e)uusly cited piodueing similar changes in labor Gnu partici pation.

In summary, the data do reflect an increase (to percent over a five-

yeat putud) in the late of absenteeism because of illness 01 misleasuns. The fuices or mutieations pioducing
this inc ease eannot be detuntined with precision; but they undoubtedly include nut only any disaffection with caulk artangements
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WAGE AND SALARY WORKERS ABSENT FROM WORK
FOR PERSONAL ltrrAsoNs
(3Y MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 1967 AND 1972)

Percent of Total ll'orl.ers
Industry

Total
Higher
Tobacco
Automobiles
Apparel

Primary metals
Textiles
Paper
Medium
Rubber
Furniture

1967

1972

2.3

2.7

3.2
3.7

4.1

2.6
2.4
2.4
2.0

3.2
2.1

Stone, clay and glass

2. I

Instruments

2.1

Food
Machinery
Petroleum
Lower
Electrical equipment

Fabricated metal
Lumber and wood products
Chemical
Leather
Printing and publishing
Transportation equipment, except auto

3.8
3.6
3.3
3.2
3.0

2.9
2.7

2. I

2.7
2.6
2.5

2. I

2.5

1.6

2.5

2.2

2.4
2.4

2.6
2.4

2.3

1.9

2.2

2.3

2.1

2.0

1.8
1.8

1.9

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

but also the continuing accommodation between management and
labor granting inure frequent approval to absences of this nature.
QUITTING A JOB

Any lessened interest by workers in their jobs could easily lead
to more frequent instances of job turnover. The picture is drawn of
an individual with limited job satisfaction but with considerable
educational and technical knowledge who tries many jobs over a I ela-

tively brief period of time in an effort to find one that meets his
needs. If this phenomenon became widespread, the result, of course,
be higher rates of job turnover with greatly increased management costs for recruiting, processing, and training new employees.
would

Peter Haile
If these developments have in fact taken place, they should be evident in the basic statistics dealing with the ,ate of jub quits in manufacturing. In the past, a number of different analysts have examined
126

the data on quit hues in an effort to find a lung term trend. Some
have found the quit laws to be ineleasing. Others have found them
to be declining and cleating what has been called "a new industrial
feudalism," where the employee in effect was being trapped to remain on the job by the benefits he would obtain thlutigh additional
service, including promotions, longer vacation, and huge retilement
pension.

Part of the difficulty with quit rates is that they are quite sensitive
to changes in the business cycle. As might be expected, people are
more inclined to leave their job and look fur anodic' during times of
prosper it), Iv hen new jobs are plentiful. Cunsequurtly the major difficult) in an statistical analysis of quit rates has been to sepaiate out

the fluctuations related to the business cycle toil those caused by
any longemerin factors.

A inure riguluus analysis in 1972 of manufacturing quit rates confirmed the close 'elation of quits with business cycle conditions and
even went [intim in an effort to find a lung -teen tiend over the past
25 )C.115. The SCal Lil wars unsuccessful, and the study concluded that

"on the avelage, the manufacturing worker is no mule ur less mobile
in seeking new employment than he was in the years immediately
following World War II."
The only indusuial sectors other than manufacturing where labor

tui novel data are available over a period of )taus are mining and
communications. Here the evidence is mixed. In both metal mining
and coal mining, the quit rate has increased over the postwar period
and even though it has dropped back somewhat during the recent
recession, the current level is considerably higher than in earlier recession periods. In telephones, however, although there was a slow
but steady increase in the quit rate during the 196us, a sharp drop
beginning in 1969 left the 197.. rate at a new record low. According
to industry officials, the drop can be attributed to at least two factors:
a higher wage schedule fur loss skill jobs, and a program of job enrichment initiated by the Bell system.

If data were available to cover other sectors of the labor force,
especially those with a larger plupurtion of young people, perhaps
more striking advances in the quit rate would have been noted. But
un the basis of the limited evidence there is little indication of wide spread job dissatisfaction in the behavior of this key economic indicator.
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Performance on the Job
Changes in worker attitudes not only may lead to changes in
the amount of labor input but also may affect pc' formance on the job.

This is a rather uncertain area for any definitive analysis, but three
specific questions present themselves. (1) Is the traditional pace of
work and flow of output being maintained under today's conditions?
(2) Does management find that it has to devote a larger share of expenses to such items as extent of supervision, control of quality, prevention of theft, and management of materials than has been the
practice in the past? (3) Are workers turning to artificial stimulants
such as alcohol or drugs which can athersely affect their performance?

Each of these questions has, of course, been the subject of some
discussion in management journals and more popular media. Theme
have been complaints that today's worker will not accept the same
pace of work as his father or grandfather. There are also complaints
that today's worker does not have the same interest in the quality of
his output and is less trthtwoi thy in handling materials and finished
products. The spread of drugs to the industrial scene has been raised
as a management nightmare. Ilan' eridence on these issues is difficult

to find, and the following comments are not offered as definitive
analysis.
QUANTITY OF OUTPUT

The pace of work has always been a matter of dispute (in some
cases guerilla warfare) between management and organized labor.
This issue takes on special meaning if the production process is automated, with the pace of work outside the control of the employee, as
on the auto assembly line. The United Auto Workers has always insisted that disputes over the speed of the assembly line remain outside
the scope of the no strike clause of its agreements with the auto manu-

facturers. It has always preferred to retain the right to strike over
such questions, rather than submitting them to final and binding
arbitration. In many other industries, as well, unions have fought
vigorously to reduce the pace of work and have been at least moder-

ately successful. It seems fair to say that a combination of union
pressure and responsive management has reduced the work pace in
many mass production industries.
QUALITY OF OUTPUT

Complaints about poor workmanship, lack of interest in quality,
petty thievery, or industrial sabotage are even harder to evaluate. It
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would be difficult to disentangle the extent to whiell these complaints
reflect a higher late of negligence by employees or simply more complete tepul ting of negligenee cases. Plobab ly some of each is involved.
Plum Gnu: to time, diamatic examples of wolker alienation and its
effect ou quality du collie to the surface. In May ry ^3 the Associated
Press reported
how mechanics practically dismantled a $14.5oo car looking for a rattle

and filially dist.ocrul a ball bearing in a dour panel. The bearing was
'wrapped in a note that read: "Well, you finally found it, didn't you, you
rich so-andso ?"

One factor in this complicated picture is the demands placed on
the pi uellietiun pl./LISS by today's 101111)1CX technology. The greater

use of automated equipment, the finer tolerances required, and the
use of mule expensive equipment and materials all put new strains
on work airangements. It becomes more input taut to obtain fuller
utilization of such equipment, to avoid waste and damage, to assure
quality of output. Gicater pressure to meet higher standards of quality is placed on the individual. The result is almost bound to be
gleam expense for such items as quality control, supervision, maintenance of equipment, and the like.

Another factor adding to pressure on quality is the wide variety of
consumer standards that have been adopted either as a result of fed-

eral and state legislation or vultintaiily by manufacturers. These
standaids, abseiling that the product ineurpulates Lit Lan environmental, safety, and health features, add further pressine. Aluag with them
has Lunn: a glowing avvaleness by consumers of their tights with re-

spect to such issues as return of defective merchandise and use of
product and service gualanteesand thus putting still more emphasis
on the quality of the final product.

In some cases (-kluges in technology have reduced the potential
damage to output. For example, t :tty thievery by longshoremen has
been a traditional aspect of waterfront wen k. In mote recent years the
use of containerized shipments has cut down the amount of easily
accessible Lugo awaiting shipment and thus improved security. (Occasionally, of course, someone hijacks an entire container.)
Plum longer lange viewpoint, is it reasonable to expect the same
pace of wen k and till bailie interest in workmanship from an individ-

ual in today's high income economy as from his father and grandfather working in quite a different cad? If jobs are more plentiful,
family saings mule substantial, and income support during periods
of unemployment mule available, it seems only logical to expect
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today's worker to be somewhat less concerned with the necessity of
retaining his job under all cULIIIIIStallt Lb Mid dills less UMW IRA with

the finer points of his work assignment. While there are factors on
the other side of the calculus, including the heavy load of debt w hick
most families now carry, what is probably
prising is the extent to
which the spirit of Ivor kmanship and pride in one's product still persist throughout American industry.
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

Another threat to quality of output is the vvinely discussed rate of
alcohol consumption and di ug usage. These two are often depicted
as a menace to work performance and a cause of increased absenteeism, more frequent accidents, and more hazardous working conditions
for others.

The only difficulty with this scenario is that it cannot be documented Evidence of greater consumption of alcohol and increased
usage of dangerous thugs among %%Luke's is hard to find. Undoubtedly

individual workers and Innis have been seriously affected, but any
indication that the cumuli') as a whole has been seriously damaged
is impossible to obtain.

Data are fragmentary at best, and more reliable regarding alcohol
than drugs. The accuracy of results obtained from surveys of households or consumers is b011141% hat suspect since extensive response um

may be involved. For alcohol, data on consumption are available
through the tax system. These indicate that per capita consumption
of alcohol remained virtually unchanged for are years, from 1850 to
1960, after which it has been rising slightly. The increase may reflect
the spread of deviant drinking in American society, or it may be a

statistical artifact. One authority contends that the legalization of
alcohol sales in many areas of the country during the past decade has
simply resulted in a inure accurate recording of the actual amounts of
alcohol consumed. Moreover, since there has been a gc.aunal decline

in the per capita amount of alcohol consumed in the form of hard
beverages and an increase in the consumption of light beverages, such
as beer and wine, the increase in per capita consumption may simply
reflect moderate drinking by a greater proportion of the population.

Data on number of alcoholics at weak are also Iffy." It has been
estimated that approximately nine million Americans are alcoholics
and about half of these, or 5 percent of the work force, are cm rently
employed, but there is little evidence to indicate whether this pope!.
don has been increasing or decreasing.

Evidence on the effects of alcoholism is somewhat contradictory.

1:36
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Sto%c)s by company personnel offices confirm the association of alcoholism 1% I th !tight.' hues of absenteeism, but it is into esting to note
that no one has yet been able to document the charge that the indus-

trial accident rate into..,, alcoholics is higher than that of other
workers. In a study conducted by two industrial physicians in 1!l
in a company of ',Soo employees, it 1%as found that for fifteen years
only one injury (1% Inch was not fatal) could be either directly or indi-

rectly attributable to alcohol. The work histories of members of Alresealed few
on-the-job occurrences. These members attributed their low accident

coholics Anonymous 1% hu were exposed to accidents als

rate to the routine nature of many of their jobs, their own exceptional caution. protection from accidents by fellow workers, absenteeism when especially culnerable to accidents, and assignments to less
hazardous work.
Nur does the typical alcoholic seem to be a chronic job hopper. One
study showed that members of Alcoholics Anonymous reported low

rates of nunucca, aprnoximately 65 percent of the respondents reported four ur fewer job shifts and almost 4o percent reported no
changes at all. To some extent, the job stability !dials the mature
age of the alcoholic. According to the National Council on Alcoholism, the typical alcoholic is age 35-54 and has been at his jol, for
nsche yea's. (In some instances, the job stability of the alcoholic may
he costly to his employer, if this stability simply reflects his employer's
kindness in not dismissing him.)
Thug usage in its present form and infinite variety is much more of
a modern phenomenon than alcohol. How c'er, its extent in the working world as opposed to the scholastic world of high school or colloge
is not subject to any accurate determination. OlAiously individual
firms !lace hail specific problems, but sinvLys of business concerns generally conclude that it has not been a serious impediment to efficient
operations. In a 1970 sin %ey by the Conference Baud, less than 20 per-

cent of the 222 cooperating companies repotted a significant drug
problem in their organizations. Nearly 40 percent reported no drug
problem, about one-dint! reported only "minor instances" of drug use,
and 9 percent sin ply did nut. know. About half the firms repot Ling a
chug Inubleu identified it as significant among a particular segment
of the wutk font., mostly the young. Among the ways in which drug
usage affected Lumpily operations were pourer attendance, excessive
nonuser, bight.' employee theft, and lower productis it) and nu:male.

Another study conducted about the same time by the New Yolk
Cunnul Commission plc) ides data on drug
State Nat woes
use by occupational groups. Saks pusunnel consistently reported the
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highest late. This may In alltd to the high proportion of part-time
and seasonal Iv otkers in sales jobs. Blue-collar Iv oi kers repotted below
avei age use of most types of di rigs while pi ofcssional, technical, and
managerial woikeis repented average mates of usage in most categories.
Although di ug usage is a continuing problem for American society,
it does not appear to have made major inroads into the operations of
the economy. In essence, it may have greater impact in keeping a small
h action of young people out of eunstruetive employment lathe' than
reducing the effectiveness on the job of any huge proportion of the
work force.

Productivity

The efficiency of the economy is normally viewed as the relation
between its output and the labor, capital, and material resources reed to produce that output. As technology, education, and management methods improve, a fixed amount of human and capital resources can generate an Increasing quantity of output.
This efficiency is measured by productivity, the relation of output
to one or mole of the inputs. One specific measurethe most highly
developed and perhaps the most usefulis the relation of output to
labor input, typically defined as output per manhour. Over the past
25 years this productivity measure has increased at a rate of 3.2 percent
annually for the total private economy. Obviously, this measure is influenced by a variety of factors, including technological change, eco-

nomic conditions, and the education and training of the work force.
Another factor which could conceivably affect productivity is the
attitude of employees. In recent years the importance of attitudes tovv
weak and other noneconomic factors influencing productivity
change has been sharply debated in the light of the decline in productivity gains experienced during the years 1966-7o. For those four years
the average productivity gain for the total private economy was only
about 1.5 percent annually, about half the avetage postwar increase.
The question raised by this performance was whether the slowdown
simply reflected economic events or could be attmibuted in addition to
noneconomic forces. Some slowdown was to be expected since productivity tends to drop as the economy expands close to full capacity, a

characteristic of the 1966 -68 period. In addition, the downturn in
output beginning in late 1969 also helped to retard ptoductivity
glow th. Another eonttibuting factor seemed to be the attitude of employers who had become so accustomed to opetating in a tight labor
'Junket that they were slow to reveise their attitude when the labor
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mat ket changed to a condition of slack. Thus many relatively unneeded employees were maintained on .he payrolls during 1969 and
197o. Beginning in 1971, the economic picture improved and carried
improved productivity gains with it. In terms of annual data, by 1972
the economy had recovered about one. -third of the productivity shortfall in the total private economy and two-thirds in the nonfarm economy. Continuing above average gains in the last half of 1972 and the
first quarter of 1973 further reduced the shortfall, with the result that
the trend of productivity gains came close to the long term growth
path, although a subsequent fall-off occulted during the remainder of
1973

Statistically, at least the drop in productivity gains during the 1966-

70 period seems to have been accounted for almost eland) by prevailing economic conditions and, duce years later, to have been balanced by the greater-than-avetage improvement in the previous two
and one-half yea's. While noneconomic facto's, including employee
attitudes, are always present, they do not seem to have had a major
effect on the economy's overall performance.

Mote detailed examination of data reveals a very mixed picture
with some industries whose working conditions have been considered
oppressive, such as coal mining and tires and tubes, showing drops in
ptoductivity during the 1968 72 pet iod, while others such as foundries

and motor vehicles have continued to increase at historic or higher
rates. -Mete seems to be no relation between the existence of such facunpleasant winking conditions and
to's as assembly-line operations
changes in the rate of productivity gain.

Labor Relations

The American system of labor relations had its origins in the
rough and nimble days of an earlier stage of the Indust' ial Revohltion.
1 he chaos, discipline, duel violence of those days were glachtally transfumed into a more stable system of union management and personnel
relations.

Today's labor relations system is essentially a mechanism for setting

and implementing the terns and conditions of employment. 'Where
a labor union represents the employees, the system includes arrangements for batgaining collectively, for embodying the agreed wages and
working conditions in a written agteement, nottually for a fixed term
of years, and for agreed-upon puce:dutch to resolve any disputes regat ding the meaning or application of the agicentent in specific cases.
'the sptent, diet dole, plov ides a machine:1y for the settlement of com-
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plaints, not just when the contract is open for renewal but throughout
the life of the agreement.
More recently, questions have been raised whether this system, like
other parts of the American system, may have outlived its usefulness.
Is it still able to serve the interest of the ordinary worker? Does the
system give him a fair deal, or has he become boxed in by twin organizational giants, the corporation and the union?
Chapter 3 is directly concerned with the thinking and attitudes of
the average worker. The interest here is not so much with the worker's
thoughts as with his actions. Certain options are open to him to demonstrate his dissatisfaction with his job and with the way the labor
relations system operates. As an individual he can file grievances under
the existing grievance machinery. As a member of an employee group
he can go on strike with or without union authorization; he can reject
contract settlements recommended by the union leadership; he can
elect new union leadership; he can vote to switch unions; and he can
petition the National Labor Relation., Board for the union representing him to be decertified. Regarding some of these options, sufficient
information is available for analysis.
STRIKES

The strike is the ultimate weapon of the worker. It represents
his direct action against either his current wage and working conditions or the proposed future conditions as set forth in a management
proposal for a new bargaining agreement. Changes in the number of
strikes and amount of strike idleness do reflect. changes in worker discontent, but they also may reflect economic conditions and the union
leadership's evaluation of the strike's chance of success.
Data on strikes have been maintained ever since 1881, including information on the number of strikes, the workers involved, and the total
number of man-days idle as a result. Viewed as a whole, the most ex-

tensive period during which production was disrupted by strikes
occurred directly after Wm ld War II, when companies and unions

locked horns over wage increases in the light of the postwar inflation
and the end of overtime at premium war rates. Nothing has since approached the record of workers involved and the number of man-days
idle in 1946. The ten years culminating with 197o have seen slowly rising levels of strike activity, after which came a drop-off in 1971 and
1972 (table .1). The first nine months of 1973 showed even lower totals
than 1972 and, in terms of total idleness, were the lowest in nine years.
Additional insight can be gained from data on the circumstances
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TABLE 4.

WORK STOPPAGES IN THE UNITED STATES 1947-1972

Man-Days Idle
Workers Involved

Number
of Work
Stoppages

Year

Number

Percent

Number

Duration
(Days)

(Thousands)

of Total

(Thou-

Percent of
Estimated
Working

Employed

sands)

Time

25.6

2,170
2,410
2,650
1,320
1,550

.30
.33
.22

1971
1972

3,693
4,843
4,320
3,333
3,963
5,716
5,135
5,010

TABLE 5.

WORK STOPPAGES DURING TERM OF AGREEMENT

1947
1950

1955
1960
1965
1970

19.2

18.5

23.4
25.0
25.0
27.0
24.0

4.7
5.1
5.2

2.4
2.5
4.7
4.5
2.3

32305

3,263
1,714

19,100

.14

23,300

.15
.37
.26
.15

47,417
27,066

Stoppages Dunn; Term of Agreement
All Work Stoppages
Workers Involved
Workers
Involved
Year

Number

1961

3,367

1962
1963

3,614

1964.

1965
1966

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

1972

3,362
3,655
3,963
4,405
4,595
5,045
5,700
5,7 i 6

5,138
5,010

(Thousands)

Number

1,230

1,550

1,317
1,374

1,960

1,608

2,870
2,649

1,557
1,585
1,964
1,910
1,699
1,994

2,481

3,305
3,280
1,714

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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Percent
of

Number

Percent

Total

(Thousands)

of Total

32.2
29.8
35.8
36.0
34.7
36.5
33.9

378
349
364
462
463

31.4
34.5
33.4

724

26.0
28.3
38.7
28.2
30.0
31.2
22.9
27.3
34.7

33.1

39.8

611

659
861

829
654
682

25.1

19.9

39.8
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surrounding strikes and the issues itisolved. Most strikes take place at
the time a new contract is negotiated, but as many as one-third take
place during the course of an agreement. (It should be noted that such
mikes do not necessarily violate the agreement, which may not include
a no-strike clause.) Any increase in this type of strike could reflect
worker resentment at job conditions and an unwillingness to wait for
contract renewal time to show dissatisfaction. However, there has been
relatively little change in the propottion of strikes occurring while an
agreement has been in effect (table 5). Although the number of these
strikes increased during the 196os, it dropped off in 1970 and 1971.
During the 1961-71 decade, it fluctuated between 3o to 36 percent of
all strikes, for 1971 the figure was 33 percent. Most of these strikes were
brief, with at least half of them settled within three days. The result is
that although such strikes constitute about one-third of the total in any
one year, their proportion of total strike idleness is quite small, declining from 10-12 percent during the early 196os to only 4.4 percent in
1971. One reason for this decline may be the special efforts made by
management and unions in the construction industry, where many of
these strikes occur, to eliminate or limit interunion jurisdictional disputes.

Examination of the issues in all strikes may also reveal changes in
sources of worker discontent. Traditionally the major reported cause
of strikes is general changes in wages and related fringe benefits. This
formed the main issue for about half the strikes in the late 196os and
early 197os, somewhat higher than the early 19Gos (table 6). Increases
hate also taken place in the proportion of strikes concerned with plant
administration and various working conditions (physical facilities,
safety measures, supervision, discharge and discipline, work assignments, work loads, and various work rules). This group of issues, which
includes many of the factors affecting the work environment, has been
the chief cause of about 20 percent of strikes in recent years, up from
about 15 percent ten years ago. Since this increase encompasses such
a wide variety of issues, it is diffic,:lt to conclude that it specifically reflects any basic change in work attitudes, Nonetheless, the increase in

the proportion of strikes related to working conditions may be an
indicator of a shift in worker interests.
CONTRACT REJECTIONS

Another way the individual worker can express his dissatisfaction is
to vote down a proposed dispute settlement recommended by his union
leadership. This question came into considerable prominence several

years ago when the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service re-
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1971

3.8

5.1

1.8

50.4

1968
1969
1970

4.9

54

3.1

1.8
1.2
1.o

46.1

1967

4.6
5.o
4.9
4.6
5.0
6.2

Adjustmalts

IVage

.8

1.3

434

1964
1965
1966

49.6
49.9
5o.6
40.3

4.3
3.o
2.3
2.8
2.9
1.6

1961
1962
1963

40.3
42.3
39.3
38.8
40.3
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I1 'age

General
ll'ot k
.2
.2

.1
.1
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.0

.1

.2
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.8
.9
1.o
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1.5
.9
1.0
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1.9

1.7
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4.1

4.6

10.2

3.0

1.6

5.0
3.6

5.1
4.1

5.8

6.2

9.4

15.8
15.2
15.0
13.6
12.8
10.2
10.4
10.3

6.1

7.2

Security

Organiza-

Matters
16.1

Job

Other
Contractual

Unton

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL WORK STOPPAGES BY MAJOR ISSUE
(PERCENT OF TOTAL)

Changes

Year

TABLE 6.

Plant

8.1

3.1

3.0
4.3

23.4

17.6

7.9

10.2

16.1

2.2
2.3

9.4
8.8
9.9

12.4
12.0
11.7

2.8
4.0

1.7

1.4

9.7

1.2
1.7

11.3

1 o.8

1.4

13 cues

Conditzons

Inter
Unton

Other

frorl.ing

14.9
15.5
15.3
14.4
15.5

13.7
14.3
16.3
16.3

Aihninistratzon
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ported a sharp increase in such rejections in situations handled by
FMCS mediators. In 1967 contract rejections leached a total of 1,1 percent of all cases recorded as going to the "joint meeting" stage (both

parties present at a joint meeting rather than simply meeting separately with a mediator). Since then, this percentage gradually declined
until it reached to percent in 1971 and 1972 ktable 7). The decline may
TABLE 7.

CONTRACT REJECTIONS RECORDED BY TILE
FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION

SERVICE (1964-1972)

&cal

Joint

Number of

Year

Meeting

Rejections

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

7,221
7,445
7,836
7,193
7,485
8,028
7,509
7,991
7,215

629
746
918
1,019
893

1971
1972

991

843
795
732

Rejection
Percentage

8.7
10.0
11.7
14.2
11.9
12.3
11.2

9.9
10.1

Source: Annual Reports, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service.

indicate that union leaders have either sharpened their judgment regarding the needs of their members, or perhaps they are simply doing
a better selling job. At any rate, the data on contract rejections do not
indicate any increased isalfection with the present structure of labormanagement relations.
GRIEVANCES AND ARBITRATION

One aspect of worker complaints not subj.xt to measurement is the
number of grievances filed. What is available arc incomplete data
regalding arbitration cases, the final step in the grievance process. Both

the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and the American
Arbitration Association report continuing incleases in their work load.
However, this trend is difficult to evaluate since the number of unionmanagement agreements has also been increasing steadily. Data on the
number of agreements are not sufficiently precise to judge whether
_____thereAlas been an increase in arbiLations per collective baigaining
agreement. One source of the increase in arbitrations is the public sector, where grievance procedure, including arbitration, is increasingly
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utilized instead of the tiaditional federal or state civil service appeals
system. The increase in .ubitiations may also reflect an increased interest by unions or managemcnt in taking giievance cases to bitration
(or greater financial resources to do so).
CHANGES IN UNION LEADERSHIP

While the degree of democracy within some unions is still subject
to debate, thew appears to be a greater consensus that an aspiring
candidate for union office can, under the legislative protections of the

Landrum-Ginn Act, be assured a fair and honest election. In fact,
the past decade has seen an inci,:asing number of incumbent presidents defeated for reelection in such national unions as the Minewoi kers, Stech%w ket s, Intel national Union of Elect' Teal Workers, and
State, County and Municipal Wol kers. Swung opposition was a factor

in a p esident's retiring or failing to stand for reelection in several
other unions.

.111 this has corm ibuted to a higher rate of turnover and shorter
tenure in offiee among presidents of major unions. Between five successive two-year pc' iods, 1961-7r, the number of national unions
changing piesidents readied between 20-30 percent of the total. For
the period 1969-71,49 unions or 28 pei cent changed union presidents.
At the end of that time, the presidents of 94 unions (54 percent) had
been in office less than five yea's. Another 37 (21 pc' cent) had been in
office five to ten years. At the other extreme 16 union presidents (g
percent) had served more than twenty years.

While these shifts are reassuring from the standpoint of union
demueraey, they nit not reflect any widespread dissatisfaction among

the rank and file. Most changes in the 1969-71 period in national
union ()Ga.'s were attributable to death, retirement, resignation, or
failure to seek reelection. I.. only three cases was an incumbent president defeated, though in a number of other situations opposition to
the incumbent probably helped him decide to resign or not to seek
reelection.
In the more prominent contested elections for national union office,

the issues seem to have been the tiaditional ones focusing on which
candidate (mild best stave the interests of the membership. None of
the candidates for office made a special point of the buiedum or monotony of the partiuilar type of job over which the union has jurisdiction.

However, a number of candidates did stress related issues such as
health and safety eunditions on the job (a major issue in the Minewoikus cl(etion). 11t sc%Lial pionunent cases the incumbent president
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was vulnerable het ause he had beta spending union funds for personal pleasures en had appointed iclatives and pelsonal hiends to
union positions.

Any widespread disaffection with union representation or with
the labor relations system in general wo' 'J be more evident in contests km local union offices. Unfortunately, %el y few studies have been
mule' taken to measure this ttunover, and none is available which pi 0-

%ides comparable data over an extended period of :ant. One such
study covering a specific !main)/ indicated relatively high turnover;
din ing 1963-66, mole than half the local unions in the Milwaukee
area changed presidents and 17 percent had two or more changes.
DECERTIFICATION ELECTIONS

When woe leers feel, fin whatever reasons, that the union that they
have chosen has not been giving them adequate representation, they
have the light to file a petition with the National Labor Relations
Bum d asking that their union be decertified. If the petition meets certain boaldiequilements, it leads to a Wald-conducted electron in which
the employees in the bargaining unit decide whether or not to continue their union representation. To some extent, such petitions represent an indicator of %%Luker satisfaction with their union representation and the labor relations system in general.
Such cases have never been very numerous but they have increased
in recent years. For fiscal y.,:ar 1972,108o petitions were tiled, up from
a level of about 600-700 ten years ago (table 8). This represents about
9 percent of the petitions which unions filed in 1972 seeking to repre-

sent workers in new bargaining units. Ten years ago, decertification
petitions were only 7 pc' cent of union requests for representation.
In 1972 these petitions led to 451 elections, about double the number of the early 19605. The bargaining unit in such cases is typically
.neraging about 40-50 employees. Unions won about 30 pc' cent
of these 1972 elections including roughly half the eligible wenkeis;
such proportions have iemained relatively stable over the past decade.
Thus, although workers have shown some inocased interest in tennin. ting their union representation, the relatively small number and
site of the dew tification cases, together with unions' success in winning one third of these elections, has meant that in 1972 0114 10,000
wolkcis IA.1111111.1 tell their 1111100

1 LIM ebelllati011 till (O the National

Liboi Relations Board, a small plopultion of the 19 million union
menthe's in the United States.
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TABLE 8.

PETITIONS TO NLRB FOR DECERTIFICATION OF COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING REPRESENTATIVE

(1960 -1972)
EmPlovees in

Elections Won
by Unions

Fiscal

Cases

Year

Received

1960
1961
1962

1963
1964

607
593
6q8
679
679

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

593
651

1971
1972

942

624
767
769
766

t.080

Employees

Percent

Number of
Elections

Won by
Unions

Percent
it 'on

Eligible
to Vote

of Total

237

74
8o
99
6o
67

31.2
33.2
34.7
26.7
30.5
36.0

17,421

241

285
225
220
200

72

221

64

234
239
293

69

301
401
451

91
122
134

83

99

29.0
29.5
34.7
33.8
30.2
30.4
29.7

18,364
19,253
13,256
13,732
12,565
10,510
12,705
15,554
21,771
20,344
20,726
20,790

Number

8,726
7)757
12,323

5,223
8,333
7,847
4,449
7,708
10,750
12,422
11,786
9,953
10,762

Eligible
50.1

42.2
64.0

39.4
60.7

624
42.3
60.7
69.1
57.1

57.9
48.0
51.8

Source: Annual Reports of National Labor Relations Board.

Evaluating the Evidence
The evidence just resiessed is composed of many fragments which
do nGt futill a simple, easily recognizable pawl II. Some evidence pro-

vides modest support to the proposition that there is increasing disenchantment with wofk, including, for example, the decline in labor
farce participation by middle-aged and older men, the increase in
the rate of unscheduled absences user the past rise years, the increasing
propuition of stir ekes (ALI 1%.01 king conditiunsind the continuing increase in decertification petitions filed with the NLRB.
On the °diet hand, each of these points has to be qualified, The de-

cline in labor force patticipation by middle-aged and older men is
mule than offset mimetically by the sharp growth in the rate at which
women base been uttering the labor force and the absence of any decline among younget people. The significance of the increased rate of
unscheduled absences is not clear, to sonic extent, it may simply reflect
individuals taking adsantage of newly won paid-leave privileges. The
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increasing proportion tif snikes over working conditions covers so
many issues that the implications in terms of attitudes toward work
are uncertain. Finally, the increase in decertification petitions must be
put in proper perspective; the number of workers voting to oust their
union representatives is but 5-no percent of the total voting to install
union representation.
Other indicators give little or no support to any decline in the work
ethic. the absence of any long term trend in the quit rate, the rebound
in the rate of productivity improvement, and the 'dative stability of labor relations activity even in such an active collective ba.gaining year
as 1973.

In summary, Americans may be more unhappy at work, but there
is very little evidence to show that this has affected their economic
performance. An individual's job may be the most important aspect
of his life, but his contribution to the economy may not diminish simply because he has problems with his supervisor, is disgusted with his
working conditions, 01 feels that his job is too rigidly defined. On the
other hand, the absence of any clear-cut economic data pointing to
disaffection with work raises the possibility that people may be more
satisfied with their jobs than many writers have suggested. If so, the
force of two unduly ing developments may ha. c been over looked:
r. A number of industrial and economic changes over the past two
decades have had the effect of waking many jobs more satisfying.

2. With respect to the less satisfying elements, some progress has
been made and avenues to improve these aspects of the job remain
open.
Each of these points is worth some elaboration.
IMPROVING THE WORK ENVIRONMENT

The avalanche of news stories and surveys pointing up job dissatisfaction has tended to obscure a number of lunge' range developments
operating to create a more favorable working environment. Consider
for example the following:
r. Changes in the occupational structure have emphasized he rise
of professional, technical, and other white collar jobs at the exi:ense
of the blue collar occupations. Many routine low paying jobs remain,
especially in manufacturing and service industries, but the effect of
technological change has been to eliminate ma,., burdensome, backbreaking labor ing jobs. NIany of the newer type jobs (computer operations, waitresses, Lie' ic.Il positions) m.ty have elements of monotony

and may not require much training, but they arc not as physically
burdensome as the ditchdigging type jobs that have been phased out.
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2. There have been major implotements in the work entironment.
For one thing, most jobs ,ue no longer jammed into the middle of the
urban centers. G1,1(111,111) wolk has splead out into the inure pleasant
sullounding areas, and small mantif.lettning plants outside the metropolitan centers have tended to levlace the older, ugly sprawling plants
in tile cities. In the period 19)8-1;167, the ploportion of employees in
manufactuling working in the central city declined from 45 to .10 petcent of the total in metiopolitan .leas. 1-or wholesale and letail trade,
the decline was even mole plunutinced. In the older cities of the East
and Midwest, the shift in manufacturing employment is even more
striking. Flom 1947 1967, ploduction-wolker employment in manufacturing declined 32 percent in the central city of Boston. In Cleveland,
the decline was 37 percent, in Detroit, 48 percent, New York, 19 percent and Pittsburgh, 38 percent.

folcuter, imputed lighting, ventilation, temperature, noise conned, sanitation and °diet amenities have been built into the newer in-

dustrial facilities. Perhaps the ultimate ideal factory has not been
achicted, but working conditions have certainly imputed. As a result
of the extensive capital expendittnes during the past two decades, an
increasing plopol twit of the work force now has more modern facilities.

3. The increasing emphasis on education, leisure, and retirement
has given a new look to the role of work in American life. There are
three components to this new look. a lunge' preparatory period of education before working, t revolution in paid leisure time during the
%tot k career, and longer pellet(' of ineome supported retirement. Currently, paid vacation time for all but the newest employee k a minimum of two necks, aid vacations of as long as six weeks are not uncommon fur seniority employees. Paid holidays range between eight
to twelve days a year under talons bargaining agreements. The shift
in holiday observance to Mondays, creating additional three day weekends, has helped to make available additional blocks of leisure time.
All these developments allowing more time away from work open up
a wider range of opportunities for creating a full and satisfying life.
4. Important changes hate been taking place in the schedules for
wutking hours. Most significant is the growth in part time jobs, which
have pal ticular appeal to women and young people. The part time
labor force grew oven 5u percent during the 1962-72 period while the
full-time labor force was increasing by only zo percent.

5. Finally, what about the incluse in levels of pay? Working on
a General Motors assembly laic may plutide little satisfaction for the
inner man, but the pay of $4.60 an hour (plus health insurance, pen-
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sions, paid vacations, holidays, and other fringe benefits) with $9,0oo
annual earnings (mole 1% ith oyertime) may coy el up most of the pain.
These points do not erase any cause fol job dissatisfaction, but they
may have the effect of making work more tolerable economically than
in the past.
LABOR RELATIONS ADAPTABILITY

Another element helping to defuse the issue of job dissatisfaction
concerns the adaptability of the nation's basic labor relations Institutions. Business management and union rept esentation sometimes act
as tradition-bound institutions oblivious to change, but the interaction of the two, plus the independent plodding of the employees, generally operates more effectively than may be obvious. Even a glance at
any major bargaining agreement will reveal extensive provisions deal-

ing with numerous N%orking conditions, health and safety, rest per iods,
job classification, work assignment, plucedure for filling vacancies, and
a host of other issues.
Recently collective bargaining negotiators seem to be giving some-

what less attention to wage issues in order to spend more time on
working conditions As one example, the long-neglected question of
industrial health and safety moved to the mud of the bargaining
arena with the passage of the 1970 Occupational Safety and Health
Act. A lengthy strike against a major oil 'emery centered around this
specific question. Other industries are also in negotiations on this
question, and industry seems willing to spend consider-1We extra

funds for safeguards to protect employees' health and safety.
The speed of the assembly line has always been a contentious issue,
and in 1972 two major strikes in auto assembly pla Its were fought over
this and related issues. A strike at the Lordstol' n, Ohio, Chevrolet
plant caught the attention of the nation's journalists because the work
force was so young. However, a similar strike at the Norwood, Ohio,
plant, whose work force was not so young, made an even greater impact on union-management relations as the longest General Motors
strike on record. Eventually in both cases, labor and management were
able to work out an accommodation aimed at satisfying (at least) the
minimum worker demands while preserving management's requirements for production.
Another issue coming to the fore is the concept of voluntary overtime. Traditionally workers have fought for the privilege of overtime
work at premium rates, but more recently in industries such as autos,
where overtime has been chronic, workers arc demanding the option to
refuse overtime assignments. This was an important issue in the 1973
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auto negotiations, but here again the final agreement on this question
represented an accommodation between the views of management and
the workers.

In other situations, management initiatives have been coming to

the fore. Of special mention are experiments with new work schedules,
including the four day week and flexible starting and quitting times to

ease the discipline of the time dock. More and more managements,
aware that their job sanctities may have become over specialized, are
trying techniques of job enlargement and job enrichment.
The present system has a number of built in advantages. Individuals
have a wide variety of occupational and job chokes. Few impediments
are placed On quitting or changing jobs. Employees are free as individuals and throagh their representatives to press for change in managi.ment's way of doing business. Unions have proved to be forceful
svokesmen for change by ulganizing employee requiremenis into meaningful channels. Collective bargaining procedures have provided basic
guidelines in the employment process as well as a mechanism for modifying rules to meet changing economic cc alitions.

Up to now, there is only limited evidence that dissaffection with
wink has interfered with the puformance of the nation..: economy.
This may be in the process of changing as the bond that Lies individuals to their work tends to loosen in a world of higher incomes, greater

leisure, and more competitors for an individual's time. In such a
uot Id, if \yolk is to retain its traditional attraction, management and
labor may have to change some attitudes and techniques, perhaps even
their basic approach to the work environment. However, the demortstiated adaptability of the nation's labor relations institutions proviues
sonic. confidence that any such changes can be successfully adopted.
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6
Innovative Restructuring of Work
In today's climate of worker malaise, many work organizations
are explot ing the idea of a basic restructuring of work to meet both
the changing expectations of employees and to improve performance.
It is increasingly apparent that employee alienation is not a "passing
phenomenon," and that it is at the root of such critical workplace
problems as high turnover, low productivity, poor morale, and sometimes even sabotage.

Recognizing that the costs of alienation are borne by both the workers and their employing organizations, a limited number of companies
launched, in the 196os, experimental work systems that were designed
to attack both sides of the problem. These innovative systems strove
to achieve a total, "systemic" restructuring of the way wotk is done.
This chapter assumes that parties wishing to take similar initiatives
can benefit from the experiences of the catty innovators. The first section argues that employee alienation is a basic, long-term, and mounting problem and hence warrants solutions of comparable form. The
second, third, and fourth sections treat various aspects of a class of
pilot efforts to solve the problem, analyzing their common features,
how they were introduced, their results. their long -term viability, and
their diffusion. These sections are based on a preliminary review of
twelve pih t experiments in eleven different companies. Observations
RIcHARD E WAcroN a Edsel Bryant Ford professor of business at Harvard and
director of the Division of Research there. A consultant to many industrial
firms and government agencies in the field of applied behavioral science, Dr.
Walton is the author of three major books and dozens of articles on current
social problems.
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are based pal tly on field research in many of these firms under my
supervision and partly on accounts developed by others as listed in a
note at the end of this chapter.1
Experimental projects were included in the sample only if (a) they
involved a relatively comprehensive restructuring and included operator-level personnel, (b) had existed more than two years, (c) were judged
by their originators to have been initially effective, and (d) some satisfactory account of the project was available to me.

The sample includes most of the experiments which have received
substantial publicity in recent years, although it does omit some notable firms which have innovated in this field. Of the eleven firms, four
are in the United States, two in Canada, one in Great Britain, three in
Norway, and one in Sweden.

Diagnosis of the Problem
As I mentioned earlier, the costs of alienation are borne both by
workers themselves and by their employing organizations. Employee
alienation affects productivity and refl..cts the social costs incurred in
the workplace.
Increasingly, blue- and white-collar employees and, to some extent,
middle managers tend to dislike their jobs, resent their bosses, and
rebel against union leaders. They are becoming less concerned about
the quality of the product of their labor and more angered about the
quality of the context in which they labor.
In some cases, alienation is expressed by passive withdrawaltardiness, absenteeism and turnover, and inattention on the job. In other
cases, it is expressed by active attackspilferage, sabotage, deliberate
waste, assaults, bomb threats, and other disruption of work routines.
EVOLVING EMPLOYEE EXPECTATIONS

Both passive and active worker reactions are ove,t manifestations of

a conflict baucen changing empluyee attitudes and organizational
inertia. Increasingly, what employees expect from their jobs is different from what organizations are prepared to offer them. These
evolving expectations of -workers conflict with the demands, conditions,
and rewards of employing organizations in at least six important ways:
1. Employees want challenge mid personal growth, but work tends
to be simplified and specialties tend to be used repeatedly in work ashave al currcrit, albeit in some cases inconiplcte, understanding of the majority of
situations. llosvcvci. in a fen casts 111C Vaittlil accounts on which I must rely SVCC43
prepared in rile hue loos or carly 1970s.
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signments. This pattelu exploits the narrow skills of a worker, while
limiting his or her opportunities w broaden 01 develop.
2. Emplorees want to be included in patterns of mutual influence;
they want egalitarian treatment. But organizations are characterized
by tall hierarchies, status differentials, and chains of command.
3 Employee commitment to an olganization is increasingly influenced by the intrinsic interest of the work itself, the human dignity
afforded 13) management, and the social responsibility reflected in the
organization's products. Yet organization practices still emphasize material rewards and emplo}ment security, while neglecting other employee concerns.

4. What employees want from careers, they are apt to want right
now. But when organizations design job hierarchies and career paths,
they continue to assume that today's um kers are as willing to postpone
gratifications as were yesterday's workers.

5. Employees want more attention to the emotional aspects of organization life, such as individual self-esteem, openness between people, and expressions of warmth. Yet organizations emphasize rationality and seldom legitimize the emotional part of the organizational
experience.
6. Employees are becoming less driven by competitive urges, less
likely to identify competition as the "American way." Nevertheless,
managers continue to plan career patterns, organize walk, and design
reward systems as if employees rained competition as highly as they
used CO.
PERVASIVE SOCIAL FORCES

The foregoing needs and desires that employees bring to their work
are but a local reflection of more basic, and not readily reversible,
trends in United States society. These trends are fueled by family and
social experiences as well as by social institutions, especially schools.
Among the most significant are;

The Rising Level of EducationEmplo)ces bring to the workplace
mar:: thilities and, correspondingly, higher expectations than in the
past.

The Rising Level of Wealth and SecurityVast segments of today's
society 'level have wanted for the tangible essentials of life; thus they
arc decreasingly motivated by pay and security, which are taken for
granted.
The Decreased Emphasis Given by Churches, Schools, and Families

to Obedience to AuthorityThese socialization agencies have pro-
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muted individual initiative, self responsibility and control, the relativity of values, and other social ',atolls that make suborditiac) in
traditional organizations an inueasingly bitter pill to swallow for each
successive wave of entrants to the United States work force.

The Decline in Achievement MotivationFor example, whereas
the books my parents read in primary school taught them the virtues
of hard work and competition, my children's books emphasize selfexptession and actualizing one's potential. The workplace has not yet
fully recognized this change in employee values.

The Shifting Emphasis from Individualism to Social Commitment
This shift is driven in part by a need for the direct gratification of
human connectedness kfor example, as provided by commune living
experiments). It also results from a growing appreciation of our interdepcndericeind it renders obsolete many traditional workplace concepts regarding the division of labor and work incentives.
These basic soeietal forces underlie, and contribute to, the problem
of alienation. Actually, I believe that protests in the woi kpLtce will
out even more rapidly than is indicated by the contribut:ng trends
allated here. The latent dissatisfaction of workers will be activated
as ta) the issues receive public attention and (b) some examples of
attempted solutions set ve to raise expectations (just as the blacks' expressions of dissatisfaction with social and economic inequities were
triggeted in the 195os and women's discontent expanded late in the
196os).
INADEQUACY OF PIECEMEAL REFORMS

Over the past two decades we have witnessed a parade of organization di velopment, personnel, and labor iLLitions programs that promised to revitalize organizations:
Job c.nrichnicnt would provide more varied and challenging content
in the work.
Participative decision-making would enable the information, judgments, and coneerns of subordinates to influence the decisions that
affect them.

,Management by objectives would enable subordinates to understand and shape the objectives toward which they suive and against
which they ate evaluated.
Sensitivity training or encounter groups would enable people to re-

late to Lath other as human beings with feelings and psychological
needs.

Productivity bargaining would revise work rules and increase man-
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agement's flexibility, with a quid pro quo whereby the union ensures
that workers share in the fruits of the iesulting productivity increases.
Each of the preceeding programs by itself is an inadequate reform
of the workplace and has typically failed in its more limited objectives Each approach is only a partial remedy; therefore, the organizational system soon returns to an earlier equilibrium.
The lesson we must learn in the area of work reform is similar to

one we have iarned in another area of national concernthe social
services. It is now recognized that a health program, a welfare program,

a housing program, or an employment program alone is unable to
make a lasting impact on the urban-poor syndrome. Poor health, unemployment, and other interdependent aspects of poverty must be
attacked in a coordinated or systemic way.

So it is with meaningful reform of the workplace: we must think
"systemically" when approaching the problem.
Comprehensive Reform

Systemic redesign of work systems involves the way tasks are
packaged into jobs, the way wolkers relate to each other, the way performance is measured and rewards are made available, the way positions of authority and status symbols are structured, the way career
paths are conceived. Moreover, because these types of changes in work
organizations imply new employee skills and different organizational
cultures, transitional programs must be established.
Before describing these features in some detail, let me provide some
additional background regarding the sample on which my analysis is
based. As I mentioned earlier, it includes twelve experiments in eleven
different companies.

The United States CompaniesAn early innovator, Non Linear
Systems, Inc., instituted changes in the early 196us affecting the enure
workforce of this small insu ument firm. It is one of a few in the sample
that explicitly abandoned the experiment and returned to conventional organization.

Donnelly Mirrors, Inc., is another early innovator that introduced
incremental changes throughout the 196os.
An experiment at Corning Cla5s was initiated in an assembly plant
in Medfield, Ma.,sachusetts, in 1965. In the fourth United States firm,

General Foods Corporation, detailed planning for change began in
1968: the experiment was initiated in a new pet food plant. in Topeka,
Kansas, in January, 1971.
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The Canadian CompaniesThese are Akan (aluminum) and Advanced Devices Centel, a division of Nuithern Electric Company (subsequently renamed Microsystems International, Ltd. In 196.1, a group
of Akan managers concentrated their innovative efforts on one of the

fabrication plants in the works at Kingston, Ontario. At about the
same tune, Nur thern Electric vvas designing a radically different organization for a new facility which was occupied in January, 1966.

The European CompaniesThese form the remainder of the sample. Shell U.K. introduced change in sev'ral locations in the midi 96us, including two of the plants in this samplean established wax
plant in 1966 and a new refinery at Teesport which came on stream in
1963.

Three projects were carried out in different industries under the
Industrial Democracy Project, an action research program sponsored
jointly by the Norwegian Federation of Employers and the Trades
Union Council of Norway. Social scientists associated with the Work
Research Institutes in Oslo also participated. The projects involved a
depaninent lot assembling electrical panels at the Nabo-Hommelvik
firm in Trondheim, a fertilizer plant at Norsk Hydro in Porsgrunn,
and a department in the Ilunsfos pulp and paper mill near Kristiansand. All three experiments were initiated in the mid-196os.
A Swedish experiment in the truck assembly plant in Volvo is the
final entry in the sample. This effort began in 1969.

All of the experimental units were manufacturing plants in the

private sector. The manufacturing processes were continuous in
slightly more than a third of the sample, assembly in another third; the
rest were mixed, including batch processing.

More than half of the experimental units (plants or departments)
employed between loo and goo employees, the other units had fewer
than roo employees. Their locations were about evenly divided between urban and rural small towns. More than half were unionized,
but none of the plants in the United States sample involved unions.
Although all reports covered more than two years of operating experience, the actual periods varied from two years to over a decade. A
third of the sample covered two or three years, a third involved periods
from four to seven years, and the rest were eight or more years. In
total they represented about 70 years of experience.

Finally, although each unit in the sample has a unique identity, as
well as many diffete.ntiating characteristics, all units nevertheless have
many features in common, not the least of which is the commitment
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to compiehensive uotkplace ieforrn. In the remainder of this section, I
shall discuss these features undo three headings. (i) primal), features,
(2) secondary features, and (3) tertiary features.
PRIMARY FEATURFS: DIVISION OF LABOR

to .t11 of the organization innovations considered here is the

division of labor. In this regard, tin ee design tendencies can be observed. work teams, whole tasks, and flexible assignment patterns. Let
us examine each in turn.

Self-Managing Work TeamsThese de-emphasize the idea of oneman,'one job in Liven of groups that take collective respons.bility for
performing a set of tasks, as well as for some self-management.
The size of the team depends upon the nature of technological and
and social requirements. For example, many of the preassembly teams
in Volvo were comprised of three to six workers. Typically, however,
the teams contain from seven to fifteen operators, a size range large

enough to include a natural set of interdependent tasks, yet small
enough to " w face-to-face meetings for decision-making and coordination.
The reliance upon groups in these experiments is based partly on
the belief in the power of face-to-face contact. This provides group

members with social satisfaction and individual identification and
develops goals, norms, and other capacities for self-management.
Groups are also consistent with the idea of whole tasks and flexibility.

If'hole TasksAccording to this concept, work that has been fractionated into simple operations is organized into more meaningful
wholes that require more operator knowledge and skid. This may
mean, for example, that the individual worker assembles whole units
rather than merely adding one small part to the unit as it moves
quickly through a work station. In continuous process departments, it
could involve comprehension of and attention to a major segment of
the process.

More significantly, tasks are made "whole" by incorporating functions that previously were performed by other service or control units.
In every experiment the work teams took on substantially more inspection and quality control testing for their own work, often eliminating
separate inspection departments or positions. The large majority of
cases allowed operators to perform increasingly more of the maintenance on their own equipment. In batch processing departments, such
as those in one plant in Alcan, operators set up their own machines.
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Custodial workhousekeeping the teams' own work area is frequently included, espeeially whsle contamination of products is a
critical problem.
LI all cases, operators' Aso' k was designed to include planning as well
as implementation, although the amount of planning responsibility
Na1 led widely. Selteduling of product i ins and plant shutdowns for
maintenance ale examples of planning activities pleviuusly pc' formed
by supea N isurs or staff specialists that were assumed by work teams.
In the Nubu assembly depaitment bl ief planning repenting meetings
involving all 3u employees were held each mulning. Rotating coordi'hauls took special lesponsibility for planning. Before the experiment,
the planning concerns of 11 01 kus were limited to their own individual
activity on a daily basis. Allen six months, the workers' planning now
effectively embraced the total gum!) of 3o persons and covered a oneweek time span. A year late', the planning was still on the group level

but covered foul weeks. After duce years, worker planning had progressed to the point vy hue it emblaecd five groups (the original experimental unit plus foul others now brought into the system) and covered
a tineemonth time span.
Members of teams often have additional enriching responsibilities.

For example, the Volvo project included workers on consultation
teams. Team menthe's in the General Food, Alcan, Shell, and other
expenmental units served in roles normally reserved for staff personnel ur supervisuis. These involved heading the plant safety committee,
dealing with outside s ClIdUr s, exchanging documentation with ship
officers, and traveling to investigate or troubleshoot a customer's problem.

Whole tasks are consistent with various social psychological ideas.
For example, by integiating support functions into line groups, one
eliminates many of the interfaces which tend to create intergroup
fl moon. Also, the greater challenge in the resulting work is both motivating and confirming of self-worth.

Flexibility in Work Assignments Flexibility is manifested in a variety of ways. (a) tempulary reassignment from one position to another
to cover for absences, (b) temporary redi.ision of work in order to handle a cluster of tasks at different manning levels, (c) progressive move-

ment burn one set of tasks to the next in order to master an increas-

ingly larger segment of all work in a team and then in the larger

experimental unit, (d) systematic rotation through a set of positions.
Flexibility has the obvious advantage of allowing effective use of
available manpower, and it promotes individual skill development.
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The mutual Luning lulps a info' ce coordination and teamuide planning activities. And the uot k te.mi can usually decide how its ntembets rotate through or learn a larger set of tasks.

Thus, the above three design tendencies constitute an internally
consistent scheme fin the division of labor. Teams make it possible to
put together whole t.tsks. Identification with the teattes "r% hole task"
pros ides a rationale for kat ning all of the interrelated jobs. The flexibility options, in tut n, provide an immediate decision function for
cohesive, self managing teams. Moicoer, the pet sonnet movement is
more likely to produce psychological gains (e.g., v.tiiety, twitting) that
outweigh the costs (e.g., uncertainty) when it is self-managed by a
group rather than controlled by a separate authority.
SECONDARY FEATURES

The effectiveness of a division of labor with the above features depends upon the nature of the supervision and the de.ign of the information and ter% d systems. The lot met should provide greater autonomy and enhance a worker's self-esteem and commitment to the
work system. The latter should provide workers with the necessary
tools to ellectiely assume greater responsibility and the appropriate
rewards to achieve equity.

SupervisionSelf-managing of teams requires that supervisors delegate many of their traditional functions of motivating, planning, and
controlling. Fin example, in the pet food plant, the scope of decisionmaking delegated to the work te.tm included. (.t) coping with manufactuting problems that occur within or between the teams' areas, kb)
tempo' atily redistributing t.tsks to cover absentees, (c) selecting members for plantutde task fortes, (d) screening and selecting employees
to teplace departing operators, (e) counseling operators who did not
meet team standards.
To effectively delegate such functions, supervisors must attend more
to facilitating the processes and delclopment of groups, longer-rattge
planning, and extra nal relations of the unit rot which they ate responsible. Sometimes they may do uot k previously done by their superiors
or by stall units.

These changes imply basic shifts in the distribution of influence
and expertise above the operator level. In the cases satdied, the participative pattern of supervision was facilitated in two ways:
First, at least half of the cases involved significant trimmitig of
supet%ision and staff. For example, sr:AA:1.A experiments omitted .he
first line fot man and wink groups tepot ted directly to a genital foie-
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man. In one huge winks whit h included an expetimcntal plant, the
levels of super\ i,ion were reduced ft OM SeN CP, to four.
Second, invauiably super\ isurs \vete uaincd and coached to become

mule pat ticipatiye. Most managements repotted cancer casualties
among the snpet N15015 IN Ito wets exixttcd to changesome could pro -

vide this type of lead ship cilectiycly, but whet could not and lost
S

their supervisory positions or were transferred.

Information SptcmWhile factory workers may be capable of assuming far more decision-making audio' ity, they du nut automatically
bane either the analytical tools necessat y to plan and control or the

economic information needed to decide on the matters which fall
within their enlarged sphere of influence.
Thus, the more sophisticated operations studied provided employees
with economic and tcchnicai information typically risen only to higher
levels of super\ ision. In some eases, :inurvaturs discovered the neces-

sity for new measurement procedures and operating feedback loops.
The point is illustrated by the following conclusion leached during
the design stage of the llunsfos chemical pulp experiment:
Firstly, considering the qualitative aspect of pulp production, we found
that, utiong the output et iteria must relevant to process control, only degree of digestion, brightness and tearing strength were measured systematically by the LILA awry technicians. Cleanliness was judged subjectively
horn special test sheets, but factors such as pitch and homogeneity were too
expcnstve or difficult for regular measuring. While there were no measure-

ments on the quality of the input chips, information about phi value and
percentage of sulphur dioxide in the acid were rarely based on statistical
calculations. Because of the great variances observed in some of the quality

measurements of milk idual batches, it was difficult to reveal long term
trends in the ploccss (Anatol. The lack of feedback on this level reduced
possibilities for continuous learning and control (Englestad).

Those who were restructuring the wink in this pulp unit proceeded
to au ify and define measurements of the quality and quantity of incoming and outgoing niatuials as well as quality control limits for
each performance (Attu tun. Gradually the measurements were instituted.

1 he experimenters used two general methods for exchanging current infinmation: (1) regular meetings of operating teams or their
cpresenta to, es, sit pet ision, and sometimes cugineeting personnel;
and l2) an "ilifinmation center" that posted all information about the
state of the system.

Space Laois also played au important role. Wolk team meetings
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and huger assemblies it quilt spate which can accommodate the light

number of people and is flee of noise and °the' inlet foul( es. The
design of the Northern Elect' lc system gaYe special attention to this
aspect, probably because it focused hea%ily on piofessional and manage' ial pet sonnel and a huge sal iety of communication patterns was
envisioned.

Reward SptemThe greatest diversity among the innovative systems studied was in the nature of the compensation system.

All of these systems inured an incluse in um ker duties and responsibilities. The woiLei used more of his faculties and accepted
mute lespunsibility fit the pet fulmance of sonic unit of the otganization. In such a situation, what is the quid inn quo for his extra nnestmem? Ile is it:wattled inn insically tluough satisfaction from the out k
itself and the pride associated with higher status. Ile is also rewaided
extrinsii allyc g., through increased pay and economic security. This
subsection is primarily coneeined with the latter. Thew are four important aspects of extrinsic rewards:
r. The form of payment. Most pay schemes in the systems studied
insolsed a mtne flout hourly wages to salmy and made pay treatment
for plant Icor 1.0 s parallel to that pie%iously affuided cloticals, professionals, and whet nonexempt office um kers. Among whet effects, this
more tended to assure stable earnings over longer pet iuds of time.
2. The assurance of emplopnent. Because employment insectuity
can undermine worker efficiency and commitment, many managements took steps to assure workers they would not be laid off for lack
of work.

3. The levels of individual compensation. How these are determined
is a critical issue. The following plan was employed in two of the ex-

periments the General Foods pet food and Norsk [utilizer plants
where employees manned a continuous processing technology.
Individual pa) inuteases were geated to an employee mastering an

increasing proportion of jobs, rust in the team and then in the total
plant. Increases also could be obtained on the basis of technical skill
e.g.,
lc maintenance in the General Foods plant in increased theoutical know
chemist' y or measurement technique in the

No's!, pint. Team menthe's were, in effect, paid for learning mule
and mule aspects of the total manufacturing system. Further, because
theic.weic no limits on the numbcr of upetatuis who could qualify for
higher pay brackets, employees were encouraged to teach each other.
This plan, of Louise, cunt' asts with the traditional wage schemes
which femme huge numbers of diffuentiatcd jobs and numerous job
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LI.00ifitations. with Ii,ty lilt !casts based on ptogress up the job hierat dn. Who. then, decides %slit n stn ciiiployce has qualified lot a higher

pa!, Inaeket? In the Genetal Foods plant, these decisions s.cre made
by the first -line supei %isot. usually abet consultation with team mem-

bets. In the Nuts!. unit, the genelal folculan and shop stewald made
joint judgments.
On the one hand, this form of pay progression in the absence of a

job hietatelly leinfoices the pelsonnel development legit-tied by a
fkxiblc division of tabu'. It also inosides an ititclitiYe lot one of the
mute meaningful [thins of intetpusonal coupetation, namely, teaelling
and learning.
On the other hand, the plan is not easy to administer. The evalliatie implieations of awai ding dill& tent Imes of pa!, can stir Noting emotions in ',topic who soil so dust ly with catch (AIM. Ale the judgments
equal opporabout job mastel v appi opiate? Dues even
11.1c

tunity to le.un other jobs? Do judges depart hum job mastery and
odic' specified out t is and inelude additional eunsidetations in making "promotions"? Such questions naturally arise.

.\tiothet consequence: of this plan can be a rapid rate of pay increases, relative to Imes of progiession in eumentional sulk systems.
In the (;eitetal Foods plant, lot example, many employees were able

to lei n neatly all of the upelations in the plant in two and a half
They plogiessed hum matting r.tte to neat top r.tte in that time

period thereby cutting a soy substantial pay inclease. While the
obvious effect of such lapid plow ession is an increase in the overall
level of wol Let compensation, many employees in the General Foods
plant still did nut petceore the plan as an adequate (pad Imo quo for
the level of inwhentent and unto ibutions they cone _ making. In mid973, they sue expluling gimp bonus sehemes as vehicles for additional awards.
Iii the Coining plant, management's response to the "escalating climate of sulk insulsentent" was to change "towald .t pay [AMOS more

applaisals lot howl) and weekly

cleatly based on Inuit

saluted elerteal and teclinieal employees .ts well .ts lot manage' ial and
pi %Ask_
klleet anti Huse). I du not know whethet this
1)LI
sehy h it resulted in aubstanu.dly Inighu asetagc eumpensation levels or

mody a disuibution of pay mule closely hiked to differential performance.

4. 71w level of overall compen,sation. This probably becomes the

(I uri.l tsi/e "user the lung
must signifieant issue &mei the lung tel
lot easo..s to be treated Lau.) The quid pro quo insolying
tel
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higher compensation levels is related to various aspects of the work
system itself.

The simplest relationship is illustrated by Non Linear Systems. In
this experiment, management simply pegged wage rates higher to
generally compensate for extra worker involvement. But other relationships are more complex:

Time in lieu of pay: "Compensation" may have to be taken in
forms other than money. For example, wage rates for pie-assemblers
and manning tables for certain pie assembly units in the Volvo truck
division were fixed in the union contract, therefore, employees were

not able to ear n additional compensation, but could consume the
fi uits of Increased efficiency via the length and convenient timing of
work breaks.
Higher PG

"r flexibility: The Shell, U.K. experiments were initiated while productivity bargaining between management and the
union was being conducted. Management was seeking to exchange
pay increases in return for a relaxation of restrictive work rules, and
the types of flexible work patterns involved in the experiments were
radical examples of what management was trying to negotiate with
the union. Thus, the experiments not only provided both union and
management with experience related to the bargaining but also were

conducted in a context in which it was clear that the innovations would
involve increased rates. And they eventually did.
Cost reduction formula. Compensation levels were linked to credible promises of future per formance in one case. At Donnelly Mirrors,
management related the size of the annual increase in base pay to (a)

collective judgment about the feasible magnitude of cost reductions
ov N. the next year and (b) collective commitment to achieve the cost
reductions that would pay for the increase. This innovative system
also provided for group bonuses.
Cost and quail,/ bonuses. Compensation levels were often linked
to the work systems' ac:mal relailts. In three Norwegian experiments,
as with Donnelly Mirrors, group bonuses were a central feature. Two

of these invoked somewhat complex formulas incorporating significant factors which workers could influence. The fertilizer-factory bonus
was based un production
of acceptable quality, loss of nitrogen,
total man hours for production and service workers, and certain other
cost factors. The chemical pulp department bonus was paid on cleanliness, tearing strength, and degree of digestion and brightness.

The foregoing diversity in the provision for rewards reflects, I believe, a lack of consensus among the designers of the various work-
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sr-fain expetinients. 'Arany managers and psychologists tend to play
doun the matter of (An insie Ruatds. Indeed. in the Alto, run (Ana
pay in the Conn of highel indiv:dual Rites 01 giutip bonuses may not
neeessaly to ("kat itivolfernent. Shull It'll, the intrinsic, leis .11 ds imvolved in L11.111AL, Chalklige, and personal development ale milli( iefft.
be

III the longer 'tin, huts eYet, a sense of equity and sustained (Aka by
wolkcls Rapti' es a shaming of the exti a ft uits of productivity.
TERTIARY FEATI.TREs

Another set of facto's that help create appopriate attitudes and
skills fur systemic tedesign of work involve sylubuls of status and taut
and methods of training and recruitment.
Sin holy of Status tool Tin.81.11must ea cry expetiment had features
expressly &signet, to enhanee the status of (Tetanus and to communi-

cate nust in their cxelcise of self control. Typieally, there woe no
RfLe clucks and vsolkus %%etc placed on salaty and given the nonnal
privileges of salaried employees.
Othel devices «t..1 C1111)1U)ell to minimize status differentials. For
example, the Genet al Foods pet food plant had an open ',diking lot,

a single entiame for both office and plant, and a common decor
thtuughuut the teeeption .m ea, offices, locker rooms, and cafeteria.

Ttaining and RictulinuntThe innovative systems studied also
learned glean.' Retuned' and social skills than conventional systems.
-1 hese were acquired by a eumbinatiun of formal training, on the job
leaf ning, and recruitment.
Dining the pet lud when the systems were being established, managenient-pim ided considerable amounts of Ulna' nailing. In a feu cases,
hou e% t.I, longer turn manning levels alluued 15 to 25 percent of employee time in continuing training activities.
Whele the external labor market is favorable, a firm can tailor the
walk fuzee to the innmative system, in terms of both a capacity for
development of multiple skills and a receptivity to cooperative social
pat 1.1.111a. SIAM, wutp.ulies III the sample did attempt to recruit workers

with skills and intelests that were consistent with the new system's
retpla cancans. In sevetal cases, where new facilities were being manned,
management selected from an unusually Loge pool and also provided

appheants with infunnatiun which encouraged appropriate self selection. The General Foods pet food plant screened over Goo people to
select about 7v. And the Shell, U.K. refinery had 30J0 men apply for
the 156 jobs available. A recruiting advertisement for the Norsk experiment is illustrative of the ads used by General Foods and Shell:
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We need workers tu take cam of process and maintenance in the new fertilizer factory (process workus. m.uuteuaucr uutIsti 5, 'miters, esentualls instr ument makers). The eumpany is going to try to dt t lop new kinds of

cooperation to the benefit of employees as well as the comp in.

list If.

Therefore we want to get into contact with employees who arc interested to
a) learn and develop themselves further through the work
b) take responsiiAlity
c) become active members of a work-group

d) participate in the training of others
e) participate in do.cluping jobs and ways of cooperation which create
conditions for personal development through the work.
It may be necessary to alter many of the usual norms within the organization. such as formal organization and ..ontents of the different jobs. At the
moment. it is considered probable that stork groups with optimal competence s ithin maintenance and process-control will base to be formed
(Bregard, et al.).

Although the Norsk innovators decided against getting "an elite
group of men into the factory, but rather to find persons with qualifications close to the aver age in the company" (Bregard, et al.), the advertisement and the screening procedure probably did produce an
above average group, at least in terms of receptivity to the innovation.
Except for the foregoing three cases, there were relatively feu attempts to preselect a work force with skills and attitudes especially
appropriate for the innovative system. And at Northern Electric, where
the new system subsequently gave way and returned to more conventional modes, the originators place part of the blame on their failure
to give more attention to selecting employees for "frt."
THE NEED FOR CONSISTENCY

As indicated in the foregoing discussion, there is a strong need for
consistency between primary features and support systems in the work
environment. A change that is intended to embrace the major aspects
of the work situation may in fact turn out not to be sufficiently cornpehensise. In short, unless all aspects of an organization send similar
signals, workers will sense the "ambivalence" and become frustrated in
their attempts to respond to the innovation. The following inconsistencies are illustrative:
The appropriate leadership may not be ensured. The autonomy and
self regulatory aspects of work teams must be reinforced by the supervisory leadership pattern. This may take time, however, because supervisors with authoritarian personality traits will likely find it difficult to
meet new role requirements.
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The information s.stem may be inadequate for the goal setting and
decisionllaking roles of %%cm k tcanis. Tcam numbers must understand
haw c ompetelice iu .m.tivtitat tcc Iniques. and receive
business ct
touch infolination about other units. The latitude to make decisions
iv-idiom the relerant skills and infoimation creates an inconsistency
that Weakens the organization.
1 he reuard stein ma. not pro.ide reinforcement for the behavior
prescribed b. other aspects of the innocathe organization. For example,

the %yolk s.stem ma. require .1 lot of mutual assistance among team

membels }et leuard personal doelopment rather titan group perfoimance. Another example is where grcater skills and iesponsioilities
enable workers to increase !gi] IICI ir it but the reward system does
not give them a share of the increased productivity.
To avoid these and other errors of inconsistency in innovative work
systems. the pima., SeLotitlar, anti telti.n. features must be mutually
suppot Me. 1 his it is crucial to tiliderst.tlitl their interrelationships.
1 he taiget 0: the inno.ation, of course, is enhanced quality of work
life for employ Ctb and 11111/10%W cifectheness for the organization.

Introduction of the Innovation
The impetus for the experiments took a variety of forms. In over
half the cases, there %%as .1 philosopitital L01111114111(.114 albeit often ten-

t:um.% to create mote humane and elfectie %yolk systems. In several
tOStC1 ell by a key manager's strong ininstances, the experilltult t%
Iciest in the bell.moral sciences. In many cases, persistent, sometimes
chronic pi oblems of turitoNer. inothicthity, and II101.11e prompted in-

timation. licquently, the iiiipctus came from a combination of the
above sources.
1r Kfl ton

A general pattern did emerge, however, in the way companies pursued organtiatiottal chattge. Thritall), a limited experiment was con-

ducted in a unit of the corporation. The mix:intim was conceived

as a pilot project from which the larger organization could learn. (Two
exceptions to this pattern here the relatisely small, owner-managed
finus--i7'm Linear Systems and Donnelly Mirrors.)
At Allan and Vol.0 the CX pet ittlelltS %%LI C introduced into particular
mitts of a I rge existing complex. Sttbstaittult chaliges were instituted
incremental!. 0.er man} ;cars. Similarly, one project at Shell, U.K.
involved an established unit.
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just as often. howtytt, new concepts were introduced as part of a
new unit at .t new site. Casts in point ate the Coining instrument
plant. the Genetal Foods pet food pl ut, one of the Ninsk plants, and
the Shell I c (inert. A
vat iation on this panel it met:lied at the

Notthern Electlie pie+ ti. dale the innothit Eton of the innovative
s stem coincided with a move hum :sluntia1 to Ottawa and a dont-ling

of the work force.
Before diseussing the earls results of these pilot in oglams, I should
note that a numbe,r of comfit '' llll .11e LSIKti.III raWl.lifile to (111:11
11111/1( MOIL:6011. Based On the t.ISL

isul.ttcd seven

Londitioo, %kith scent LspLiiall) important. ThLse ale listed immediately below:
Seven Conditions Favorable to Pilot Project Implementation
tins ilS punitic a connnuniry Limiest and .t %cork force
that is more antenabb to the innovation. Ilalf of the espetin.ents were
implemented in this type location.
2. Smaller week GALLs make individual recognition and identification
easier. Half a the initial experiments involved fewer than one !intuited
employees.

3. It is easier to change employees' deeply ingrained expectations about
work and management in .t mac plant etellute..bottt half of the experiments were in situations of substantial -newness.4. Geographic scpatation of 11.c expetimental unit from other parts of the
firm facilitates the dc vc hipitiL Ill of .1 (Initial'. plant etelitire..115.1111ageous

grog aphis sep.tt.niuu appeared to be a factor for the pet food plant,
the refinery. and the assembly plants of Nobo and Corning.
5. The use of outside consultants as LW:1gc agents provides objectivity and

know how to the experiments. The majority of the rams had a pattern
of twit% outside considta.iotz in or gaitual ttttt thee:lupine:It, knew how
to use this type of assistance. and were not subject to criticism.
6. The long kad times that arc implicit. in start tips allow large blocks of

time for training atul acculturation. This was .t significant factor in
several cases.

7. Where date is no union. or where union management relations arc
positive. it is much easier 10 inttothitt the type. of wink :systems studied.
iii seven plants had positive
management relations
when the expt Muni was undertaken. fare. the patties typical!) agt &Tr!

The uni

to a "sheltered- experilmm. in which the normal contract piovisions
and plat-nets were ir last d for a limited lime ivied. and the changes
would not sitt plc te,k uts [or other units and that tin expetimeinal mitt
would Ic nun II) its earlier pattern in abutter: cif 11111111.11 C011 Sent.
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EARLY RESULTS

By design the sample included onlv experiments which yielded at
least initially positive le:sults. Iii this settion. I shall review the types of
results claimed fen these experiments, even though, with one exception,
I eannot ouch for the validity of the claims made by the pal tieipants

or researcheis. The exception is the General Foods pet food plant
where I was closely involved as a consultant.

Two casf s::obo and General Foodsillustrate a middle ground
between the more modest and more ambitious e:..iiiis of early results:

I. After one year, a follow-up study at Nubo showed that (a) the
group system had been transferred from the original group of 30 to
four adel:tional groups totaling over 100 employees; (b) productivity
went up 20 ',cradle, v.., quality (Amol and other ser%iee activities were
satisfactorily deeentralized to the groups, (d) the time perspective of

workers inereased from three hours to three months; and (c) only a
small rilinolity preferred the old system to the new group system, where

respondents were referred speeibeally to variation in work role, job
learning, par ticipation in decisions, relations with work mates, relations to company, and breadth of responsibility.
2. The pet food plant had a manning level of fewer than 70 people,

rather than the 110 estimate based on industrial engineering standards. This difference resulted from the team concept and the integration of support activities into team responsibilities. Further, after
18 months, the new plant's fixed overhead rate was 33 percent lower
th.ii iii the old plant. Reduetions in variable manufacturing costs
te.g., 92 percent fewer quality rejeds and an absenteeism rate 9 percent
below the industry norm) resulted in annual savings of $600.uoo. The
safety wand was one of the best in the eompany and the turnover was
far below average. IVIiile new equipment was responsible for sonic of
these results, more than one half of them derived Loin the innovative
human 01*mi/de-ion. Operators, team leaders, and managers alike had

beeome more irnoked in their umk and also had derived high satisfaction from it. Fur example, when asked what work was like in the
plant and how it dialed from other plates they had %corked, employees twit ally replied: "I never get bored." "I can make my own decisions.- People will help you, 1%(.11 tilt. operations manager will pitch in
to help you dean up a mess he doesn't act like lie is better than you
arc."

Quart), of Work LifeAll experiments reported early improvements in the quality of %%oils life, although the degree of positive employee responses in the call) 1,L11Uti Ras quite varied, as were the pat-
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terns of these tesponscs ost t subsequent time 1 2riods. Individuals differ in their preferences for atict% scisus ioutinization and stability of
job-related duties. These differences Lase been found in survey studies
and have been reported in some of the innovations reviewed here.

One administrator in the Not them Eleatic Company tried to summarize the difficulties inhei Cut in implementing the new approach:
A lot of people felt it would be automatic, just by changing the structure.
The weakness was the assumption that people would be highly motivated
hi this kind of environment and they're not. There's a threshold value of
personal maturity or outlook, and below it people are more effective in a
hiertnchical, not an open system. The . . . system doesn't take into con-

sideration the differences in basic behavior of people. Some will accept the
freedom and thrice in team organizations. But others are just not responsible or self disciplined enough to make this work. These differences are

not divided according to discipline or education. It's a function of personality and it's in all areas. I'd say that there are about 25% who truly
respond property in the participative sense. The other 75% don't (Gabarro
and Lorsch).

These individual differences raise the question: How many persons
do gain significantly from the changes involved in the innovative organization? The answer obsiously caries from one group of employees
to the next and therefore must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
For example, in sharp contrast to the above Northern Electric esti-

mate of a 23 percent positive response, I judge that approximately 8o
percent of the General Foods workers experienced relatively large

gains in the quality of their woi king life relative to their work his-

tories. The balance of the experiments in the sample would fall somewhere between the Northern Electric and General Foods statistics during their initial periods.

Organizational PerformanceEarly gains in organizational per-

formance were almost uniformly reported. For example:
1. Higher production efficiencies were reported in at least six cases;
these were derived from less wastage of materials, less down-time, or
more efficient methods.

2. Quality improvements were significant in five cases.

3. A reduction in overhead was commonfor example, due to a

leaner supervisory and stall structure and less paperwork.
I In several cases, the nio.e rapid development of skills
produced
promotables at a more rapid rate, increasing the number of operators
who were promoted to foremen outside their assigned department.
5. Turnover and absentee rates were usually reduced.
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An exempt flom .1 'gnat on the Shell. U.K. wax Aim' unctit helps
to illustrate the intel dept. name of %%Luke' satisfaction and olg.l111/.1tion,t1 pea fotmanee %%hen the umosatise wotl. s)stean is applied to continuous processing technology:
The finishing unit capaeity tsars inereasid by .jor";., oyer the 1965 figure again
of %shah were suggested at
pi ;mai ily due to (edam al improyemtams
the Department Meetings.

the mulct standing and knoultylg,re syllich the operators had of the
charges made played all important part in maximizing the gains made possible by the changes.
.

The most important increase in output Ysas in the second and third units.
. . . Important because this IN the limiting section of the plant and output
was inereastd 1ln 0';, but must impoitant beeause it is hugely manually
controlled. This part of the plant is extremely tlemanding because it has
sixteen updating yariables tshieli must be Closely controlled. Of course
controls themsels IS are instrumented but the inter aetion of the controls
cannot be because of the nature of the process. 'To optimize such a process
rupiiied knoYs ledge of die operation, manual skill and eonstant audition
to the job. As the output increases so dues the demand for attention to de-

tail is aft die need fur frequent fillute adjustments to the plant. This is
the tYpe of lob yshidi can only he sueeessfully aewmplished by highly nmti-

Yamil operatorsand the output inerease imlieated is a measure of the
snot ss achieYed. There is tio doubt that pus ision of laboratory testing
fatalities on the plant helped m0E15.10011 bet ause the operators %sere able

to get immediate fdelbayk on the results (Yylliell) is satisfying psychologicalk. *Fhis point 55.IS 111:1(1e to me many times by the operators eumerned

but they felt they knew hots cell they tsde doing. and this emouragal
tl cm to go on. 1 he yshole unit appeared to be under their controland
that is just what we were aiming for (litulen).

Problems of Survival and Growth
Thus far, we !lase been exploling initial design features. introduction of the ittmAation. and (all% results. What has happened user
Inngti time frame: As I pointed out cal No most of (fuse expel lin( tits

were pilot inoictts in pal tit ulat units of Luger organiiations. Originators of .t in ojcet expeet that if it is initially sti«essful, the innosatin!' will runtime to csolsc toward its original idcals, and be emulated
Thus we distinguish thiee aspects of the deselopment of
otgattizational innotations. (I) 01igitl.ttion, (2) continuation, and (3)
di If lesion.

The rationais, for continued siabilit) and esolution is that the orig-
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in.tl change yy ill dc yc lop a plant culture with the values which underlie the innosatiYe organization. Cunha, it is expected that the results
will reinforce both the participants' inyulYcnient and their superiors'
support.
Diffusion is projected because it is assumed that an organization
pattern which works better than its pl tAILLissor will be recommended

by superiors and emulated by peels. In practice these two projected
tendencies of continuation and diffusion are often complicated or nullified by a host of other dynamics. Although I 'lase not completed the
process of establishing measures of whether, and to what extent, the
imunations in my sample haye rey el ted to more traditional patterns
after an initial period of successful change, the esidence permits some
rough summary observations.

At least three plants have returned to conycntional patterns. Serious efforts are being made to eyie one of these. Many others have
regressed somewhat after a few years of successful evolution toward the

ideals underlying the innovation. The work situations still remain,
howcycr, significantly unconyentional. Seyeral other innoyativc plants,
as of this writing, ire still successful and evolving in the direction that
they were launched.

What has tended to undermine those innovations which have terminated or regressed? In the eases of continued success, what factors
and dynamics, if an), have threatened the system? What can be done
to minimize these threats?
LACK OF HIERARCHICAL SUPPORT

In many of the cases studied, a higher official had in effect "held an

umbrella oscr the experimental unit," protecting it from premature
evaluation and absorbing some of the risks involved in the venture.
When the higher executive was replaced by one who was not sympathetic, the personnel in the unit felt increased career risks.
In some cases, innovation raised expectations of employees, who
were subsequently disappointed because management failed to follow
through. The Norsk case is illustrative:
The Norsk experiment after four years revealed mixed results. ProductiYity had gradually increased and down-time was cut by more than

half. Worker satisfaction was still relatively high. The majority of
workers had mastered all blue-collar skills in the factory. Yet, despite
the increase in worker wmpetence, management had been unwilling
to reduce supervision and materially inelease tiu workers' influence in
critical decisions. Ace() ding to Gidossson, the failure to delegate more
supersisory tasks to workers, together with a decline in the incentive of
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lea! n ing new opetator tasks (as mastery levels climbed), had made
monotony a problem once again. Gulowson concluded:
The experiment has demonstrated the eunseicatism of huge organiiations.
Ti the extent that the experimental area has bccn dcpcndcnt upon changes
in the clic honnient, these changes have only ,clklum Lien made. In twits
of total system !Alia% iur, the en% iionment has fuiccd the experimental system almost back to where it started.

Thus, to promote the viability of the innovation, higher management must sustain philosophical support over a numb(.7- of years and
must be prepared to make further organization changes as they are
indicated.
LOSS IN INTERNAL LEADERSHIP AND SKILLS

Turnover in leadership within a unit has created problems. The
top position in one experimental unit was refilled four times in six
}cats, during which the innovative system almost died out. Subsequent !cadets did not take decisive actions to recreate a mole conventional form, but acted in ways inconsistent with the spirit of the innovation, and the result was the same.
In several instances, where the experiment was introduced during a

plant start up, training of operators was begun well in advance, and
learning through emus was tolerated (luting the early phases of the
start-up. Thus, the bank of necessary skills was built.
But the requisite bank of skills cannot be maintained if the turnover rate exceeds a certain threshold level. This threshold late appealed to be less than so percent in one case. After the Teesport experi-

ment was undemay, management found it necessary to reduce the
range of work flexibility among team members and put back a level of

supeivision. liars account of this partial retreat in the design mentioned the relatively high turnover of to pelLent along with technical
difficulties and additional tasks. Hill attributes the so percent tate to
the existence of unusual opportunities for overseas assignments.
The loss of skills through turnover not only can promote a scaling
down c-,1 an innovative project but also can attest the development of

an ovaall change program, such as that launched by Shell, U.K. in
3965.

During 1967-68, many changes in job assignments occurred, reducing

the skilled resources available to facilitate the changes initiated. For
example, of the eleven senior managers who participated in the original planning conference, only six remained. Also, two principal Lon-
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sultants deputed fen ocoseas. Although some changes were unavoidable retirements, others resulted front career changes.
Hill concluded that this severe disposal of tesotnces "undoubtedly

hindered a fuller realization of the potential developments at that
time."

I believe that such turnover among the !cadetship of innovative
units, the expert staff, and the consulting resources is a nattual tendency For example, I would expect the 'cadets of otganizational innovations to be relatively able and scone as persons. Thus, if the experiment should show signs of success, these !cadets would become even
mote visible, and new cat eer opportunities would present thenisek es.
These inuoNatice organizations appear to requite greater stability of
personnel than the conventional organizations they replace. Under
normal circumstances the attractive aspects of the work system will
tend to produce low turnover rates among workers, thereby ensuring
this particular condition for its on success. If higher turnover rates
are nevertheless encouraged by exogenous factors, management must
take extra steps to stabilize the work force. The problem of tutnocer
of key managers, staff personnel, and consultants is a different matter
where success undermines itself. Therefore, it is desirable to accure
longer-term commitments from key personnel at the outset.
STRESS AND CRISES

New demands may also tax the system's ability to perform and sur-

vive, producing a return to more conventional patterns. The cases
illustrate two types of demands. technical problems and compeutiNe
pressures.

Technical ProblemsAs I mentioned above, the necessity to put
back a loci of supervision and reduce the range of job flexibility in
the Teesport refinery was attributed not only to the turnocer but also
to (a) the expansion of the wok performed in the refinery and (b) technical problems. According to Hill, the technical problems "tended to
prevent the establishment of steady state operation . . . and induced
a certain araount of unexpected stress in the social system." The social

stress placed a premium on more predictability, and certainty was
sought through less movement of personnci, inure specialization among
workers, and closer supervision.

Competitive Pressures and the Surv.val Syndrome"Survival" pat developed in social firms sometime after utnocatice work systel
tents were launched.
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Two of these companies came under new, severe, and long-term
competitive pressures that iesulted iu new initiatives and influence
patterns emanating ft om the top. Hight.' management began emphasuing rust lecluetion and neat-tenn results, insisting upon discipline
and compliance with tlt, tt inogiais. and in genet al providing an inhospital environment tot the innovative work system.
Authontarian decisions and "do it" «munands tended to erase the
prenuse that a subordinate weld freely challenge superiors in unpanted dialogue. Politically based influence techniques undermined
the premise that a pet son's influence N% mild be a function of his expet the and information. And, as cliques ['mined to exercise influence,
intet pet sonal relationships Mete wrruptcd, trust was eroded, and the
sense of "community" began to deteriorate.
In a third case, Non Lineal Systems, the organization returned to
a conventional foartt s la revenues dropped rapidly in 197o and 1971

horn $6 million in 1965 to $3.5 million in 1971. Significantly, this
slump was a pat t of a gcnual downturn in the aerospace and many
related high- technology indusuies. There are differences of opinion
about which, if any, of the innovations instituted many years earlier
contributed to NLS' doss mum and which ameliorated the decline.
I he president, Anchew Kay, blames the expel intents for the fa, t that he
delegated so thoroughly and lost touch with the operational aipects of
the business. let I cbuttals of sonic former executives and consultants
indicate that cet tam developing realities in the business were brought
to Kay's attention and that he made a personal choice to believe what
he wanted to believe, namely his "dream."
Fortunately, for the peseta analysis, one need not determine

whether the Non Linear Systems innovations were a hindrance or a
help in coping with the eeonomic downturn. Rather, one is satisfied
to conclude that the business u isis contributed to the decision to
abandon the expel Uncut. (Tais is not to deny that other factors, including the personality of the president, undoubtedly must be consided in explaining both the origination and the subsequent termination of the innovation.)

Participants in an innovative system and higher management must
be alert to the regressive tendencies that accompany stress and crises.
If, for example, the situation appropriately requires more direction

from the top and exti a measures to avoid mistakes, these needs can be
discussed at all levels and the (lemmatizing effect of the changes can

be ininimiled, thereby plesusing the widespread commitment to retut n to pieuisis panel ns after the crisis subsides.
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TENSIONS IN EXTERNAL. RELATtoNs

Pal tics extclital to the expctimental unit often become int' easingly
contetnekl about lio%% the Witt Wilt itns, tp.ut (10111 1105% uCIl it ',U-

staff dep.!' tinents, Jabot unions, custonics, and %endois. Theit impact tatiges
from the eapability to declare an end to the expel intent to the ability
to lone dentotaliiing eoluplonises. NeN LI lle less, their plcoLovaiolis
are similar: "I Im% much may the innocatice unit be Ahmed to deviate
bum genet al plaeticesr Thus the dilemma lot an innoatie system is
hem cell maintaining intelnal integt it) and extet nal consistencies.
lt./1111S. `These 1).11 lies include SlIps'i 101 S, pee! (1C1).11111lell LS,

Etittil) : .rtesUniesoled equity questions can result in damaging
piessuics hum outside patties. Consider, fur example, the Teespott
refine!), In establishing the rebut!), expel intent it 1966, management
rtsuaded the union to negotiate a local contract that oats separate and
completely (FN.:tent flow the existing national contraet. ,1l though
both pat tics tecogni/ed that eltanges might be needed in the future,
en, eonn act Ahmed the ft eedom neeessaly to conduct the experiment.
this latitude, the patties agt cud to highet pay and °diet faotable

toms to indult the additional skills clecloped by employees and the
extra work flexibility and responsibility.
Later (1968-70), 111.11idgillICIlt and the union engaged in pioditc-

tit ity haigaining ,tt whet work sites. The halgaining in odic' tehucries

tended to bring their Kilns and conditions of employment such as annual
&dal) and staff status closer to those of Teespoit without, ho%%eer, a ppoaching the loci of Jul, flcxibtlity and responsibility achie%ed at Tcesport. Ile effect of this pal tial closing of the gap lias bleu to ',tutu. ple,sule
to close it [millet bi no)cing the "Ft, yo,t job structuung bask tuzutods the
conventional norm (Hill; emphasis mine).

Consider the implications of the last statement in the preceding
patagiaph. It suggests that the equity concept is so strong that cen
though employees Ilia) be Mu insically [cum tied by taking on high
responsibility and making high Lunn i tuitions, their oat t ['sic I et% al d
must also be in line with then telaticly high %%ot k Inputs. If this is not
the ease, then sense of injustice will cause them to scale dm% n their
level of involvement.

hesp.res lot UniformityIn almost every case, the experimental
unit cam,: under strong pressure haw peer and staff units to eonfoin
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to wmpany politics and conventional norms. The pressure often
mounted after an initial pet iod of grace, him' it appealed that the innovations hue not failing of then on height and might become permanent.
These strung conformity presstu,..s are plobably inevitable, but I
have ubsci cd a paitiettlar tendency on the pact of members of some

expeinnental units \slid' exaeta bates the pubic'''. It is sometimes
mimed to as an "evangelical syndiume"a "hulk' than thou" stance
toward outside's vslio are as yet still "conventional" in their apploach
to hulk ulganization. This "superiority complex" causes bosses and
staff units to pressure the wait back into line and peer units to reject
similar change for themselves.

Collective Bargatntng DynamicsIn one case, union relations contributed to the "undoing" of the innovation. Many features of the
new hulk system had been introduced during a period when, according
to management, the union leaduship had been stable mid politically
secure. 1 he philosophy of the earlier leaders was illustrated by their
pride in the absence of formal grievances. Later, however, the union

became more legalisticand tended to write up all complaints. Management believed that the union officials became too insecure to sort
out legitimate grievances hum those where an employee was simply
hying to take advantage of a loophole or the informal understandings
1r% kid! had developed on the hulk fluor. There were signs of a vicious
cycle:

A foreman feels exploited if he observes an employee abuse the informality (of no time cluck, for example) by coming late and then making
a (Lim for a short peliud of °ye' time on the other end of the shift. If
the \sulker gcts away with the claim, then more co- workers will say,

"O.K., if that's the name of the game, Ill do it too." If the foreman
cracks doh nts he did sometimes, then a hard -nosed management
is seen as tinning ahay hum the num of informal ploblem solving
which characterised the innovative plant society.
Sonic of the above tensions in the external relations are avoidable.
For example, the sponsuis can a'.oid an "eangelical" effort to sell the
innu%ati'.e hulk system to sistei units. Iluhev el, to sonic extent these
tensions ale imvitable. Thelefule, the sponsors must negotiate resolutely to preserve the integrity of the system.
COSTS VERSUS BENEI ITS FOR INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS

A inunise of the new hulk systems is that participants will gain
when they accept gm eatet responsibility and more complicated human
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intcidepenilencies un the um hand and exercise more influence, receive social support, and enjoy personal growth on the °the: hand.
The former typically have psychological "Lusts" associated vvith them;
the latter typically yield psychological "benefits." Thus, one can speak

of a more or less favorable or unfavorable ratio of kpsychulugical) costs
and benefits associated with the work organization.
Ear Her, in the discussion of "results," I acknowledged that individ-

ual workers differed in their preferences fur these potential benefits
and costs associated with innovation. Moreover, the viability of several
systems was threatened by such individual differences.
Designers of inno.ative caulk systems face a dilemma. If an innova-

tive system does not accommodate those who prefer much less task
responsibility, variety, and human interdependence than is idealized,
and if these persons are selected out, then there is a tendency for the
others to regard the system as a special case, this will limit its diffusion,
confine its constituency, and isolate it. If, however, there is a tendency
to press mard the least common denominator in terms of employee
skills And readiness to .accept responsibilities, then job design will tend
back tow:rid a conventional organization.
My recommendations would be (a) launch innovative work systems

where the work force is generally favorable, (b) provide candidates
with information which al. n's sonic appropriate self-selection, and
then (c) cope with the minority who do not immediately "buy-in" by
providing some diversity in work demands.
The problem associated with psychological costs and benefits may

be even inure complicated than this. The ratio may shift over time
with critical implications for the viability of the new unit.
I assume that the levels of human energy available for the organizational effort are related to a favorable exchange of psychological costs
and benefits, and that the terms of these exchanges are altered as an
innovation progresses. The following scenario presents some hypotheses
consistent with my preliminary observations.

How is the human energy elicited for the initial experimental
stages? The extra effort required for the learning, planning, and persuasion activities probably derive horn the desire to create; prove it
can be done; collaborate with others, get recognitiori, and learn and
develop new skills. But this invr uncut of energy does not pay off immediately. There is an early period of deferred gratification, while
some suffer set-backs and others are taking a wait-and-see stance.
Assuming the innovation begins to "take" and produces encouraging results, there follows a per iod dining which par ticipants are highly
interested in exercising more influence and accepting the responsibility
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that goes Ns, ith it. Dining this pcliod. participants ate mote lead) to
rise to the (lialleng(s of tasks which fulls tax 11161 capabilities, the de-

mands of pusool (h. and the Iia's of rising ssith the time' tain1 lies spontotwousls desute the high lesel of enetgies all
tics instils(
of this 'requites. Thete is also a keen sense Of ejosmet in the personal flexibilits allowed Is fluid [(lotions and loss sit ticture.

Pat ticipation in this tvpc of imiosation ftcyucntly is a vehicle for
a majot episode of pet scum' desclopet, eteating the corninitriu nt
suffice of eneigs. Vet. while (I( sill for pet sotto' glow th nese" ends, high
les( Is of commitment to the gtoss tli ploiess eatittot be sustained

bus I si,pect that the intense pet iod of pow th lot the indisidual is of a slit tct dutation than the pet iod oser which the (.-ganizationalenergs. lequirements remain high.
Let's explote ("ludic." the idea of a tempotary period of high psscho-

bc itcfit lot pal tieipanis in the inosatiun. I beliese it is masked
los a high sisibilit and attention hum ,diets because of its newness
.111(1 nos( It!,, a high stimulation hum bellaiot al seietee consultants,
and a high tate of demosuation of new competencies and m..?tet y.
If so, diet e !Mist Ix a ILIdots,II ti,lien outside attention declines and the
consultants k as e, when one has 'Lulled about the [c!..te! tasks, and
Islam unc is shot !kiting exisug skills lather than aequiting nett sAtes.

lu'rthumote, (luting die petiud of high insokement, pat ticipants
often limit sonic whet life telationsItip--fantily, hiends, hobbies, recreations. .kt some point, the) want to lebalaee (hell un the-job and
off the job eutimutnicaus. ,111(1 this desire is likely to sap the personal
energy sot.-..e.

Still onotker tendettel, can be li}pothesiied. at some point, the desire
of the of igut..1 it s to pf ()mote the diffusion of the innosotion Mat begin
to (0111pcle ssttlt then desuc tJ focus on [Ludic:I csolution of .he ig-

inal intiosatio. 'I he diffusion task olhas them the oppottimities to
dodo', new skills and to gain additional plufessional risibility.
The: (1)tionties just hi pothciietl, if solid, insoRe subtle management issues. It is distrable to take advantagi of the cxha erieiA,q elicindividlial paitutparits. Thought
ited by the Helene), exta
should be given also to :vat., of (71,11414ng that a high level of eneigy
will be 314Aidint (1 until the z,iiibdity of the wink systtin is secure, perhaps by infusing new participants.
ISOLATIONFAILURE TO DIFFUSE

parts
Fathite to diffuse eliages made in the innosatise unit to 011
of the olgani/ation Lan hunt the oiginol ellott. NVithout dillosion, the
managuis and supeisisols in the new unit will hose deseloped skills
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and expel ienee that ale peleeited by others and by themselves to hate
only local leletance. Nlo leoter, dui' desires for upward mobility in
the ctanpany will conflict with their commitment to the ideals of the

innovative unit. In short, either their enthusiasm will flag or their
tendency to isolate the innovative system will increase.
In about half the eases studied, there ads diffusion of the annotation
from the pilot pm ojeet to other units in the tine firm. The significance

of innotations in these "cousin" units h.,s not yet been ascertained.
Netertheless, I can offer a few ideas about how this diffusion tends to
occur and what tends to inhibit it:
Transfer of kc), personnel from the original innovation can promote
diffusion. In several cases, a series of motes placed the leaders of an
e.trlier experiment in high positions where they promoted diffusion
into a number of additional units.
I'i3its by other interested groups to an experimental unit often result in the diffusion of innovative ideas. All of the experiments studied
were visited, visited, and revisited.
Et angeli3m may be self-defeating and hierarchical support may decline, undermining diffusion efforts.
Rivalry may exist among organizational peers. In a r. 'tuber of cases,

personnel intuited in the experiment noted the %cry many visitors
from outside thz company and the few, if any, from other units within
their own company. Unfortunately, rivalry is sometimes acute even

among innotators in different units of the same firm. They share a
common philosophy but work hard to differentiate their approaches.
In several lai6e firms this rivalry frustrated the development of an
internal collegial network which could serve as a forum for exchanging
ideas, identifyiag barriers to innovation, and exercising collective influence.

in innovation, successfully established in a plant unit, must be diffused or it may die.

Conclusion
SUMMARY

Analysis of changing expectations of employees shows why we need

major reform and innovation in the workplace. Employees increasingly want their work to be characterized by challenge, mutual influence patterns, dignity, positive social relevance, balanced attention to
emotionality and rationality, and cooperative social patterns. In order
to substantially increase these ingredients, the work situation must
undergo comprehensive change. Piecemeal reforms, such as job en-
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richment, managentent by objeetives, and sensitivity trai llllll g are inadequate.

The organization redesign should be systemic. First, redesign must
fouls on the division of labor, involving, for example, the formation
of self managing caulk teams. reel cation of w hole tasks by revelsin4 :he

hem' tow aid hactiunation of wolfs. and an inerease in the flexibility in
work assignments by a variety of means.

Second, the redesign must embrace supporting elements, such as a

inure delegation of authority. Also. the
infulmation mid ttu.nd schemes must be tailored to facilitate the delegation o. decision making and to reinforce team work.
Third. other elements in the caulk situation must enhance the status
trimming of blIpt.1%1JI011

of workers and euninutnieate trust in their exer_ise of self Lunn ol
e.g., salaried payroll and no time cluck. Similarly, recruitment and/or
training are required to ensure the necessary skills.
Obviously, the revisions in these many elenkalts must be coordinated

and must result in a new, internally consistent whole.
The impetus for work restrueturing experiments of this kind comes

from prior philosophical commitment, an interest in the behavioral
sciences, and compelling personnel or productivity problems.
.1 number of conditions are favorable to the introduction of such
experiments. new plants with small, nununiunized work forces, located
in rural communities geographieally separate from other parts of the
firm. None or these arc necessary conditions, but each facilitates the
rapid introduction of the innovative work system.
By design of my sample, the experiments reviewed in this study reportedly pluclueed positive results in the first year or two of their existencein terms of both quality of work life and productivity indexes.
However, several of the experimental units suffered set backs after
an initially successful introduction. A number of factors can threaten
ttamination or create regression in these innovations. .1 lack of internal eunsistency in the oliginal design, loss of hierarchical support. loss
internal leadership and skills, heightened stress and crisis; tensions
with various parties external to the unit, an unfavorable ratio of psychological costs to benefits for individual participants, and isolation

ri:solting from a failure to diffuse. With foreplanning, sponsors and
leaders of innovative I%otk systems can minimize the potential threats
listed above.
NEEDED: ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE

NIanagers, union officials, and workers themselves should be encouraged to juin in efforts to redesign work organizations. In this effort, four factors require special attention.
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_Piro, we hace relaticc lc little experience with comprehensive work

restructuring in unionized situations ill the United States. Unions

have tended to be, for a vanety of reasons. suspicious of these schemes.
They tend to see them as a threat to union existence. I do not. There
are two core functions of collectice bargai ll i ll g that are not in an nay
eliminated by scsteinie redesign of not k. (1) providing appeal mechanisms th-t ensure due process and (2) bargaining ewer factor shales.
Hopefully. a number of United States unions will enter into -sheltered" experiments in the next few years so that the--.111d all of us
can further judge how innovation senes employee interests and affects
labor as an institution.
Second, compensation is the least understood clement of these new
work systems. To what extent and in what form can workers be provided with a quid pro quo for the qualitaticely different and greater
contributions the% make? How can one acknowledge indicidual differences and reinforce group level cooperation? Effective linkage of
economic rewards with new work schemes reinforces the results.
Third, we do not know how to :muffle the fact of individual differences in designing new work schemes. Should entire plants base a
uniformly challenging culture and the appropriate self-selection made
at the plant lecel? Should smaller work units within a plant be varied,
so a worker can find a 'nit with demands that fit his personal preferences? Or should each work group contain assignments that represent
the full range of challenge, allowing for dicersity within work teams?
These issues deserve more attention.

Fourth, my preliminary research has confirmed what I suspected
when I began my (kid investigation sescral months agonamely, that
even after successful introduction and early signs of effectiveness, a
host of factors threaten the continued viability of the redesigned units
and frustrate efforts to extend innovation to other units.
NOTE: The author acknowledges the research assistance of Richard
Harmer and the support of a grant from The Ford Foundation; that
the first section of this chapter reiterates an analysis in his article,
"How to Counter Alienation in the Plant," Harcalcl Business Review
(November-December, 1.972), which also contains a detailed analysis
of one of the plants mentioned here, and that other observations were
based on the following a mints developed by others describing experiments in several companies reviewed in this chapter:
13 regard, A., Gulowson, 0. Haug, Hanger:, F., Solstad, E., Thorsrud, E, and Tysland, T., "Norsk Hydro. Experiment in the Fertilizer
Factories" (Unpublished report, Oslo, Norway, January 1.966, 23 pp.);
Beer, Michael, and Huse, Edgar F., "A Systems Approach to Organiza-
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lion Devebprzzent." The journal of Applied Behavioral Science (1072,
E., "A ParticipaS 11. pp. 7o- rue) Corning Glass. Bunke. Derek
tive Approach to Alizziagezzient: Size II, U.K. Ltd.Microrrax Depart-

ment" it'zipublished report, April. 107o, 17 pp.); Business Week,
"II he 74. Being Vue to Workers Didn't Work" t January 20. 1977. pp.
Engelstad. Per IL, "Socio-TechLuicar svorm,.

rucal Approach to nubbins of Process Control," in Design of jobs,
C. TaVor, eds. (Middlesex, England: PenLouis E. Davis and J
guin Boob Ltd.. rii72,--Ilunfos: Faux, Victor, and Greiner, Larry,
Donnelly Mirrors. Inc." (Copyrighted by the President and Fellows of

Harvard College. 197;. p pp.); Guinan,. John, and Lorsch, Jay It'.,
"Northern Electric C pairs 1.11.1B). i(:). (Di. and (E1," (Intercollegiate Case Clearing !louse, Ilartard Business &h:oul. 1965, 14 pp.): Cu(meson. Jou.'"Xolsk Hydro" (Cnpubbshed report issued in April, 072,
by [rusk Research Institutes, Oslo, Norzerry;; Hill, Paul, Towards a
New I'helusol,h% of Nlanagemcnt (Tonbridge, Kens, England: Tonbridge Printers Ltd.. zo7r)--Shell, U.K.-Teesport; Thorsrud, Einar,
Democratization of Work Organizations; Some Concrete Ways of
Il-ark Place- (Ilforking paper. Work Research InstiRestructuring
tutes, Oslo, .Northay, June, 1y72, pp. 6-14.hobo-tiommebyik.
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Policy Implications and Future Agenda
A reader, having conic this far in the book, may wonder what
steps me Incssarc and desilableto 1)1ing the h nits of research and
e\pcilintination in job satisfaction into the lives of more Arno-jean
win king men and %%tont 11. The ansucr is not simple nor can it be brief.
The long clew of decelopments in civil rights. Auden( rights, or
women's lights ic(ogniir s that ellidige has collie about gradually but
persistnth. mosth prarchillc. 1)e legislation, by court decisions, and
by educating and aronsitiq public opinion to alto public puke). And
so it will be, I would predict, in refoiming the workplace.

The Status Quo
Teti woirrst

Time principal consideration in the pace and path of change is the
worker himself. II maNske numbeis of uoikris c.t11} wanted job en-

ri bittern, work it*:11111, job rotation. scut pattitipation in decision-

making. many of the obstacles standing in the %%ay would be swiftly

shoved aside. Unions %%mild be utetgiit d, unioni/d and lining:num(
emplo)ers would he besieged, public policy would be pummeled, and
change would .:merge.
SAM

1(34{1A :3 dart 'or of the 1.41,or Mot:age meta Behavior Aertnce of Mc
National I eagne of cut,
cooferem a of Mayors. and National Astoria.
non of Coontter. lie is a form( r member of th. Nattona/ Labor /Maisons

Board red 74-41 Pre': tau,lc adonniatative aSt3OOtt to U..). .Ncnator Clifford P.
Case tout n porter for

Washington Post.
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This is not happe g and I think the reason is obvious. All workers
arc not alike, thus are nut cast from the same mold. They conic in assorted shapes, sizes, education and experience, attitudes and ambitions.
Some work for a hying, for others winking is living. Some think of
work as their central purpose in life, others consider work as a way
of pros iding the necessities and look to the time away from work as
the real joy of living. The net of this is that while many workers look
on their jobs as unexciting, boring. repetitive exercises that require

only part of their potential capability, others enjoy the regularity,
repetition, and steadiness of a job. They are delighted to leave to a
management all the headaches and heartaches of a competitive, high
risk economy. Truly, one man's straitjacket may be another's security
blanket.
A five-and-one-half-month experiment in participative management involving six field crews in the Ohio State Department of Highways resulted in little improvement in morale, none in productivity.
The conclusion .,as that "some workers are simply not prepared to accept responsibility and prefer to perform in an atmosphere of authori-

tarian leadership. This is particularly true if the worker feels easy
about this dependency."

Professor Milton Derber of the University of Illinois has commented that some workers' reluctance to participate is because it "requires affirmative action beyond the ordinary job requirements, such
as thinking about implosements in work methods, attending meetings,
getting into arguments, making reeommendations and possibly helping
to make decisions." Sonic workers prefer to lease the driving to management.

But in a society where institutionsprivate and publicarc con-

stantly growing larger and larger, there arc bound to be many workers
who resent the captivity of the unendir.3 assembly line or the confinement of the clerical paper factory.
A conference of the United Auto Workers union heard "a collective judgment" that vs Eke's' unhappiness scents not from job boredom
but from "a plant management system the workers see as brutal and
oppressive, and union Contract procedures they regards inadequate
in winning them relief from management's excesses."
"The most deadly feeling I know is to go to a typical key-punch
center with too p( orb. (Jammed together punching tapes," said Arthur N, Brown of the General Mills Corp., according to U.S. News er
World Report.
An added grievance cited by Irving Bluestone, UAW vice presi-
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dull., is that the industrial world is governed by an "Alit( in Wonderland" system of justice verdict Gist, trial second. Ile argues:
In a democracy. the rules of society are fashioned %%hit the consent of those
uhu must li%c by them. al I the nuli%idual is guaranteed a fair trial on the
ba,i, of the principle 'inhocent until plu%en guilt): In the workplace. management decides the rules to be li%ed by and athitrarily imposes us vtiit : ;y

extr,ising its authority to impose disciplinary saniaiuns in case of individual transgression.

Then a worker may file a grievance and seek a hearing.

Auto manufacturers have recognized a problem, too. Malcolm
Denise, vicct president of the Ford Motor Company, repo,:ted: "There
is also, again espe:jall) among the younger employees, a growing re-

luctance to accept a strict authoritarian shop discipline. This is not
just a shop phenomenon, rather it is a manifestation in our shops
of a trend we see all about us among today's youth."

Up until the arrival of job enrichment, worker complaints about
their job in life were met with varital efforts to give them more time
away from itshorter hours, holidays, sick leave, rest periods, coffee
breaks, wash up time, vacations, sabb iticals, confer-ern: attendance,
and earlier retirement. "Thirty arid oat' is still a union battle cry in

many an industrial plantthirty years of service should entitle a
worker to a full pension, regardless of age, is the argument.
In sum, workers vary in their job objectives. For most, whether by
conscious choice or unconscious acceptance of life as they find it, a job
which provides a living is enough. For others, and in increasing num-

bers I suspect, taking home a paycheck is not enoughthey want a
chance for self fulfillment in the many years they spend in the workplace.
THE UNION

Managunents and unions !-ave tried to make jobs more acceptabl.:
by making them better lighted, weather-conditioned, healthier, .,,tier,
and better paid. The pay has made it possible for many workers to live
better, to chive their own cars to work, or to travel farther away on
vacation.
SOUL improvements have helped the .aion achieve the objectives of

intik itliroI members and also to enhance its institutional situation.
The higher the ratio of free -time to work time, the molt. likelihood of

more %ot kers being hiredand the more workers, the more union
mcinbcr,, ti.;, :mac dues income, the mule prestige in labor circle., and
the more union clout at the bargaining table.
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A program of job en' iihment, on the other hand, may chive a wedge
between the (testi es of an indisidual stinker and the union as an organization representing workers collectkcly. In simple terms, if job
motivated workers produce more
designers are right, and Nat
and/or bt tter goods and sot ices, the union becomes concerned. First,
that ne,, walk standaids may be set with fester utilisers required. Second. that the less capable may be unable to meet the standards. Third,
that the company may have found a way to squeeze more production
out of workus -Althorn adding to their material rewards. Thus, while
an individual worker may heartily approve of .1 change in the content
of his job, the union may feel it necessary to object and resist such
change in the interest of protecting die wage rate, size of the work
force, and its particular union jurisdiction. The result. a barrier and
conceisably, if enough union members take a liking to the job re'lesign, they may decide they do not want a union.

rhis scenario, while still far from today's American industrial and
(winner cial life, has be.-n a real concern abroad. A report of an Austrian thrust bastard "humanization" noted frankly that sonic union
spokcsmen were concerned "that job satisfaction could ' manipulated
to the point where workers would find their unic.-ts dispensable."
This concern may margind the cool, if not downright hostile, reaction to job enrichment in most ttnion circles.
Thomas R. Brooks in the October 1972 AFL-CO American Federationist complains that
management talks of job enrichment and the sociolog%ts of participatory
democracy in the workplace. Both tend to o%erlook t.,e unions . . Job
enrichment programs 114%e cut jobs just as effectively as automation . .
Collectne haiku lllll g Bites uoiking men and women sonic say about the
condition of their employment. No other technique of job eurichincat has
done as much.

William Gomberg in a subsequent issue, the June 1973 AFL-CIO
American Federatiunwt, notes suspiciously that one cm ichment expert
au vernsed Ins stares as providing a suategy and tactics to avoid a union
and simultaneously to gain union management cooperation if you have

a union"a little something for everybody."
AN one examines the list of firms and plants working on job redesign, It is clear that for the most part they are occurring in nonunion
places. Where unions arc on the scene, they have not been involved.
It is also clear, in examining the experiments, that in almost all cases
they originated with in.-nagenient and arc continuing that way Thu-,efore It. is understandable that union leadership looks on the change-
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ow with applehen,ion. The ILK ti011 is not diminished by company
responses that this is none of the union's business.

Sonic union leaders would agree. They tacitly at cept the nature of
the job in the indusu 'al sestem and concenn ate their energies on n _king it as well-paying and comfortable as possible.
One union reaction has been to pooh pooh the whole process. Ma-

chinists union Vice President William W. \Vinpisinger tells firms
bluntly, "If you want to emich the job, enrich the pay check . . If
you want to (Ankh the job, begin to decrease the number of hours a
worker Lis to labor . . . If you want to enrich the job, do something
about the nerve-shattering noise, the heat and the fumes."
Another union official, Anthony Connote of UAW, takes a different
approach. lie urges, "The unions should get hep. We belie le that expel invents with jobs must be joint ',rowan's or, in the long 'tin, they
are bound to fail . . . We want to be partners, not reactors." His colleague, he ing Bluestone, I:1W %ice president, in testimony before a
Senate eommittec, was teen plainer: "Unless management and the
union mutually and cooperatiscly attack this problem in a sensible,
rational way. thus: is going to be the damnedest explosion you have
ever seen in these plants clown the road."
Bluestone has proposed:
There is eery reason why democratizing the work place should be undertaken as a joint cooperative, constructive non adversary effort by management and the union. The initial key to achieving this goal may well be
open, flank and enlightened discussion between the parties, recognizing
that dernueratiring the work place and humanizing the job need not be
matters of confrontation but of mutual concern for the worker, the enterprise and the welfare of society.

At the moment this is a somewhat academic issue since union mem-

bers ale not pushing their leaders toward the bargaining table in
search of job satisfaction. If they did, there would be a problem for the

union leadership because of the law and tradition regarding manage' i.il prerubaus,es. The law holds that managements may be required
to bargain, where a majority desire for a union has been pro%en, about
certain items in the broad categories of wages, hours, and conditions
of employment these are mandatory. In addition there arc permissive
item, on which parties may bargain by mutual agreement, but a party
union 01 firm may not be required to do so if it does not want to.
Cull-end', such matte's as job content and job assignment haw been
couNich. led es)cntial to the power to run the business and part of man-

ager al pi erogato,cs. Bargaining about them has been possible only
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to the extent that matiag( mutt has been willing to discuss them. If it
union should insist on Itatgaining about job wiltent and a company
says "No," in the present state of the law it is not clear that the film
would be oldeted to bingain. On dr, other hand, strong unions have
managed to wield then sit ength strategically so that firms eager to resolve "mandatory" issues have ultimately found it desitable to discuss
"permissive" issues. The matter of job unichnient is still somewhat in
a legal no mans :and. Most indusnial eontlacts leave to management
alone the responsibility to decide on how to produce its goods or
services.

Another approach to the matter of job content is the grievance
routethe union could rais. an issue about a partieular job enrichment. The "Catch 22" here that the grievance has to zero in on a
provision of the contract ant if such a provision has not been bargained and adopted, the grievance may fail to find a home. Indeed today most contracts between sophisticated employers and unions spell

out vet), carefully what is grievable, and all else is pegged for the
wastebasket.

Since wenkers are interested essentially in the same job objectives
as membeis of the management teamvariety, challenge, and recognition- dale is a gilMing feeling of dissatisfaction on the job with the
"double standatd.' Union leadus ale referring inueasingly to the diffuenecs between bowl), workers (who get paid only when they work)
and salaried offivals oho get paid regardless), special parking lot accommodations, dining facilities and flexibility in working hours.
Precision Castpatts Corporation, Pottland, Oregon, after a series
of "pitch-a bitch" sessions, liberalized working hours for hourly personnel, consistent with team needs, pumitting them to schedule their
own eight hour day by modifying their arrival, departure, break and
lunch times. The flextime concept, popular in Western Europe, is receiving growing attention here.
Union opposition, anticipated rather than realized, is probably act-

ing as a deterrent to job enrichment pilot projects. A recent survey
completed by the University of Dayton among manufacturing firms
in the area showed 53 percent expected a negative reaction from the
unions. Thirty percent forecast a positive reaction and another 15
peteent a neutral lc:action. Ya union attitudes reflect more interest
with 3o percent positive.
In looktag for ways to give unions a substantial role, Professor Wal-

ton has suggested that management "cuter into a dialogue with the
union about the changing expectations of workers, the need for
change, and the natute and intent of the changes contemplated. Out
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of such dialogue can wins'
agicement between management and
union representatives un pnineiplcs fun shaning the hunts of any productivity increases."

Another possibility would be a two-stage operation, commencing
with the usual consultations between management min esentasis es and
the individual won kers insulsed, with the union Iciness:make, perhaps one shop ste-sald, inhumed of the project and its progress. This
could be a joint &int, tun, as assming plant safety is in some plants.
The second stage, after the changes were caulked out and neatly to be
activated, would insole negotiations over job reclassification and a
formula for sharing the gains. This recognizes the nole of the union
as the chosen representative of the individual caulkers and letains its
traditional role in working out the economic package.
Union leadership will be steadily nudged in the direction of finding "a handle" on job satisfaction because of the grossing interest and
concern in the subject. Workers are not oblivious to the outpouring of
conferences, repo' ts, studies, al tides, and books on the subject. Each
contributes to a growing aw aimless. Sometimes people do not know

they have a problem until they stop and think about their situation.
Then they want action!
Unions historically hale concentrated on bread and bnii:er improve-

ments for their members. The concept of job satisfaction is one for
which there is as yet little demand from dues-payus, it is hard to define in the customary tei ms of labor contracts, and other routes arc
not yet developed. The danger, of course, is that it may develop into
an exclusive management tool, and when members start seeking aid
they will find the barn door shut and union leadership belatedly
fumbling for a key.
THE EMPLOYER

The constraints on management initiatives in job enrichment are
largely self imposed. They anise hum the %my mil difficulties insulsed
in nestructuling any organization and carrying a new message thiough

layers of management. Also mole vague apprehensions are invul ed
regarding where such employe' employee initiatives may eventually
lead.

There are other reasons, too. The 1973 Work in America report
cited several in explaining why there has been no employer "stampede" to the job enrichment gate:
r. The disappointing experiences of employers with other catchy personnel
theories have left them cold to a new one.
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2. Some ellipiONCI% do nut know how to get started, they do not know where

to turn for help.
3. Elul) ',Acts. lookitig user the p1011111 Eng ',micas, fail to find one 111 their

Own industry ui business .std decide to wait until sonabod tries
4. Some Lkk capital fur nansimmal costs such as tiainitig and cannot afford
to wait out long-team benefits in quality and production.
5. They fear opposition from trade unions.

Daid Snout and Alan D. Wolfson, behavioral science consultants,
ha%c accumulated cle.en inhibitois, inducting secial on the Wurk in
America list. Some of the notable additions:

I. An Ideological Blur k"The belief that job fragmentation and
rigid controls oel woikeis ale necess.u) lot pioductic efficiency still
eails in most companies, not just among industrial engineers, but
among line managers is well."

2. Managerial T novel "The shorter the time a manager expects
to be in a job, thc less intelest lie has in projects °limited toward the
future. Also job cluteliment plojects me begun and than discontinued
as 11C't1 MallagLIS, not in.oked hum the beginning, take ocr." (One
authot it) estimates the life expectancy of the amage plant manager at
fourteen months.)

3. Miinagemi tat Pride "Grange often represents an implicit admission that past belia101 has been 111 CI WI, lug Man) managus, it is
akin to eating mutt . . . As long as a managei continues to do things
the wa) they hale always been done, he is safer when something goes
wrong."
Another ploblern, inlicient in the process, is that job enrichment is
nut a standaid foimula that can be kat ned and iinplemented eu masse.
Radar, it RAIWIG, gicat deal of study of individual tasks and inch%id tial capabilities and the design developed may apply only in one
unit of one &pal uncut of one plant of one COMIMII). This, too, makes
managements project-shy.
Middle managcnient is another problem. Roy W. Walters, a management consultant, lc:minds, "At middle manager loels today dime are

many, many comfortable people who hae .achieved all the marks of
success working at half of their capacities. They tend to resist any dislodgement Noun their willful table daily operations . . ." Also, as our
editor, Jcionae Rosow, has earliel obsel.ed, many supenisms are hostile to the upgiading inoked in job emichment because they have a
low opinion of workei capability and their potential fun glow th.
Middle management itself has its job dissatisfaction "blues." A re-
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cent American MallagLilluit .1st)( i.utiuu survey :,bows more than half
find their work "at best, dissatisfying" and IS pet cent would join a

union immediatek and anodic' 7 penult would consider doing so.
"Feononti, and sodal inseeraity is at the heat of the managets' discontent and the !cadets of
ui busumss will be heading on thin

ice if they ignote or deny the possiltilitt, of a look in the tanks of
supervisory and middle management," the tepott concluded.
Robett N. Fold of Anita i(an Telephone and Telegiaph Company,
a pioneer in the field, w ns that projects le(pthe eunsistent topside
management million. Ile eutinsels, "First, get the management, then
go to the people."
But even assuming exeetni%e suite approval, management faces an
immediate ploblem in "how" to inttoduec the new piojeet. If the emphasis is placd on improving job satisfaction, the plogiani takes on
a goody goody tone %% hid' is likely to be anathema to dim ectuis and
stockholders, if it is latmehed amidst the traditional ()law ieaI waves
of improving ploductiity and ultimately profits, it may be gteeted
by the employees as just anodic' way to introduce speedup of work
and shortchanging of pay envelopes.
This sw t of dilemma leads to a eta rain amount of soft-shoe dancing.
-Witness this comment hum one of NIT. Ford's constituents:
The purpose of "Work Itself" is .tot to increase productivity. The purpose
is to give .t mitt or %s (mutt inure responsibility awn ding to huh. idttal
ability and willingness to take on gleam lesponsibility. If ti'utk Itself" is
propel!) applied, the result will be deer-eased tutnov et because of greater
job satisfaction. A by product can be increased productivity.

Put another .ay by management consultant Walters, "Job enrichment is not designed to make wol kels feel better. It is nut a 'sweetness

and light' ptomain. It is, lathe' t had, cold, money-making apptoach
to human utilization. And yet, employees do feel better and happier
when given more meaningful work to perform."

It is this mixed motivation that seems to have contributed to the
secrecy syndrome. Ted Mills, (lit eenn of the Quality of NVoi k Plow am

of the National Commission on PioduetiNity, icputts that many managers involved in the process
have expressed serious concern to me about full disclosure of what they are

doing in the (kid, even to the union involved. Infinitely mute activity in
Quality of %Volk innovation i, going oil in this euillitiy than any one kilous
about. The reasons for set..rec), 'mimic fear of union pailieipation, .1 desire to prevent the competition from knov%ing what's been achieved and
fear that publicity could destroy a beginning effort.
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11 ills is involved in an t ffutt to laiuli sonic pilot pi ojccts and ariagc
for the diffusion of know,how to uuplu) ers, LIIIplu)CCS, and unions
in industry, commerce, and government.
Time ate dangers of overselling the potentials of job enrichment
to employees and employes, diet e ate (tangos of mismatching, attempting to make jub entieliment paper ow such basic inadcgt acics
as low pay ur employment 'meet,' ity. But with these and all the other
inhibitions teeutited licte it is heal telling to conic 'cross the wends
of a leading industrialist. William F. May, chairman of American Can
Company and elite:au' of the National .1ssuciation of Nfantifzcturers:
It is time tot business and union ILadetship to des isc incentic systems
not (-xpedtelictes---b, t%int It labor at all lc% cis shares both the rewaids of a

sysion that ptoduies sathfaction and the penalties ulten it doesn't. Obviously, this involves full !abut participation in the planning function.

job satisfaction efforts are still in the experimental stage in this
cutout), counted in the hundicels, rather than the thousands. ManageMe tits, trot yet cuntiincctl about their dollar and cents advantages, apeltenstv e about eliange and its effect un middle management and
labutananagenicnt 1 elations, ale mittuattt to juin the ranks of the pioneers. Let others go forth is the reigning vie,v.

International Developments
Americans, undoubtedly, ate among the most generous residents
on e.utli, but when tt comes to huiding onto power, they yield it beand itt the smallest amounts possible. This ant ibutc undergt
lies .t good deal of the unspoken hesitation about cmbat king on any
b..stc change in the wutkia-employer status. Many employers are still
tesisting eullective bat gaining because it bi ings them in wnfrontation
with their employees in a ptueess which they feel steadily shifts power
from one side of the table to the oilier. One is reminded of the comment of UAW Vice Pt csident Douglas naser that "the only prerogatives management has left ate the ones we haven't rotten round to taking away Flom them yet."
job ern iLinnent, to litany employers, involves worker participation
in an at Ca it hich has usually been management's exclusive preserve.

1 hey arc apprehensive that if such tealignnrert of iclationships takes
place, others will be sought and may follow. They recite experierces
abroad as scare StulLs of where it all may leadworkers owning 111d
openating majur Luopciativ es in Israel, uutker tepresetnatives on con.
SVOI kers sitting in powerful
Si'.
put ate boatels in Notway and Suveticn,
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posts in the muionalizecl incluse] its of England. Prance and Aust] ia,
sharing in the co-detet Initiation of the policies of the coal and steel industries of \Vest
And runoing the inclusti kb of Yugoslavia
completely through elected self-management.
If job ent ichment is the seedbed of such thACIOpinentS, most management of Amee lean incluse]) would inefel to let it sea) abroad.
Actually, the comp.]] ison is a little like uying to eurnpate oranges
and tangerines side by side. As P]ofessot [setett Kassalow of the Unixersit) of \Viseonsin, a xetetan obsuser of the Lenopean labe: scene,
has pointed out,
In Wc,tern Europe the pereentage of union org-anization is generally much

higher than it is in the United States. If a little less than one third of the
sage and salary (wee in the United States is urganued, typically In Ettro?e
it uould be over jo, clear 50 percent. I]] Great Britain it is over 4o percent,
in the Netherlands it is 50 to Go percent. in Belgium Go to 70 percent, in
Austria nearly 70 peree nt. in Sueden close to Si, percent. So the degree of
or,:;aniration is generally ninth higher, giving union labor numerical purser
in the society.

.nothe] big difference is the persasiseness of unionization abroad.
Ma'am) ofliects, the diplomatic turps, doetots, judges and, in some
cases, even members of the clergy are in the unions.
One impact of such lemma lead and strategic suength is that unions
influence and often dominate political pal ties to a degree unknoccie in
this country. Professor Kassalow notes,
The political parties uith and through whom the trade unions work in most

Dingman cowl:ries. usually the Socialist part) or the Labo. party, have
ken in government and dose to being the government constantly throughout the post IVorld War II petiod. There is almost no country in Europe
that I can think of. in Western Europe. uhich has not had a Socialist government or Socialists partieipating in almost every gosernment or every
ot! cr government. This has immeasurabl) strengthened the position of
trade unionism in the society. helped ensure its bargaining successes, enhanced its general social and political power.

It may be worthechile to take a look at these dcselopnuents, recognizing that they hate cenctged in a union political climate much different than our own.
YUCLOSLAVIA

Pethaps the most far out, from an American point of view, is the
Yugoslacian systc tn. In 19,514 a full fledged system of %Janke' self-man-

agement sc as adopted based on die ptopusition that all ale suckers
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and managers. In each plant all workers became part of a %tinkers'
a.sembly which in tutu sedated a %%mkt.'s' council. made up of
replesentatites. Tlik. w.muil eketed a management (maid and
Till 1141111M t01111111IILLS t 1111 HAUL w ith making cations decisions. The

director of the entelplises was appointkil b% the %%or Leis' wont ii al!er
tlik post had btea publicly advertised and eandidates invited. Ile A:1%es
for four years and stands for reelection by the council.
The effort was .tinted .it remot.lig the arct:!! tting characteristics of
the management Jabot tonflontation- in the words of filial; .%ilires in
Stilt. Bun eaukraty was also
Iris book ImInAlr,,z1 1), miftracv.

to be aterted by the poliey of rotation of elected officials"eicry
ektted person should go bail to his piesious job. . . . In self management Ciercolic should hate the oppolionity to manage and bet ome
intuited." 1 hire is ninth opportunity fol there is plot ision that the
dilietol and other exeetiti%es may not act mail specific authority is
tendered them by the ut.tion of counnittecs. meetings. and tiler taithims.
.1tliies found mixed lesuLs in suiting towaid the objeeti%es. In his
stud% of two major companies he found among tito kers a feeling of
gaining inflooke on the system. Howeeer, the young college graduate
ext.( mites felt powerless since they could not discipline tut file %tot kers.
A change in the 1960s put emphasis on 1114itilitinl., plothietion, lesulting (tom teonomic pressure to enter into tompetikie %%told mai Lets,

and this eleNatcd the status of the "teelinotaats"--those with special
education and knowledge at the expense of the professional political
leaders. Another effect of the higher status of those with professional
competente was that pal tieipattee meetings coot. leduted to meaningless formalities.

,Another obsta ter, Josip Obradosic, found mixed rcsp)ttsc5 from
partkipants and nolipart.eipants in management in regard to their
satisfaction with wages, physical working conditions and the like. but
unexpeetedly found that participants from the technological gionps
woe more .11iul.tterl than 110111)41 titip.urts 1)1(a the of ft tun ations en-

comiteled wItli %%oda IN* tountrls. The audio' toot kited that participation to self management should not be o%et emphasized as a soutee
of satisfaction.
AUSTRIA

In Austria. about 70 percent of industry is nationali/ed, yet, reports
of gall',/ations
Proftssot Joseph Mite of Auk:titan l'ilicuisity,
ale not in du hot hoot of experimentation to implore workers' pal-

tieipation in management."
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WEST GERMANY

In Rest Germany, where workers are often placed on management
boards, Professor Mire found that while democracy at the workplace
had been a nutter of intense discussion for several years, such interest
bad now "largely evaporated" pal tly because "unions have become
alarmed at the manner in which forces of the extreme left have tied
to seize upon the demand for direct workers' demoeraey as a means of
undermining both capitalism sind 'trade union bureaucracy.' The
unions continued to press for equal representation on boards of directors, which they have already achieved in steel and coal mining
companies, but one observer has cautioned, "any sharing of decisions
with Ivor kers would raise the fundamental problem et liability and responsibility. . .
(lade union wide!' is directly involved in management decisions would no longer be in a position to effectively defend
the interests of the workers."
UNITED KINGDOM

In England, where nationalization of certain industries had led to
experiments in collective management, the participation of union
representatives in management bodies was cApected to mean they
would take od management functions in additi.m to representin6 labor

interests. Experience has proved otherwise. One observer said that
when trade union representatives joined the English boards, they
abandoned all trade union functions and time result was that unions
did not receive "a shale in power as such." In short, the workers were
coopted.
A different kind of British experiment in industrial democracy was

the subject of a major study. It parallels American interest in the

Scanlon Plan who e labor and management share in production planning and in pi ofit sharing. The study des_ribes the John Lewis Partnership, an eight store enterprise commonly owned by its employees,
where each is rewarded according to 11;s corm ibution to the connnon

good. Nfanagers- high and loware accountable for their decisions
to the managed and surveys show "mo,t workers like their jobs."
NORWAY

In Norway, the union movement first pressed for equal or partial
representation on the boards of dircaurs of several films but, as Professor Kassalow has reported, "found no very spectacular results. . . .
They discovered when a workers' representative got up to the board he
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had to .tit like a regulai Mt inber of the boat d of (lilt:trots 01 !it'd be
inelieetke. . . . lit might be .t little mute e humane . . but no gleat
change seemed to lesult. as fat as the otdiu.uy t%utlsu
in his dav-toda% work lite.-

ab LOMA:1mA,

Instt ad of pitssing lot diteetolships. a nttv and imaginative effort
has beet taunt ht t1 lIlltk.I the title

-1-11C Indu,U i.tl D11110.. I alt

with plant, fit long arm rcsealch sponsored jointly by the C:oa-

fedelation of lanplotels and the Tiades Union Council. In a hew
enttaplises suflitiii float monotony,
wolk, and high
llot Ca, alaion LohlIllaia. Cs, LOIlbistallg of art equal itumbel of L0111pall% Alid ulkir replesentati%es. wile appointed to undeltake expel intents. They examine ploduetion proeesses and pay ploltal.11is

then hulk oil tit' t
job melt sign, It/IA[1011, and semi allt0i10,11LAIS
training rot foremen and
gloat's. This is followed by sensiti%
plogiams for upgrading wolkers on a continuing basis.

In this initiatic. as well as in others in Nom ay, an important resoitice has been the Wotk Research Institute in Oslo, headed by 1)r.
satisLitho Thoist nil, one of the world's leading plaetitionels
fat tion and expel intimation. The Institute is suppol ted by go%cinmolt, union. and industital funds. While others %tete its117ng mem-

btAship on the Wald, of di' cLtols of films as the luau: to ;illintAing
the quality of wol king life, 1)1. Thutstud u.ts arguing that the testily
effeetke way to imploc the wolket's lot was to in%01%e dm %%miser di-

Ieetly in a system that would ',Limit him to (let/Jul, hinrif tin ough
his %tolls and take on ouleasing responsibility. One ollsheot of the indtts.tial expel ultimatum is that the Not t% egian Depaitment of Labor

has appointed a special committee to le.iew the tesults with a vitw
towaid adopting some of the ',or ate sceten expel-11110.S in the public
sector.

In Sweden, the resertoir of expertise is the De%...lopment Council for
Collabolatke Qut stunts. Ilics is a ueattne of till. SAckiish Employers
town'}'. major
Confteletation, and [muttons in %Animation with tile
unions The Count tl now has ten experiments tuttlet way itt %Alious
industries.
In 1 97o, the Swedish plume minister inditated the impoltanee he

attached to the ploblt in by noting that a hilt: Cue Lomat) had made
gnat 'nowt ss tut ultimo% ing standards of housing. intuition ,i..1 edit
cation, work was as dissatisfying as it had always lit en, l le declated the
task of the NtAt Mit s 11.4.st lit to girt the worker a bettel sollounding
and mole say over his work at the workplace."
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M:111.1geinela 1% .i, lintit.tt I in .111)C it was ma-Feting [tom setions

labor shortages, high absume Imes, and ubs ions job dissatislaetion.
One firm that stepped roman! was the Scamia Antomutice Plant
where the Saab cars ate made. The employer had been beset by high
tmnover, much sick leace, tepeated and costly halts in the assembly
line In 1968. the firm. wmking closely with the workers' conned,
launched a job design expc.iment in new plants undo construction.
In the process, a Jcselopment committee (with tepiesentation from
company and Ivo' kers) disc isscd all tool and limekiln designs before
construction began. Quality control was made the responsibility of
each %cot ker for the first time. Care and maintenance of machines were
also wined over to the w of Lets and they were cocoon aged to le n seYeral jobs. The usual plant .1551111b1) line was IA oken down into secetal
assembly groups placed along an automatic cornelut belt.
Now Saab takes full page ads to emphasize that its products are
made by ins: rested (not bored), experienced since thew is less tut nover), and calling Io' Let s (since they ate responsible for .1 whole proc-

ess rather than one nut on a bolt). "It's a slower, mote costly system
for ns. but we know it builds better cars," declaims the company.
Another expci intent in a tobacco factory at At sika, Sweden, was
initiated in 1969 70 by the Swedish Delegation [on Indust' ial Democracy, a section of the Swedish Depaitment of Industry. TI conclusion: job leYarnping resulted in mockers pt..1 LLiN i rig increased oppoittinity to take part in decisions related to then tasks and their
depattment. mute called woik with increased oppottuttities to leant,

in(' eased w Wino& ss to help wen kniates.gicatel lute' est in product on,

Irene' planning, and bum telations k ith the foreman. Who could ask
for more?

While the Scandinavian efforts are pros ing themselves out, some
obset vets looking at the string of sit ikes in Weston Europe in the
1969 71 p Cl iod are wanting that individual ssolkcas ale restless. They
mming along the stoke tome, without union hcadquatters ap-

poYal, to seek new gains 01 to tediess gik4d1ILLS. This dues nut mean

that they are hostile to then unions, but rather that they look beyond
them to solve problems at the local level.

This seems to fit in with the tecent recommendations of the European Economic Community Commission in Mussels, %%fifth noted that
too often present rsork systems. partieularly assembly line operations, waste
human capability, espeeially intelleetual capacity. and deny to the Ivo; ker
adequate freedom and rt sponsMility it the otgattitatiou of his work. . . .
.Action must he Lakin at die commit') it) 10.0 to reeheSS the tendency to
delnunani/e work organliation and methods.
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Change
SOME POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE EMPLOYER

The changing composition and character of America's work force
suggest sonic philosophical questions. For cx.iinplc, tiA an emplo,er
shale the responstInlity to assist an cittplo)ec to tcalize his fullest capability?
If the question had been posed in terms "sole" or "major responsibility.' the answer would be difficult. Unless we riew employment as
simply a hire, use, and discard relationship with the employer buying
cool kers' serf ices on a pmely market basis, it is clear there is a social

obligation to neat wolkels as humans, rather than a, inanimate machines. This question passes u%...1 any economic mil tillages which such

self-fulfillment would bring the employe', but we will look at this
later.

In exploring how employers can more in the direction of sharing
the lespunsibility for cillaiging job fires, it may be useful to look at
where we ale now in hopes of developing some (mule guidelines.
In ['tinging up our young people we accept the ploposition that
thole is a duty to help each .whicre education to the maximum of his
ability. We provide schulaiships, loans, and other subsidies to help
a qualified youngster climb the educational laddta if he cannot affold
the means himself. Net once lie Icares school, he is litually and figula-

tire') on his own so fa' as continuing his intellectual growth. There
the community colleges, hbraties, and the like financed with public
funds, but for the must part plc:paling for plumotions, new careers, or
kisure-time intelests must be self initiated and hugely self-financed.
Much of this policy is remised on the good old days when son followed father and signs over establishments hequently read "John
Smith and Sons", when workers Ian their entire work course in one
employ and wound up with the gold watch and a 30 year history in
the same place on the same job. Now them ale new days when fathers
encourage sons to du other things, when halms themselres think of

second acts in their work tires and read John IV. Gardnees Selfne.ial 1%411 pelsolial juiciest, Is lien job applicants want to know not
only about the starting job but what the chances .11e for mounting the

career ladder and where it goes, when one family in fire mores at
least across co my lines each year and the usual reason is a new job.
The United States Labot Depth tment warns, "No longer can a boy

or gill expect just one occupation to corer a lifetime of work. Even
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today, a 20 yeal old matt could be expected to change jobs six or seven
times during his worklife expectancy of 93 years."

There ale °diet changes, too. Sixty-two pcicent of the workers in
.Anielica in 197o were engaged in furnishing set lees and only 38 petcent in producing goods. By 198u, it will be mole like 70 to so. Nlan-

agelial-technical types alicady ocitninnbei skilled u,tftsnten and the
tilt continues. Less than 2 pet Lent. of all wot keis ate involved in assembly line wink. On the whet hand employees of government represent one in every six in the %%cm k force and by 198o the ratio is expected to rise to one in cloy five. We are becoming a nation whose
people are largely engaged in providing services. Since labor is a much
larger component of di:lively of services than in producing goods, labor's needs and desires influence quality and quantity even more than
in a nation of producers.
The achievement of job motivation, challenge, variety, and individual recognition by those furnishing the services thus oecomes even

wore important. A recent newspaper report told of a columnist's experience in reciting a eat hum a fitm that spent tens of millions of
dollars inquoving its customer relations, but blew it. all forever when
this customer Iv as met by sullenness and disinterest. As he said, "It is
often the lowest paid employee who has the face-to-face contact with
the customer, and who 'lepiesents' the company to the public."
Employers brought lip in the F etha ick Winslow Taylor scientific
management school of the Lally 19oos !canted how Taylor taught steel
co'o' kers to shovel .17 tons of pig icon a day instead of 12.5 tons. Accoldly-% to Professor Daniel Bell, Tay lor specified evely detail of the
nun's jobthe site of the shovel, the bite into the pile, the vveight of
the scoop, the distance to walk, the are of the swing, and the rest periods that stecluot Let Schmidt should take. By systematically varyovg
each factor, Taylor got the optimum amount moved.

Taylor also knew "what sort of man could fit into this strait jacket
`one of the NCI) fast requirements for a 111,111 who is fit to handle pig
iron as a regulat occupation is that he shall be so stupid and so phlegmatic that lie molt neat ly lesembles an ox than any utile'
" Pro-

fessor Bell recounted. Well, dallied kw oxen ale applying for jobs
these clays, but lots of well thic tech well U,tycicd, independent, and
ambitious young men and women are.
Employer self inteicst assumed that employees were best served 'oy
establishing pension plans which put .1 high pentium on staying with
the same film. This theuty is undergoing some second thoughts. In all
too many enua prises theic nowt exist executives and rank and file em-
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ploy ees who, in the words of Robert Ford, base left the firm mentally,

but hasen't gone yet physically. Tilt) are competent but unhappy
people w ith enough unhappiness to slop us t on all who come in contact with them customers, executives, subordinates, and peers. If they
could take then pension erectus and move on, they would be happier
and, most likely, so would customers, executives, subordinates, and
peers.

Largeseale employers arc also recognising that in the dynamic

economy there is frequent reason to shift bases of operations as supplies and MU kets change, to reduce or close operations for the same
reasons, to merge or sell units. Employees and the communities affected would accept these changes better if appropriate shares of the
earned pensions were credited and permitted to lubricate the local
economy. A portable pension plan would accommodate to employee
desire for mobility and changed careers and to the employer's need for
manpower flexibility.
On the stn face, the objectives of increasing job satisfaction and expediting job mobility may seem in conflict, but many authorities consider tiiem complementary. The first seeks to max:mite the interest of

the work,:r in his present job, the second accepts the view that limits
will be t eddied in one location and the best thing that can be done for
the worker and the firm is to make it easier to continue his career elsewhere or perhaps to undertake a new career.
Another aspect of employee freedom lies in such matters as worktime scheduling. The N1estern European concept of flextime gives
employees some leeway in scheduling their work day. This has many
potential benehts. freedom for employees to take care of errands, carry
out social or recaeational pursuits, and finish tasks rather than quit at
an aitnuary tune, reduction in traffic congestion and air poi/talon as
repotting times are sin cad, reduction in absenteeism and disciplining
for tardiness, dud, occasionally, stretched hours of service to customers,
when employers can open earlier and close later.
Query: Does an employer have a responsibility to achieve a job-satis-

fied work force even if the economic advantages of such change are
un proven?

I hoe is a tendency in a free enter prise society to load responsibility
upon employers. 1 hey hale resoinLCS, they are accorded leadership
homage in the community , theydespite the inroads if collective

bargainingstill retain a good deal of the father image where em

ployee needs are coneerned. But col poi ate employers Ire changing
away from peisonalued, physically present, ind accessible managers
into professional, impersonal, and often distant executives. Commu-
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nities recognize that ciiiploycis uutot be asked (too often) to commit
Co tpoiate assets to accommodate to local or employee needs not diret.tly 'elated to the production of goods and set v ices. They are profit-

making enterplises and not eleernosynat y institutions. They vary
widely, too, in their lieu, of eurpoi ate social responsibility and their
financial ability or willingness to consider exti a costs.

Thus, when we talk about helping an employee realize his fullest
capability, the employer is especially interested if this will also help
him achiese some col pulate economic gainless turnover, less sick
lease, less absenteeism, ox less ploduct rejects. If lie helloes job enrichment will do this, and if lie can cnercome the many inhibitions and
obstacles earlier cited, he may try. But if this is not the case, he is
hardly tempted.
Here are sonic thoughts on the subject:
Sithey Harman, picsident of the Jen is Corporation, said, "Work satisfactionwhich is to say the attainment of ,t sense of purposefulness in his

or her inn k, the aelue einem of a sense of pusonal worth and dignity
should be seen .ts .t fundamental light of employees, and therefore a
fontlamental obligation of employees."

.1 CltrysIct Colpolation official &dated, "Any system we originate has
to have a faotable oust benefit ratio. Our motivation for the career ladders' eNpu mem is self su ing. We c,ne about community good will, but
if we catec measure the tcsults of changes through money saved, dual a
program such as this does us little good?'

C Jackson Grayson, Ruiner chairman of the Price Commission, said,
"The answer to the decline in the traditional wont ethic is to create a new

wutl. ethic for the 7oscue that dues out muely demand blind and unquestioning dedication to autholity 01 tradition, but one that celebrates
and rewards autonomy and individuality."

Now a tougher question. Does an employer have a responsibility to
the community to design jobs in such a way as to minimize job - related
swial Lusts (con': of alcohultcs, nalcutus addicts, the mentally upset)?
Nfany employees will accept such a responsibility without outside

pressure. Others may not le cognize the human damage inflicted by
then work piocesses and still °thus may shift, this pioblein to the coinniiiiiity. Pediaps dte philosophy undeighding the national CI1N onmunta: Limit ol policy has application het ethat none should be permit:ed to pollute .a1, u.aci , of other lesout ces fox their own ads antage.

In older to data such conduct dale is pioNision for fedelal directives
and fines.

flow to identify and isolate such costs would be an immediate problciii..1nothei big plublian would mem ulicze one company dominates
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the local etonoms. \\"( !Litu alit adv seen some pollution count)l mandates unit) eniploccis and job (0mA:tiled t. titplocce in du:it opposition.

But if out publit, undustanding of job hots and theit diet ts on
individuals continues to expand, such an apinuaeli, wltetlict local or
federal, may evolve.
SONIE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE UNIONS

Let tts begin with the question. Discs a union have the rightand
does it have a tesponsibility to bat ga:n tot Jul) ern ithment?
rot the 75 pet et tit of the hulk folic: uhieli has not chosen to be reptesented by unions diet e is little coneein hith this question. Put the
tentaining 25 pct cent this is eleat I) a significant considetation. Union
initiatives LW make things happen, union disapin ov al Lan disetnnage
attempts 01 slots, things douti if they ate ti ied. The legal obstacles, as
I have suggested, ate not in:Ali:tableconditions of employment have

ahead) been stretched hide. Hoe, I believe, more depends on the
cokes of the \sulker-menthe's, as well as the fotesightedness of union
leadoship, than on tlianges in public policy. Some union (cadets allead) ate moving, antieipating needs Leto' e the menthe's do and out
of eoneet in too, that if they do not act this will beeonte an exclusively
management tool.
job cut tcluttutt is a difficult thing to structure into a contract, even

if employe's ate hiding to do so. It does not deal with classes of
hot Lets, not hit., fixed conditions, but lather teinesencs a peat deal
of intet aetion with individual hot Lets, both in the process of job
ts It also requites a substantial
tan ielinient and in the lid' iC%
lintutlitt of fluidic) often trespassing on job elassifications ur union
jut iseliecions. hink of the Swedish auto hot ket ulto is chatged with
and held accountable for not only assembly hod:, but now also for
maintenanee and quality eontiol..111 .1nietieatt union \could have to
tieeoniniodate to a great deal of flexibility in contract into ptetation
to wake stieli job bloadening possible. .1s long as membets .ne eontent
to fouls dui' union activity on iniptosing wages, benefits and working
conditions, thete is little Ulu wive lot union (cadetship to become involved in the tweet tain, complieated, and potentially' volatile issues
which ate likely to arise in job enrichment.
twiner industrialist himself,
Senator Chat les If. Pete) kR
told a National C.ontelettee on the Changing Wolk Ethic that intuit
job dissatisfaction arises from
an cut. ['AR dlialiur it at Lai industrial system that has taken decades and

decades to build.... -hue is a strong feeling that managetial and labor
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institutions bast sonictillits
too rigid. Too often they have became
blind to the bloater needs of our society.
SOME POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT

Is time a community icsponsibility to help the employeeeven as
it assisted him or her to achieve a proper education?

Federal .AgencyAt the federal level this can be done by creating
an agency or public cuipulation to assist films by pus ;ding relevant
case histories, advice, ind a hostel of qualified consultants and generally establishing a cleat ing house for iesearch, experience, and experiments. This has been proposed by the Wolk in America task force
almost as a public health expuiditute because it should provide savings in govt.:minutia! spending for lehabilitation of job-unhappy
workers suffering from aleohAism, drugs, or mental problems.
A bipartisan group of eighteen senators, led by Senator Edward M.
Kennedy (D Mass), sponsored legislation in 1973the \Volker Alienation Research and Teelinical Assistance Actwhich would attack the
ploblim as a matter of continuing public policy and energise resources
in the Department of I health, Education and Welfare and the Department of Labot to conduct it:scald% on the extent of job discontent and
its costs to industry and society genually, to provide technical assistance for those seeking to expel iment in ways to meet alienation, and to
launch some pilot demonstration projects.

Representative William A. Steiger (R-Wis) likes the idea of tax incentives. "We seem to have little problem in giving tax beaks for capita: investment and machine depreciation, but meet peat resistance at
suggestions of tax incentives for employee training and job upgrading.

It is, however, an option which should be explored." If we can assist
an employer in getting new equipment, we should be willing to assist
a worker begin a new woik lifethat seems to be the argument.

EducationOur view of education needs the most drastic overhaul
of all The idea of packing all the training into one block at the outset
of a person's life is almost a surefire vsay of stunulig further intellectual gloss th and cutting off tremendous potential for individual developmcnt
%sulking }cats. Dept iv Mg people of continuing ties
to education coin' ibutes to the bailenness of the steadily lengthening re-

tirement }cars. This is not to overlook the many existing resources
for ..dult education, self education, in-house job training, and other
forms of mind stretching. Yet as vse consider how most people spend
their flee time (luting the job years and the pension yea's, we must ad-
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not that the asailablt training and cffectite entouragemult to make
use of it IA Is short.

Di. !lobo t E. Strino, twiner dean of continuing education at
.\iii

LIritelsit), alto looking at social major Etilopeall

giants, has .ugucd that %wilco ictiailling should be looked upon as a

-national tapital invotint lit"

',ling-, substantial towns to the
nation in this rum of pludu(ti% it) and taxes and in the asuidalke of
labor shultagcs ut the Los's of tintinploymult compensation. Dr.
Sit incl. athocalts .1 ',toad pluglain of subsidi';o1 tdutation thlutighout
lift, truant((' by dulmant inunplu)litin insulante funds, %%lath mold
wake cdu(ation "the kt) to ttillutking a continuously 'mooting life
experience."

Hue arc some possibilities fur recision in the United States: prosiskin fur haul upted high sthuol and college training so that %sulk
perhaps
could be mixed in, sabbatitals For the middle-aged hulk
(lialgtd against then ultimate ptusion rights of delaying actual tctilemolt an equal amount, gicato asailabilit) and 'chance on equisalot%) tests so that %sulk edutated emplu)ccs tout(' athioe their "ued%titials-, noised bask training so that, lather than teaching prepal alion rot um. ,kill alld oily .sock (meet, CoIllst.S itttp.ut a foundation for

!taming social skills and taking on training almost without end;
emplu)nient intoltiscs to inu case eilutation such as employer subsidies. Limo dotlopment loans (as He now du pith public school
ttatlios), 01 union stliolaiship, pith pa) impluttments as courses are
(UlOpletcd, adult edimatton offelings on ttok pit Illises to encourage
gitater ease and use, tseekend Icticats cc:meted on palticular topics
01 on genuati) undostanding self and &Alms, itlutsc time bum Welk
For job mimed training, edutational counseling b) employers and
unions, lesosation of a channel on munitipall) tontrulled cable television system for community-oriented training.

FIft)-fise potent of those enrolled in the teloision "Open University" pol(,rams have been full-time workers.

Afarutium RttitontrontsAssome that employers and unions, for
reasons of thul on n, an. tchtt,tatit to tt.nutic dots n the )et unehal tett
twat; to job satisfaction. Can and should gownincnt in the interests
of the gencial %%dram of the nation, as Hell as in harnessing unused

tapablity For the gloss national product, take a leaf out of the Fair
Lboi Standards Act or dm Oeupational Safct) and Health Act and
establish some minimum requirements in job satisrattiun?
I lie algumult For s..ittl an tniii.trite is that if Congress has seen the
%sages and Hulking conditions
need to take these steps to protect
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of employees, w, lry not tike at rested step? This, too, seems ahead of
today's reality because theic still is doubt about tilt, lasting cffie.0 y of

much of job entichment, its applicability to manyif not most
win kers, and, perhaps most important of all, in teams of individual
heedoms, whether workers would want such directives hum Uncle
Sam. At the moment, the workers' wishes arc subdued.
Government at all levels can exercise anodic,. role, that of the model
employer, by introdming job satisfaction concepts into its own opcia-

tionsno tin) part of the nation's jobs. There have been some beginningsin local government, largely in the innovative West, there ale
experiments underway in pal ticipatory management, job rotation,
team efforts, election of job ladders backed by special educational cffults, and some beginnings of job redesign. The Wisconsin state goyeminent and the Nassau Comity, New Volk, government have each
begun pioductiN it) progiams with emphasis on job enrichment. The
Social Security Administration is negotiating a pilot program in its
West Coast office for the same objective. Significant experitnents worth
watching.

Agenda for the Seventies
I shi ink from the omniscience implied in laying out such a program, but a volume of this kind seems to indicate .t "w hat to do about

it" prescription. The following is presented as a starting point for
clinical consultation:
GOVERNMENT

1. Should establish a national policy objective, in the model of the
Full Employment Act of 1946, stating that achiccincnt of a minimum
leNcl of job satisfaction km all wolkels is nccessaly to imptove standards of lining, protect mental and physical health and welfare, and
advance individual fulfillment.
2. Should develop an active national manpower policy which recognizes the dynamics of our economy as well as the pressures I'm growth,
%mkt), and individual ficedorn in human development. This would
aim at fullest possible utilization of resources through implementation
of job mobilityboth vet tical, in the foim of promotions and rotation,
and holizontal in icrnoing blocks to job and Lamer change and imploy aig facilities fur movement, such as expanded Employment Service capability and relocation assistance.

3. Should establish a national agency or nonprofit institute on the
order of the National Science Foundation to cenualize and mobilize
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tconitcs and int( It As III attaining tile national poliey objeeti.e.
Amon.; its tit:tics would be the t whim t of siii.e%s itlintifying the
c mscs of job dissatisfaction. the Lxtent tan industiy. (..01111111.1 le .111th go.-

t:t inneitt. and anaksis of how it total,' he remedied. The agent.. would:
encourage treation of joint 'abut nialiagc went committees to txperimt.nt wall wit jou:, ne medial Letbuuptes, 1..011%1-111.. 1.01111.1 LIR es, till( I ibWe HILL) tile Oil LAIR..1 kilt-LS. stituul.tte and pLillapS sul »i,liie business
.ille
and uuiun, to dt.% dui) ease history 11-1101 I s;
10:ALI of tlu.tlilied LX111..1 Is to assist I/.11 ties, 11111%1 .11111 1110111tit.111011St1.11.1011 grants in fields %%hue employets and Othl-1 %%Lte

.1'.....1111/11.

1o1

510%% to take the i111tiatke..15 in the case of Upwat d Mobility programs,
funds could go to fit ms. unions or Abb01.1.11.1011b, %%1111.11eW hall the

the initiative, and the capability.
.1. Should appoint a Lommission to te%iew current ethic-10°mi! practices hum the peispeeti% C of the elianging needs of people in 01 dt..1 to
111.11,e Llillt...1t1011 .1 lifelong experience.. l lie repots of the commission,
which would affett many Mat tt is besides job satisfaction, could IA. the
scat tiug point fun a national dialogue 011 the OhjeCt1 % es and pt aetiees of

education.
5. Should at t as a model employer in initiating projects to impro%e
the quality oh %%tit k life. This would apply to fetletal, state, county and

eity locls with ptu% ism', for adequate lepuiting and dissemination of
results.
EM PLOVERS

1. Should review the potential of job enrichment as a means of impro%ing produetion as well .is enhatuang :piker satisfaetion, attempt

pilot projects and gke them an adequate chance to mantle and
weather. In the pioLess .1 proper iole for %%mkt.'s and their union 1 LTresen tati ves should be developed and incorporated.

.. Should analyze and re% iew present manage' ial practices which
set double standatdsuneet tail' hourly pay %ersirs fixed weekly, salaries, sca%enging for ',diking spaces %List's I esel%ed spots neat won k;
11111111141AI 111111.111:011 11001S, kill:ALM cafehalf-hour knell per iods
terias %et sus plush dining iooms and the like. Where the (fillet elites
al C really status symbols hither than job justified, employees sh011id
C011s1111.1

L.11.111gLS to increase management-tank and file consultation

and interaction.
3. Considet experiments in flextime work scheduling. This concept,
gi% mg employees some leeway in scheduling their work days accepts
pel S011the plemisc that employeis should set bt.11111.11lISW,
111.1 testing or in schedulingthat !hoe a realistic connection with the
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d1111.11Illl of 111C job. If it is old% tioditionol to require attendance on
fixed boons, the employcl gains nothing. Net he is denying an employee

flexibility. which' may mean .t great deal in tutus of conyenienec and
inclependenec. and cleating a double stand.0 with those in higher
super irony tanks who accend thentsciyes St.1111 tIcNibility. A similar

appt °all! weld be taken to cmploYet chess and glooming codes
applying .t stonclaid that what is job-lc:quit ed is necessat), the test
could be flexchessgiing uotkcis thc chance to excleise style and
%hin'.

usloNs

1. Should accept a responsibility for achicing minimum standards
of quality of %cut king lite tin ough the pweesses of colleetice botgain-

ing, Icgislatke enactment and odminisuatie 1)1°u:dines.
2. Should juin with employus in cneumaging ',lionising pilot projeets, in building joint bodies to .assist and monitor their doelopment
and di3seminote nesults. This may MY °Ice some substantial concessions
on tuiiun junisdietiou and ISS11.11111.: of union tiocel on transfet colds.
3. Should (those nel,n esenting gocc.nment cum kets) press for experi-

ments in the white coital paper mills so pet Yaske in public senicc,
spitKling the exoinFles of job rotation, team climb, job ladders, and
job redesign throughout departments and agencies.
1. Should seek to enhuge the glieancc plocess so as to encompass
issues of job design .111l1 job CO1111111. The gticyonee plocess, with its

emphasis on settlement .tt the level closest to the worker, lends itself
particularly to these individuali/ed issues.
In summary, as John W. Gat duet has said in his excellent essay on
St if R ne., al, "We must discuser how to design otganizations and
uclinologieal systems in such .1 way that individual talents ate used
to the maximum and human sotisioction and dignity ate pl CSC1%
\ 1110S1 1(..11 n to
technology sere man nut only in the end inoduct but in the doing."
The need fin this is cleat in thc obserlation of Professor Alva F.
Kindall of the llotYaid Btuntess School that industry fit:Tient!) uses

out) 3u to

peicent of the aletage mot ken's capabilities what a

waste of the other two-thirds.

Sometimes one must wonder if we arc not paying too much attention to the whole subject, but than we !cin that in cumin elicnske
fifteen-eat study of the aged, the stiongcst facto' in pi edicting Iongoity was %cot k satisfaction. Ile who enjoyed his wotk liccd longest.
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About The American Assembly
The American Assembly was established by Dwight D. Eisenhower

at Columbia Univelsity in 195o. It holds nonpal tisan meetings and
publishes authoritative books to illuminate issues of United States
policy.

An affiliate of Columbia, with offices in the Graduate School of Business, the Assembly is a national educational institution incorporated in
the State of New York.
The Assembly seeks to provide information, stimulate discussion, and
evoke independent conclusions in matte's of vital public interest.
AMERICAN ASSEMBLY SESSIONS

At least two national programs are initiated each year. Authorities
ale retained to mite background pal,cls presenting essential data and
defining the main issues in each subject.

About sixty men and women representing a broad range of experience, competence, and American leadership meet for seeral clays to
discuss the Assembly topic and consider alternatives for national
policy.

All Assemblies follow the same procedure. The background papers

ale sent to participants in adance of the Assembly. The Assembly
meets in small groups for four or CI% e lengthy pei iods. All groups use
the same agenda. At the close of these informal sessions, participants
adopt in plenary session .t final I cput t of findings and recommendations.
Regional, state, and local Assemblies are held following the national

session at Ardent House. Assemblies have also been in England,
Switcci land, Nfalaysia, Canada. the Caribbean, South America, Central

America, the Philippines, and japan. Oyer one hundred institutions
have co-sponsored one or more Assemblies.
ARDEN HOUSE

flume of The American Assembly and scene of the national sessions

is Alden House, which was gken to Columbia Uniersity in 195o by
Aercll Ilailiman. E. Roland Minimal joined his brother in contributing toward adaptation of the property for conference purposes.
The buildings and surrounding land, known as the lIariiman Campus
of Columbia University, ale fifty miles north of New Yolk City.
Arden House is a distinguished conference center. It is self-suppoi tang and upt.tatcs tInutighout the yc.0 fln use by enganizations with
educational objectives.
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AN1ERICAN ASSENIBLY BOOKS

The batkgiunnd pap: t s fui etch Assembly program are published in
Waal ies, busicloth and palm butind edition, lut toe b) hall%
nesses, public agcncics, nuttgo% nutult.d ut ganiiat ium, educational
institutions, discussion and s,t %ice gt uttvs. In this 5%.1) the dclibuations
of Assembly sessions are continued and extended.
The subjects of Assembly programs to date are:

United StatesWestern Europe Relationships
Inflation

191
1952

Economic Security for Americans
The United States" Stake in the United Nations
The Federal Government Service
United States Agriculture
The Forty-Eight States
The Representation of the United States Abroad
The United States and the Far East

1953
195.1

1955
1956

1957 Intel national Stability and Progress

Atoms for Power

The United States and Africa

1958

United States Monetary Policy
Wages, Prices, Profits, and Productivity

1959

The United States and Latin America

1960The Federal Govel 'fluent and Higher Education
The Secretary of State

Goals for Americans
196t

Arms Control: Issues for the Public

Outer Space: Prospects for Man and Society
1962Automation and Technological Change
Cultural Allairs and Foreign Relations
1963

The Population Dilemma

The United States and the Middle East
196.1

1965

The United States and Canada
The Congress and America's Future
The Courts. the Public, and the Law Explosion
The United States and Japan

1966State Legislatures in American Politics

A World of Nuclear Powers?
The United States and the Philippines

Challenges to Collective Bargaining
196

The United States and Eastern Europe

Ombudsmen for American Govonment?
1968Uses of the Seas
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Late in a Changing America
enoming 1Vorkl Hunger

1969Black Economic Development
The States and the Lhban Crisis

1970The Health of Americans
The United States and the Caribbean
1971The Future of American Transpo) talon
Public Workers and Public Unions
The Future of Foundations

1972

Prisoners in America

1973-1'he Worker and the Job

Choosing the President

Land Use
The Future of Museums
The Multinational Corporation

1974

Second Editions, Revised:
1962

1963

The United States and the Far East
'Hie United States and Latin America

The United States and Africa
196.1United States Monetary Policy
1965-1ne Fed(' la! Government Service
The Representation of the United States Abroad

1968Cultural Affairs and Foreign Relations
Outer Space: Prospects for Man and Society
I 969

1972

The Population Dilemma
The Congress and America's Rattle

